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THEODORE ROOSEVELT’S 
rs 

Qe | 
ie ; f ° | Your affectionate father Letters to 

i a His Children 
The great Cliristmas bo 

for fathers. mothliers 

all ages. W conten 3 parer 
1re there this record o a 

ind companion will be re 

treasured SELES aeR 
“The sensnution of 1 

nothing else like it in the Ing 
—WN. Y. Herald. 

Vy Yk | 
chines of Offpring (GH Ly & Aaneghir) “What a father, what 

, What fun it store for other 

iy? foe «> gf J a ’ oe 0 e if cl et a: Si so = Qa ao” —— fe5 f m th rsand ill n ) 

Illustrated with fohctien e lel 
End of one of Col. Roosevelt's “picture letters”’ 

Theodore Roosevelt’s Theodore Roosevelt | 
Adventure Books AnAutobiography 

, This great autobiography, so eliara 
A uniform edition of these remarkable & pny 

1 . ¥: istie of its author in its earnestness 
books, so full of the vigorous personality of st é . 2 ; : 

vigor, stands easily first among tli 

Sie teas 

heir author, whieh have already taken tbheis ; 

= ! ; Se ics of . ni , yet published on the career and pers 
face among Lie Classics oO ndven e — a ‘ ; 

iby yt Coione Roosevelt ]| ust 

African Game Trails (2 volumes) 
Through the Brazilian Wilderness ae 
Outdoor Pastimes of an American Huntes Old New England Doorwa Js 
A Book-Lover’s Holidays in the Open By ALBERT G. ROBINSON 

The Rough Riders A book to set tli 
one a-tingle. 66 illustrati 

BR 
u 

A 
iu 

Six lum llustrated Set boxed 

ki $15: separate volumes, cach $2 : 

at The Life of Mrs. Robert 

i 

collector | " 

In Morocco Louis Stevens 
By EDITH WHARTON By her sister, MRS. SANCHEZ 

| Edith Wharton went to Md at the in The multitude of readers and 
Al | vitat on of the Governor! coi 1h al She WAS Stevens yn kn Ww through the | 

" 1} entertained by the Sultan a cl iefs, and “Letters.” through her collab | 

bheir harems and had unusual opportuni iim in “The New Arabian 

A ties to study big count yY peor; le and cus we eh countless side-li: ohts i i 

toms of this most extraordinarily varied o rature about him that his wife 

the world’s new playgrounds I ustrated self a remarkable and most 
$3 50 i — Lome sf . etalon figure. The story of her Jife has thie 

nation of an adventurous romance 

brated. $2.00. 

American Painting 
and its Tradition 

By JOHN C. VAN DYKE 
A veteran critie’s critical stu: dy and delightfully per 
rative of the brilliant art movement of tlie past four 
Twenty-four illustrations. $2.50. 

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS ** 435,080 
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Steeplejack 
By JAMES HUNEKER 
From the vantage-point of his years, James Huneker, one 

of the most interesting of all contemporary Americans, looks 
back over his promenades—artistic, intellectual, sentimental— 
throughout a life of varied experiences. 

His boyhood, the precarious days of study abroad, the be- 
wildering kaleidoscope of more than three decades in New 
York, London, Paris, Rome, Madrid, Vienna, Prague, Amster- 
dam, mingling with distinguished musicians, poets, artists, 
thinkers—all these things are set down frankly with the wnit- 
er’s tastes, prejudices, philosophy, and romances. Two vol- 
umes. Illustrated. $6.00. 

War in the Garden of Eden 
By KERMIT ROOSEVELT 

Kermit Roosevelt took part in what was perhaps the most 

dramatic of all phases of the war—the fighting march of 

General Maude’s army through Mesopotamia. This is his 

stirring modern Anabasis, frequently reminiscent of that 

earlier record of Xenophon’s intrepid band. Illustrated. 
$1.60. 

The American Front 
By CAPTAIN ERNEST PEIXOTTO a 

Ernest Peixotto went to France in 1918 as artist officially attached to the A. E. F. 
Through the thick of the fighting he was with the vanguard of our forces, sketching, as 
he went. This volume is a very unique record of America’s part in the war. Profusely 
illustrated. $3.50. 

. : Law and the Family 
The Remaking of a Mind By ROBERT GRANT, Judge of Probate 
By HENRY DE MAN Court, Boston 

A brilliant survey of contemporary prob- Women and Property 
lems by a leader of the Belgian Labor The Third Generation and Invested Prop- 

ee il of Will-Maki 
“Beyond the danger of too enthusiastic ral “te tty Real ‘Life 

praise . . . occupies an exalted place Domestic Relations and The Child 
in the literature that attempts to analyze The Limits of Feminine Independence 

These are the significant chapter head- future social itions.” lal conditions.” $1.75. ings of this delightfully written book. $1.50. 

The Army Behind the Army 
By E. ALEXANDER POWELL 
in a incredible story of how American brains and ingenuity worked behind the men 
. e trenches. The confidential records of every branch of the War Department were 
ime os open to Maj. Powell; he has had full official authorization and co-operation. He 
oe = instance, how at the time of the Armistice we were making at a secret factory 

oy illoughby, Ohio, 10 tons a day of a chemical 72 times more deadly than mustard 
ie oe a corset manufacturer designed our best gas-mask; how the A. E. F. Engineers 
Laker at railroad ties a month in France to Jay a single track road from the Great 

tse a 7 the Gulf. The book reads like a romance and constitutes the indispensable 
clume two” to all existing histories of the war. Illustrated. $4.00. 

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS ° New ‘Youn’ * 
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The Valley of Vision 
By HENRY VAN DYKE 

Christmas and a new book by Henry Van Dyke—an idea 

bination! A book for the dreamer, the thinker, for the reade: 

delights in observing the spirit of life in its best manifesta‘ 

One of the best of these stories is a vision of three unknow: 

in the life of Jesus of Nazareth which belongs with the sto 
“The Other Wise Man.” Another records a humble French so! 

vision of the Maid of Orleans. I[llustrated, cloth $1.50; leather § 
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Joy in the’ Morning 
By MARY RAYMOND SHIPMAN ANDREWS 

To the host of readers familiar with Mrs. Andrews’s exquisite story, “The I: 
Tribute,” it is enough to say that she has caught the same exalted mood in these 
stories. The title is symbolical, being drawn from the Biblical sentence: “Heaviness 
endure for a night but joy cometh in the morning.” It is from us of today whi 
weathered the storm of the war that the burden is lifted, to us “joy cometh in the 
ing.” $1.60. 
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Miss Fingal The Wild Goose 
By MRS. W. K. CLIFFORD By GOUVERNEUR MORRIS 

An exquisite psychic novel of how life 
and happiness come to a shy little woman 
through the transference to her of the per- 
sonality of a dead wife and mother. 

“One of the best novels of the last few 
years.”—Wm. Lyon Phelps. 

“The most fascinating novel of the entire 
season.”—Chicago News. $1.60. 
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Suppose you discovered your wife | 

in love with another man? Would \ 
what the Wild Goose did—he was a 
fully leveled-headed husband!—or 
you—? $1.75. 
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Deep Waters 
The Rain-Coat Girl By W. W. JACOBS 
By JENNETTE LEE “A sailorman,” said the night-watchma 

Those who enjoy stories that radiate sun- musingly, “a sailorman is like a fish, | 
shine must not fail to read this latest story safest when ’e is at sea. When a fish « 
by Jennette Lee of how Isabel Merton’s ashore it is in for trouble, and so is a sail- | 
sheery disposition won happiness for her- orman. One poor chap I knew—.” So be- | 
self and those about her in the little town gins the first of these stories in Mr. Jacobs’ | 
of Hanover. $1.60. inimitable style. Illustrated. $1.60. 
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aot The Bells of San Juan 
By JACKSON GREGORY 

A smashing new Western story by the author of Judith of Blue Lak 

Ranch. When Virginia Page first hangs out her sign as physician ani | 
surgeon in San Juan, Rod Norton is at the very crisis of his fight wit 
the lawless Galloway. Galloway thinks him easy and goes boldly ah: 
with his plans to loot the town—and so the story begins. $1.75. 

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS. ** 4x5, 25 38th 5 
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<r Cat My Italian Year 
By JOSEPH COLLINS 

D’Annunzio’s latest exploit is as typical of the Italian people. as Italian opera. A 

noted psychologist and old lover of Italy presents in this book a unique study of the 

italian people, their temperament, aims and politics. $2.50. 

Plays by Benavente Second Series The Principles of Playmaking 
Trans. by J. G. UNDERHILL. By BRANDER MATTHEWS 

sc : . ‘ In addition to the title paper, this vol- 
_ sg = 198 _ nage 7 ee ume includes: “On uitink Ltecatans into 

porary Spanish playwrights 18 Oriuan’y the Drama,” “The Playwright and the 
expressed in these four plays of Spanish Player,” “The Simplification of Scenery,” 

life: “No Smoking,” “Princess Bebe,” «fhe Conventions of the Music-Drama,” 
“Autumnal Roses,” and “The Governor’s “The Vocabulary of the Show Business,” 
Wife.” $2.00. and other “discussions.” $1.60. 

THE NEW JUVENILES 

The Last of the Mohicans 
By J. FENIMORE COOPER 

This year’s addition to the growing list for younger readers 
is “The Last of the Mohicans”—a favorite with five generations 
of boys. Mr. Wyeth’s illustrations match Cooper’s colorful action 
and rich background. Illus. in color by N. C. Wyeth. $3.00. 

Wigwam Wonder Tales 
By WILLIAM THOMPSON 

American Indian myths, collected at first hand by the au- 
thor and Mr. Goddard of the Natural History Museum, recounted 
with simple charm. 30 page illustrations. $1.35. 

Rosemary Greenawa 
By JOSLYN = y 

Another of Miss Gray’s popular stories for girls. It is the 
story of a strong-willed girl whose intense loyalty to the mem- 
ory of her father sets her in opposition to her entire family— 
until she discovers her mistake. Illustrated. $1.50. 
By GEOFFREY PARSONS 

The Land of Fair Play 
_ A civies for boys and girls. The author employs the in- 
teresting method of analogy drawn from the playground; he 
shows that the democracy there used—decision by majority vote, 
‘two against one’s no fair,” etc.—is the same in principle as 
our laws. : $1.25 

The Book of Bravery %24 
By HENRY W. LANIER 

Stories, retold from many sources, of brave deeds of both | | 
men and women. A particularly inspiring book at this time. {| 
lilustrated. $2.00. 

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS ** New ‘You’ * 
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GOOD-BOOKS-FOR:GIFTS]zcknaien 

ALBERT J. BEVERIDGE’S 

THE LIFE OF 
JOHN MARSHALL 

NOW COMPLETE IN FOUR VOLUMES 

The first two volumes of this great work were called 
‘“An achievement in writing history dramatically that hag 
no parallel in American literature.’’ In the final volume 
(now ready) Marshall’s work on the Supreme Bench ig 
adequately described for the first time. | 
Illus. Vols. III and IV boxed. $10.00 net. y 

The set boxed, $20.00 net } 

PORTRAITS OF CALIFORNIA 
AMERICAN WOMEN DESERT TRAILS 

By Gamaliel Bradford By J. Smeaton Chase 
Illuminating sketches of eight famous The author of “Yosemite Trails” de- 

American women by the author of “Con- scribes another of the scenic wonderlands 
federate Portraits.” Illus. $2.50 net of the West. Illus. $3.00 net 

WHEN I COME BACK THE GRIZZLY 
; By Henry Sydnor Harrison By Enos A. Mills 

This memorable account of an Ameri- A book for every one whg feels the 
can soldier will take its place as one of lure of the great out-doors or who enjoys 
the classic inspired by the great conflict. true stories of adventure. 

$1.00 net Illus. $2.00 net 

hy WITH LAFAYETTE A HISTORY OF 
o IN AMERICA FRANCE 
tf By Octavia Roberts By William Stearns Davis 

i. In this timely volume, richly illustrated, A complete history of France from the 
the author tells of Lafayette’s two visits earliest times to the treaty of Versailles. 
to America. $5.00 net Illus. $3.50 net 

-DR.GRENFELL’ SAUTOBIOGRAPHY 

A LABRADOR 
DOCTOR 

Dr. Grenfell’s autobiography is especially interesting 
to those who have read his books, heard him speak, or 
know anything about the work he carries on in Labracor 
But it will also be enjoyed by everyone who likes a story | 
of adventure, inspiration and achievement that 
hardly be equalled in modern times. | 

Profusely illustrated, $4.00 née! § 
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THEODORE 
ROOSEVELT 
AN INTIMATE BIOGRAPHY 

Mr. Thayer’s unique knowledge of affairs before and 

during Roosevelt’s presidency, combined with his per- 

sonal friendship has enabled him to illuminate Roose- 

velt’s entire character and career. To read these 500 

m brilliant pages is to gain a new understanding of this 
great master-builder of American history and of the 
period in which he lived. Illus. $5.00 net 

A TREASURY OF THE SECOND BOOK 
WAR POETRY OF MODERN VERSE } 

Edited by George Herbert Clarke Edited by Jessie B. Rittenhouse Y 

4 «CA supplementary volume to the most Over 200 of the best poems of the pres- yi 
J popular of all war anthologies. ent day. $1.50 net. Flew. lea., $2.50 net [4 
i $1.50 net. Flew. lea., $2.50 net : 

POEMS 1908-1919 ENDICOTT AND I 
By John Drinkwater By Frances Lester Warner 

: i d humor of 
“Many American lovers of lyrical tr The unusual piquancy an 

will feel that a elnhk went has these sketches of family life promise to 
OA swung into a permanent orbit in their place the author in the foremost rank of 

sky.”"—Chicago Post. $2.00 net American essayists. $1.25 net 
Re eet 

ABRAHAM LINCOLN AS OTHERS SEE HER 
By John Drinkwater By Mrs. A. Burnett-Smith 

“Among the most notable productions A searching analysis of American 

of the modern theatre.”—New York women of today by an English woman of Ig 

Evening Post. $1.25 net keen insight. $1.25 net 

WM. WEBSTER ELLSWORTH’S 

A GOLDEN AGE 
OF AUTHORS 

These recollections of a veteran publisher gives a com- 
Plete inside account of an important period in American 

nl literature. Albert Bibelow Paine said after reading the 
Ya thanuseript: “It’s the most fascinating, readable book 
i | of recollections I ever got hold of.”’ Illus. $3.75 net 
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THE SCOTCH TwINs 
By Lucy Fitch Perkins 

The twins, who are this year almost as Scotch as | 
Lauder himself, are just as interesting and just as 
good companions to each other and to the reader as 
their predecessors. Illus. by the author. $1.5 

Lucy- Fitch- Perkins 

ae ea 
By Ethel C. Phillips 

Wee Ann, aged five, 
will entertain her read- 
ers in a wholesome, lively 
way with the story of her 
life and adventures. 
Illus. in color. $1.25 net 

— 

ae 

GARDEN 
GATE 

By Ralph M. Townsend 

Illus. in color by Milo 

oD EE “ole oF 

THE 
HILLTOP 
TROOP 

By Arthur Stanwood Pier 

THE 
WONDER 
GARDEN 

By Francis Jenkins Ol- 

Illus. in color by Milo 
Winter. $2.50 net 

RISING 

Schultz 

A LITTLE 
FRECKLED 
PERSON 

By Mary Carolyn Dav 
A new book by the Nothing in the fi 

author of the St. Tim- of child verse m 
VW othy’s stories that is of charming than this 

FE ANN especial interest to Boy ume has appeared 
A Story for Little Girls Seouts. Jllus. $1.50 net years. Illus. $1.25 net 

SERGEANT 
TED COLE 

By Everett T. Tomlins: 

The training of 
Marines and their : v cott 

}} A JOURNEY Children will love these ar Spc ire . ” 
- TO THE nature myths and tales hia irae ee 
ys from all the world over. this story. J 1 sf 

THE 
“The most attractive 

children’s book so far WOLF DRAGON 

eee eee By James Willard FLIES 

2 an 8 en 2 nl al 

f 
=s 

Ae eat 

Winter. $2.00 net By Donal Hamilton r 
A thrilling story of life Haines 

among the Indians told A tale of the fly 
by a man who lived for service that every 
years with the Blackfeet will enjoy. It relat 

ae in the old days. Just the adventures of 

. the book boys enjoy. young fliers. //lus 
va Illus. $1.50 net ; $1.50 3 

BA oe 
Ee 

Ss 

JOHN MARTIN’S 
BIG BOOK 

“A glorified Chatterbox,” one librarian called this new ann 
Brim full of stories and poems that children love and © 
sixty-four pictures in color, this makes an ideal gift for | 
little ones. } $2.50 
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LADIES-IN-WAITING 
By Kate Douglas Wiggin 

The heroines of these delightful tales have a common bond 

in the waiting that falls to their lot. The stories have all the 

‘or’s charm and bumor and will make an unusually enjoy- 
Illus. $1.65 net 

aut! n 

able Christmas gift. 

DROWNED 
GOLD 

By Roy Norton 
A modern “Twenty 

Thousand Leagues Under 
the Sea.” William J. 
Locke says: “Here are 
all the qualities that 
make for delight.” 

Illus. $1.65 net 

THE 
OUTBOUND 

ROAD 
By Arnold Mulder 

A story of unusual 
color and_ distinction, 
told with a quiet realism 
and vivid sense of dra- 
matic values. $1.65 net 

GROUND 
SWELL 

By Mary Hallock Foote 
The story of an Amer- 

ican family told with all 
the charm and wealth of 
interest that has endear- 
ed the author to thou- 
sands of readers. 

$1.75 net 

JOAN & CO. 
By Frederick O. Bartlett 
“A capital story of the 

efforts of a wealthy 
young woman to break 
through the walls of con- 
vention and share the 
real life of the world.” 

$1.65 net 

IN APPLE- 

BLOSSON 

TIME 
By Clara Louise Burn- 

ham 

An exquisite love story 
told with all the charm 
of Mrs. Burnham’s pre- 
vious romances. 

Illus. $1.65 net 

THE RIDIN’ 
KID 
FROM 

POWDER 
RIVER 

By H. H. Xnibbs 
The novel for everyone 

who feels the lure of the 
untamed West. 

Illus. $1.75 net 

THE 
BRANDING 

IRON 
By Katharine Newlin Burt 

“A romance’ which 
sweeps into a single tale 
all the emotions upon 
which human life and 
love are built.”—Phila- 
delphia Press. 

Illus. $1.65 net 

best 

STRONG 
HOURS 
By Maud Diver 

_ A brilliant and absorb- 
ing story by a novelist 
of whom the New York 
Times has said: “She 
belongs in the front rank 
of living English 
writers.” $1.90 net 

* 

Three New Volumes of Stories by | 

ELEANOR H. PORTER 
a Tie that Binds: Tales of Love and Marriage 
ee Tangled Threads: Just Tales THE TE THAT BES “cToss the Years: Tales of Age Toe ao 
, n these three volumes of stories are concentrated all the THE TANGLED THREADS 

qualities that have given “Just David,’ “Dawn,” and Mrs. 7 ACROSS THE YEARS Vorter’s other books their popularity. 
Illus. $1.75 net. The set boxed, $5.00 net 
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THE YEAR’S CHOICEST FICTION 

The World of Wonderful Reality 

By E. Temple Thurston 
A glorious whimsy of truth and love and idealism in clashing conflict with the sordidness 
of a material existence. “Mr. Thurston has not lost one whit of his magic in filling 
Fetter Lane and the pawnshop and the restaurant of The Poor Gentleman with the 
glamour of the atmosphere of his former successful book “The City of Beautiful Non 
sense.” Those who enjoyed this romance will find “The World of Wonderful Reality” just 
as charming and delightful and that it carries an even deeper significance.”—New York 
Times. $1.75 net 

The Undefeated 

By J. C. Snaith 
A powerful story of plain people, hard hit by the war. The most famous of American 
authors unite in declaring it the best piece of fiction called forth by the war. “Really de 
lightful reading.”—Philadelphia Public Ledger. $1.60 net 

Square Peggy 

By Josephine Daskam Bacon 
A book of ten delightfully romantic stories of Society’s younger set; stories of well 
dressed, well-born boys and girls, their joys and their sorrows. $1.60 net 

Green Ladies 

By W. Douglas Newton 
A romantic story of a soldier who was ordered by his physician to forget business and 
rest. He retires to an estate in the country and there meets a beautiful “mystery girl.” 
How he solves the mystery makes a corking good story. $1.75 net 

The Blower of Bubbles 

By A. Beverley Baxter 
Five stories of love and adventure with the great war as a ba 

ne = ground. In press. $1.75 net 
cu 
Paaal = Prefaces 

By Don Marquis 
Coates Lo Ke A potpouri of whimsical, serious, ironical, pleas! 

FTC = | and humorous comment upon anything and eve! 

HU thing in the universe, by the well-known humoris' 
ihe h \\\ \\ ' s ? y ° 

iN Tuc and editor of the “Sun Dial” column of the Ne' 
YorkSun. $1.50 

These are Appleton Books 
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SELECTED FROM APPLETON’S FALL LIST 

The Crimson Tide 
By Robert W. Chambers 
A stirring timely novel, depicting the effect of the red tide of Anarchy and Bolshevism 

which is sweeping across the world. It has those qualities in good measure which have 

made the author one of the world’s most celebrated story-tellers. In Press. $1.75 net 

Piggie 
By Eleanor Gates 
This story by the author of “The Poor Little Rich Girl,” is a novelty both as a tale and 
in its method of manufacture. Because of the printers’ strike in New York the book was 
printed from typewritten manuscript. It is a pleasing innovation of permanent value. 

Cloth, $1.75 net 

The Fort eth Door 
By Mary Hastings Bradley 
A splendid mystery story, laid in a land of strange witching beauty and romance—Egypt, 
the Egypt of pre-war days. The story of a beautiful girl destined to harem life but 
who, after a series of extraordinary adventures, escapes to marry the man of her choice. 

In Press. $1.75 net 

The Mystery at the Blue Villa 
By Melville Davisson Post 
The New York Sun has said: “A collection of short stories by Melville Davisson Post 
means a notable book.” “The Mystery at the Blue Villa” contains some of Mr. Post’s 
best work. In Press. $1.60 net 

The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes 

By Grace Sartwell Mason 
An alluring mystery story wherein a beautiful young singer and an army officer become 
emmeshed in a romantic web of stirring events. $1.60 net 

New Wine 
By Agnes and Egerton Castle 
A story of a peasant-bred son of the West Coast of Ireland who is 

suddenly lifted out of a life of poverty to a position of great 
Wealth and honor in England. In Press. $1.75 net 

Shavings Fr 
By Joseph C. Lincoln 4 3 SS 

= mn A typically quaint Lincoln story. “Shavings,” is a 1 emma De oa wind mill maker, a genuinely lovable character 
vit a vem of shrewd philosophy. $1.50 net 

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY 
Publishers: 23 New York 
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TIMELY BOOKS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS 

Belgium 
By Brand Whitlock 
Indisputably the greatest book the war has produced. A prose epic centering about the 
noblest and most tragic phase of the great war. “Brand Whitlock’s ‘Belgium’ has no 
equal and no rival.”—Los Angeles Times. Two vols., gilt top, uncut edges. $7.50 net 

French Ways and Their Meaning 
By Edith Wharton 
An intimate, brilliant study of the French, written by one of America’s foremost writ- 
ers—certainly the one most familiar with France and the French spirit. $1.50 net 

Small Things 
By Margaret Deland 
Little stories about the small things, both humorous and pathetic—the experience of one 
of our best-loved woman writers as a war worker in Paris. The Philadelphia Record says 
“Its message is for the ages.” $1.35 net 

Siberia Today 
By Captain Frederick F. Moore, U. S. A. 
A fascinating first-hand account of this strange land and the great events which have 
recently taken place there. In Press. $2.00 net 

The United States in the World War— Volume II 
By John Bach McMaster 
This volume completes Prof. McMaster’s history of “The United States in the World 
War,” published last fall. This is both a history and an absorbing story of the gr 
war. In Press. $3. 00 1 

Memories of Buffalo Bill 
By His Wife, Louisa F. Cody 
An intimate biography of one of the most picturesque characters 10 
American history by his wife, Mrs. Buffalo Bill. In Press. 

$2.50 net 

Songs in the Common Chord 

By Amelia E. Barr 
A collection of simple heart-felt poems selected > 
Mrs. Barr herself just before her death, as the v 
best of her verse. In Press. $1.50 net 

seneereetivases 

These are Appleton Books 
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The Son of Quebec 
By Joseph A. Altsheler 
The longest and perhaps the most thrillingly interesting of Altsheler’s splendid French 
and Indian war stories. $1.50 net 

The Play That Won 
By Ralph Henry Barbour 
Nine splendid short stories for boys, about boys, by the boy’s favorite sports writer. 

$1.50 net 

Guarding His Goal 
By Ralph Henry Barbour 
Lvery red-blooded American boy will want to read this swiftly-moving story of Yardley 
Hall life. $1.50 net 

High Benton 
By William Heyliger 
A real novel for boys painted on a broad canvas. The story of an intensely human sort 
of boy who always manages to be in the thick of things. In Press. $1.50 net 

The Boy Scouts’ Year Book 
Edited by Franklin K. Mathiews 
This should, be the champion boys’ book of the year. It contains the best stories to be 
found anywhere and the articles are up to and surpassing the usual Year Book standard. 

$2.00 net 

The Boy Scouts’ Book of Stories 
Compiled by Franklin K. Mathiews 
A collection of the most notable stories for boys by famous American and British au- 
thors. $2.00 net 

The Raisin Creek Exploring Club 
By Ernest Ingersoll 
An exciting mystery story for boys that tells a great many new 
and interesting things about the woods and wood folks. $1.50 net 

Joan of Arc 
By Laura E. Richards 
A thrilling story of the Maid of Orleans. A tale which today has 
& special appeal. $1.50 net 

Rebecca’s Promise 
By Frances R. Sterrett 
- story of a pretty young girl who was so afraid of 
the future that she sacrificed all the pleasures of the 
are to make provision for her old age. A book 
‘at will delight the whole family. $1.50 net 

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY 
Publishers New York 
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Distinctive Hew Holiday Fiction 

Burned Bridges 
By BERTRAND W. SINCLAIR 

“A splendid story of the Canadian Northwest, with its scenes terminating on 
the Pacific Coast. It is a story of strong men, hardy deeds, with a fascinating love 
thread throughout.”—Boston Globe. $1.60 net 

The Greater Glory 
By WILLIAM DUDLEY PELLEY 

“This novel of a New England town stands in the front rank of the books of 
the year.”—Boston Herald. “Decidedly worth reading, it has a robustness and a 
genial warmth that are too seldom discovered in the fiction of our age.”—Boston 
Post. $1.75 net 

The Box with Broken Seals 
By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM 

“This story was written,” says Mr. Oppenheim, “to explain exactly how the 
important documents which were not found in the chest with broken seals belong 
ing to Ambassador Bernstorff when he sailed from America were conveyed to 
Europe.” $1.75 net 

The Owner of the Lazy D 
By WILLIAM PATTERSON WHITE 

“Mr. White has produced the most stirring story of the Wild West that has 
been published for many a year.”—Philadelphia Ledger. $1.60 net 

Rim o’ The World 
By B. M. BOWER 

“Rim o’ the World” is the story of a ranch feud between cattle rustlers 
Idaho. There is ample incident and humor in this new Bower novel, which is quit: 
the most typical story of the West that this popular author has written of late 
“Rim o’ the World” is an engrossing ranch story that will appeal to all who lik: 
virile fiction. $1.60 net 

The Exploits of Bilge and Ma 
By PETER CLARK MACFARLANE 

“In these pages the author has portrayed that playful spirit, that dare-devi 
courage, and that unfaltering tenacity of purpose, which I have always seen to be 
characteristic of the American fighting man afloat.”—William 8S. Sims, Kear 
Admiral, U. 8S. Navy. $1.60 net 

LITTLE, BROWN & COMPANY - Publishers - BOSTON 
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War and Miscellaneous Books 

THE LAST FOUR MONTHS: 
How the War Was Won 

By Major-General SIR F. MAURICE, K. C. G. M., C. B. 

Author of “Forty Days in 1914” 

Many accounts have been written of the decisive days of the Great War, but it has 
remained for General Maurice, the former director of Military Operations on the British 
General Staff, to tell the story of how and why Foch became generalissimo of the Alliance, 
how he beat Ludendorff and drove the Germans out of France. General Maurice describes 
the powers of the American Army and the part it played in the succession of victories. 
With maps. 8vo. Cloth. $2.50 net 

JUNHAPPY FAR-OFF THINGS RUSSIA WHITE OR RED 
By LORD DUNSANY By OLIVER M. SAYLER 

Wonderful pen pictures of the war’s de- A narrative of six months on Russian 
struction, by this Irish soldier and play- soil under the Bolshevik regime by an 
wright. Lord Dunsany is at his best in American newspaper correspondent whose 
describing .war-swept village and the ruined aim is to view dispassionately both ex- 
homes of the French, Like his ‘‘Tales of tremes of the Russian social scale, the 
War,” these vignettes, written in expressive, white of Tsarist reaction and the red of 
sensitive prose, are gems of literature. Bolshevik revolt. 
12mo Cloth. $1.25 net Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth. $2.50 net 

Gun Fodder: The Diary of Four Years of War 
By A. HAMILTON GIBBS, Major, R. A. With an Introduction by Philip Gibbs 

This is the story of the four years of varied service in the English fighting forces of 
the younger brother of Cosmo Hamilton, novelist and playwright, and Philip Gibbs, famous 
war correspondent. Major Gibbs, like his brothers, possesses the gift of writing. As an 
enlisted man, and as an officer, his experiences were unusually varied. His is, therefore, 
one of the most interesting, most illuminating, of the personal narratives of the war. 
Frontispiece. Orown 8vo. Cloth. $2.00 net 

MEMORIES OF A MUSICAL JONATHAN TRUMBULL 
CAREER GOVERNOR OF CONNECTICUT 

By his Great, Great Grandson 
By CLARA KATHLEEN ROGERS JONATHAN TRUMBULL 

(CLARA DORIA) The Jonathan Trumbull of whom this 
This is the autobiography of an opera book is a biography, was the Revolutionary 

and concert singer—Clara Doria—well War Governor of Connecticut. His place 
known in the latter part of the nineteenth in history has long been assured, but this 
century, both in America and abroad. The new account of his sterling qualities and 
experiences of her varied life, diverting in | his useful life “full of deeds of quiet 
their novelty, are told with vivacity and heroism,”’ throws a new light on his career. 
spontaneity. Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth. $4.00 Frontispiece. 8vo. Cloth. $4.00 net 

Health Through Will Power 
By JAMES J. WALSH, M. D. 

This volume is meant to help in the restoration of the will to its place as the 

Supreme faculty of life. The author shows its preventive and curative power upon such 
universal ailments as coughs and colds, intestinal disorders, rheumatism, mental dis- 

turbances, etc. 12mo. Cloth. $1.50 net 

LITTLE, BROWN & COMPANY - Publishers - BOSTON 
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The Russian Theatre Under the 
Revolution 
By OLIVER M. SAYLER 

This is a persona) and critical record of the theatres of Moscow and Petrograd in ty 
winter of 1917-1918, during the months after the Bolshevik Revolution, by the dramat 
editor of the Indianapolis News and special correspondent of the Boston Transcript. 
spite of social and political chaos, the author found conditions almost normal in 
Russian Theatre, attended the various Russian playhouses a total of eighty-seven times 
the course of the winter, and brought back the first complete record in English of { 
foremost dramatic movement of our time. 
With numerous illustrations. Crown 8vo. 

LITTLE THEATRE CLASSICS 
Volume II 

By SAMUEL A, ELIOT, JR. 

The high praise bestowed upon Mr. Eliot’s 
initial volume of classic plays concentrated 
and adapted for Little Theater production 
has shown the increasing need for such a 
series. His second volume contains: “Pate- 
lin,” a French Farce; “Abraham and Isaac,” 
an English Miracle Play; “The Loathed 
Lover,” a Jacobean tragedy; and “Sgan- 
arelle, or Imaginary Horns,’ a _ farce. 
Illustrated. 12mo. COloth. $1.50 net 

Cloth. $2.50 » 

DUNSANY THE DRAMATIS1 
(New Revised Edition) 

By EDWARD HALE BIERKSTADT 

This new edition of the only biogry 
of this famous Irish playwright, who 
now lecturing in the United States, 
tains in addition to other material, severa 
important new letters by Lord Dunsa: 
There is also a tabulation of the writings 
of Lord Dunsany, telling where each of 
his various articles, plays, poems, 
were written. 
Illustrated. Cloth. Crown 8vo. $2.00 net 

Representative One Act Plays by 
American Authors 

Selected, with Biographical Notes, by MARGARET GARDNER MAYORGA 

This long-needed volume contains twenty-four representative one-act plays by A! 
ican Authors; all of which have been produced in the Little Theatres. 

In this volume will be found the best work of Percy Mackaye, Stuart Walker, J: 
nette Marks, George Middleton, Susan Glaspell, Eugene G. O’Neil, Beulah Marie Dix, A 
Gerstenberg, Alfred Kreymborg, Bosworth Crocker, Percival Wilde, and many other | 
wrights. 

The editor has supplied biographical 
Crown 8vo. Cloth. 

data, and a bibliography of one act pla 
$2.50 

THE THEATRE— ADVANCING 
By EDWARD GORDON CRAIG 

A son of Ellen Terry and acknowledged 
throughout Europe as the foremost con- 
structive critic of the Theatre, Mr. Craig 
has written a new and stimulating book in 
which he gives expression to his somewhat 
revolutionary ideas. Mr. Craig discusses 
various innovations in lighting, mechanical 
effects, stage settings, the use of masks, 
marionettes, open-air, daylight perform- 
ances, etc. Crown 8vo. Cloth. $2.00 net 

THE CONTEMPORARY DRAM‘ 
OF ITALY 

By LANDER MacCLINTOCK, Ph. D 

“The Contemporary Drama of Italy” 
the third volume in the Contempora 
Drama Series. Doctor MacClintock trac 
the Modern Italian Theatre from its | 
ception, down to the present day. Ther 
are chapters. on the work of Gabri 
D’Annunzio, and other writers now popul* 
in Italy. 12mo. Cloth, $1.50 né 

LITTLE, BROWN & COMPANY - Publishers - BOSTON 
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GIFT BOOKS 
re 

LITTLE. BROWN & CO. 

Rew Books for Boys and Girls 

The Leading Juvenile Book of the Year 

The Burgess Bird Book for Children 
By THORNTON W. BURGESS 

Author of “The Bedtime Story-Books,” “Mother West Wind Series,’ eto. 

This is an authoritative bird book, so written as to arouse the interest of even 
the littlest tots in their feathered friends, and at the same time enable them to 
recognize them. 
Louis Agassiz Fuertes. 

It is beautifully illustrated with 58 drawings in full colors by 

Dr. William T. Hornaday, America’s Leading Naturalist, says of this book: 

“This new bird book is the author’s masterpiece. 
it represents the author at his best, and is by far style of “The Bedtime Story Books,” 

Written in the personal narrative 

the best bird book for children I have ever seen.”’ 

With 58 illustrations in full color. Crown 8vo. $2.50 net 

SEVEN PEAS IN THE POD 
By Margery Bailey. A collection of seven 

fairy stories with seven curious songs. This 
is one of the most attractively illustrated 
juveniles on our list. (For boys and girls, 
7 to 14.) $2.00 net 

TALES OF FOLK AND FAIRIES 
By Katharine Pyle. Fairy tales from 

old worlds across the seas. Illustrated. 
(For boys and girls, 10 to 15.) $1.60 net 

INDIAN LEGENDS RETOLD 
By Elaine G. Eastman. Legends of the 

Indian tribes retold for children. Illus- 
trated. (For boys and girls, 8 to 12.) 

$1.35 net 

THE LITTLE ACROBAT 
By Janie P. Duggan. The adventures 

of a little Italian boy with a circus. Illus- 
trated. (For boys and girls, 8 to 14.) 

$1.35 net 

FURTHER ADVENTURES OF 
MOLLY, WADDY and TONY 

By Paul Waitt. The adventures of three 
elephants on their trip around the world. 
Illustrated in color. (For boys and girls, 
4 to 10.) 75 cents net 

MRS. PETER RABBIT 
By Thornton W. Burgess. Mr. Burgess 

tells how little Miss Fuzzytail became Mrs, 
Peter Rabbit and set up housekeeping in 
the old briar-patch. Illustrated in color. 
(For boys and girls, 4 to 12.) $1.35 net 

BLIND TRAILS 
By Clayton H. Ernst. Adventures that 

befell a Boy Scout in town and in the 
winter woods while solving a mystery. 
Illustrated. (For boys 12 to 18.) 

. $1.50 net 

PIONEERS OF AMERICA 
By A. F. Blaisdell and K. E. 

Striking stories of American explorers of 
the wilderness. Illustrated. (For boys 
and girls, 8 to 12.) $1.00 net 

LEADERS TO LIBERTY 
By Mary H. Wade. The life stories of 

King Albert of Belgium, Marshal Joffre, 
General Pershing, Sir Douglas Haig, and 
General Foch. Illustrated. (For boys and 
girls, 10 to 15,) $1.35 net 

ORCHARD AND MEADOW 
By Zoe Meyer. Outdoor stories for the 

littlest reader. ITlustrated. (For boys and 
girls, 7 to 10.) 75 cents net 
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COLOR SCHEMES FOR 

THE HOME AND 

MODEL INTERIORS 

By HENRY W. FROHNE 

Editor of “Good Furniture 
Magazine”’ 

and ALICE F. and BETTINA 
JACKSON 

20 page plates in color, oppo- 
site 20 halftone illustrations 
of interiors, with a very 
comprehensive and explana- 
tary text. Price $4.50 net 

This is a splendid ‘work 
which has been much needed 
by those who wish a guide to 
beautify their homes. It is 
also of particular value to 
interior decorators and crafts- 
men. 

PICTURE ANALYSIS OF 

GOLF STROKES 
A Complete Book of Instruc- 

tion. 

By JAMES M. (JIMMIE) 
BARNES 

300 illustrations from action 
photographs. Decorative 
cloth. Large 8vo. $6.50 net 

The best instruction, by the 
best player in the country 
(according to authorities), is 
in this sensational exposition 
of the art of golf. Every 
detail of every shot is shown 
in action photographs, which 
may be used to decide any 
argument or question that 
may arise. 

THE AMAZING CITY 
ty JOHN F. MACDONALD 

Octavo. Cloth. 
$2.50 net 

SPITZBERGEN 

$y RUDMORE BROWN 
Illustrated. S8vo. Cloth. 

$5.00 net 

The Publishers’ Weekly 

Lippincott 
The Practical Book of 
Interior; Decoration 
By HAROLD DONALDSON EBERLEIN ABBOTT McCLURE ang 

EDWARD STRATTON HOLLOWAY 

7 plates in color, 283 in doubletone and a chart buarto 
Decorated cloth in a box, $7.50 net. . 

The splendid illustrations are a vital part of the bo 1 book 
which is the first of its kind to formulate a definite body « ora 
tive principles that are applicable under any conditions ; 
forms an indispensable guide to the progressive artist, | 
and householder. 

Seeing Pennsylvania By JOHN T. FARIS 
Frontispiece in color. 2 maps. 113 illustrations in doubleton 

Octavo. $5.00 net. 
Many have scant idea of the wonders there are off t! 

track of travel, and of the riches of historic lore wait to be 
uncovered in Pennsylvania. Dr. Faris has given glimpses of the 
joys in store in his charming photographs, and his converts t 
Pennsylvania travel will be legion when this fascinating gu 
becomes known, 

The War Romance of the 
Salvation Army 

By COMMANDER EVANGELINE C. BOOTH and GRAC! 
LIVINGSTON HILL 

30 illustrations. $1.50 net 
The glorious story of the Salvation Army service in Franc 

through all the great drives and battlefields upon which the army 
wrote its name imperishably. And throughout the pages incid 
grave and gay—tales of the camp, the hut, the march and the 
hospitals—bring the reader in contact with the American soldier 
at first hand. 

Verse for Patriots 
To Encourage Good Citizenshiy 

Compiled by JEAN BROADHURST and CLARA L. RHODES 

352 pages. 6 illustrations. Limp decorated cloth. $1.50 net 
Some of the finest verse inspired by the war, and many 0 

deathless songs of past times, with the national songs of t 
Allies, here offer contact with the spirit moving the world today, 
an ideal aid to the teaching of patriotism. Great deeds of our 
own and other days are celebrated in these spirited narratives 
which are notable models of beautiful English. 

Unexplored New Guinea 

# the i { 

Many illustrations. 8vo. Cloth. By W. H sage 

The Story of the Geisha Girl a 
By T. FUJIMOTUV 

, _ Author of “The Nightside of Japan” 
62 illustrations in color and tone specially executed by Ja! 

artists , ' 
Cloth. $3.00 nel 

A Broken Journey 
Wanderings from the Hoangho to the Island of Saghalien 2! 
ie Upper Reaches of the Amur River : 
61 illustrations from photographs. 8vo. Cloth. $5.00 nel 

Snapshots of the Wild sv: 
Illustrated, 

Demy 8vo. 

By MARY GAUN1 
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Holiday Books 
A History of the Theatre 

rica 
in Ame By ARTHUR HORNBBLOW 

the Theatre Magazine, Author of “Training for the 
Stage,” etc. 

190 illustrations. 2 volumes. 8vo. $10.00 net 

A complete chronoligcal narrative of the growth and develop- 

ment of the theatre in this country. This is the first history of 

the stage in America which embraces the entire field from the 

earliest beginnings down to the present time. A more fascinating 

story has never been told, surely destined to become an historical 

classic, 

King John 
Edited by HORACE HOWARD FURNESS, JR., A.B., Litt.D. 

A New Volume (the 19th) in the New Variorum Edition of the 
Works of William Shakespeare 

Octavo. Cloth. $6.00 net. Half Morocco. $9.00 net 

The plan of this volume is the same as in the preceding vol- 
umes, and the reader will find evidence of all the learning, care and 
critical judgment that have made the new Variorum Edition of 
Shakespeare’s works pre-eminent. 

Building the Pacific Railway 
By EDWIN L. SABIN 

_ Author of ‘General Crook and the Fighting Apaches” 
22 illustrations. $2.00 net 

From a great amount of data, old narratives, official and gov- 
ernment reports, and from a few survivors of the building days, 
the first story of this epochal achievement has been constructed. 

The Fine Art of Photography 
By PAUL L. ANDERSON 

Frontispiece in color and 24 other illustrations 
Crown. 8vo. $3.00 net 

. Photography has proved a new medium in the fine arts, with 
a rare results have been achieved. The underlying principles 

G art, as these can be applied to photography, are now formulated 
and illustrated in this stimulating and inspiring book. The pro- 
ae nae photographer, both amateur and professional, will welcome 
us authoritative text, by a recognized master of the art. 

Editor of 

Social Games and Group Games 
By J. C. ELSOM and BLANCHE M. TRILLING 

45 Department of Physical Education, University of Wisconsin 
> illustrations, $1.75 net 
Cann og valuable addition to the literature of Community 

forty-five {1 » giving many new games, music for dancing, and 
oath ar i lustrations to supplement the text. The authors have 

‘ered some exceptionally valuable material here. 

A Gentle Cynic 
Being the Book of Koheleth commonly known as Ecclesiastes 

' By MOR y Small Quailaar RIS JASTROW, Jr.. Ph.D., LL.D. hii cae 

A masterpiece of huibes e Of literature in a new garb. A delightfully 
translation tas the Omar Khayyam of the Bible with an exact 
the next cont the original text. “Koheleth is more modern than 

an ury. Was there ever such poetry, meshed in words?” 
: - A choice gift for discriminating readers. 

The Christmas Bookshelf 

AIRPLANE PHOTOG- 
RAPHY 

By HERBERT EB. IVES 

Major in charge of Experi- 
mental Department, Photo- 
graphic Branch, Air Service, 
U. S. A. 

About 210 illustrations. Octavo 
$2.00 net 

THE LIFE OF JAMES 
McNEILL WHISTLER 

By ELIZABETH ROBINS 
PENNELL and JOSEPH 

PENNELL 

New Popular Edition 
Illustrated. S8vo. 

Handsome binding. $5.00 net 

A PELICAN’S TALE 

By FRANK M. BOYD 

Illustrated. $3.75 net 

THE PILGRIM’S PROG- 
RESS 

By JOHN BUNYAN 
Illustrated in color and tone 

by Charles H. Bennett, with 
an introduction by Charles 
Kingsley. 

New popular edition. 

12mo. $1.50 net 

MODERN CABINET 
WORK FURNITURE 
AND FITMENTS 

By PERCY A. WELLS and 
JOHN HOOPER 

With over 1,000 _ practical 
workshop drawings, photo- 
graphs and original designs. 
Second edition, revised. 

Octavo. Cloth. $7.50 net 

SUBMARINE WARFARE 
OF TODAY 

By CHAS W. DOMVILLE- 
4 

Illustrated. $2.25 net 
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THE TRUE 

LAFAYETTE 

By GEORGE MORGAN 

24 illustrations Crown 8vo. 

$2.50 net 

This is the true story of a 

man who won world fame at 

nineteen, added to it through 

nearly fifty years, and still 

leads the hosts of freemen 

toward democracy. It is the 

first authoritative work cover- 

ing the whole of his career in 

detail. 

WHY WORRY. 

By GEORGE LINCOLN 
WALTON, M.D. 

New edition, enlarged. 

$1.25 net 

“Why Worry?’ has gone 

through nineteen reprintings 

in the first edition, becoming 

of nation-wide adoption as 

guide, philosopher and friend. 

This new edition of this 

famous book is a clarion call 

to the spirit of the New Age. 

HERO SERIES 

By CHARLES MORRIS 

Revised, enlarged and with 

added illustrations. 

Per yolume, $1.50 net 

Heroes of Progress in America 

Heroes of Discovery in America 

Heroes of the Army in America 

Heroes of the Navy in America 
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'‘Lippincott’s 
New: Fiction 

Peter the Brazen 
By GEORGE F. WORTS 

Frontispiece in color by Gale Hoskins. $1.50 net 

A powerful novel of China and the “Big Six,” a mysterious 
organization whose influence, silent and subtle, is felt in commerce 
and politics throughout the world. Peter The Brazen, a daring 
American wireless operator, becomes involved with its leaders and 
the tale of his exploits is picturesque, thrilling and absorbing; 

The Search 
By GRACE LIVINGSTON HILL (Lutz) 

Frontispiece in color. $1.50 net 
The author has put iato this exciting story a conviction and 

fervor which lift it far above ordinary fiction. The “search” which 
earries John Cameron through the tests of war time, of wunsuc- 
cessful love and the difficulties born of the enmity of his superior 
officer, wins for him in the end all that he has desired. A fine 
story of victory, physical and spiritual, interwoven with a delicious 
love story. 

Oscar Montague: Paranoiac 
By GEORGE L. WALTON, M.D., Author of “Why Worry?” et 

Frontispiece by H. Weston Taylor $1.50 net 

Dr. Walton is a master of wit and humor; he has employed all 
his charm in this remarkable story, where the hero, victim of a 
typical American error of mental hygiene, tangles up a good many 
lives, furnishes a stirring drama, and gives the heroine a chance to 
show what a delightful creature she is. We all know the family of 

Montague—or their blood kin—and can enjoy the buffets and the 
humors with which fate visits them. 

Y ellowleaf 
By SACHA GREGORY 12mo. Cloth. $1.50 net 

A powerful and artistic work of fiction, with memorable clar- 
acters and a rare setting of modern London social life. This novel, 
which shows culture and wide experience of the world, upholds t é 
finest traditions of the Galsworthy Bennett-Walpole schoo! 
modern English novelists. Yellowleaf, the London home of the 
Dampierre family, is the beautiful setting. A famous musician, 
Aghassy, brings storm and tragedy into the life of the wi d 
Lily, daughter-in-law of wise old Lady Mary, but the latter’s 
strategy brings happiness out of chaos, 

Gabrielle of the Lagoon 
By A. SAFRONI-MIDDLETON $1.50 net 

Hillary, an English sailor, finds a fairy lagoon on a South 
Sea island on which appears a white girl in her canoe. This beautl- 
ful child, with a faint strain of native blood which links her fate 
with that of a handsome native Rajah, fascinates Hillary, v0 
seeks to marry her. A breathless tale, throbbing with the life that 
burns in Southern seas, reaching a strange climax. 

Station X 
By G. McLEOD WINDSOR $1.50 net 

Around Station X, the most powerful wireless station in the 
world, hidden on a lonely coral island, gathers an interplanet@ry 
drama which stirs the world to its center. The attempt of | . 
Lunarians, who have seized Mars, to gain control of the earth, 214 
the titanic battle, waged by the development of every known meats 
of warfare, to decide the future of this planet makes a tale 
hair-raising terror and suspense, 
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J. B. Lippincott Company 
Rt 

Holiday Books 
Books for Boys and Girls 
Heidi 

Octavo. Page decorations ; handsome cloth binding $2.50 net 
(Special Edition) 

14 illustrations in color by Maria L. Kirk; specially mounted on 
gray mats, Page decorations ; lining papers; and an exquisite 
binding in light blue buckram, with white cloth back resembling 
parchment stamped in gold, with a blue silk marker, in a box. 

Large Octavo. $6.00 net 
This sweetest of child stories has never had more exquisite 

setting than in these editions, intended for special gifts. 

Cinderella Illustrated by ARTHUR RACKHAM 
Octavo. Decorated cloth. $1.75 net 

The immortal story of Cinderella, touched by the magic wand 
of the artist, Arthur Rackham, will wear for thousands of children 
in the future the appealing and tricksy shapes given by his art. 

A Child’s Garden of Verses 
By ROBERTLOUIS STEVENSON (Stories All Children Love Series) 
8 illustrations in color by Maria L. Kirk. $1.50 net 

No man has grown so old but that he can remember, when he 
reads these verses, the world in which he dwelt when he was a 
child; and so remembering, let him bring the happy chronicle to 
his children, to whom every page will be a joyous diary . 

The Little Lame Prince and 
Other Stories By MISS MULOCK 

(Stories All Children Love Series) 

8 illustrations in color by Maria L. Kirk. $1.50 net 
Here is the enchanting history of Prince Dolor, of Nomans- 

land, and his magic cloak; of the Brownie who played rolliciking 
pranks on cross folk and was the best playfellow in the world for 
the children; and of poor Prin, whose story is told with a charm 
to delight every little reader. 

Lost With Lieutenant Pike 
(Trail Blazers Series) By EDWIN L. SABIN 
Frontispiece in color, 4 illustrations, portrait and map. $1.35 net 

Edwin L. Sabin has added another chapter to his history of 
the West in this story—a chapter that will add to his prestige with 
all boys who like adventure and daring. 

By JANE D. ABBOTT 
Larkspur Author of “Keineth” 
Frontispiece in color and 3 other illustrations, $1.35 net 
: The adventures of three chums as Girl Scouts make lively and 
enjoyable reading for girls. One girl is a French refugee, a second 
a rich girl, and the third is poor, but they find joy together in 
sports of all kinds. Merry, wholesome girls, worthy of that 
Keineth” who won all hearts last year, 

W ; 9 By MARGARET WIDDEMER 
inona Ss Way Author of the Winona Books, etc. 

Frontispiece in color and 8 other illustrations. $1.35 net 
Cam om energetic Winona Merriam finds a way to make use of 
gardenine oye, armhouse when the Girl Scouts finish their war 
“aa ng stine there. It was such a jolly idea, and gave the 

‘ore community such a delightful means of getting together. 

Tales from Hans Anderson 
Children’s Classics) 

* illustrations in color by Maria L. Kirk. : 60 cents net 

The A. B. . Primer By HOMER P. LEWIS 
102 photographi¢ illustrations. 50 cents net 

By JOHANNA SPYRI 
(Gift Edition) 

14 illustrations in color by Maria L. Kirk 
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The Christmas Bookshelf 

THE CASTLETONE 
HOUSE COMPANY 

By CONSTANCE GREGORY 
4 illustrations. 12mo. 

$1.25 net 

DARING DEEDS OF 
GREAT PATHFINDERS 
By setae” amet 

Frontispiece in color and 8 
other illustrations. $1.75 net 

BOYS OF THE OTTER 
PATROL 

By E. LE BRETON-MARTIN 
8 illustrations, $1.25 net 

KNIGHTS OF THE AIR 
By ESCOTT LYNN 

Eight illustrations by Harold 
Earnshaw 

$2.00 net 

CLEW OF THE IVORY 

CLAW 
By “DIMONDE” 

Illustrated. $1.25 net 

THE ROMANCE OF 
COMMERCE 

By H. 0. NEWLAND 
{llustrated. $2.00 net 

CHEMISTRY AND ITS 
MYSTERIES 

By CHARLES R. GIBSON 
F.R.S.E. 

Illustrated. $1.50 net 

TOMMY SMITH AT 
THE ZOO 

By EDMUND SELOUS 
Fight illustrations. $1.00 net 

TOMMY SMITH AGAIN 

AT THE Z00O 
By EDMUND SELOUS 

Seven illustrations. $1.00 net 

GO AHEAD SCHOOL 
GIRL 

By ELSID J. OXENHAM 
Illustrated. $1.50 net 

SPOILT CYNTHIA AT 

SCHOOL 
By MAY BALDWIN 

Author of “Miss Peter” 
“Hilda’s Experiences,” etc. 

Four illustrations. $1.50 net 
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ALLS A TT ae CMTE 

You Can’t Go Wrong With Books As Gifts 
ite 

ee 
ee 

A SERVANT OF REALITY 
By Phyllis Bottome 

“Every page of hers shines with humor,” says The New York Times 
The new novel is a brilliant story of English life in which the author achieves 
greater heights of emotion than ever before. Illustrated. $1.75. 

Te r> 

ania 23) THE QUERRILS 

. F = = By Stacy Aumonier 

By Elizabeth Robins = YELLOW MEN = The powerful s 

A, fascinating, logical = = a sweet, amiabl 
mystery story inter- = SLEEP = ered English family at 
woven with a charming 2s = the moment when 
romance, and presented = By Jeremy Lane = savage realities 
with the finest literary = = break through th 
skill. $1.75. = = $1.60. 

AFTER THIRTY = : a 
By Julian Street = = GY-ELISE 

The love story of = = By F. A. Kummer and 
Wickett who thought he = = Mary Christian 
was an expert philan- = = 
derer. Light, good-na- = = An enthralling — 
tured fiction full of fun. = = story of artist lif 
Now in its third edition. = = Paris, centering upon 
$1.50. = = heroic girl who poses in 

= = the nude as bravely as 
= = her father falls upon the 

PARVATI = = battlefield. $1.60 
By Robert Chauvelot = = 

An alluring love story = A fascinating story of = cae 

set in the India of today; = the Orient that moves = SORCERY 
translated from the = with breathless speed. = 
French. A great French = Chief figures in the novel = By F. C. MacDonald 
composer is now making = are U. S. Secret Service = A dramatic Hawaiian 
an opera from the book. = men, Chinese conspirators = love-story filled with the 
$1.50. = and a beautiful Ameri- = beauty, the romance, t 

= ore held as 3 princess. = superstitions and 
= rontispiece. 1.60. = magic of these fascinat 

A WOMAN = = ing islands. $1.35. 
NAMED SMITH SUVA LUTUANNNUUUUUUUTUEEUONNUTINUCUOOUDEAUGEAANAAUY ULEAD 

S E GIRI Marie Conway Oemler CAKE UPON THE THE GIRL 

A new novel by the au- WATERS IN THE MIRROR 
thor of “Slippy McGee.” . ° J 
A delightful love story By Zoe Akins By Elizabeth Jordan 

involving a haunted The New York Tribune says: The Philadelphia ! 
house and a fascinating “Charmingly written, and no other ger says: “One o! 
mystery, set in a charm- book we have come across this most entertaining n: 
ing little town rich in season has managed to keep dia- one could pick up. 
the romance of the old logue dancing so briskly and so denoument fetches 
South. $1.60. lightly.” $1.50. reader standing.” $1.60 

At all bookstores. Published by 

THE CENTURY CoO., 

353 Fourth Ave., New York City sent to anyone upon request.) 

(Our new illustrated catalogue of books wi 
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You Can’t Go Wrong With Books As Gifts 
Henne nee eeeeeeeeeereereeere 

THE COMMAND IS FORWARD 

By Sgt. Alexander Woollcott 
The best of the battlefield stories that 

were published in “The Stars and 
Stripes,” illustrated from drawings by 
Pyt. C. LeRoy Baldridge. $1.75. 

MY ESCAPE FROM GERMANY 

By Eric A. Keith 
A dramatic, thrilling narrative of the 

author’s three attempts to escape from 
Germany, the last of which was success- 
ful. $1.50. 

2) (N00 0000U0OOAARETREAAA TATOO 

| PARIS VISTAS 
By Helen Davenport Gibbons 

MULLAH UCASE TET COT CTIT 
' 

TULA UTU TUTE TVET TUT 

Hornby. 

“‘“A Litthe Gray Home in France’’, etc. 

It is the world’s beloved city as seen by a little 
girl under the wing of a chaperon, by a young lady 
seeing and feeling independently, by a young mar- 
ried woman dreaming dreams in the Latin Quarter, 
and by a mother who remained in Paris throughout 
the war period. Illustrated with remarkable pen- 
and-ink drawings done on the scene by Lester G. 

NUUUCIYUENIOTIQUOTTTUCEEUTOUUEETUUUUUO UAT AUPE 

THE HEART’S DOMAIN 
By Georges Duhamel 

“Written through the darkest months 
of the great war, this book is a revela- 
tion of the power of the spirit of man.” 
—The N. Y. Times. $1.50. 

FROM MIDSHIPMAN TO 
REAR-ADMIRAL 

By Rear-Admiral Bradley A. Fiske, U.S.A. 
The vivid, energetic story of forty- 

nine years of active service in the U. S. 
Navy. One of the great autobiographies 
of the year. $6.00. 

UHNUII 

Author of 

UEUVTITOYUIUTUUYUUUOOONNUUOLUNIAORUUUUUOOANUO ONAL 

LYATYIUUIUVIDOONDOOTOVUOUL OUT OUTOVTOYY OY EYT OUT OUI OUI CYL CUCU TET EET TERTA TEU TEA 

WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS 

By Frederick O’Brien 
The fascinating story of the author’s one-year stay among the simple, friendly 

Caucasian cannibals of the Marquesas Islands. It is a remarkable book of color, 
adventure, romance and humor. Illustrated from photographs. $4.00. 

A CHILDHOOD IN BRITTANY 
EIGHTY YEARS AGO 
By Anne Douglas Sedgwick 

Delightful sketches of a childhood in 
a section of France rich in romance and 
old traditions. The author has dome 
nothing more exquisite. Charmingly 
illustrated from drawings by Leslie Ben- 
son. $2.50. 

a 

At all bookstores. Published by 
THE CENTURY CO., 

353 Fourth Ave., New York City 

GREEN TIMBER TRAILS 

By William Gerard Chapman 

As good as a vacation in the great 
woods under the tall pines. Thrilling 

animal stories of the upper fur country. 

Beautifully illustrated by Charles Liv- 
ingstone Bull and Paul Bransom. $1.60. 

(Our new illustrated catalogue of books will be 

sent to anyone upon request.) 
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You Can’t Go Wrong With Books As Giits 

IRELAND AND ENGLAND 

By Edward R. Turner 

“Mr. Turner has done nothing less 
than a very great public service in the 
writing of a book so admirably—and so 
unusually—sane and just and fine spir- 
ited about a controversy concerning 
which the ignorance and the prejudice 
which exist in this country carry the 
seeds of much possible evil.”—The N. 

CARTOON HISTORY oftheW (R 
By Louis Raemaekers 

Three volumes of the great cartoonis' 
drawings in chronological order. Ea 
volume containing 100 cartoons wi 
supplementary text. $1.75 per volun 

AMERICAN FOREIGN TRADE 
By Charles M. Pepper 

A survey of world markets and a 
analysis of the trade that constitu 

Y. Times. The Atlantic Monthly and 
other periodicals express the same opin- 
ion of this book. $3.00. 

them by an author with years of e 
perience as a foreign trade adviser t 
the U. S. Government. $2.50. 

SU HHANUNVNOUUNNNOUUNESUOCUOUOOEGSEOOAASOOLUSNUTUUAUOOLAUERUUUEOELUUE LUT ED UP 

THE NEW MAP OF ASIA 
By Herbert Adams Gibbons 
A masterly exposition of Europe’s activities in Asia 

during the fifteen years before the war and the five 
years of war; also America’s position in that contin- 
ent, and Japan’s intervention in China. 

This book and the author’s two previous books, “The 
New Map of Europe” and “The New Map of Africa,’ 
present, with facts gathered at first hand, an authori- 
tative and fascinating history of the rivalry of the 

1911-1914 

HERBERT 
* ADAMS 
GIBBONS 

FNQQNQQ000OUNUEUEEUEETOOOOOUUUGGTODUUTA DOU UAU UTA TANOOAATOAONOOUOEONOAOOONOOONEENUEET ee 

Great Powers in Africa and Asia. 
(“The New Map of Europe’ and “The New Map of Africa,” 

With Maps $2.50. 

in uniform binding, are also each $2.50.) 

QE VUIINTNNNNNNUOUUENONNNNIOQUTEONGUNNTUOUOUEOOSON PEEDGTOUUUTAEOREUOOUETTOUAO TEES TAU TUE EY YAU 

CREATIVE CHEMISTRY 

By Edward E. Slosson 
A popular explanation, which any reader will understand and enjoy, of what 

modern chemistry has already accomplished and what it is now doing for the 
world. 
Although chemistry has revolutionized warfare and transformed the life of 

man, it is a dark mystery to many well informed persons. 
Illustrated. $2.50. it as fascinating as a fairy tale. 

ADVENTURES OF THE 
FOURTEEN POINTS 
By Harry Hansen 

An authoritative and highly amusing 
account of the Peace Conference at 
Paris with intimate sketches of the 
leading statesmen present during the 
conference. $2.50. 

At all bookstores. Published by 

THE CENTURY CoO., 

853 Fourth Ave., New York City 

Dr. Slosson makes 

OUT OF THE RUINS 
By George B. Ford 

A vivid picture of the German devas- 
tation in France and Belgium and an 
optimistic and authoritative account oi 
the efforts being made to resurrect the 
cities, villages and farms out of the 
ruins. [Illustrated from photographs. 
$2.00. | 

(Our new illustrated catalogue of books wil! © 

sent to anyone upon request.) 
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The Best of Books for Boys and Girls 
2]|———— 

For Girls L Ot 

THE 
SLIPPER POINT 

MYSTERY 

By Augusta H. Seaman 

The latest fascinating 

mystery story by this 

popular author of girls’ 
books. Illus. $1.50. 

THE CAMERONS 
OF HIGHBORO 
By Beth B. Gilchrist 

The amusing story of 
a spirited American girl 
who found herself in the 
war. Illus. $1.50. 

COMRADE 
ROSALIE 

By Mary C. DuBois 

A thrilling story, full 
of action, that takes the 
reader to Northern 
France in war-time. 
Illus. $1.50. 

BETSY LANE, 
PATRIOT 
By George M. Mullett 
_A beautiful and inspir- 
ing story for little girls 
of from eight to twelve 
years. Illus. $1.25. 

SUMMER IN THE 
GIRL’S CAMP 

By A. W. Coale 
A book of help and en- tertainment, by an au- thority, about life in girls’ camps. 50 illustra- 

tions. $1.50. 

At all bookstores. Published by 
THE CENTURY co., 

BLUE MAGIC 

By E. B. Price 
The utterly delightful advent- 

ures of a little crippled boy under 
Egyptian and Italian skies. Illus- 
trated. $1.25. 

& = SHIUIINOAUNUUNNNNNANNUUUUUUUUUUULAUUUUUUALLT AULA UCU 

VIVE 
LA FRANCE 

By 
E. B. and A. A. Knipe 

A thrilling story for 
girls, set in France dur- 
ing war-time, and with 
a historically accurate 
background. Illustrated. 
$1.50. 

UUUUUTVVQUQVTQSQ0000EEEUUUTEUTUUTUOSUOUONO0TEUT EEUU TAHOE UYU OAUOOOORSEUOOOOUO UU LLLUUSYOONEUEUEULOLUOUUOUOUGGUOOUUGEUEOOOEENEUOTUUUGU 

SMALL 
ult HHII{HII1 SSMIVIIIANNIVVULLAOUULIADLUINLLIANOUUNOULUAUUUALUUALLU ULLAL 

THE BATTLE OF THE 
NATIONS 

By Frederick Arnold Kummer 
A young folks’ history of the 

war, clear, concise, entertaining. 
31 Illustrations. 5 maps. $2.00. 

ELEPHANT STORIES 
Delightful stories, set in all 

parts of the world, about the 
largest of our land animals. $1.00. 

For Boys 

FORTUNES OF 
WAR 

By Ralph H. Barbour 
and H. P. Holt 

The adventures of a 
Maine coast boy and his 
pal who take out their 
own ship in war-time. 
Illustrated. $1.50. 

CURLY OF THE 
CIRCLE BAR 

By Joseph B. Ames 
A rattling good story 

which also pictures life 
on the great Texas 
ranches of today. Illus- 
trated. $1.50. 

THE BOY 
VIGILANTES OF 

BELGIUM 
By George E. Walsh 
How an American boy 

organized a great secret 
society in Belgium to 
fight the Germans, and 
his thrilling adventures. 
Illustrated. $1.50. 

THE BOY 
SCOUTS IN THE 

WILDERNESS 
By Samuel Scoville, Jr. 
The adventures of two 

Scouts living in the 
woods a month without 
food, clothes or arms. 
Illustrated. $1.50. 

FIELD, FOREST 
AND FARM 

By Jean Henri Fabre 
A treasure-trove of 

helpful and accurate in- 
formation about farming 
and fruit-raising, pre- 
sented in story form. 
llustrated. $2.00. 

(Our new illustrated catalogue of books for 

boys and girls will be sent to 

anyone upon request.) 
nes 
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BOOKS FOR ADULT READERS 

WITH SEEING EYES 

The Story of a Non-Combatant at the Front 
By HAROLD MORTON KRAMER 

Illustrated from Unusual Photographs, $1.50 
Who turns the leaves of “With Seeing Eyes” will quickly perceive that he has opened 

at book which he will reread and treasure. Of the great war, its treatment is entirely 
unlike other stories of the struggle, its vision broader. It is written by the author of 
several successful novels—a journalist, a keen analyst trained in the art of seeing beyond 
the superficial. As you read, you will come to know as never before the intimacies with 
which the lives of our soldiers and sailors in France, England, Scotland, and Ireland were 
touched. The author was one of the early non-combatants to cross the sea; he spent many 
months in and near the front trenches. “With Seeing Eyes” is not a history—not a 
travelogue—not a revamp of war’s travail. It is the Book Unusual and will captivate 
alike readers who were “Over There” and readers who were not. 

THE GOOD CHEER BOOK 
Selected and Arranged by BLANCHE E. HERBERT, Founder of Good Cheer Club, $1.50 

The Good Cheer Club is in thirty-seven States, and growing rapidly. It is pledged 
to the promotion of Health, Efficiency, and Civic Welfare. 

So strong has been the demand for a book of selections in harmony with these prin 
ciples that Mrs. Herbert has prepared one, drawing with a rarely discriminating faculty 
from the best authors of many lands and times. Both the arrangements and the contents 
place this book above all others of its kind. Its appearance helps it to be an attractiy 
gift. 

HOLIDAY BOOKS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 

PEACE AND PATRIOTISM 
By ELVA S. SMITH 

Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh 
Editor of “Christmas in Legend and Story,” “Mystery Tales for 

Boys and Girls,” “Good Old Stories for Boys and Girls” 
Illustrated, $1.50 

A timely collection because of the awakened spirit of patrio- 
tism and self-sacrifice since the entrance of the United States 
into the World War and the resulting interest in the relation- 
ship of nations. Includes approximately 150 selections—poems, 
speeches, and other material—grouped under the headings: Pa- 
triotism; Peace and International Good-will; National Songs of 
Other Lands; Service. c 

n>. 
PEACE AND 
PATRIOTISM 
| ELVA-S-SMITH 

eS 

WHAT HAPPENED TO INGER JOHANNE 
Translated from the Norwegian of Dikken Zwilgmeyer by EMILIE POULSSON 

Illustrated in Two Colors, $1.50 

; Wherever Inger Johanne is, there is something going on. and wherever anything 
going on, there is Inger Johanne. Her comical mishaps that fill the book with fun ar 
many and varied. 

WHEREVER BOOKS ARE SOLD 

LOTHROP, LEE & SHEPARD CO., Boston 

— 

LOTHROP, LEE & SHEPARD CO.’S 
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HOLIDAY BOOKS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 

THE WONDER OF WAR AT SEA 
By DR. FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER 

With Many Illustrations from Unusual War Photographs and 
Sketches, $1.50 

There is a whirl and a dash in “The Wonder of War at Sea” 
which makes it one of the most remarkable of all books on the 
curiously gripping.mystery which sea warfare became during the 
great World Conflict. The thrill of the fighting comes with the 
Destroyers, and the hero, wrecked by a mine, sees a Destroyer 
in action in all its fury and its awfulness. 

THE WONDER OF WAR IN" §& Se 
THE HOLY LAND | Batter > 

By DR. FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER a;HOLY LAND 
With Many Illustrations from Unusual War Photographs and 

Sketches, $1.50 
The hero, an American boy, is taken captive by an Arab 

shiek at the outbreak of the War and sees the fighting at close 
range. Here is the picturesque thrill of a war unlike any other, 
amid the hot color of the desert, the spell of Bible lands, and 
the glamor of the East. 

The contrasts are startling: aeroplanes in the home of Sinbad 
the Sailor, machine-guns at Bedouin encampments, tanks in the 
Garden of Eden, and cavalry charges near Bethlehem. 

THE BOY WITH THE U. S. TRAPPERS 
By DR. FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER 

Profusely Illustrated from Photographs loaned by U. S. Government Departments. $1.50 
Dr. Rolt-Wheeler here tells in swift and graphic strokes 

the work of a little-known branch of the United States Govern- 
ment, the trappers and hunters of the Biological Survey. This 
is a book of true hunting, not done only as sport, but to save 
the lives and property of the citizens of the United States. 

DAVE PORTER’S WAR HONORS 
Or, At the Front with the Fighting Engineers 

By EDWARD STRATEMEYER 
Illustrated, $1.35 <a 

Another great war story for boys. It tells of the doings of 
the fighting engineers—those brave fel- 
lows who worked under fire constantly. 

THE SHAWNEE’S WARNING 
A Story of the Oregon Trail 

By D. LANGE 

Illustrated, $1.35 
A thrilling story of the Oregon Trail in 1843. We are told 

how two young men and two boys are separated from a main 
‘aravam of wagons and horsemen, but manage to pass safely 
through the country of Sioux and Crow Indians, and are finally 
saved from the hostile Blackfeet. 

“RANCIS ROLT-WHEELER 

WHEREVER BOOKS ARE SOLD 

LOTHROP, LEE & SHEPARD CO., Boston 
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HOLIDAY BOOKS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 

THE JOYOUS TRAVELERS 
By MAUD LINDSAY and EMILIE POULSSON 

With Frontispiece in Full Colors and Many Pen-and-Ink Illus- 
trations and Decorations by W. M. Berger. Jacket in Colors, 
$2.00 
How interesting these Joyous Travelers are, the Squire's 

Little Son, the Young Lord, the Chapman or Peddler, the Farmer, 
the Elder and the Younger Sister, and all the rest! And what 
captivating stories and ballads they tell! Comical, quaintly wise, 
poetic, heroic, magical—each has its own charm. 

Boys and girls from eight to fifteen will follow these travel- 
ers eagerly, but they will not be the only ones to enjoy this really 
fine volume. 

THE LIBERTY GIRL 
By RENA I. HALSEY 

Illustrated, $1.50 
Nathalie Page, seventeen, bright and popular with al 

mates, forms a club called the “Liberty Girls” and enthusiast 
ally does her bit to help win the war. Much timely patriotic 
historical knowledge is given in story form. For all girls from 
fourteen upwards, 

ADELE DORING OF THE SUNNYSIDE CLUB 
By GRACE MAY NORTH 

With Illustrations and Picture Jacket in Full Colors, $ 
Adele Doring is the central figure among seven gir! 

entering their teens, and living in sunny California. Ot 
they have a club, which they call the “Sunnyside Club 
they brighten their own good times by doing kind things ‘or | 
others in a sensible, friendly way that brings joy to all. 

CAMP FIRE GIRLS IN WAR AND PEACE 
By ISABEL HORNIBROOK 

Illustrated in Two Colors, $1.50 
This distinctly superior Camp Fire Girls’ story is lively and full of up-to-da' 

terest. An insight is given into the preparatory processes of modern warfare, the b | 
taking feature of which is the landing of a war airplane near the girl’s Council Fir 

NORA’S TWIN SISTER 
By NINA RHOADES 

Illustrated. Price, $1.25 
Twelve-year-old Nora lived in a New York apartment with 

her widowed mother. There had been a twin sister exactly like 
Nora, but the mother could not provide for two, and so one had 
been given to a wealthy family for adoption. 

DOROTHY DAINTY AT THE STONE HOUSE 
The new “Dorothy Dainty Book” by AMY BROOKS 

Illustrated, $1.00 
There is constant activity in a Dorothy Dainty Book, and in 

the present one, things happen more pleasingly and amusingly 
than ever, if that be possible. 

| 
| 
| 

ADELE DORING 
of the 

Sunnyside Club 
GRACE MAY NORTH 

Send for free complete catalogue 

WHEREVER BOOKS ARE SOLD 
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HOLIDAY BOOKS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 

RAINBOW RAINBOW ISLAND 
/ ISLAND By EDNA A. BROWN Illustrated. Decorated Cover. $1.50 

n] How Oliver, who longed to be patriotic, found an oppor- 
tunity to serve his country, is the story of “Rainbow Island.” 
The service rendered was not what he expected, but that makes 
no difference in its value. The book, with its scene laid on the 
Maine sea-coast, brings a whiff of salt air as wholesome as itself. 
The plot is ingenious, the incidents are unusual, and we meet 
interesting people. 

GOOD OLD STORIES FOR 
BOYS AND GIRLS 

Selected by ELVA S. SMITH, Carnegie Library, Pittsburgh 
Eight Illustrations in Full Colors. $1.50 

Twenty stories and poems. There are wonder tales and allegories, legendary stories, 
and others which tell of life in different countries. “Murdoch’s Rath” is delightfully hu- 
morous and sg are some of the other tales. The scenes are varied and the stories carry 
one far away into the realms of fairyland, to European lands or to the Saharan desert. 

WHEN I WAS A GIRL IN MEXICO 
By MERCEDES GODOY Illustrated from Photographs. $1.00 

This is the delightful account of happy girlhood in one of 
the fairest and richest of all countries. A book like this will do 
much towards correcting many wrong ideas of our Southern 
neighbor. Miss Godoy, now a resident of the United States, is 
exceptionally well qualified to tell the most attractive and natur- 
ally less known side of Mexican life. Her father, Professor Jose 
F. Godoy, was constantly prominent in Mexican public life while 
in that country. 

WHEN I WAS A GIRL IN ICELAND 
By HOLMFRIDUR ARNADOTTIR 

Illustrated from Photographs. $1.00 ; 
Miss Arnadottir was born in Iceland and lived there until she came to America about 

a year and a half ago. She is now a teacher of Icelandic and Danish languages in the 

Extension Department of Columbia University. Her book describes vividly the very 
things that boys and girls most wish to know about any country—how the people live, 
what the children do at home and at school, what games and sports they like best, what 
are their favorite stories and legends. 

IN MEXICO 
MERCEDES GODOY 

3 | WHENT WAS AGIRL} 

BILLY VANILLA 
A Story of the Snowbird Country 

By SOL N. SHERIDAN Illustrated, $1.25 

This is the story of Billy Vanilla, whose real name was Wil- 

liam MeMillan and who was the nicest little boy you ever read 

about. Then there were the Shaggy Boy, with his woolly things 

for cold weather; the Boy a Thousand Years Old, who knew 

| ; almost everything; the Man with the Red Whiskers, who was as 

| Xe good and kind as he was strong; the Little Old Lady, who 

wasn’t so very old after all; Little Silver Locks, just a girl, 
| BILLY VANILLA but a likable one; and Carlo, that had to have a part in and 

<i _SOL-N* SHERIDAN | of everything, even the cream caramels. 
- 

WHEREVER BOOKS ARE SOLD 

LOTHROP, LEE & SHEPARD CO., Boston 
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The Story of a Lover 
ANONYMOUS 

This superb portrayal of the important love 
episodes and reactions of a man and his 
wife has proved a literary sensation of the 
Autumn. Marked with the sincerity of an 
unmistakable reality, it has captured the 
mind, heart, and imagination of the great 
intelligent reading public. To quote the 
New York Sun: “ ‘The Story of a Lover’ 
is the greatest addition to that literature 
of personal record which we call human 
documents that the country has seen in 
this generation.” Says the Detroit Sunday 
News: “It is frank, almost pitiless, in its 
revelations—but it is intensely interesting 
and warmly beautiful.” 
Postage 10% extra. $1.50 net 

The Old Card 
By ROLAND PERTWEE 

A delightful narrative of the declining 
years of an English actor of the old school 
and the romance of his adopted daughter 
as modern as he is old fashioned. Rarely 
in publishing history has a book received 
such unanimously warm and almost tender 
appreciation. “A charming romance,” says 
the New York Evening Post, “abounding in 
humorous touches,” and the New York 
Times speaks of “its quiet humor, refresh- 
ing naturalness and simplicity, its farce 
and high comedy, its thrilling drama and 
its touch of pathos.” 
Postage 10% eztra. $1.60 net 

The Publishers’ Weekly 

we pick the few books without which your Winter 
Reading Season can’t be happily complete. 

Our Fall and Winter 1919 list of publications, fiction, 
general, anthologies, poetry, drama and juvenile, consists of 
thirty-two books, this exclusive of The Modern Library with 
its addition of nine new titles. 
confirmed by public and press as an unusually interesting 
and most distinguished collection. Let us send your our 
complete catalog with full descriptive matter. 

Book for book, it has been 

Iron City 
By M. H. HeEncrs 

This is that rare combination—an impor 
ant book—that so fascinatingly tells a goo 
story that it is impossible to put it down 
unfinished. In addition to the conflict o 
social problems in Iron City, there are th 
passionate and spiritual struggles of mer 
and women that make this book one for 
which The Review says “we may well be 
grateful.” Representative of general press 
comment are the New York Tribune, whic! 
ealls “Iron City” “a work of remarkabi 
power and promise and a hopeful augury 
of the time when we will have genuine! 

good popular literature, free from the taint 
of ‘highbrowism,’”’ and the St. Louis Post 
Dispatch, which calls it ‘‘a great book. 
Postage 10% eatra. $1.75 net 

Outland 
By Mary AUSTIN 

Skillfully interwoven with the mystery and 

beauty of the redwood forests of the West 

is the tale of two wanderers amidst 4 

strange race, and as charming a love story 

as has ever been told. The thousands of 

readers of Mary Austin will find here all 

her brilliance with an added grace. 

Postage 10% extra $1.60 net 

FOR THE YOUNGSTERS 
Boys and girls of 12 to 16, you should buy “THE COCKPIT OF SANTIAGO KEY” 
by Davin S. GREENBERG. This is a story of Porto Rican life chock full of adventure 
mystery and healthy romance and it is highly instructive without having the ap- 
pearance of trying to be so. Postage 10% eatra. $1.50 net 
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A Great 
Opportunity 

HUGH WALPOLE’S NOVELS 
Here is a great opportunity! Hugh Walpole, in the opinion of the ablest 
critics both here and abroad, the greatest figure on the horizon of English 
fiction today, is in America. Will be for most of the winter, traveling over 
the United States, lecturing and generally before the public eye. Could 
anything be more opportune in the year of the great strike? There will be 
a general stimulus to the demand for his books. Just suppose Charles 
Dickens were alive and in this country! Well, there is just as much cause for 
rejoicing in the case of Walpole. Here is a young Englishman, just turned 
thirty, who has written eleven books all of which are particularly popular and 
have a remarkable staying power. Take FORTITUDE for instance, the first 
Walpole book published in this country, and every week we are receiving re- 
orders on it. The same is true of the DUCHESS OF WREXE, THE GREEN 
MIRROR, THE DARK FOREST, and THE SECRET CITY. JEREMY, Wal- 
pole’s latest, was off the press just before the strike and is now ready for 
delivery. There is more than an arbitrary association of the name of Walpole 
with that of Dickens, for Walpole is the one writer of today who is carrying 
on the best traditions of English fiction. In his novels are found the same 
qualities of universal appeal, the rich spirited and beautifully human and 
tender emotions that stamp the pages of Fielding, Thackeray and Dickens for 
what they are. Hugh Walpole’s success in America has come to stay and the 
Trade will find in his books one of the most dependable sources of income. 
WALPOLE’S NOVELS ARE PUBLISHED IN UNIFORM EDITION. They 
are JEREMY (net, $1.75), a story of happy childhood which Mr. Walpole by 
some magic sixth sense depicts with more insight than any other writer we 
havee THE GOLDEN SCARECROW (net, $1.50), also concerned with the 
world of children but more symbolic. The incomparable THE SECRET CITY 
(net, $1.75), which more than any novel transcends the flesh and gives a true 
glimpse into the spirit of Russia. This great romance was the result of the 
winter Walpole spent in Petrograd at the beginning of the Revolution. THE 
DARK FOREST (net, $1.50), is a great love story, with a background of 
the Russian battle line. THE GREEN MIRROR (net, $1.75). A novel of 
English family life and the revolt of youth against traditions and caste. 
THE DUCHESS OF WREXE (net, $1.75). A novel of London Society and 
the surge of the ideas of modernity against its granite walls. FORTITUDE 
(net, $1.75). A story of a young man who conquers life against tremendous 
odds. A powerful novel of the spirit. THE PRELUDE TO ADVENTURE 
(net, $1.50). The story of a crime and its aftermathh THE WOODEN 
HORSE (net, $1.50). Walpole’s first novel. A story of a Cornish coast vil- 

lage and what came of the return of an unrepentant prodigal. In spite of 
being a first work, it is, in the opinion of critics, just as fine as anything from 
Walpole’s pen. 

GEORGE H. DORAN COMPANY _—s— Publishers += NEW YORK 
PUBLISHERS IN AMERICA FOR HODDER & STOUGHTON 
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High Spots ) 
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THE YOUNG VISITERS 
DAISY ASHFORD 

Preface by J. M. BARRIE 
Only once in a life-time comes a book like this novel by nine year old Daisy 
Ashford. Everyone by now realizes that THE YOUNG VISITERS stands in a 
class by itself in the annals of book selling. The circumstances of its discovery, 
its spectacular success in England, and the irresistible qualities of the little book 
itself, the most surprising combination of naivete and sophistication led to pro. 
phecies of a whirlwind success in America which have already been exceeded. 

Never in our experience has one book had such widespread and continuous 
notice in newspapers and magazines. It is safe to say that no one who reads 
the papers has not seen it commented on from one to a dozen times. ‘A mas. 
terpiece of unconscious humor’’, “an unmitigated joy”, “the funniest book in the 
world”, “the biggest kind of a hit’’, so runs the newspaper praise. No less a 
person than Hugh Walpole declares that THE YOUNG VISITERS will become 
as much a part of the English language as “Alice In Wonderland’. In its 
charming silhouette jacket it is due for a big christmas sale. THE YOUNG VISIT- 
ERS has already proved itself “‘a sure thing”’, for the book seller. Net $1.00 

DANGEROUS DAYS 
MARY ROBERTS RINEHART 

Author of “The Amazing Interlude,’’ ‘‘K,’’ etc. 
MARY ROBERTS RINEHART?’S name is about all the selling talk a novel needs. 
Add that DANGEROUS DAYS is generally conceded to be the finest thing that 
she has done and you could hardly ask more. But for good measure we remind 
you that DANGEROUS DAYS has all the elements that endear a novel to a wide 
public. It is concerned with the biggest problem in modern married life, bril- 
liantly presented, has a background which shows with truth and understanding 
the lives of the rich and of the poor and inspires us with belief in the soundness 
and wholesomeness of the real life of American men and women. 

DANGEROUS DAYS is in its second hundred thousand and we believe the 
swing to Mrs. Rinehart this fall and winter will place DANGEROUS DAYS at 
the very head of the list, with the third hundred thousand to its credit. [he 
Trade has always believed in Mrs. Rinehart and backed her loyally. And it 's 
to the point to say that her work has always deserved and justified their hearty 
support. This feeling of dependableness in an author is a thing of rare value to 
the dealer. And in these days of printing delays the trade is turning with more 
and more demand to those books and writers in whom they are confident. 
DANGEROUS DAYS and Mrs. Rinehart head the list. Don’t make the mista‘ 
of ordering too late or too little. Unusually decorative color jacket. Net $1.60 

2 mo. et 

GEORGE H. DORAN COMPANY Publishers New York 
PUBLISHERS IN AMERICA FOR HODDER & STOUGHIT' 
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MRS MARDEN 
ROBERT HICHENS 

Author of “The Garden of Allah,’’ ‘‘Bella Donna, ’’ 
‘The Green Carnation, ’’ etc. 

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH, BELLA DONNA, THE GREEN CARNATION—these 

books stand out in the literary record of English novels. Through them Robert 

Hichens has won an audience on two continents. Now comes MRS MARDEN, a 
book that is remarkable for its swift directness of narrative and for its realistic 
mirroring of the world-wide psychic manifestations. Mr. Hichens writes as a dis- 
interested onlooker. He does not take sides. He merely shows you what happens 
to the body and spirit of one woman who, though a skeptic, is swept away by the 
flood tide of Spiritualism that is sweeping over London. In Peter Orwyn, Mr. 
Hichens has done a remarkable portrait from life of a London medium. The man 
stands revealed too clearly in his genuine power and his chicanery to be an in- 
vention. Mr. Hichens leads his reader to a great dramatic climax—a climax at 
once mystical and practical. Here is a book that will be widely read and much 
discussed. It is worth your special attention both for its merits and its chances of 
popular sale. Color jacket. Net, $1.75. 

A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS 
PELHAM GRENVILLE WODEHOUSE 

Author of ‘‘Uneasy Money,’’ ‘‘Something New,”’’ etc. 

The DAMSEL is one Lady Maude Belpher, much disapproved of by her family. 
While flying from an irate and disapproving brother she steps into a cab already 
occupied by George Bevan, a young American quite bored with the London success 
of his musical comedy and depressed by the lack of romance in real life. How he 
thereafter lays siege to Lady Maude’s heart and has the most outrageous adven- 
tures among the British Peerage is guaranteed to make even the most blase 
reader chuckle away for many hours. For the present troublous days we have 
read no better antidote. Mr. Wodehouse has mixed the perfect prescription. He 
combines a western breeziness with a very original humor which is an adroit mix- 
ture of American and British fun. Added to a dialogue which is full of chuckles 
is a hilarious lingo the like of which has been invented only by “Bunker Bean” 
and “Ruggles.” To begin with, you like his people. They are drawn with affec- 
tionate touches and convincing reality. For the rest the laughable adventures of 
George Bevan take complete possession of you. The name of Wodehouse and the 
Promise of his “best yet” makes an altogether irresistible selling combination. 
Better reorder now before the stock is exhausted. Color jacket. Net, $1.60. 

he 

fpr GEORGE H. DORAN COMPANY Publishers New York 
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Double-Rivetted Mystery 
and Adventure Yarns 

SIMON is by J. Storer Clouston 
who has won his spurs as the “de- 
tective author par excellence” with 
THE SPY IN BLACK, THE MAN 
FROM THE CLOUDS. A dual 
mystery enshrouds the tale of 
Simon Ratter, lawyer, the most re- 
spected man of the town. A subtle 
and pervasive change comes over 
him after a visit from a strange 
man. The servants, the office clerks, 
his most important client Sir Roger 
Cormarty, all notice it. Then one 
morning Sir Roger is found mur- 
dered by an unknown hand. Ratter 
assumes control, without result. 
Then, in spite of his protests, a 
detective is brought down, and un- 
earths a body in Simon Ratter’s 
front yard! Whose? That is Mr. 
Clouston’s tale. Color jacket. 12mo. 
Net, $1.50. 

THE NIGHT OPERATOR, By 
Frank L. Packard. There are few 
authors nowadays who can make us 
realize with such vividness as does 
Mr. Packard how sentient, how liv- 
ing and breathing a thing is that 
game called “railroading.” This, his 
latest book, is a collection of ten 
“inside” stories, each one of which 
is a literal page out of the life of 
theWestern railroad pioneer. With 
the author we thrill at their con- 
quest of incredible curves, defiant 
heights and astounding grades. We 
gasp at the sheer bravery of their 
daily life. These characters of his 
are real flesh and blood, not mere 
characters on a printed page. To 
the dash and romance of THE 
WIRE DEVILS and JIMMIE 
DALE, Mr. Packard has added 
something finer, more enduring. 
Color jacket. 12 mo. Net, $1.50. 

The Publishers’ Weekly 

THE SUBSTITUTE MILLION. 
AIRE, by Hulbert Footner, author 
of THIEVES’ WIT. Millions, a 
murder and much suspense make up 
the best good yarn about a man 
and his money since Brewster’s 
Millions. Humor, mystery and ad- 
venture are rarely combined in this 
story of a young man who suddenly 
finds $80,000,000 at his disposal but 
under circumstances which make 
him liable to extinction by a band 
of criminals. He hires an actor to 
impersonate him and adventure fol- 
lows adventure, thrill upon thrill, to 
an unforseen climax. The book is 
more than all thrills, for Mr. Footner 
introduces whimsicalities that stir 
the risibles as well as carries his 
readers down into the hidden re- 
cesses of an anarchistic center. A 
color jacket. 12mo. Net, $1.50. 

BULLDOG CARNEY, By W. A. 
Fraser. The freedom of the moun- 
tains and the breezy, fine-balsam at- 
mosphere surround these glowing. 
finely-wrought character stories of 
the last frontier—the final stand of 
the most audacious adventurers. 
“With a spring like a panther, the 
policeman reached his fallen horse. 
But, as he swung his gun from iis 
holster he held it poised, silent—to 
shoot was to kili the half - breed. 
Fifty yards down the street Carney 
dumped his burden into a deep pu<- 
dle and with a ringing cry of defi- 
ance sped away. Half a dozen guns 
barked vainly after the escaping 
man.” Adventure lovers through- 
out the country are finding thes<« 
tales of BULLDOG CARNEY far 
exceeding their most hopeful e* 
pectation. Color jacket, 12mc 
Net, $1.50. 



THE MOON AND SIXPENCE, 
By W. Somerset Maugham. An 

amazing book this—easily the out- 

standing novel of the year as wit- 
ness the extraordinary enthusiasm 

of the more discriminating review- 
ers, who agree that here is a new 

hind of novel, out of the beaten 

paths in subject and style. This 
audacious story of a stock broker 

turned artist causes the sort of talk 
that sends all who haven’t read it, 
to get a copy at once. Most book- 
sellers find that a large sale for 
Maugham’s remarkable OF HU- 
MAN BONDAGE goes along with 
the demand for THE MOON AND 
SIXPENSE. Maugham is now re- 
cognized as one of the greatest of 
contemporary English novelists. It 
is to your interest to see he is well 
represented in your Holiday stock. 

12mo. Net $1.50 

THE SKY PILOT IN NO MAN’S 
LAND, By Ralph Connor. Hardly 
an exaggeration, is it, to say that 
Ralph Connor’s books fairly sell 
themselves? Connor puts into 
them all that makes any book uni- 
versally beloved. We have come 
to look to him for strong manly 
a bear ge full of 
ine sentiment. Y PILOT, 
BLACK ROCK, THE MAJOR, etc. 
= such books. He has duplicated 

€se successes in. THE SKY 
eae IN. NQ* MAN’S LAND. 
onnor uses his war experiences 

only as a background. Not essen- 
tially a war novel, but a beautiful soul-stirring romance. One of 

Cnnor’s finest. Better be ready 
ve a big Holiday demand remem- Dering that a book by Ralph Connor 

J “best Christmas 
Splendid color jacket. 

12mo. Net $1.50 

8 one of th 
Sellers. : 
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IN SECRET, By Robert W. 
Chambers. Here is a wonderful 
selling combination, a famous 
name plus a decidedly thrilling tale 
of romance and adventure in an 
unusual setting. In IN SECRET 
Chambers returned to the manner 
of LORRAINE and CARDIGAN 
which won him fame and the re- 
viewers have been unusually una- 
nimous in their praise. “Chambers 
at his best” is a composite state- 
ment. A death-defying race across 
the ocean in search of clues vital to 
the U.S., love and outdoor adven- 
ture, secret service and the remak- 
ing of a man through a woman’s 
love are the elements which go to 
make up, one of the best of 
Chamber’s novels. A hundred to 
one on asatisfied reader every time 
IN SECRET goes out of your store. 
Jacket incolor. 12mo. Net $1.50 

THE BOOK OF A NATURALIST, 
By W. H. Hudson. A Great Event 
for the book business—the publica- 
tion of a new Hudson book has 
come to be just that. GREEN 
MANSIONS, FAR AWAY AND 
LONG AGO, to mention only two 
of Hudson’s famous books have 
run through innumerable editions, 
and have a large steady sale year 
in and year out. THE BOOK OF 
A NATURALIST opens the way 
into a magic wonderland of inti- 
maté and interesting things con- 
cerning familiar plants and an- 
imals. Will appeal to all who love 
the out of doors, appreciate a de- 
licate humor and an extraordinary 
style. THE BOOK OF A NATUR- 
ALIST will take its place as a pro- 
fitable perennial in your book 
shop. Is an ideal gift volume. 
Very beautiful jacket in colors. 

8 vo. $3.50 
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These are the New Books of 

The Penn Publishing Company 

A New Edwards Book | 

HOLLAND OF TODAY 
ES b-Sbbbadds-s- a9 Another of those famous gift books by the au 
‘HOLLAND: of ‘‘Alsace-Lorraine,’’ ‘‘ Vanished Halls and Cat! 

drals of France,’’ ete. The sturdy little kingdom 
‘OF OD DAY: The Netherlands is delightfully described by one wh 

has lived and studied in its picturesque cities. 1’ wr GEORGE WHARTONEDW. /ARDSY| 

¥ x te  ¥ y book covers the country from ‘‘The Hook’’ to the || 
vos i f “| Zuyderzee, and will be highly prized by those who || 
iF  ¢ o 4 have been there, and the many thousands who wil! | 
% * « 4 soon travelling in Europe. An interesting featur: 
v ‘ 3 ya discussion of ‘‘The Johanniters, a secret ord 
eee > ¥ responsible for the refuge given to William Hohe: 
ice. "i * zollern. Thirty-nine illustrations, many in 
Gessepeasesaatl Handsomely bound and boxed. Price, $7.50 net 

The Big Fiction Success 

THE TIN SOLDIER 
By TEMPLE BAILEY 

(Sixtieth Thousand) 

The reason for Miss Bailey’s remarkable sue. 
cess—the book sells better every day—is just this: 
she shows the heart of America, and the part the 
women and the rest of us at home played in the 
great victory. Derry Drake wanted to do his duty 
in the struggle, but because he could not, suffered 
humiliation until a woman’s sacrifice set him free. 
Jacket by Coles Phillips. Illustrated. Price, $1.60 
net. 

The Penn Publishing Company hitadelphi 
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The Penn Publishing Company 
New Books for the Year 1919 

New Novels 

THE HARBOR ROAD 
By Sara WarE Bassett, author of ‘The Taming of 

Zenas Henry.’’ 
In the little Cape Cod village of Wilton lives 

Nate Harlow, with his sister Deborah and their lovely 
niece Tressie. When the family exchequer runs low 
Deborah decides to take summer boarders. But she 
had not thought there would be two young men among 
them—and the resulting complications dismay the 
Harlows. The tang of the salt air and of New Eng- 
landism breathes in every page of this delicate, humor- 
ous, and appealing story. Jacket in colors 

Price $1.60 net 

THE VINEGAR SAINT 
By Hugues Mearns, author of ‘‘Richard Richard.’’ 

‘‘A tangy seasoning of continual contrast.’’—Boston Transcript. 
‘“‘Good characterization and dialogue.’’—‘‘The A. L. A. Booklist.’’ 
‘‘One of the year’s very best books.’’—Los Angeles Examiner. 
‘“Taps a new vein of romance.’’—Chicago Daily News. 
‘‘Mirth and wisdom in this tale.’’—Boston Herald. 
‘“‘Clever, wholesome, and never insipid.’’—Brooklyn Daily Eagle. 
‘A good story told in a pleasing way.’’—New York Tribune. 
‘‘Built on entirely new lines.’’—Washington Times. 

Illustrated. Price $1.50 net. 

And the latest Ashton-Kirk Book 

ASHTON -KIRK CRIMINOLOGIST 
By Joun T. McIntyre, author of ‘‘ Ashton-Kirk, Investigator,’’ ete. 

Who held the old-fashioned brass candlestick that struck down ‘‘the 
Bounder’’—and set mystery a-throbbing in the quiet suburb of Stanwick? 
Bat Seanlon, athletic trainer and good sport, found a clue in the dark hotel 
office where the little Swiss sharpened his murderous knife. But it was 
Ashton-Kirk who discovered the part a beautiful woman played in the drama. 
Jacket in colors. Illustrated. Price, $1.50 net. 

The Penn Publishing Company Phitadelphia 
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The Penn Publishing Compan: 
New Books for the Year 19/1! 

New Stories for Boys 
FIGHTING WITH THE U.S. ARMY 
By CAPTAIN CHARLES E. BotsForp, C. E. F., author of “ Join 

the Colors.” 

tod Van Horne and Ralph Storm see an exciting 

their orders and are in the thick of it again when the An 
icans take a salient on the Hindenburg Line.  I[llustrat 
Price, $1.50 net. 

KENT OF MALVERN 
By TV. TRuxTuN Hake, author of “Philip Kent,” ete. 

Philip and his friends are in their last year at Malve: 
The school looks to them for leadership. It is a busy y 
in football and baseball and in some of the winter sports 
And Philip bears himself so well that the school is proud 
“Kent of Malvern.” Illustrated. Price, $1.50 net 

Me ; ix ace a 

Re te La ee 

DON HALE WITH THE FLYING SQUADRON 
By W. Crispin SHEPPARD, author of “ Don Hale in the War Zone,” ’ ete. 

Don swings over from ambulance work to aviation, and it is a question which 
the more dangerous. He has some exciting adventures on the ground and alott 
Illustrated. Price, $0.75 net. 

For Younger Readers 
THE LITTLE LEAD SOLDIER 

By ANNA FRANCHI. 

The little lead soldier had a brave heart under his gay uniform, and could wa 

and talk, and remember. His adventures took him all over the world and under the sea 

Illustrations in color. Uniform with “The Little Match Man.” Price, $1.50 net 

RED BEN—THE FOX OF OAK RIDGE 
By JOSEPH WHARTON LIPPINCOTT, author of “ Bun, a Wild Rabbit.” 

A wonderful wild animal] story. Ben and his mother tricked the farmer and 
dog, and the story tells how Ben met Otter and Skunk, Red Squirrel and Woodchu 
how he fought Gray Fox, and how he found a mate and a home. Photographs 1! 
drawings by the author. Jacket in colors. Price, $1.00 net. 

THE STORY OF PORCELAIN 
By Sara WARE BASSETT, author of “The Industrial Senes,” ete. 

An accident interrupts Theo’s holiday in the woods, and to help the boy around 
hard corner, Mr. Croyden, who manufactures porcelain, tells Theo what it is, and a 
about it. Afterward the boy gets an opportunity to see it made. Illustrated. Pri 
$1.00 net. 

The Penn Publishing Company Phitadelphia 

raid, and the successful attack on Zeebrugge. Then they vet 
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New Stories for Girls 

CAPTAIN LUCY IN FRANCE 
By Atine Havarp, author of “ Captain Lucy and Lieutenant 

~ Bob.” 

Lucy Gordon is an American “ Army Girl.” Her father, 
Colonel Gordon, is seriously wounded, and Lucy is taken to 
see him, in a little town near the front in France. The town Rai e a 
is captured by the Germans, and there is Lucy with a big v4 ay 
problem. Illustrated. Price $1.50 net. A Pi Siar 

MARGERY MORRIS, MASCOT es Nae 
By Viotpr GORDON GRAY, author of “ Margery Morris.” a A eet 

Although a new comer in the town, Margery was popu- CAPTAINS LUC 
lar. There were skating and good times at Polly’s and a very i FRANCE 
jolly automobile trip. Then Bunnie came, and everything LL AL 
was different, and even being a mascot did not work as you 
might have expected. But there was a way out. Illustrated. Se ae eee 
Price, $1.50 net. 

ALINE HAVAIRD 

BABS AT BIRCHWOOD 
By ALice Ross CoLver, author of “ Babs.” 

Barbara Benson is a girl from the Maine woods, who is spending a winter with her 
cousin near New York. Babs had no idea there were so many exciting things to see. But 
she enjoys everything—school parties, out-door sports, and the group of new friends who 
form a Camp Fir Celub. Illustrated. Price, $1.50 net. 

BETH ANNE GOES TO SCHOOL 
By Mary PEMBERTON GINTHER, author of “ Beth Anne Herself,” etc. 

Beth, who is used to being friends with everybody, finds it is not so easy at Brighton 

School. And yet Beth Anne likes all the girls and with the help of Jinny Randolph, 
all the difficulties somehow straighten out and the winter is a success. [llustrated. 
Price, $1.50 net. 

For Younger Children 

A LITTLE MAID OF OLD PHILADELPHIA 
By ALIcE TURNER CurTIS, author of “ The Little Maid Series,” etc. 

Ruth Pennell lives in Philadelphia when the British army holds the city. Ruth meets 
Major Andre, and overhears some news that must be carried to a famous general. The 
story is full of interesting adventure. Illustrated. Price, $1.25 net. 

TRUDY AND TIMOTHY OUT-OF-DO DRS 
By BERTHA CURRIER PorTER, author of “ Trudy and Timothy,” ete. 

; A charming story about children who got into a moving picture, and made preserves 
‘or a big prize, and got into trouble and out again and had good times. Illustrated. 
rice, $1.25 net. 

The Penn Publishing Company Philadelphia 
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Christmas 

The Passionate Pilgrim 

By Samu:i Merwin: against s large background Mr. Merwin has drawn a full-lenet 

portrait in gorgeous colors, It's a real story, told up fo te hilt by a real story-teller ff 

Iilustrated bu Stockton Mulford, Price $1.75 net i 

Leave It To Doris & 

By Etkel Hueston: To say this new book is better than “Prudence of the Parsonage 

is to say much, yet it is true. Cheerful, optimistic, human and humorous; good for youn, 

and old, Ilustrated by WB, King, Price $1.50 net 

Life Can Never Be The Same My 

By W. B. Maxwell: Like everything Mr. Maxwell writes, these stories are admirab) 
constructed, told in’simple, vivid language and marked by great intensity of feeling. The 

are bursting with actuality. Price $1.75 net i 

The Starling ey 
By Juliet Wilbor Tompkins: ‘phe people in this story of a girl who longs for freedom 

to get out of the tyranical domestic cage, are so alive that it is impossible not to | iH 

interested in all that befalls them. J//ustrated by John Alonzo Williams. Price $1.50 net. 

The Ivory Trail g 
By Talbot Mundy: \ search from Zanzibar to Uganda for a fabulous hoard of buri ] 
ivory. Thrilling adventures; a romance that keeps vou reading far into the night. jj 

IWustrated by J. C. Coll Price $1.75 net % 

. | 

Not All The King’s Horses 

By George Agnew Chamberlain: jf this novel doesn’t stir the United States to actior 
then we are indifferent to the outrages committed on American citizens. A dramatic and 

dynamic story. Price $1.75 net A 

a 
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/f AMUSEMENT — HUMOR — ENTERTAINMENT 

The Christmas Bookshelf 

Christmas 

Spanish Doubloons 

By Samilla Kenyon: If vou like a rattling good yarn based on events that you have 

often day-dreamed MAY happen. and if you like humor and freshness and novelty. ordet 

this story at once, Tilustrated by Lonis Rogers Price $1.50 net 

The Blue Moon 

by David Anderson: Here is a new kind of hunter—the hunter of pearls, He is a 

rough, outdoor citizen, but a good one, and lives a reckless. daring life. Action, melo 

drama. mystery, love! Price $1.60 net. 

Own Your Own Home 
By Ring W. Lardner: Fred and his wife Grace have been cooped up in a tlat so long 

they can’t breath, so they determine to buy a lot on the installment plan and build a 

house, They do. It’s a laugh. Tilustrated by Fontaine For, Price $1.00 net. 

White Man 

By George Agnew Chamberlain: 4 nineteen nineteen romance; clever, sophisticated, 

full of strange adventures in a strange land—just a man and a woman in the jungle of 

Africa, IUustrated bu W. H. D. Koerner. Price $1.75 net 

The Mirror and The Lamp 
By W. B. Maxwell: A story with a great soul problem how the spiritual side of a 

man and a woman react to an unsanctified life. The clash of high ideals with a great 
passion Price $1.75 net 

Victorious 

By Reginald Wright Kauffman: he first novel of the war from a correspondent’s 
view-point, <A story of adventure, idealism and love. in which eur blunders are fearlessly 

exposed, Price $1.75 net. 

THE BOBBS-MERRILL COMPANY, Publishers 

NEW YORK INDIANAPOLIS 
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Christmas 
AMUSEMENT — HUMOR — ENTERTAINMEN! 

Bolshevism and The United States 

By Charles Edward Russell: No more timely book was ever issued, and it is as 
as convincing, as brilliant and as hopeful as it is timely. For every American who lo) 

his country. Price $1.50 net 

Women in American History 

By Grace Humphry: if you would know your country’s history read the lives of t! 

men and women who have made it. Here is a volume in which historic events are yy 

sonalized, dramatized and made real through the lives of fifteen women. Price $1.25 net 

Modern Japan 

By Amos S. and S. W. Hershey: Every phase of Japanese life—the result of long stud) 
and intimate personal observation—is set forth in this volume. It is the real Japa 

revealed to us fully and brilliantly. Price $1.50 net 

From War to Peace 

By Herbert Quick: 4 better democracy is what Mr. Quick pleads for in this important 
volume. Rural morale, the Americanization of society, education based on life, are among 

the subjects treated. Price $1.50. net. 

Conservative Democracy } 
By Paul Kester: In brief compass and in clear and simple English. democracy ani — |] 
socialism are contrasted, and at a time when many seem, mistakenly, to think that tru: 

democracy is to be found only in a socialistic state. Price $1.00 net \ 

Dickens: How to Know Him 

By Richard Burton: whoever reads this delightful volume will know Dickens as neve! 

before. It is a really remarkable piece of literary criticism, in which the sketch of thi 

man and the excerpts from his works leave the*reader eager for deeper excursions. 

Portrait frontspiece. Price $1.50 net 

Days Gone Dry 

By Frederick Landis: when the country went dry the friends of alcohol said Ameri: 
is doomed and predicted all sorts of disasters. Mr. Landis didn’t agree, and his littl 

volume humorously satires this idea. Cartoons in color by Gaar Williams. Price T5c net Q 

THE BOBBS-MERRILL COMPANY, Publishers /) 
NEW YORK INDIANAPOLIS 
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JAMES WHITCOMB RILEY, 

——=> = IER ff Emerson once said, ‘‘If you make a better mouse-trap than 
ever was made before, though you live in the densest of 
forests, the world will blaze a pathway to your door.”’ 

x {= 

in Greenfield, Indiana. Fame found him out. Honors 
were heaped upon him. Riches poured at his feet. The 
story of his life is as romantic as any hero’s of fiction. 

The Youth of 

James Whitcomb Riley 
By MARCUS DICKEY 

a 

i's: Whitcomb Riley was the exceptional man. He lived 

— 
= S 

Ss 

begins with his immediate ancestors, takes him through his boyhood, his formative 

and most productive periods, and closes with the famous Poe hoax, the true story 

of which has never been told before. 

The Perfect Christmas Gift 

is the People’s Poet’s Life 
SW 
a nl 

8vo. cloth of blue and gold; gilt top; thirty-two illustrations, old 

portraits, familiar scenes, facsimile documents. Price $3.50 net. 

EX FS 
op THE BOBBS-MERRILL COMPANY, Publishers 

NEW YORK INDIANAPOLIS 
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J ropriate Giff Books 
rom oe Fall List- 
For Sale Every where 

By Theodore Roosevelt 

Young Lieutenant Colonel Roosevelt. back from 
service with the A. E. F., with all the punch and 
a true Roosevelt—and a clear thinking ardent Amer 
holds forth boldly on the evils of unpreparedness as 
them overseas. There are some heart-stirring refl 
depicting his father’s last great battle for America ag 
pacifist propaganda. In addition there is many an an 
and characteristic new anecdote of T. R. at home a 
number of delightful, as yet untold stories of the bi 
days of the Roosevelt clan. 

‘*Wade In, Sanitary”’ 
By Richard Derby, Lt. Col. M. C., U.S. 4. 

The story of Colonel Derby, a brother-in-law of Colonel Theodore Roosevelt 
the dramatically interesting story of the surgeons in kahki. This is the ver) 
realistic picture of the great struggle from the medical slant, and is an imp 
addition to American literature of the war. 

**| Was There”? With the Yanks in France 
By C. LeRoy Baldridge, Private, A. E. F. 

Here is a wonderful book of original sketches that will take its place as 
big achievements of the war. LeRoy Baldridge drove a truck with the Fren 
for more than a year and saw a year’s service with the A. E. F. as an Infantry } 
There are hundreds of characteristic sketches of the American doughboy at 
of fighting and at his play. There are a number of full page pictures in 
the artist says in his foreword this is indeed a “record of doughboy types, of 1 
ple he lived with in France, with whom he suffered and by whose sid 
There are some striking verses by Hilmar Bankhage. 

rie 

Fragments From France (Part VII) 
By Bruce Bairnsfather 

Some more of the famous trio, Bert, Alf and Old Bill. fighting, jesting and endu 
up to the end. The Bairnsfather books have become classics of the great 

60 eent 

From Mud to Mufti 
By Bruce Bairnsfather 

“Here it is,’ writes the guthor, “a story of ‘ups’ and ‘downs’ on all fronts 
‘ups’—vide hospital report*). A further story of my own charmed life as I wand: 

around the war.” About 4° 

New York: 
2 West 45th Street G. P. Putnam’s Son 
Just West of 5th Ave. 

a) 
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| JS? ropriate Giff Books 
— Putnam!’ Fall List- 
For Sale Everywhere 

The Story of The American Legion 
By Lieut. George S. Wheat, U. S. A. 

fhe first book of a series which will contain from year to year a complete 
of the soldiers’s own organization. This first volume gives the story of the original 

formation of what is now known as the “G. A. R. of the Great War.” 

13 Illus., $1.50 net 

record 

The Strategy of the Great War 
By William L. McPherson 
A concise, well-balanced and interesting story of tle war— an interpretation 
as a narrative.. The broad outlines of the great struggle are presented, but tech- 
nical detail avoided. The author is a_ well-known authority on military affairs. 

$2.50 net 

as well 

The Martyred Towns of France 
By Clara E. Laughlin 
Fascinating glimpses through the eyes of an 
in France wrought by the great war. 

The Yankee in the British Zone 
By Captain Ewen C. McVeagh and Lieutenant Lee D. Brown 

reflecting the high lights of our doughboys fighting side 
the real feeling between 

intelligent observer of the devastation 

An absorbingly human story 
by side with the British Tommy. It pictures graphically 
se two nations. There is an interesting introdue 

1 by General Leonard Wood. 

Mrs. Gladstone 
By Mary Drew 

\ memoir of Mrs. William Ewart Gladstone, full 
of intimate details in the private lives of both Mrs 
Gladstone and her husband, and introducing to the 
reader many of the great people of England during 
iis political career The book is charmingly written 
and bears the stamp of authenticity. It is illus- 
trated with many reproductions from persona: 
photographs in the possession of the author, who 
was Mary Gladstone. 

On Uncle Sam’s Water Wagon 
By Helen Watkeys Moore 

Here are 500 recipes for delicious drinks which can 
@ made in the home. The book covers the whole 

ground of dry days’ drinking. including all the soda 
fountain bever: ages. $1.50 net 

London: 
G. rs Putnam’s Sons 24 Bedford Street 

Strand 
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J? ropriate Giff Books 
‘rom Putnam’ Fall List- 
For Sale Everywhere 

The Lamp in the Desert 
By Ethel M. Dell 

The story of a consuming love of a strong ma 
is prepared to sacrifice fame, ambition and eve: 
itself to shield the woman he loves from sorrow 
is a story of India, that land of mystery, smolid 
passions and intrigue. $1.7 

\ 

The Honorable Gentleman 
and Others 

By Achmed Abdullah 

A romance of New York’s Chinatown—revealing the complex sinuous \ 
ings of the oriental mind; it visualizes a new melting pot of the w 
and yellow races. A book for grown-up, red-blooded people. You will gas 
in astonishment at its stark realism. $1.50 

The Moon Pool 
By A. Merritt 

A world inhabited by supermen and women deep in the bowels of the earth 
tastic? Incredible? Perhaps so. But the “Moon Pool” makes it all real. On 
the most powerful and remarkable novels of the year. A mystery-laden mess 
garbed as a fascinating romance-—that will set you to wondering. $1.60 

Banked Fires 
By E. W. Savi 

The spell of India is woven into the pages of “Banked Fires.” Basil King 
of the author: “From the very opening words she holds one with the spell w 
only the born story-teller possesses.” $1.60 

The Substance of a Dream 
By F. W. Bain 

A charming story from the Hindu, by a famous author with a host of admirers 
look forward eagerly to anything new from his pen. 

The Little Chap 
By Robert Gordon Anderson 

A beautiful little story of simple homes, gentle souls, and the patter of littl 
As charming as the author’s previous success “Not Taps But Reveille.” Mak 
appropriate gift. Full page frontispiece in colors m9 

New York: . 
2 West 45th St t 
Sucstiines of Och iene G. P. Putnam Ss Sor 
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J/*ppropriate Giff Books 
‘rom Putnam’ Fall List- 
For Sale Everywhere 

The Boyd Smith Mother Goose 
By E. Boyd Smith 
Here is the standard, best, and favorite edition of Mother Goose. It is the only really 
authentic Mother Goose on the market. The humorous, artistic, beautifully tinted 
and black and white pictures are from original drawings by E. Boyd Smith, the 
famous artist. The rhymes as selected by the Percy Society are reproduced, and 
after careful research the original Boston Mother Goose rhymes have been collected. 
It is all carefully edited by Lawrence Elmendorf. A handsome big beautiful 
volume of over 200 pages with 20 full pages in color and more than 50 pictures 
and decorations in black and white. $3.00 net 

The Book of Wonder Voyages 
By Joseph Jacobs 
Old myths and legends, including the voyages of the Argonauts; Maelduin, an early 
Irish romance which Tennyson has shaped into poetry; Hassan of Bassorah, a tale 
from the Arabian Nights; and Eric the Far Traveler, a heroic Norse legend. Fully 
illustrated by John D. Batten. $1.50 net 

Connie Morgan in the Lumber Camps 
By James B. Hendr> x 
Readers of Connie Morgan’s adventures with “The Mounted,” and in “Alaska” will 
particularly welcome this story of how he solved the mystery surrounding the theft 
of thousands of dollars’ worth of logs from himself and his partner in the woods of 
Northern Minnesota. An exciting and excellent story of adventure. 

Illustrated. $1.50 net 

Danny Again 
By Vera C. Barclay 
Here are more stories of Danny and others—stories not only entertaining and ex- 
citing for small boys but the kind that helps to build them up. Illustrated 

From a Southern Porch 
By Dorothy Scarborough 
The author deplores the monstrous ingratitude of writers on houses and their people, 
gardens, and the like, but who have ignored porches. She writes delightfully of and 
about them. Among other things there are some genuine negro folk-songs, “ballets” 
and “reels” taken down and given just as they were received from dusky lips in 
Texas and Virginia. 

The Notebook of a Spin- 
ster Lady 

Covering the yeas from 1878 to 1903, this vol- 

ume presents a life-like picture of the man- 
ners and customs of the later Victorian era, in- 
troducing the most notable men and women of 
the day and illustrated with innumerable anec- 

dotes. $2.75 net 

London: 
G. 9 24 Bedford Street P. Putnam’s Sons ‘ead 
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By VICENTE BLASCO IBANEZ 
By the author of THe Four HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE, THE SHADOW 

OF THE CATHEDRAL, BLOOD AND SAND AND LA BoprGa. Each $1.90 

Written since “The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,” this wonderful book m 
the reader feel as if he has turned from the heat and grime of war to the beauty 
freshness of the sea—-the Mediterranean which the Latins love and call ‘‘our 
mare nostrum.” 

The New York Sun says: 

“When you have come to the end of the last page you will say aloud (and n 
about it) that this is as great a book as the author’s “The Four Horsemen of 
Apocalypse.” You will be vibrantly aware of the same epic proportioning, o 
same sense of sweeping drama, of the same magic of words fully mastering 
reader’s senses and playing at will upon his motions. You will be breathless 

“To all such as love blue water this book will be one of the great novels of a 
time.” 

The Chicago Evening Post says: 

“In ‘Mare Nostrum’ we have the author’s companion piece to ‘The Four Hors: 
of the Apocalypse’ and this story of the Mediterranean and the submarine shou 
possess an even wider appeal than the former tale of the German war on land.’ 

From widely separated quarters comes the advice to be prepared fo: 
demand exceeding even that for “The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse 
There is no question as to the book’s tremendous success. 

‘The Four Horsemen 

of the Apocalypse 
AN AUTHOR’S EDITION of these two great novels, is printed on Crestline vellu: 
deckle edges, bound in buckram backs, board sides with inlaid monogram, and boxed | 
an attractive slip case. The set $5.0! 
This set promises to be in special demand toward the holidays. 

The one book of the many produced by the war which all America ha 
read; the only one which, in the scope of its background, the vigor of it 
spirit, the thrill of its story is truly worthy of its tremendous subject. 

$1.90 ne 

Senor BLASCO IBANEZ is now in America for a transcontinental lecture tour under 
management of the J. B. Pond Lyceum Bureau. 

. eer sON & COMPANY (ei. 
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The Outstanding Novel of the Seas: 

Mare Nostrum 
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Clearly this is a Merrick Season! 
tre you keeping in mind the fact that every customer you secure for a 

Merrick novel nou,is fairly certain to return again and again as the other 

volumes appear? There is nothing like them. 

LEONARD MERRICK 
and the American public have both amply justified the judgment of Sir 

James Barrie and his fellow sponsors for the new collected edition of the 

works of Leonard Merrick, for from the issue of its first volume there has 

been a steadily increasing demand for Mr. Merrick’s novels. 

LEONARD MERRICK 
lias made peculiarly his own the world of the journalist, the artist, and 

the actor, a struggling and fairly clean-living Bohemia of today, where 

the buses, the lodging-houses and second-rate restaurants stage romances 

more true and more penctrating than any of the fairylands of conven- 

tional fiction. Whatever qualities his work may have, it has the great, 

the one essential quality—sincerity. 

| LEONARD MERRICK 
knows men and women, ches in three lines a portrait that another 

muddles through a page to produce less clearly. ‘‘More than any other 

quality, perhaps more even than the wit and the irony, the sparkle which 

is as gay and as French as champagne, the exquisite style and unfailing 

deftness of plot, it is this extraordinary ability for making even the least 

important among his characters real human beings, that renders Mr. 

Merrick’s stories so very exceptional.’’—New York Times. 

The public has discovered this unique Merrick flavor 

and is eagerly reading each of his novels as they are 
produced by his admiring fellow craftsmen. It will 

not be satisfied until it has more. There lies your 

chance. 
Now Ready Are: 

CONRAD IN QUEST OF HIS YOUTH ’ . preface by J. M. Barrie 

THE ACTOR MANAGER... : . preface by W. D. HowELuis 
CYNTHIA ; ‘ : ' , . preface by Maurice HEWLETT 
THE POSITION OF PEGGY HARPER . preface by ARTHUR PINERO 

THE MAN WHO UNDERSTOOD WOMEN . , . preface by W. J. Locke 

Others to follow. Each $1.75 net. Send for a descriptive circular. 

Postage extra. Order EK, P. DUTTON & COMPANY 681 eo 

of your Bookseller or 

Pee eee Fe ll oo «= ite 
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Do You recall the Demand for ‘‘Under Fire’’ ? 

Henri Barbusse’s 
is as illuminating, and fully as impressive as his Under Fire. 

New 

Novel LIGHT 
It deals with 

problem more immediate in France than even the economic situation—the menta 
attitude of the returned soldier. The mind of every adult Frenchman unde: 
fifty-five has been remade by years of trench life such as Barbusse describes i; 
Under Fire, and the results of which he tells with equal truth in Light (Clarte It is poignantly true, a rich, brilliant piece of the enduring literature 0: 
humanity. 

Other Notable Recent Novels 

Under Fire 
By HENRI BARBUSSE 

The most mercilessly truthful picture of 
trench warfare and also the most humor- 
ous and the most human. $1.90 

The Betrayers 
By HAMILTON DRUMMOND 

A brilliant historical novel in which the 
cursing of Emperor Frederick II by Pope 
Innocent IV is one of many fine scenes. 

$1.90 

The Gamesters 
By H. C. BAILEY 

The New York Times calls it “a gay tale 
of adventures of the maddest kind.” By 
the author of “The Highwayman.” $1.75 

The Street of Adventure 
By PHILIP GIBBS 

His early and famous novel of the romance 
and struggle of a great paper as seen from 
the inside by a young reporter. $1.90 

Silver and Gold 
By DANE COOLIDGE 

“Fairly drips western local color,’’ says 
“The humor of the book is a 

$1.75 
the World. 
pure joy.” 

The Little Daughter of Jerusalem 
By MYRIAM HARRY 

M. Jules Lemaitre introduces the book as 
“the delightful story of a passionate, pre- 
cocious girl” growing up in, and keenly 
alive to the pageantry of the Holy “— 

1.90 

The Taming of Nan 
By ETHEL HOLDSWORTH 

Who wrote that really remarkable “Helen 
of Four Gates,’ published’ a year or two 
ago, In press 

$1.90 ne 

Little Houses 
By GEORGE WODEN 

“A splendid first novel,” says the New 
York Sun. ‘Sparkling with humor, rich i: 
deep human sympathy.’’—Dial. $1.90 

The Homestead 
By ZEPHINE HUMPHREY 

Author of “Grail Fire.” 
sadness of rural surroundings to the spirit 
ually restless is drawn with great « 
cacy and insight.”—Boston Herald. $1.90 

The Son of Pio 
By C. L. CARLSEN 

The author of “The Taming of Caling 
} 

“The sap 

The Man with the Lamp 
By JANET LAING 

Boston Transcript describes her people as 
“the stuff of which life is so often, and 
stories, alas, so seldom made.” $1.90 

The Crescent Moon 
By F. BRETT YOUNG 

Everybody’s Magazine says that ‘‘the bool 
stands out among the year’s romance, | 
cause in it there beats so strongly tli 
inserutable heart of Africa.’’ $1.75 

Dream English 
By WILFRED ROWLAND CHILDE 

A book of pure magic which unfolds 
flawless romance with a tenderness 3! 

dignity peculiar to itself. $2.50 

Villa Elsa 
By STUART HENRY 

Exceptionally interesting because it dea 
with the question, What’ social conta: 
with’ Germany will heréafter be possib|: 

In pre \ 

Lad: A Dog By ALBERT PAYSON TERHUNE 
“The greatest deg I have known, by far,” said the author of his blue ribbon collie, 
“Lad,” and fittingly, these stories of a loving, understanding dog-companion make the 
greatest book about any dog that this generation has seen. $2.00 

081 Fifth Avenu: 

tells a good story, full of snap and go, and 
unusual knowledge of Filipino life 

$1.75 

By the author of “Before the Wind.” 1 

NEW YORK E. P. DUTTON & COMPANY, Publishers 
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AMONG DUTTON BOOKS for CHILDREN 
Illustrated Fairy Tales and Wonder Tales 

A Chinese Wonder Book By NORMAN HINSDALE PITMAN 
Famous stories that have been enjoyed by generation after generation of Chinese children. 
With twelve plates in colors after original paintings by Li Chu t’ang. An attractive small 
sq. 8vo. printed in strong clear type. In press 

Faery Tales of Weir By ANNA McCLURE SHOLL 
A collection of very charming and original fairy tales. Illustrated with a colored frontis- 
piece and twenty-five drawings in black-and-white by Katherine Pyle. $2.00 

Bugs and Wings and Other Things By ANNIE W. FRANCHOT 
Stories of real life for Grandmas and Mothers, Maiden Aunts and others to read to children 
with a deal of enjoyment for themselves. Illustrated by Jessie Wilcox Smith, and Harrison 
Cady, the Bug Man of “Life.” $2.00 

Mother’s Nursery Tales By KATHERINE PYLE 
An expansion of old nursery rhymes and the like into tales. Her word-pictures builded on 
long-familiar phrases are completed by seven full pages in color and about forty drawings in 
black-and-white by the author. $3.00 

Grannie’s Wonderful Chair By FRANCES BROWNE 
The book is one of the classics of juvenile literature, well deserving Miss Pyle’s delightful 
introduction and the eight plates in color which she supplies. $3.00 

a 

Delightfully Illustrated with Drawings in Black and White 

The Enchanted Island By FANNIE LOUISE APJOHN 
An imaginative story which has yet a modern note in it which children will appreciate. Its 
thrilling adventures are new, original and full of life. $1.75 

The Adventures of Sammie Sassafras By CARL WATERMAN 
An account of six-year-old Sammy and his adventures down the Wood Road where he found 
Mr. Bear, for whom he was looking and some things he did not look for, such as bumble 
bees’ nests, all charmingly pictured by Hugh Spencer. $1.50 

The Boy Who Went to the East By ETHEL C. BRILL 
A book of American folk tales, the quaint folk-lore of the Iroquois and Algonquin Indians, 
retold in a form suitable for children. Illustrated by Hugh Spencer. $1.75 

Short Stories for Short People By ALICIA ASPINWALL 
Stories of the type of the old-fashioned type called household tales, full of such pure 
impossibilities as children delight in and feel the deeper meanings of. $1.75 

Puppies and Kittens By CARINE CADBY 
If you recall the story of three dolls who came alive just for a day, and their exciting 
adventures as told in ‘‘A Doll’s Day,” you will be glad to know of this new book by the same 
author. Illustrated from photographs by WILL CADBY. In press 

A New Volume in “Little Schoolmate Series’’ 
This series is edited by FLORENCE CONVERSE, who prefaces each volume with a special 

letter of introduction. The A. L. A. Book List has complimented each volume on issue with a star. 

The Cart of Many Colors By NANNINE L. MEIKLEJOHN 
A story of Italy, with a frontispiece in colors-and other illustrations by Elizabeth Shippen 
Green, $1.65 

Earlier Volumes in the Series 
= Sunny Spain, by KATHARINE LEE BATES; A Boy of Bruges, by EMIL CAMMAERTS; A 

‘oy in Kirinn, by PADRAIC COLUM; Under Greek Skies, by JULIA D. DRAGOUMIS; The 
Village Shield, by RUTH GAINES and GEORGIA W. READ; Treasure Flower, by RUTH 
JAINES ; The Laird of Glentyre, by EMMA M. GREEN;; Katrinka, the Story of a Russian Child, 
by HELEN EGGLESTON HASKELL; Elsbeth: German Home Life, by MARGARETHE MULLER ; 
‘enevieve, French School Days, by LAURA SPENCER PORTOR. 

681 Fifth Avenue KE. P. DUTTON & COMPANY, Publishers “new york 
may 
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The Law of the Gun 
A New Book by RIDGWELL CULLUM 

Among the soldiers in France, Ridgwell Cullum proved by actual vote 
most popular living writer of Western stories, and his new book, “The La 
Gun,” is one of the best and strongest he has ever written. It is a story of 
in which the chief scenes are enacted in the mining camp of Sunrise. Strong si: : 
with strong men to meet them. Three colored illustrations by ANTON Fiscuer ef) 

The Year Between 
By DORIS EGERTON JONES 

The author of the successful “Peter Piper” gives us a refreshing sto: 
Australian Bush, dealing with the emotional development of January 
beautiful little Bush waif of seventeen. Delicate situations involved in the tr 
of “the eternal triangle,” so dangerous in the hands of some writers, are treat 
artistically. A wholly charming story of immature and native ingenuousness 
with love into the full passion and power of womanhood. Three illustrations 
piece in full color.. $1.50 

The 20th Plane 
A Psychic Revelation. Reported by ALbert DURRANT Watson, M. D., Presid: 

Association for Psychical Research of Canada. 

The revelations contained in this book are the most convineing and va 
any among the remarkable psychological experiences of the last few years 
away above the commonplace utterances usually found in books of this kind.” 
Transcript. Fourth printing. $2.00 

Rainbow Verse 
By W. DAYTON WEGENFARTH 

A book of helpful, sunny, rainbow philosophy—philosophy that urges ma 
bigger, better things in life. Decorative binding, $1.25. 

Anna Karenina 
(The Rittenhouse Classics) by LEO TOLSTOI 

This translation by Constance Garnett is considered to be the most comp! 
literal version of the Russian original yet published in English. The thi! 
paper which is used prevents the volume from being bulky. The type us 
generous size. In the illustrations, the spirit of the times and of the chara 
admirably caught and reproduced. Translated by CoNSTANCE GARNETT... 12mo0 
Eight full-page illustrations by HELEN Mason Grose. Colored jacket. Price 
Three-quarter Morocco, boxed, $6.00. 

Uniform with above, LORNA DOONE. Price, $2.00. Three-quarter 

Boxed, $6.00. 

David Copperfield 
(The Rittenhouse Classics) by CHARLES DICKENS 

The lovers of Dickens all seem to agree that the Phiz illustrations are 1 

to the proper appreciation of DAVID COPPERFIELD, and in this compa: 
volume edition, there have been included the thirty-eight original illustrat 
Phiz, reproduced and printed by a method which gives an effect similar to 
engraving. 12mo. Cloth. /llustrated, Frontispiece and jacket in color. Price ( 
Three-quarter Morocco, boxed, $6.00. 

George W. Jacobs & Company 
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George W. Jacobs & Company 

For the Children 

Neptune’s Son 
By RUPERT SARGENT HOLLAND 

The author of “Lafayette, We Come!” has a stirring story to tell of the sea and 
of adventure along the coast of South America. Jim Burgess, seventeen, ships before 
the mast on the Yankee clipper “Barnacle” from Boston for San Francisco by way of 
Cape Horn. The hero shows that American boys are as true sons of Neptune now as 
they were in the great days of whalers and Fast India merchantmen. ///ustrated, $1.50. 

The Guardsman 
By HOMER GREENE 

A patriotic story of a young American Guardsman who shows his mettle in an 
emergency. This is a good, exciting story such as bovs like, and parents and teachers 
recommend. Jllustrated, $1.50. 

Boys’ Book of Frontier Fighters 
The author, Epwin L. SaBin, is known to all boys. The book commences with 

the pioneers and hunters in the East and continues on to the frontiersmen and soldiers 
in the West. Square 12mo. J/Illustrated, $1.50 

King Arthur 
And the Knights of the Round Table 
(Washington Square Classics) 

Edited by RUPERT S. HOLLAND 

The complete, yet simple, historical and descriptive introduction will help the 
young reader to a true appreciation of these wonderful stories. Specially bound, with 

19 dllustrations, 7 in color, by LANCELOT-SPEED.. $1.25 

Kit of Greenacre Farm 
By IZOLA L. FORRESTER 

The author of “Greenacre Girls,” the “Polly Page” books, etc., concludes in this 
book the exciting adventures of the younger members of the Robbins family. /1lus- 

trated. Colored jacket and inlay. $1.50. 

All "Round Our House 
\ Book of Verse for Children by RUPERT SARGENT HOLLAND 

Each poem treats of some object around the house or garden. The author has 
woven little romances and fairy stories around each one for the purpose of instilling 
in the child a love and sympathy for the things of his own home. J/l/lustrated. Jacket 
m full color. Svo. $1.25. 

Publishers, 1628 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 
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A Book of Personalities 

ADVENTURES 
IN INTERVIEWING 
By ISAAC F. MARCOSSON 

Author of “‘Peace and Business,” “S. O. S., 
America’s Miracle in France,” etc. 

Over 50 Illustrations. 8vo. Cloth, $4 net. 

An intimate history of the Big Men and 
Women of today and yesterday, told in 
terms of fascinating personalities. The 
book abounds in humor, anecdotes and rare 
revelations. 

BOOKS OF DISTINCTION > 
Amazing Revelations 

THE DISILLUSIONS 
OF A CROWN PRINCESS 
By PRINCESS RADZIWILL 

Author of “Behind the Veil at the Russian 
Court,” ‘“‘Rasputin and the Russian Kevo- 
lution,” ete. 

Hlustrated. Svo. Cloth. $2.5 

The amazing story of the ex-Crown 
Prince’s courtship, marriage and domestic 
life. It tells how the German Crown 
Prince attacked and won the _ heart 
Princess Cecile, and then how brutally and 
shamefully he treated it. 

A Book for Every Mother and Father 

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE CHILD 
By DR. COURTENAY DUNN 

Cloth, $1.50 net. 
Here he is and she, the most fascinating, charming, delightful creature thie 

world knows, in his first helplessness, his cuddlesome beauty, his goodness and 
alternating naughtiness, an unfathomed mystery, a problem, to become in the 
dim future a blessing or a curse—in a word. The Child! 

A New Chesterton 

IRISH IMPRESSIONS 
By GILBERT K. CHESTERTON 

Author of “Heretics,” “Orthodoxy,” etc. 

Cloth, $1.50 net. 
Mr. Chesterton is the most fascinating 

of the living essayists and these impress.ons 
are written with his usual freshness and 
keen insight. 

SHINING FIELDS AND 
DARK TOWERS 
By JOHN BUNKER 

Cloth, $1.25 net. 
A first collection of poems by a young 

American poet, whose work for some years 
has been noted in English and American 
periodicals as bearing a message of calm 
philosophy and restrained tenderness. 

THE UNSOLVED RIDDLE 
OF SOCIAL JUSTICE 
By STEPHEN LEACOCK..B. A., Ph. D., 
Professor of Political Economy at McGill 

University, Montreal, and author of “Essays 
and Literary Studies,” ete. 

Cloth, $1.25 net. 
A timely and sane discussion of the New 

Social Unrest, the Transformation of So- 
ciety which it portends and the Social 
Catastrophe which it might precipitate. 

JOHN LANE COMPANY =. 

Truly Humorous 

THE SILENCE 
OF COLONEL BRAMBLE 
By ANDRE MAUROIS 

Translated from the French. 

Cloth, $1.25 net. 
This extremely amusing account 

English regimental Mess by a 
French officer has proved a sensational s\ 
cess both in England and France. 

POEMS 
By IRISTREE 

With decorations by Curtis Moffat. 

Cloth, $1.50 net. 
A distinguished volume of verse, 1 

imagery and picturesque and sensitive 
the daughter of the famous actor. tlie Ia 
Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree. The p 
are colorful and often strike a truly |) 
chord. 

PEACE AND BUSINESS 
By ISAAC F. MARCOSSON 
Author of “The Business of War,” “The War 

After the War,” etc. 

Frontispiece. Cloth, $1.50 
This book rounds up Mr. Marcosson’s 

markable war-time economic investigat 
Tyé and discloses the real meaning that | 

has for American trade. 

ol i] 

young 
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FICTION OF DISTINCTION 
The Amazing Truth! 

THE TEST OF SCARLET 
A Romance of Reality 

By CUNINGSBY DAWSON 

Author of “Carry On,” “The Garden Without 

Cloth, $1.60 net. Third Edition. 
Walls,” ete. 

It reveals what the censor scratched out. 
It confesses the heart of the plain fighting-man—how his sacrifice was need- 

lessly trebled by ruddling and discipline, and especially by those who did their 
fighting from arm-chairs, miles behind the line. 

It teems with heroic episodes and characters; 

debonair and moving. 
it is an Odyssey of gallantry, 

eS 

It gives facts which we have all wanted to learn—a glorious, searching, com- 

passionate glimpse of truth. 

A Dashing Romance 

IN PAWN TO A THRONE 
By DEMETRA VAKA and KENNETH 

BROWN 
Authors of “The First Secretary,” 

Duke’s Price,” etc. 

12mo. Cloth, $1.60 net. 
A fascinating story of love, adventure 

and political intrigue. It is a romance 
pure and simple, and the reader will live 
through some most interesting and exciting 
times in Greece, with Elihu Peabody, a sec- 
retary of the American Legation at Athens. 

“The 

A Returned Soldier’s Romance 

CHALMERS COMES BACK 
By W. J. DAWSON 
Author of “Robert Shenstone,” “The War 

Eagle,” ete. 

12mo. Cloth, $1.60 net. 
This is not only a charming love-story. 

but also an able and stimulating novel, 
dealing with the mneh-discussed problem 
of the returned soldier. 

THE STORY OF A 
NEW ZEALAND RIVER 
By JANE MANDER 

__ mo. Cloth $1.75 net. 
A vivid, human and convincing tale of 

life at an isolated lumber camp in New 
Zealand, 

“All Gems” 

FAR-AWAY STORIES 
By WILLIAM J. LOCKE 

Author of “The Rough Road,” ete. 
P Cloth, $1.50 net. 

‘ A delight to all who enjoy first-class 
ction.” —Philadelphia Ledger. 

‘‘Another Treasure Island” 

THE BEACH OF DREAMS 
By H. DE VERE STACPOOLE 

of “The Man Who Lost 
“The Ghost Girl,’ ete. 

12mo. Cloth, $1.60 net. 
This is Treasure Island, Robinson Crusoe, 

and many of the other adventure stories 
we have loved. rolled into one, and an in- 

teresting and novel feature is that the Rob- 
inson Crusoe of this tale is a woman. 

Author Himself,” 

A Prize Novel 

THE CALL OF THE SOIL 
By the late LIEUT. ADRIEN BERTRAND 

of the Chasseurs Alpins. 
12mo. Cloth, $1.60 net. 

This novel was awarded the prix Gon- 
court for 1916. It is an illuminating and 
immortal record of the divine and unsever- 
able link that binds the soul of the French 
peasant to the soil of France. 

A LONDON LOT 
By A. NEIL LYONS 

Author of “Cottage Pie,” “Arthur’s,” ete. 

12mo. Cloth, $1.50 net. 

A dramatic story, full of romance and 
vivid pictures of Cockney life and character, 

based on “London Pride.” and successful 

play by Gladys Unger and Mr. Lyons, 

A Dream Come True 

THE HIDDEN VALLEY 
By MURIEL HINE 

“The Best in Life,” “Earth,” 

Cloth, $1.75 net. 

“4 love story that has a singular appeal 
especially to the feminine reader.” 

—Philadelphia Press. 

Author of eta 

sei rere 

JOHN LANE COMPANY - Publishers - NEW YORK 
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May Sinclair’s Remarkable Novel 

MARY OLIVIER 
By the author of “The Tree 

“The book is fascinating. I sat up all night 

will sit up with it in the next few months. 

“Reveals a woman’s soul; surpasses all her 

Transcript. “The book is marvelous, it emb 

STORM IN A TEACUP 
EDEN PHILLPOTTS’ New Novel 
“Storm in a Teacup is excellent comedy. 

If it is Phillpotts ‘in lighter vein,’ at 

least he has never been in better vein.” 

New York Sun. $1.75. 

THE SEA BRIDE 
BEN AMES WILLIAMS’ New Novel 

“A romance that is shot through with 

color, strong, passionate color that throbs 

and thrills with very life.”—-Phila. Press. 

By the author of “All the Brothers Were 

Valiant.” 

HANDS OFF! 
BEULAH MARIE DIX’S New Novel 
A lively story of Mexican adventure, ex- 

$1.75. 

citing and full of unexpected turns and 

episodes. $2.00. 

of Heaven.”’ etc.. etc. | 

with it. I fancy a good many t 

*"__Gertrude Atherton. New York ‘| 

previous novels in many ways.”’——-B | 

dies a great art.”—-New Republi | 

PEACE IN | 
FRIENDSHIP VILLAGE | 
ZONA GALE’S New Book 

Here are more stories of this delig 

town and its people. The drama \ 
in a small town in the throes ot 

reaction and restlessness 
$2.00. 

war 

portrayed. 

ON THE MAKALOA MA! 
JACK LONDON’S Last Stories 

Colorful. dramatic tales of me: 

women and adventure told again 
tropical background by this maste 

the short story. $1.60. 

THE LAND THEY LOVED 
A New Novel by G. D. CUMMINS 

A story of Ireland and the Great 
with a most unusual heroine. “A 
tiful and moving piece of writing 

Y. Sun. $1.75. 

Alice Brown’s New Novel 

THE BLACK DROP 
“At last there is a novel that can be recommended unreservedly to all classes of rea 
ers. The ablest and most interesting American novel written about the wa 

Miss Brown tells a story which thrills the reader from the first page to t 

last.”—-N. Y. Globe. $2.00. 

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY Publishers NEW YORK 
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IMPORTANT CHRISTMAS BOOKS 
ETCHERS AND ETCHING | REYNARD THE FOX 
JOSEPH PENNELL’S Beautiful Book JOHN MASEFIELD’S New Narrative 

illustrated with 6 etchings, 21 photo- Poem 

gravures and 17 half tone illustrations, 

this history of the art and technique of 

etching is perhaps the handsomest book 
of the year. $15.00. Also a fine limited 

edition. $50.00. 

A thrilling tale. Masefield at his best, 
delineating in sharp and beautiful lines 
the whole joyous pageant of the English 
countryside. “It is one of the gayest 
scenes ever painted, on canvas or paper.” 

STARVED ROCK New York Globe. $1.60. 

EDGAR LEE MASTERS’ New Poems 
These new poems, by the author of ILLUSTRATED 
“Spoon River,” are powerful and beauti- 
ful. “Starved Rock” is a fearless, frank | MASKFIELD POEMS 
analysis of human passions and motives. 
$1.50. Just in time for the Holidays comes this 

beautiful new edition of “The Everlast 

The RUSSIAN PENDULUM ing Merey” and “The Widow in the Bye 
illustrations Street,” with photographic 

ARTHUR BULLARD’S New Book of tf:e scenes depicted in the famous 
Based largely on Mr. Bullard’s recent ex- poems. Here are glimpses of the city 
periences in Russia, this book gives a streets and the English countryside which 
clear, accurate picture of the Revo!ution. furnished an actnal setting for each 
$2.00. poem. $2.50. 

THE HISTORY of the AMERICAN 
RED CROSS in the GREAT WAR 

By HENRY P. DAVISON 
Chairman of the War Council 

his official history of the organization and achievements of the Red Cross, as told 
by Mr. Davison, will be read with pride by every American. (All author’s royalties go 
to the Red Cross.) Illustrated. $3.00. 

NEW BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS 
For Boys For Girls 

MARTY LENDS A HAND | A CAVALIER MAID 
’ EMILIE B. KNIPE and ALDEN A. 

HAROLD S. LATHAM’S New Book KNIPE’S New “Girl Patriot” Story 
Here Mr. Latham has written an advent- A new Knipe story for girls in which a 

ure story, full of mystery and exciting thrilling period of history is presented 
events that every youngster will follow picturesquely and authentically. 

with breathless anticipation. Ill. $1.75. Ill. $1.75. 

ISABEL CARLETON 
WATTY AND CO. IN THE WEST 
EDWARD H. PUTNAM’S New Story MARGARET ASHMUN’S New Book 

f 2 sabel Carleton story full of de- 

sea oe of bn that boys of board- tight ful adventure. Miss Ashmun’s 

ome : cote will enjoy mightily. The stories for girls have already won thou- 

the 18 laid on the Maine coast and sands of readers. This tale of the Mon- 

ere are many unusual and thrilling tana mountains will win many more 

episodes. Ill. $1.50. Ill. $1.60. 

(HE MACMILLAN COMPANY - Publishers - =NEW YORK 
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GOOD BOOKS FOR 
GOOD CHILDREN 

The Children’s Life of the Bee 
By Maurice Maeterlinck 

The great Belgian writer’s masterpiece has easily been adapted for young reader 

by Alfred Sutro and Hershel Williams. Honey gathering, the life of the hives and a! 

the daily life of these familiar insects are delightfully depicted. With beautiful illus 
trations in colors and handsomely bound. $2.00 

Shasta of the Wolves The Water-Babies 

By Olaf Baker Illustrated by Jessie Wilcox Smith 

Shasta, an Indian baby lost in the woods, is Jessie Wilcox Smith has drawn for ('! 

adopted by a she-wolf and brought up with Kingsley’s classic eight full-page illustrat 
her cubs. His adventures make a story of the in colors and many in black and white 

great North Woods and its untamed denizens questionably the most attractive edition 
which will take high rank among American favorite. $1.95 

nature stories. There are a number of ex- 

tremely attractive color illustrations by Charles 

Livingston Bull in his usual distinctive style. Little Brother and Little Sister 
$1.75 

Illustrated by Arthur Rackham 

Patty and Azalea Forty of the Grimm fairy tales in 

fn ne tee te tremely handsome edition. There are tw 

By Carolyn Wells full-page illustrations in delicate colorings 
ny in black ; I . Artistically 

The fortunes of Patty Fairfield, of interest sea as So “er 24 00 
to thousands of American girls, are continued are 
in this volume. Uniform with the other Patty 

Ks, Tus ed, $1.5 . notes Mlustrated. $1.35 The Little Mother Goose 

Full-Back Foster Illustrated by Jessie Wilcox Smith 

Po ee ae ee A smaller edition of the Complete Mot 

By Ralph Henry Barbour Goose. Contains all of the famous illus' 

The fifth story of the Parkinson School ons in color—twelve—and most of the 
eleven, by one of the most popular American and white drawings. Compact in size 
writers of boys’ stones. Full of action, for younger children to handle, oI 

Illustrated, $1.50 

Insect Ad 
The Young Marooners sect Adventures 

 —aaia 
By J. Henri Fabre 

By F. R. Goulding Could any live boy or girl fail to be 
An entirely new edition of this old favorite ested in nature subjects when they ar 

—a book for boys that has stood the test of sented by so noted a naturalist as Fabr 

time. In its new form it is larger in size and the form of such fanciful adventures? 

has a number of striking illustrations together manner of fascinating things are introd' 

with an attractive new cover. to the child reader in a delightfully whims 

Illustrated. $1.50 manner, Illustrated, 32 

Dodd, Mead & Company 
Publishers New York 
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GOOD BOOKS FOR 
CHRISTMAS GIVING 

The Memoirs of Von Tirpitz 
One of the great sensational documents of the war—of vital interest to every 

student of history. Von Tirpitz tells of the building of the German navy, his relations 
with the Kaiser, Germany’s aims and imperial ambitions, the sea and land campaigns— 
in short all about Germany during the war from the inside by an insider. A very 
interesting feature of the biography is his diary from August, 1914, onward, partly in 
the form of letters to his wife. That the book has been suppressed in Germany is 
significant. Two large volumes, $7.50 

Mountain Paths Our Greatest Battle 
By Maurice Maeterlinck By Frederick Palmer 

: Author of “The Blue Bird.” ete. Author of ‘America in France,” etc. 
The first authoritative history of the great 

Argonne battles and all the other fighting by 
our army. Palmer was on Pershing’s staff; 

jects, to fighting and heroism, to gambling, to he saw every division in action; he tells the 

the insect world and to other matters. glorious story vividly, thrillingly, and in 
Cloth $1.75—limp leather $2.50 detail With maps. $2.50 

George von Lengerke Meyer: 
The Glow-Worm and Other Beetles ee 

It is now three years since Maeterlinck has 
written a volume of essays. His book consists 
of eighteen chapters devoted to occult sub- 

By J. Henry Fabre ists és Edited by M. A. DeWolfe Howe 
Author of “The Life of the Spider,” etc. An important biography of the season is 

Few insects vie in popular fame with the this life of a distinguished public officer, who 
glow-worm, that curious little animal which, was Ambassador to Italy and to Russia, Post- 
to celebrate the little joys of life, kindles 4  master-General under President Roosevelt, and 
beacon at its tail-end. In this volume the Secretary of the Navy under President Taft. 

tireless French scientist tells in his intimi- Illustrated, $5.00 
table styl f th ys of this interesti . ° 

uae CU e| Tee Gran ef Lif 
An Anthology on Heroic Death and Immortal Life 

Compiled by John Haynes Holmes and 
By George Barr McCutcheon Lillian Browne-Olf 

Author of “Graustark,’’ etc. A rich harvest of literary testimony on the 
“Told in an entertaining style, with a light eternal subjects of life, death and immortality. 

and easy touch, and with much humor.”’— A liberal gleaning has been made from recent 
New York Times. “ ‘Sherry’ makes a corking literature, especially that produced by the 
story. It will be one of the most popular Great War. $2.00 
books of the sea: . "—Bost H ld. 
ee ee ROR een ustrated, $1.75 All Roads Lead to Calvary 

' 

| 
Helena By Jerome K. Jerome 

Author of “The Passing of the Third Floor 
| By Mrs. Humphry Ward Back,” ete. 

Author of “Missing,” ete. A girl, young, beautiful and brilliant, enters 
An after-the-war romance. Helena is an the higher ranks of journalism, and dreams of 

; 

j 

/ 

Sherry 

impetuous girl whose natural wilfulness has helping reshape the world to finer ends. Her 
been developed by war-time activities. Placed story begins some fifteen years ago and ends 
under the guardianship of Lord Buntingford. with the war. She finds that war alters men’s 
her will clashes with his until she ‘inds she natures very little. Only the symbols have 
has fallen in love with him. Jilust»ated, $1.75 changed. $1.75 

Deadham Hard Sir Ha 
ay By Lucas Malet 

By Archibald Marshall Author of “Sir Richard Calmady,” ete. 
Author of “The Honour of the Clintons,” ete. ‘‘A long while has elapsed since Lucas Malet 

Archibald Marshall’s popularity has become has appeared on the bookstalls with a new 
nation-wide. His readers like him not for one book, but the work which she has at last given 
Story but for all his books. ‘‘Sir Harry,” a the public must rank with her best—and that 
Hew novel of rural England, will delight his is saying much.’’—Philadelphia Evening Public 

many admirers, * $1.75 Ledger. $1.90 

These books may be ordered of any bookseller or of the publishers 

Dodd, Mead & Company 
New York Publishers 
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The Magic of Oz 
The Latest Oz Book by L. Frank Baum 

HILDREN require no persuasion to read the Oz Books. No more delight 
little folk have ever been written. Each year sees them entrenched mor 

in their position as the most popular juvenile books in the world. The latest © 
one of the best that L. Frank Baum ever wrote. It is full of the quaint advent 
children love, and in the story appears once more that favorite character of all Oz 1 
the famous Wizard of Oz. 

In this illustration, Kiki Aru, the One of these odd figures is Kiki Aru 
Hy-up boy is shown plotting with Rug- after he has transformed himself into a 

gedo, the Nome King, to overthrow Li-Mon-Eag—a curious beast with the 
Ozma and conquer the Land of Oz. head of a lion, the body of a monkey and ; , the wings of an eagle. Children will be 
The story of how the Wizard of Oz dis- aaa ee is Kiki performs his 

| covers and thwarts this plot will keep transformations by repeating the m: git 
| the child’s interest at a high pitch. word “Pyrzqxgl” inmysterious manne! 

Best Sellers in the Juvenile World 
The Twelve Big Oz Books | 

7 

| 

| 1. The Land of Oz. . Tik-Tok of Oz. | 
2. Ozma of Oz. 8. The Scarecrow of Oz. 
3. Dorothy and the Wizard in Oz. 9. Rinkitink in Oz. 
4. The Road to Oz. 10. The Lost Princess of Oz 
5. The Emerald City of Oz. 11. The Tin Woodman of Oz. 
6. The Patchwork Girl of Oz. 12. The Magic of Oz. 

Every Oz Book contains 100 or more of John R. Neill’s delightful illustrations 
12 to 20 four-color pictures in each volume. Price per volume, $1 

See the Oz Book Display ‘i sad 
it re) at any Bookstore RS muita Seer CONS a 
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The New Guest Book 
HOSO loves the joys (a 

| 
| 

of home—the cheery 
smile, the welcoming arms, 
the gleeful patter of child- 
ish feet—will enjoy Edgar 
Guest’s latest volume of 
verse. It is fresh and \ 
sunny and ‘‘folksy’’—just 
the kind of book for Christ- \ 
mas giving. Mr. Guest 
has never written more de- 
lightfully. There’s many a smile in ‘‘The Path 
to Home.”’ Cloth, $1.25; Red Morocco, pocket 
edition, $2.00; Tooled Leather, $2.50. 

4 

Mr. Guest’s other volumes “A Heap o’ Livin’,” “Just 
Folks” and “Over Here,” may be obtained in uni- 

form editions with “The Path to Home.” Sold singly, 
and in sets of three and four volumes. boxed. 

By Anne Archbold Miller By Emma Speed Sampson 
A romance of the South by the author 

of “Billy and the Major.” In “Mammy,” 

the mellow old darkey autocrat of young 

Doctor Wallace’s bachelor household, 

The sweet and appealing story of a lit- 

tle boy who was a trial to his folks, but 
who was “made over” by Huldy’s lovely 
scheme of life. A rarely beautiful story. 
The New York Sun says: “Huldy’s Emma Speed Sampson has created 

character as true to life as “Billy.” No- 
where in recent American fiction is there 

a 

philosophy is as homely and persuasive 
as ‘Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch’ 
and fully as quotable.” Illustrated $1.35 to be found a more appealing and en- 

net . joyable picture of this vanishing type of 

the Old South. Tlustrated. $1.50 net. 

| 
| 
| 

HULDY’S WHISTLE | MAMMY’S WHITE FOLKS 

| 

BILLY and the MAJOR MISS MINERVA and 
By Emma Speed Sampson WILLIAM GREEN HILL | 

\ sequel to that ever-popular classic. By Frances Boyd Calhoun | 

| 

| 

Miss Minerva and William Green Hill.” 
‘overs of the earlier story will chuckle This deliciously funny story is now in 

‘ith delight over the new pranks of Billy its 27th edition. Over half a million 

id his little friends. Tlustrated. $1.25 readers have enjoyed its fresh. spontane- 

ous humor. Illustrated. $1.25 net 

hese Books Obtainable 
“t all Bookstores 

—_—. 
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NOTEWORTEY| 
Books of Biography and philosophy, books 
and poetry, fairy tales and short stories, books 
that represent the summit ef achieveieni 

HEARTBREAK HOUSE 
The long-awaited Bernard Shaw book. contains six 

with: scintillating Shavian prefaces. No lover of goo 
can afford to miss Shaw at his bitterest and wittiest 

12mo. cloth, $1.75. 

STUDIES IN SPANISH- CHINESE PAINTERS 
AMERICAN LITERATURE _ By RAPHAEL PETRUCCI ® 
By ISAAC GOLDBERG, Ph. D. Translated from the French by | 

With an introduction by Professor Ford ee and illustrated with bwen ; 
: cinating reproductions of Chinese pai: 

of Harvard. This novel-and authoritative 
account of South American literature ings. this popular priced book contain: 

all -the essentials of a critique on 
is a literary treatment, in thorough man- ae : 
a of ; sean t clones aid Chinese aesthetic code. Printed in s 

: 7 wee 8vo. cloth. $2.00. 
their work. 12mo. cloth. $2.50. 

ROMANCES OF 
SELDWYLA FOLKS OLD JAPAN 
By GOTTFRIED KELLER By MADAME OZAKI 

The famous and classic Swiss novelist. Oe ee a a 
This volume contains three exquisite Jove of amb nee) wisloanly 
novelettes hitherto unavailable in Eng- wationl cn tall. ealare 4 Sees, 
lish. 12mo. cloth. $1.75. sentation gift. A gem not only in 

beautiful workmanship, but in its lit: 
. 50 ary charm. Large 8vo, cloth. $7.5 

THE CHILD’S OWN 

© int ani and MAURICE HAVE YOU A 
LE COCQ STRONG WILL 

By CHARLES GODFREY LELAND Twenty reproductions of world famous 
paintings, each accompanied by pleas- An authoritative and long establi: 

antly descriptive texts. This book has work, telling how to develop the at 
been compiled by artists to foster and butes of the mind by the principle- 

mq ¢ 

inculeate in children a love of art. $2.50. auto-suggestion. 12mo. cloth, $1.2 

SET DOWN IN MALICE 
By GERALD CUMBERLAND 

The greatest sensation of the English literary season! “A book which pr 

sprightly pictures of individuals about whom the dust of controversy still flie- 

Down in Malice is so vigorous in its opinions. so merciless in its thrusts. and so 

gether charming in its arrant pinpricking that one lays it down with the utmost 

culty.” 12mo. cloth. $2.50. 

These books may be Obtained at all Booksellers 

Publishers BRENTANO’ 5th pee ont 
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BRENTANO BOOKS a 
for men, women and childrep, books of fiction 

of many moods but of one character, books 

in their respective fields. 

THE COMPLETE POEMS OF 
FRANCIS LEDWIDGE 

With an introduction by Lord Dunsany, who says. “I 

have always wanted to find a genius. 

life until I found one. 

venius of the war.” 12mo., cloth. $2.00 net. 

THE SPIRIT OF THE 
NEW PHILOSOPHY 
By JOHN HERMAN RANDALL 

This popular author, philosopher and 
lecturer, in this new book. summarize; 
the conditions and tendencies in the im- 
mediate future of human thought. 12mo. 
cloth. $1.75. 

SOLDIER POETS 
(Series I and 2) 

These poems from the land of the sights 
and smells of death are wholesome as a 
new-mown hayfield. They are so because 
the realities on which the soldiers have 
fixed their eyes are the great realities of 
life and death. 12mo. flexible binding. 
$1.50. 

TALES OF MYSTERY 
AND IMAGINATION 
By EDGAR ALLEN POE 

Thirty-three of Poe’s most g’ipping 
stories are contained in this volume, illus- 

trated by Harry Clarke, whose drawings 
exhibit a wealth of delicate and intricate 
design. 4to. cloth. $5.00. 

I searched all my 

Ledwidge is the great poet 

BT TT er wi Mh WAY i}, lt 
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HN ae WA ie \ [me 
TALES OF A 
CRUEL COUNTRY 
By GERALD CUMBERLAND 

Vivid, 
veritable “Lime-House Nights” of Greece, 

colorful sketches of Greek life. a 

a most unique book of short stories. 

12mo. cloth. $1.75. 

WITH SOUL ON FIRE 
By JOHN HERMAN RANDALL 

A unique post-war story, which tells of 
the return of a young soldier “with soul 
on fire.” His spiritual strugg'tes, his at- 
tempts at bettering the conditions of his 

fellow human beings, his final conquest— 
all combine to make an absorbing novel. 
12mo. cloth. $1.75. 

LAOTZU’S TAO AND 
WU WEI 
By DWIGHT GODDARD and HENRI 

BOREL 

Tao represents the mysticism of China~ 
“the philosophy of the way.” Here we 
have Dr. Goddard’s imaginative and ac- 
curate translation of Tao—coupled with 
Henri Borel’s lovely phantasy. 12mo.-. 
cloth. $1.25. 

THE COSSACKS, THEIR HISTORY and THEIR COUNTRY 

By W. P. CRESSON 
great 

restore peace and order in Russia. Mr. 

Che Cossacks are that 

Cresson, for 

portion of the Russian race fighting with the allies to 

vears attached to the American 

‘mbassy in Petrograd, knows intimately the past and present history of the Cossack 
people. Large 12mo. cloth. $2.50. 

A Complete List of Fall Publications will be Sent on Request 

Publishers BRENTANO’S ° S353" 
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Revells’ New Book 
At All Booksellers 

ww 

REBUILDING EUROPE IN THE FACE OF 

World-Wide Bolshevism 
A book of tremendous facts by a man who is prepared to back up his staten 

It is a document containing startling proof of a world-wide menace that must lb 

It is a book for every American to read. $1.5 

Conscripts of Adventures in Alaska 
Conscience By S. HALL YOUNG 

By CAROLINE ATWATER MASON Author of “Alaska Days wit! 
Muir” 

Author of “The Little Green God,” etc. 
> 

“When a man’s actual experience- 
The author of “The Lily of France more interesting than ingenious in\ 

has a new novel—a plea in story form tion, he is wise if he avoids fiction and 
for volunteers for work in the Orient by writes a straight narrative of his 
a writer of recognized literary gifts. ventures.”—The Outlook. 

$1.00 net Mlustrated. $1.25 net 

Miss Emeline’s Kith and Kin 
A capital portrayal of American country life as it is lived in the villages of New 

England is certain to win for Miss Arnold large additions to the friends she made wit! 

“Mis’ Bassett” and “Little Merry Christmas.” 12mo. Illustrated. $1.25 net 

The Ragged Inlet “Just Jemima” 
Guards By J. J. BELL 

By DILLON WALLACE Author of “Wee MacGregor.” et: 

A Story of Adventure in Labrador Another “Mile of Smiles” with J 

Round after round of exciting advent- Bell. Will quickly take its place | 
ures. including the thrilling capture of to “Wee MacGreegor,” over which ! 
a German wireless station. lions have laughed and rejoiced. 

Illustrated. $1.50 net $1.00 

Tell Me a Story I 
Never Heard Before 
By MARY STEWART 

Author of “Tell Me a True Story,” ete. 
Henry van Dyke recently unfolded the secret of Miss Stew- 

art’s success when he said, “she knows how to bring each 
story to the child’s level.” Rachel Lyman Field’s quaint 
shadow pictures and a fascinating novelty. 

Illustrated. $1.50 net 

FLEMING H. REVELL COMPANY, Publisher: 
= — 
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Revells New Books 4 
At All Booksellers 

IP 

Ay 

The Church We Forget 
By P. WHITWELL WILSON 

We say, yes; he can and does! Mr. Wilson’s new book makes an appeal no less 

pronounced and has a charm as irresistible as “The Christ We Forget.” 
8vo. cloth. $2.00 net 

To Understand the Shantung Situation Read These Books 

The Oriental Policy of 
the United States 

By HENRY CHUNG 
“4A body of testimony that provides 

the means of forming an incontestable 
judgment respecting the most menacing 
conditions in the Far East. A book pat 
to the minute.”—Literary Digest. With 

Korea’s Fight for 
Freedom 

By F. A. McKENZIE 

A book likely to make history. It is 
documented, detailed and outspoken, a 
first hand study by a trained close ob- 
server, presenting a terrific indictment. 

Cloth. $2.00 net. maps. $2.00 net. 

Along the Friendly Way 
By JAMES M. LUDLOW, D. D., Litt. D. 

Author of “The Captain of the Janizaries,” “Deborah,” ete. 
* Reminiscences and impressions. Dr. Ludlow has observed keenly, and thought 

wisely and deeply; he has read extensively, traveled widely, and rubbed elbows and 
wits with men great and little of many nations and under varying conditions. He 
is the “full man” of whom the philosopher speaks. And all these intellectual and 
spiritual riches garnered from many harvests he spreads before the reader, in a style 
that is remarkable for its felicity of phrasing, the color of its varied imagery, and 
its humor, warmth, and human sympathy. $2.00 net. 

What the War Has 
Taught Us 

By CHARLES E. JEFFERSON 
Author of “Things Fundamental” 
Shows how the War has supplied the 

Chureh with new and vigorous argu- 
ments for the truth that is in her, to- 
gether with new and poignant illustra- 
tions of the fundamental teachings of 
Jesus. $1.50 net. 

What Peace Means 
Van Dyke’s New Gift Book 

Dr. van Dyke’s striking booklet might 
have been fitly called “Peace and Im- 
mortality,” for it shows a distinct con- 
nection between the peace that comes 
as the fruit of individual sacrifice and 
the peace that is the promised heritage. 
Boards. 50 cents net. 

Social Christianity in 

the New Era 
By THOMAS TIPLADY 

Author of “The Cross at the Front” 

A reconstruction message for every 
one interested in the Church today. The 
work of a man, who has seen and learned 
much of the average man’s view of the 
Church during his three years of daily 
army intercourse. $1.25 net. 

The Comrade in White 
By W. H LEATHEM 

Is commended. by Dr. Wilfred T. Gren- 
fell, who writes: “This little book is 
like quaffing a draft of refreshing nectar. 
It expresses my own attitude toward the 
problem of Christianity and fighting.” 
50 cents net. 

FLEMING H. REVELL COMPANY, Publishers 
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A stirring tale of 

Kentucky moonshining 
from a new angle. 

$1.50 net 

thrills aplenty. 
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A Detective story 
with a psychological 
interest that is 
irresistible. 
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A pew series of ten volumes of famous folklore stories 

simply retold, in a way to appeal to all children from 
four to twelve years of age. Attractive in make-up 
and charmingly illustrated. Excellent for homes, 
for schools, and for public libraries. 

Price 60c per volume 

The MACAULAY COMPANY 
Publishers 23 New York 
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— leur Harpsr Docks — 
NEW FICTION 

THE GREAT DESIRE By Alexander Black, 

THE LITTLE MOMENT OF HAPPINESS 

By Clarence Buddington Kelland, 

Illustrated 

THE PROMISES OF ALICE By Margaret Deland, Mlustrated, 

FROM THE LIFE By Harvey O’Higgins Hiustrated, 

THE COTTAGE OF DELIGHT By Will N. Harben Frontispiece 

THE CHARM SCHOOL By Alice Duer Miller Illustrated 

THE RIDER OF THE KING LOG By Holman Day Nlustrated 

MICHAEL FORTH By Mary Johnston 

THE YELLOW TYPHOON By Harold MacGrath Illustrated. $1.6 

THE SOUL SCAR By Arthur B. Reeve Illustrated. $1.60 

THE STRANGER’S BANQUET By Donn Byrne [lustrated, + 

SYLVIA AND MICHAEL Compton Mackenzie $1 

POTASH AND PERLM"™ iTLE THINGS 
By Montague Glass $1.78 

GOING WEST By Basil King Frontispiece 

THE IMMOP’: * a By Marie Bjelke Petersen Frontispiece, $ 

PAYING ‘Le ute Beautiful 

By Margaret H. McCarter 

ST ARC By Mark Twain 

(Special color) Ilustrations. > 

JKEN SOLDIER AND THE MAID OF FRANCE 
By Henry Van Dyke 

(Pictures in color by F. E. Schoonover.) Post 8vo. Cl.. > 
& 16mo. 

THE FIRST PIANO IN CAMP By Sam Davis Frontispiece 

ROGERSISMS: THE COWBOY PHILOSOPHER ON THE PEACE CONFERENCE 
By Will Rogers Paper Boards 

THE COWBOY PHILISOPHER ON PROHIBITION 
By Will Rogers Paper Board- 

) anor ® Brothers — 
6st. ‘3/7, 
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NON FICTION 

LUDENDORFF'S OWN STORY By Gen. Eric Von Ludende fi 

Maps, Illustrations, 2 vols. boxed, £~ 54 

IRELAND’S FIGHT FOR FREEDOM 
By George Cree] $2.00 

MY YEARS AS A GOVERNMENT AGENT 
By Mrs. Norman Whitelous: Illustrated,  %3.00 

TALES OF FISHES By Zane Grey Hlustrated, 382.50 

PERCOLATOR PAPERS By Ellwood Hendrick $1.75 

HOW ANIMALS TALK By Wm. J. Long Illustrated, $3 00 

THE THEATRE THROUGH ITS STAGE DOOR 
By David Belasco Hlustrated, $2.50 

BILL SEWELL’S STORY OF T. R. 
By William Wingate Sewel HWiustrated.  Si.25 

ARTEMUS WARD: A BIOGRAPHY 
By Don Seitz Illustrated, $2.00 

YANKEE INGENUITY IN WAR By Frank P. Stockbridge Mlustrated. $2.00 

THE TOWNSHIP LINE By Albert Frederick Wilson $1.35 

BALLADS OF OLD NEW YORK By Arthur Guiterman Ilustrated, 1.50 

JUVENILES 
THE YOUNG RUSSIAN CORPORAL 

By Corp. Paul Iogolevitel Ilustrated, $1.35 

CATTY ATKINS By Clarence Buddington lKelland 
Illustrated, $1.35 

BETTY BELL By Fanny Kilbourne Illustrated, 31.50 

THE BUBBLE BOOKS By Ralph Mayhew and Burg:s Johnson 

THREE NEW TITLES [Ilustrated. $1.00 

The Funny Froggy Bubble Book (No. 7.) each. 

The Happy-Go-Lucky Bubble Book (No. 8.) 

The Merry Midget Bubble Book (No. 9.) 

THE HEART OF PINNOCCHIO By Colodi Nipote Illustrated. $1.25 

PLAYS AND PAGEANTS OF DEMOCRACY 
By F. Ursula Payne 

THE STORY HISTORY OF “agate 
John Bonner Illustrated. $1.75 

| Harpur, Brothers 
es ink 
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GIFTS THAT ENDURE 

FASCINATING FICTION 

Calvary Alley 

Cecilia of Pink Roses 

Enchanted Hearts 

Fanny Herself 

The Heart of Rachael 

His Own Home Town 

The Luek of the Irish 

Penrod and Sam 

The Secret of the Storm Country 

The Snow Burner 

The Vision Splendid 

The Wonderful Year 

THE BOUNDLESS WEST 

Arizona 

Bucky O’Connor 

Flying 0’s Last Stand 

The Long Patrol 

Over the Border 

Told in the Hills 

iceman 
MYSTERY 

The Circular Staircase 

) The Master Mystery 
| sacnsmshteE Siceearnes : ; 
lSceat eurnons prcrunes ia The Secret Witness 

Preoreray £a1TOn 

The Yellow Dove - 

The Man in Lower Ten 

ERY | 

WILLIAM MacHARG 
EDWIN BALMER 
Ta « Fr 

ee i 

1140 Broadway Grosset & Dunlap New York | 
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WHAT DOES YOUR CHILD READ? 
GIVE HIM BOOKS AND MAKE THIS XMAS MEMORABLE 

EVERY BOY’S LIBRARY 

The best boys’ books by the best authors: 

Stevenson, London, Barbour, Tomlinson, ete. 

THE TOM SLADE SERIES 

Officially endorsed by the Boy Seouts of 

America. Tells of Scout life and how it helps 

boys grow into real American manhood, The 

complete set is an ideal gift. 

By PERCY K.FITZHUGH 
ur APPROVED BY THE BOY SCOUTS OF ANTRICA 

THE TOM SWIFT SERIES 

Vividly portrays the remarkable advances 

in locomotion on land and sea and in the air. 

ARO 

VASATIQN | SLEEPY TIME and TUCK-ME-IN TALES 
Delightful stories of our bird and animal 

friends which entrance the little folks. 

OTHERS 

The Marjorie Books 

The Outdoor Girls 

The Bobbsey Twins AUTHOR OF THE PATTY BOOKS 

Bunny Brown and His Sister Sue 

THE VALE OF 

| UCN RAST 
ARTHUR SCOTT BAILEY 

SLEEPY-TIME TALES 

10 Broadway Grosset & Dunlap _ New York 
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Doubleday, Page & Co. 

Autumn Publications 

Booth Tarkington’s 
RAMSEY MILHOLLAND 

A story of American youth and Amer 
ican romances, with the real Tarkington 
humor and insight. “Penrod grown up. 
Seventeen at twenty: an unusual love 
story.” Net, $1.50. 

Sax Rohmer’s 
THE QUEST OF THE SACRED 

SLIPPER 
The three cornered struggle between 

an Oriental, an American crook and 

Scotland Yard. for the last relie of 

Mahomet. Net, $1.50. 

Premier Clemenceau’s 

THE STRONGEST 
The great Frenchman is also a great 

novelist. The publishers are happy to 
introduce him in this still unfamiliar 
role to the American public. Net, $1.75. 

O. Henry’s 
WAIFS AND STRAYS 

Twelve new QO. Henry stories—first 
time in a popular edition—with a com- 
plete O. Henry index and appreciations 
and reminiscences by well-known writers. 
Cloth, net, $1.65; leather, $2.50. 

Lawrence F. Abbott’s 

IMPRESSIONS OF THEODORE 
ROOSEVELT 

Few books will bring Theodore Roose- 
velt as close to the reader as do these 
personal reminiscences by his life-long 
friend and editorial associate. Vet, $3.00. 

Kathleen Norris’s 
SISTERS 

With powerful strokes. Kathleen \, 

ris has drawn the recklessness, the blin 

ness, the selfishness, of love—and 
beauty, dignity, and self-sacrifice. lH 
biggest love story. Net, $1.60. 

Grace S. Richmond’s 
RED AND BLACK 

Another story of Red—and of a ma 
as resourceful and quick as he—Robert 
McPherson Black. And two women as 

different as red and black. Net. $1.60 

Alan Bott’s 
EASTERN NIGHTS—AND 

FLIGHTS 
The strange odyssey of an Englis 

aviator, grounded in Turkish territor) 
One of the most amazing and adve! 
turous escapes in history. Net, $1.60 

Arthur Bartlett Maurice’s 
THE PARIS OF THE 
NOVELISTS 

Entertaining gossip, by which rea 

ers can identify for themselves the 

favorite novelists’ scenes in the most 

written-about citv in the universe. \: 

$2.50. . 

Gene Stratton-Porter’s 
HOMING WITH THE BIRDS 

The comedies and tragedies and da 
life of the birds, fascinatingly told, a! 

profusely illustrated with photogra)) 
taken by the author. Net, $2.00 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, N. Y. 
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Doubleday, Page & Co. 

Autumn Publhicatons ya 
{410 

Ellen Glasgow’s 
THE BUILDERS 

A powerful novel of one of those strong 
men who build for to-morrow and sub- 
mit to the misunderstandings of to-day— 
and the most subtly feminine character 
Ellen Glasgow has drawn. Net, $1.60. 

RUDYARD KIPLING’S VERSE 

INCLUSIVE EDITION 1885-1918 
This beautiful volume of 800 pages 

contains all the published verse of “the 
greatest living poet.” Cloth, net, $5.00: 
leather, $10.00. 

C.N.and A. M. Williamson’s 
THE LION’S MOUSE 

Missing documents, stolen jewels— 
mistaken identities—and from first page 
to last the grip of a mystery that never 
relaxes till the end. Net, $1.60. 

Booth Tarkington and 
Harry Leon Wilson’s 
THE GIBSON UPRIGHT 
_ Bolshevism in America! A_ play. 
"hese two popular American humorists 
use the method of Voltaire; they laugh 
it out of existence. Net, $1.25. 

Harriet T. Comstock’s 
UNBROKEN LINES 

Unbroken lines—the lives that cannot 
meet, the unhappy marriages. The story 
ot how one woman’s life diverged and 
aa the life of her real mate. Net, 
DL.OV, 

’ Peter B. Kyne’s 
THE GREEN PEA PIRATES 

Sailors Three—the skipper, the mate, 
the engineer, and the crew of the 8, S. 
Maggie—in a series of rollicking adven- 
tures—from haulers of garden truck to 
pearl fishermen. Net, $1.50. 

J. O. P. Bland’s 
HOUSEBOAT DAYS IN CHINA 

The quaint and frequently eventful 
experiences of a well-known traveler in 
“the land of lanterns and dragons and 
romanee.”” Net, $2.00. 

Alfred Ollivant’s 

TWO MEN 
Two brothers, one strong physically 

and open-minded, the other deformed and 
small-minded, grow up opposite each 
other and take opposite ways to the 
love of the same woman. Net, $1.60. 

Frank H. Simond’s 
A HISTORY OF THE WORLD 
WAR, VoLumE IV 

The fourth volume of this monumental 
and widely popular history of the War, 
bv a recognized authority. Net, $4.00. 

Henry Justin Smith’s 
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE 

WALL 

A significant first novel by a Chica- 

goan who knows his city and writes 

about it like Frank Norris. Net, $1.60. 

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, N. Y. 
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Honest—Dishonest— Defeaie 
The Three Divisions of 

Book Reviewers 
The Honest Book Reviewer writes his opinions without fear or favor. You may no! agree 
with him but, whether his review is favorable or adverse, it has the ring of sincerity and 
truth and commands your respect.. The Honest book reviewer is in the majority just as 
honesty essentially prevails in human nature. The Honest book reviewer is the real Literary 
Critic, and the only class worthy of the name. ; 

The Dishonest Book Reviewer seldom, if ever, writes a review that you would recognize 
such, if it were published anywhere excépt on the review page. He writes about everythin 
but the book he is supposed to be reviewing. He uses such sarcasm as he can command, | 
tries to be funny, and more than all else, he tries to impress you with his own greatness. Hi 
articles under the label of Book Reviews are an offense to intelligent men and women. He is 
the most useless thing his paper affords. He usually writes three to six columns or an entire 
page when a real honest-to-goodness review would require but one column or even less— but 
a real honest-to-goodness review requires, also, intelligence. 

The Defeated Book Reviewer may be honest or he may be dishonest. Their number is larger 
than you may suspect. He has from one to three manuscripts in the discard, all because pub- 
lishers have failed to recognize real genius and literary art. He considers his opinions the 
‘‘last word”’ in literary criticism and usually makes himself ridiculous by trying to explain the 
popularity of Harold Bell Wright. 

The Brooklyn Daily Eagle has been for more than Three-Quarters of a Century the leading 

paper of Brooklyn. 

policy to account for its marvelous career. 

The same Honesty directing its book reviews must dominate its entire 

The following from its issue of September 13th 

recognizes the Three Divisions: 

HAROLD BELL WRIGHT MAKES A CONVERT 
And the reviewer read it—-read it, 

bewilderment of violent criticism, of equa 
praise, or attack and counter-attack, of d 
invective and delirious superlative, with 
a literary phenomenon in a factory, tu 
books as Mr. Ford might turn out auto! 

It is not fashionable, today, to approve of Harold 
Bell Wright. The best people in literary circles, 
while marveling at his popularity, have discounte- 
nanced this extraordinary writer. Probably more 
than any other author of the decade in America, 
he has been attacked, defended, analyzed, explained. 

Permit the reviewer, then, an explanatory word 
on his own account. He had read many of the 
denunciations of Mr. Wright—not a few from the 
pen of those whose standing gives them a measure 
of authority. Ile had read the incredible state- 
ments by his publishers as to the innumerable edi- 
tions, as to the unprecedented public demand for 
Mr. Wright’s books, as to the impressive array of 
zeros after the dollar sign in his royalties. 

And he had read not a line of the work of the 
author, himself. 

A new book by Mr. Wright came to hand. “The 
te-Creation of Brian Kent’ was published by the 
Book Supply Company, Chicago. 

and almost as profitably. 

What he found was not at all what he 
to find. Iere was no hysteria, no melod 
Geraldine-Farrar-in-Carmen hair pulling. 

Instead, he found kindliness, 
ness—the calm of the river that so often | 
life to this author. IIe found tendernes 
romance. 
found simplicity, sincerity, honesty. Ile f 
short, a story of noble purpose, nobly full 
in English considerably better than thi 
mellowed almost to poetry in the deli: 
wholesomeness of its appeal and finally, do 
by the personality of one who has both a 
to deliver, and the means whereby to deli\ 

gentlenes 

He found bravery, courage, trul 

THE RE-CREATION OF BRIAN KENT will put the total sale of Harold Bell Wright’s books 

over the Nine Million mark within another Thirty Days. Dealers should keep ordered up w¢!! 

in advance. Jobbers must not be accounted responsible for delays. We ship them books a: ‘*5! 

as it is possible for us to get them bound. 

Publishers, [he Book Supply Company, Chica:0 
231-233 West Monroe Street E. W. Reynolds, Presic«"t 
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Webster’s New 

International 

Dictionary 
Is the best and most useful 

Christmas Gift 

How much this vast fund of information will be enjoyed in the home! It will be 
admired, treasured, and used not only during the holiday season but for months and 
years to come—a constant reminder of the giver. The clear printing and beautiful and 
substantial bindings are lasting examples of the bookmaking art. The NEW INTERNA 
TIONAL is a source of education and interest to all members of the home, school, or 
(fice. Wise parents well know its value in making home study easy and effective. It 
is Scholarly, Accurate, Convenient, Up-to-date, and Authoritative. 

SALIENT FEATURES 
400,000 Vocabulary Terms. 12,000 Biographical Entries. 2,700 Pages. 

30,000 Geographical Subjects. Thousands of other References, 6,000 Illustrations. 
NRW WORDS as barrage, Boche, ace, camouflage, The only dictionary with the new divided page, 

tank, Fokker, lorry, etc. characterized “A STROKE OF GENIUS.” 

Type matter is equivalent to that of a 15-volume encyclopedia 

Regular Edition, Size 12% 79% 245 in. nev  Indian-Paper Edition, Size 12%79%a@2\ in, NET 
Buff Buckram, indexed .... . $14.00 Library Buckram, dark green, indexed $20.00 
Sheep, marble edge, indexed 18.00 Full Seal, rich dark brown, indexed 27.50 

A New Merriam-Webster 

Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary 
Third Edition 

AN IDEAL GIFT 
Ilave you seen this new, attractive, compact volume, the 

largest abridgment of WEBSTER’S NEW INTERNATIONAL 
the One Supreme Authority? So light, so handy, so well 

printed that it is a real pleasure to use it. The large 
vocabulary, rich with information so often needed by the 

English, It is f busy reader and student, will be treasured by all users of 
boolean ee of helps for those who wish to speak or write effectively. This specimen of 

iting desk ey s just the volume for the home or office. It is just the thing for a lady’s 
THIN-BAPEL ee 8 table, or a tourist’s satchel. oe é ; : 

pated foun th ER EDITION DE LUXE. Size 6x8%x1% inches. It is printed on bible 
ind e e same plates as the Regular Edition. Very attractively bound—flexible boards, 

corners. Neatly boxed. 
art \ , 
ndesaeen dark blue, marble edge, NET Full Seal, rich dark brown, gilt edge, 

Fabrikoid rich “a: ie. yi $4.09 indexed ‘tte tae oe, eee 6.00 
dea dark brown, gilt edge, Full Levant Morocco, rich red, gilt 

i s8 es 5.00 edge, indexed : / 7.00 r - e . . . - . . . . . d 7 . 

“rompt service means satisfied customers. Are you prepared for an active demand? 

‘. & C. MERRIAM CO., Publishers, Springfield, Mass. 
ne .e.__. 
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The Best Books for Childre : 
Beautifully Illustrated 

“AT THE BACK OF THE 
NORTH WIND” 

By GEORGE McDONALD 
} IWlustrated in full Color by Jessie Wilcox Sn 

8vo. Cloth $2.50 

‘ROBIN HOOD” | 
By PAUL CRESWICK 

Illustrated in full Color by N. C. Wyeth 
Svo. Cloth $2.50 net 

HANS BRINKER OF THE | 
SILVER SKATES | 

By MARY MAPES DODGE | 
lllustrated in full Color by Maginal Wright Enright | 
8vo. Cloth $9 50 net 

The Golden Books for Children 
No expense has been spared to make this the most 

attractive series of Children’s Classics ever published. 
The books are all printed from new plates on a high- 
grade paper. Each volume is il‘ustrated by eight full- 
page colored plates, reproduced from original paintings 
by John Cameron, W. R. S. Scott, and Monro 8. Orr. 
The binding is artistic and makes them especially ap- 
propriate for gifts, while its durability makes them ex- 
cellent for the library. Special end-papers and titles 
in color. Wrappers printed in four colors and gold. 

Large 12mo. Cloth. $1.25 net per volume. 

GRIMWM’S FAIRY HEIDI 
TALES PINOCCHIO 

KIDNAPPED ROBINSON 
TREASURE CRUSOE 
ISLAND TWO YEARS 

ANDERSEN’S BEFORE THE 
FAIRY TALES MAST 

DAVID McKAY COMPANY 



ay The Christmas Bookshelf 

The Kind that Please 
at Christmas Time 

‘Britton List” Poster Jacket Line 

NOVELS 
THE MAN THAT NEVER GREW UP—b)y 

Mabel C. and William A. Lathrop. A whimsical 
small-town love story in which a _ learned 
judge befriends the boys—and marries an old 
flame—fine! $1.75 net 

JENNY BE GOOD—Dy Wilbur Finley Fauley. 
A great human story of the World's metropolis 
from the top of the ladder to the ‘Melting 
Pot’—the greatest drama that life can hold. 

$1.75 net 

A WOMAN WHO DARED—by Dale Drum- 
mond—the story of a woman, handicapped by 
an overbearing husband. She kept herself 
sweet and good, and finally married the right 
man. $1.75 net 

THE YAZOO MYSTERY—bDy Irving Craddock. 
Disowned by his wealthy father, the hero 
wins fame and fortune, also a charming wife. 
The story unearths the hidden forces of con- 
traband and railroad robberies. Not a war 
book. $1.75 net 

ONE WOMAN’S STORY—Dby Carolyn Beecher 
—a splendid novel for girls to read (as well 
as grown-ups) for this author is adept in 
showing how to get along in the world 

$1.75 net 

THE CREED OF HER FATHER—DbDy Van 
Zandt Wheeler. <A <«ramatic love story in 
which an only daughter is rescued from an 
unfortunate marriage by her father’s creed 
a new thought in literature. $1.75 net 

CHICKEN LITTLE JANE ON THE BIG 
JOHN—a companion to “Chicken Little Jane” 
whose adventures proclaim the fact that the 
author, Lily Munsell Ritchie, has great ability 
in writing for little folks. $1.50 net 

IT WAS 'THE ROAD TO JERICHO—Dy Annie 

Fellows Johnston—a gift volume devoted to 
“The Cross of Sacrifice’’—illustrated in colors 
A charming Christmas present. 75 cents net 

“INJUN” AND “WHITEY”’’—tirst book of 
‘Boys’ Golden West Series” by William S 
Hart, their favorite ‘“‘“Movie Man’’—the great 

i 

RITCHEY iy LILY MI NSELI 

T NEVER. GREW up } Mabel Cc “WA. Lathro 

I ok 

) ll exponent of Western drama. His stories ring 
Van Zandt Ni true. 4 illustrations. $1.50 net 

By Wheeler HN PINTO BEN—AND. OTHER STORIES 
“*} William 8S. Hart and his Sister Mery—a book | 

celebrating in poetry and prose, the Horse— 
the Dog—the Indian. $1.00 net 

GEORGINA’S SERVICE STARS by Annie 
Fellows Johnston, continues to sell steadily 
through its second season. Like all stories 
by this author it appeals to grown-ups as well 

$1.75 net 

A THOU- AMER- 
SAND jica’s TO- 
WAYS TO ‘MORROW 

a look 

into the 

future of 
our country 

for the next 

quarter of 

PLEASE Aj), 
HUSBAND F 
—a unique 
cook book | 
in which }}!! 
Bettina tells |! 
how to beat }}}|! 
the high'i ; i a century 

cost 98 UV ; by Snell | 
ing. A }/\/[ -and other stories minahiiee Filles MI ce 

natural gift |i b Smith, : CE PTA aueee 

hook. , William S. Hart torian, 
$2.00 net, and his sister Mary $2.00 net 

“BRITTON BOOKS”? IN HOLIDAY JACKETS 
ee 
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| Che ont sus 
ont 

pe Tus Birthday Story 
A) Gold for you 

PF by Little Children 
t } \ 

LETTERS TO JACK 
Rt. Rev. F. C. Kelley 
Is a series of heart to 

heart chats written by a 
Priest to his nephew, 
which will apply to every 
vouth. Price $1.25 

THE LORD JESUS 
His Birthday Story Told 

eee aan menrettien for You by Little Chil- 
eT dren. 

Children from 3 to 12 
en rs a | can easily understand and 4 To 

i | appreciate it. Printed in a ag le 
LETTERS 10 JACK t | Large Type on heavy India a tharred Woo 
¢ Written by a priest Tint Enamel paper with se ai 

to his nephew. | beautiful Pen etchings for Gach an 
ERE CEA } each stanza, Price T5c. 

CITY AND THE WORLD 
Rt. Rev. F. C. Kelley 
A real surprise in this 

volume of short stories. 
Crammed full of genuine 
human interest, Price $1.25 

CHARRED WOOD 
Vyles Muredach 

(Msgr. Kelley) 
If you like a story that 

keeps you guessing. 
“CHARRED WOOD” will 
hold you. Price $1.50 

CATHOLIC BIBLE 
STORIES 

Josephine V. D. Rrownson 
A book of purely Cattiolic 

Bible Stories from the old 
and new Testament, simply 
told. 28 beautiful illus 
trations, 237 pages. Price 

$1.25. 
—- 

“THERE CAME THREE nae 

KINGS” “YY, Gere Cae 
The second story of the rrr Kina: 

Lord Jesus series. 
A beautiful Christmas W Storg about the Lord 

Story for small children “Tala fer ou 
Printed in large type on By Litt: Ghilaren 
heavy India tint enameled Sie > 
paper. Price 75ce. 

CHRIST’S LIFE IN 
PICTURES 
Rev. G. A. Keith, S, J. 

Contains ninety-three { 
masterpiece nictures of the he 
Life of Our Holy Redeemer - 
Bound in handsome brown 

‘ 
en ad 

i A Mystery, \ [Story by. | 

"| Myles Muredach 

A 

a 

cloth stamped in gold 
Price $1.50. 

OUR DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE 
Single copies, 20% ; 5 copies, 25% ; 10 copies, 30% ; 25 copies, 334%%% ; 50 copies or mor 

EXTENSION PRESS : - 223 W. JACKSON BLVD,, CHICAGO, 
ES SNS 
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F By) Soe pe ST 

‘ P/) NSS pen NT ee 
— ee 

“A New Amsterdam Trapper followed a beaver’s 
trail along the Hudson and blazed the way for the 

longest business street in the world.” 

This story of the growth of commerce, told for children. is one of 
the fascinating and unusual historical stories in 

h 7 Broad Stripes and Bright Stars 
(STORIES OF AMERICAN HISTORY 

By Carolyn Sherwin Bailey. Pictures by Power O’Malley 

All the romance, the dreams and epic achievements of history 
makers spread over the pages of this book. It deals with the 

adventures of America and Americans from the day of the pioneer 
to the present. Cold facts become live deeds; “historical figures” | 

resolve into men of vision and of earnest endeavor, who have built our 
Democracy and developed our nationality. 

When your child reads or hears his early history from this book, he will acquire 
its potent facts in an unforgetable way. He will grow in that spirit of patriotism 

pee which has governed the founders and builders of America. This volume deserves a 
ENR ARS) 115 place in every home where a child dwells. 
5 er ry woe 

¥ \ Cloth, with inlay pictcre cover. Illustrated. Price $1.25. 

Bradley Quality Books 
for Children 

are exceptional, entertaining and inspirational. They are carefully selected aids for 
the mother who would develop her child’s reasoning power, cultivate his memory, or 
stimulate his imagination. Some recent issues are: 

ONCE UPON A TIME ANIMAL STORIES. By Carolyn S. Bailey. Pictures by 
Power O’Malley. The animals in these stories talk, work and play much like 
real people, and the results of their activities convey valuable moral lessons. 

1 Cloth. Illustrated. Price, 75 Cents. 

HERO STORIES. By Carolyn S. Bailey. Stories of the great heroes and heroines 

of history whose patriotic acts have proven of benefit to humanity; written in | 

language which children can understand. Cloth. I/lustrated. Price, 70 Cents. 

THE CHILDREN IN THE WOOD STORIES. By Jeannette Marks. Pictures in color 

by Clara M. Burd. By story magic a group of modem children are transported 

over the Mountain of Time, and live in the England of six hundred years ago. 

- A book of child romance, adventure and much historical information. 

| 
! 
| 

Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.25 

Bradley Quality Books are sold by booksellers everywhere. 

MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY - Springfield, Mass. 
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SMALL, MAYNARD’S % 
CHRISTMAS BOOK LISI 

FICTION 

| 

A Woman’s Woman Alex the Great 
By NALBRO BARTLEY By H. C. WITWER 

Author of “A Smile a Minute Author of “Paradise Auction” ; , 
of A merry new romance of business “We are convinced that here is a writer y ) 

fiction of interest to all American readers of 8° Compact with shrewd philosophy 
fiction. ‘All,’ we say, for the book is a good servation as to warrant comparison wit 
story to begin with, and well written, to con- classic, “The Letters from a Self-Made Me: 

tinue with, and solidly substantial—to finish His Son.” Real fiction, done wit! 
I 

yarns in years. His latest book is a real keen-minded, sharp-tongued, but essent 
thriller. Tilustrated. Vet, $1.60 lovable and wholesome shop-girl. Vet. S&1 

off. It has, therefore, elements to appeal to Spontaneous humor which has made Il. ©. | 
every class of novel readers, and it has each Witwer the most widely read of prese 
element strongly. Great stuff!” Grant Over- American humorists. Net, $1 

ton, in the New York Sun Vet, $1.75 
* | 

Wits and the Woman _ | 
The Secret House tne oN IOLET IRWIN | 

Author of “The Human Desire’ i] 
By EDGAR WALLACE In the language of the heroine, ‘this | 

Author of “The Man Who Knew,” ete. high-brow stuff,” but a tale for all wh: | 
Mr. Wallace is writing the most efficiently exciting action, mystery, a hint of tly tH 

constructed and most cleverly told detective natural, all told in the breezy languag I 
ill 

| 

OF GENERAL INTEREST | 
Hi 

John McCormack: When Johnny Comes _ | 
1 

His Own Life Story Marching Home l 
Transcribed by P. V. R. KEY By MILDRED ALDRICH I 

The one and only authorized biography of Juthor of “The Peak of the Load.” « HH 
the world’s most popular concert singer. = cee ee <p 5 Ms in Reaontapat A i 

“One of the most engaging autobiographies os coaek Sita ear ro itteandins coed ital i 
this reporter has read in many a long day. An ~ world ante. Miss Aldrich’s hae) Ht 
absorbing story of an artist’s rise to fame.” i. “rh 3 ee ie ee i 
Grant Overton, in the New York Sun. — a see, win wane an impo I place among the real books of this publis 

Illustrated. Net, $3.00 senaen. =e 

Musical Memories 
By CAMILLE SAINT-SAENS My Recollections 

(Translated from the French by Edwin Gile By JULES MASSENET i 
Rich) In an autobiography distinguished for Hy 

Camille Saint-Saens, intellectually the keen- of narrative and anecdote, Massencet, a i 
est, perhaps, and most broad-minded of living of modern French music, told the story i} 

French composers, has here written a book that career, and especially of his many wo | 
is bright, scintillating and charming and of delightful volume for the general read: 

value to every one interested in the history of opera-goer, and the student of musi: 
music. Tilustrated Net, $3.00 Illustrated Vet. $2.00 

JUVENILES 

Jim Morse: Little Folks Annual 
South Sea Trader lor youngest readers, little listene! | 

lookers at pictures. Mothers and fathe! 
By J. ALLAN DUNN vig sisters who have to rack their brail 

This story of savage tribes, lost treasure wonderful bed-time stories will find this 
ships, pearl poachers and the like has received treasure. It is a real, made-in-America 
the endorsement of the Boy Scouts of America. Tllustrated. $1.25 

Illustrated, Net, $1.25 . 

| Dena Lady Teddy Comes to Tow" 
By MARY DICKERSON DONAHE'‘ 

By ELLA WATERBURY GARDNER The adventures of Lady Teddy and “M: it 
A wholesome story for girls and boys, too. make a captivating tale, ‘ 

Tilustrated. Net, $1.25 Illustrated. Net, $1.25 
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THE FAMOUS 

“PETER RABBIT” BOOKS 
By BEATRIX POTTER SR 

THE PRESS says:—‘‘No writer has yet equalled Miss Potter A : he! 
CaS in felicity of appeal to tiny people. She is the literary good angel 

of children.’ Say / 
» ee f 

‘*The pictures are gems, likely to last in the memory of a rising 7 oe 
* ee 
OA 

generation—a sheer delight.”’ 

A List of the Volumes Already Issued in This Succssful Series: 
Size. 534 by 4% ins. Each fully Illustrated in Colors. 

Art paper boards, flat back. Price, Net, 75 Cents. 

1 The Tale of Peter Rabbit 8 The Tale of Tom Kitten 

2 The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin 9 The Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck 

3 The Tailor of Gloucester 10 The Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies 

4 The Tale of Benjamin Bunny 11 The Tale of Mrs. Tittlemouse 

5 The Tale of Two Bad Mice 12 The Tale of Timmy Tiptoes 

6 The Tale of Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle 13 The Tale of Mr. Tod 

7 The Tale of Mr. Jeremy Fisher 14 The Tale of Pigling Bland 

15 The Tale of Johnny Town-Mouse 

Owing to the constantly increasing cost of production, we rgret 
we are compelled to announce an advance in the price of the “Pete 
Rabbit Series.” Nos. 1 to 15, “The Pie and Paty-Pan,” and “Ginger 

and Pickles,” to 75 cents net per copy. 

AND BY THE SAME AUTHOR: ALSO BY THE SAME AUTHOR: 

The Pie and the Patty-Pan The Story of a Fierce Bad Rabbit 

Ginger and Pickles The Story of Miss Moppet 
Each with 10 Full-Page Colored Appley Dapply’s Nursery Rhymes 

Illustrations and 32 Pages of Black With Numerous Illustrations in 

and White Pictures. Size, 714 by Color. Size, 5 by 4% ins. Art Pa 

54 ins, Art Paper Boards. Flat per Boards, Flat Back. Each, net, 

Back. 75 cents net. 10 cents. 

THE ROLY-POLY PUDDING—Beatrix Potter’s Larger Volume 

24 Coloured Plates and Numerous Other Illustrations by the Author 

Size, 8 by 6% ins., Full Cloth. Bevelled Boards. 

Inlet Coloured Picture. Net. $1.25 

PETER RABBIT’S PAINTING BOOK 

By BEATRIX POTTER 

Containing 12 Coloured Plates and 12 Outline Pages. Net, 60 Cents 

This new Painting Book has all the charm of a story combined with the attractions 

of a simple Painting Book, for round each Picture the author has written, in her immit 

able style, a story to amuse and delight the little ones 

_ FREDERICK WARNE & CO., 12 East 33rd St., New York 
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FICTION & OTHERWISE 
THE INVADER’S SON 
By WILLIAM ANTONY KENNEDY 

Author of “As Britons See Us,” “The Master of Bonne Terre,” et: 

A fine, clean romance well told. One truth alone in this book is worth a whol 
12mo, cloth, colored wrapper. \ 

= Searcy 

— ON THE THRESHOLD OF THE SPIRITUAL WORL| rae 
“4 Study of Life and Death Over There” 

By HORATIO W. DRESSER, Ph. D 

Author~of “The Power of Silence,” “Living by the Spirit,” “The Victorius Fait 
Search of a Soul” 12mo, cloth 

NAN SHERWOOD AT ROSE RANCH ——-— 
The Fourth Title in the Nan Sherwood Series 

By ANNIE ROE CARR 

At Rose Ranch Nan had a variety of experiences. ‘There is a thrilling round-up o! 
and the particulars are given of a tornado that proved exceedingly destructive. A 
tale with not a dull line in it. 12mo, cloth, colored wrapper, fully illustrated. \: 

JANICE DAY, THE YOUNG HOMEMAKER —— 
By HELEN BEECHER LONG 

“Her adventures are highly thrilling and she is always the same sweet girl.’—The | 
Globe. 12mo, cloth, illustrated and with colored wrapper. Vet $ 

JOYS OF CHILDHOOD SERIES 
| THE PLAY-DAY BOOKS 

THE PLAY DAY BOOK ) 50 
THE BIRD-TOY BOOK ‘ Cc 
THE ANIMAL TOY BOOK )KACH 

The Play-DayBok 

A beautiful illustrated series of toy cutouts. which ar 
$0 A beautifully illustrated series of toy cutouts, which : 

= out the softness, technique and personality of the artist 
orCHILDHOOD A bound book consisting of eight full page color plate: 

clusive of cover, with numerous e 
BIRD & 

EDUCATIONAL _ 
BIRD TOYS A 

Smaaes TO CUT THINGS TO MAKE : roLo AWD DOLLS ¥© DRESS subjects. 

-DOLL AND ANIMAL CUT-OUTS 

DOLLS TO MAKE AND DRESS 
PLAY DAY CUT OUTS 
BIRD CUT OUTS (Series 1) - 5c 
BIRD CUT OUTS (Series 2) 
ANIMAL CUT OUTS (Series 1)\\ EACH 
ANIMAL CUT OUTS (Series 2) } 

JOYS °* CHILDHOOD 

A series of six folders consisting of four full page color plates. =< 

with many interesting subjects which are most entertaining 

GEORGE SULLY & COMPAN 
373 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY 
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{ARSHALL JONES 
BOOKS 

some people give books for Christmas 

Because they make the best presents- 

Give the personal touch, 

{nd last longest, 

With fragrant reminders 

Of peace on earth, 

Good will among men. 

And some give books for Christmas 

Because 

hey ean’t think 

Of anything else 

\t the last moment! 

Whatever the reason, 

More people give books 

Than anything else. 

Show them 

Marshall Jones books 

\nd they’Il be happy, 
Their friends will be happy, 

You'll be happy, 

\nd we’ll be happy, 

\nd so. 

\ Merry Christmas to you all! 

FOR THE KIDDIES 

INKLINGS FOR THINKLINGS. By Susan 

Hale. 4 bed-time book Dilustrated 

$2.00 

UP THE MAZARUNI FOR DIAMONDS 

An out-door book for real boys Illus 

trated $1.50 

FICTION 

A CHALLENGE TO ADVENTURE, by 

Mrs. Irving Curtis. Frontispiece. $1.60 

CHAN’S WIFE. by Jessie Anderson Chase 

$1.50. 

THE UNKNOWN QUANTITY. by Edga: 

QO. Achorn and Edward N. Teall. $1.50 

1 

AT A DOLLAR A YEAR, by Robert L 

Raymond. $1.50. 

SHORT STORIES FROM THE BALKANS 

translated by Edna Worthley Underwood 

$1.50. 

By SUSAN HALE 

LETTERS. New Edition. with Index i} 

lustrated. $3.50 

NONSENSE BOOK (Limericks, illus 

trated). $1.50 

‘end Tor our catalogue today, and look up MytHonogy or ALL Races: books by 

‘am; GREAT ARTISTS AND THEIR WoRKS; 

éeligion and philosophy. 

talph Adame 

books on art and architecture; history, poetry, 

Marshall Jones Company 
212 Summer Street BOSTON, MASS. 
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BOOKS Hat SOLVE THE GIFT PROBLEM | 
——_ 

FOR EVERY 100% AMERICAN | 

AMERICA’S PART IN THE WORLD WAR 
By RICHARD J. BEAMISH and FRANCIS A. MARCH, Ph.D. 

INTRODUCTION BY 

GENERAL JOHN J. PERSHING 

A History of the Full Greatness of Our Country’s Archievements 
The authentic record of the Mobilization and Triumph of the Military. Naval, | 

and Civilian Resources of the United States Illustrated with more than 100 eolor 
official photographs, diagrams and maps. 608 pages. Cloth. Octavo. 

OVER 50,000 SOLD | 

THE LIFE OF THEODORE ROOSEVELT 
By WILLIAM DRAPER LEWIS 

Formerly Dean of the Law School of the University of Pennsylvania 

With an Introduction by WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT, Former President of the U. s 

‘“‘An Invaluable Contribution to the History of the Time’’—Public Leds 
‘There will no doubt be a number of biographies written but for them all the 

tion will be this graphic, inclusive and adequate life of ‘the great American.’ ’—Detroit Free P 
“MOST STRIKING PERSONALITY SINCE NAPOLEON.’’—Former President Taft 

512 pages, 32 full-page Illustrations Cloth. Octavo. Net $2.25 

basic { | 

The Recognized Standard One-Volume History of the World War 

HISTORY OF THE WORLD WAR 
By FRANCIS A. MARCH, Ph.D. 

With an Introduction by GENERAL PEYTON C. MARCH, Chief of Staff, U. s. 

Terms of the Treaty of Peace and the League of 

OVER 800,000 OF THIS REMARKABLE BOOK SOLD 

A complete and authentic narrative. illustrated with official war pictures of the Any 

Arms 

Containing Nations Covenant 

Canadian. British. French and Italian Governments. This book comprises S00) octs 0 
(size 6% x 91% inches), over 200 illustrations, including portraits, maps, etc. 

Bound in Rich Blue Cloth, with title stamped on side and back in gold. Net 83.25 

The Best Gift Books for Wide-a-wake G 

MARY FRANCES STORY- 
INSTRUCTION BOOKS 

Broadens the Mind and Stirs the Ambition 

The WONDER BOOK of Knowledge 
FOR YOUNG AND OLD 

iris 

Compiled and Edited by Henry C. Hill FOR TEACHING USEFUL THINGS IN AN 

What makes a chimney smoke? ENTERTAINING WAY 

Why do some of us have freckles? lia 

Why do we get raw add — By JANE EAYRE FRYER 
‘hat makes our teeth chatter” . ae - : : oe : 

what causes a lump in a person’s throat? THE MARY FRANCES SEWING BOOK 
The marvels of modern industry and _ in- In a quaint and delightful stor 

vention; the interesting story of common “Thimble People” teach the reader to 
things; the mysterious processes of nature 320 pages. Cloth Illustrations in : 
simply explained. Price, Net $2.0 
608 pages. Octavo. 700 Illustrations. $2.50 3 

—— - ——— | THE MARY FRANCES HOUSEKEEPER 
“More Thrilling and Fascinating than Fiction Household duties and management 

FAMOUS MYSTERIES — in the story, so that the reade1 
‘ 7 . iow to dust, sweep, iron, make _ beds, By John Elfreth Watkins alter de MAN “a deeene the aut 

Curious and Fantastic Riddles of Human hostess or guest 280 pages. Cloth 
Life that have never been solved. To those trations in colors. Price, Net 82. 
who love mystery the stories in this volume : : 
will prove a treat. THE MARY FRANCES COOK BOOK 

12mo. Illustrated. Cloth. Net $1.50 The Pots and Pans—The Kitchen I 
teach the young reader how to cook. ' 

“Bathed in the light of a splendid fight 176 pages. Illustrations in colors 
And blotched with their blood’s own red” Price, Net 

TRENCH BALLADSandother Verses 
By Clarkson Garrett, Author of 

“Army Ballads” 
These poems, with few exceptions, were all 

Erwin 

THE MARY FRANCES KNITTING AND 
CROCHETING BOOK 
actually teaches children the details of 
new and interesting stitches and how 

written in France. scribbled on odd pieces of and crochet all kinds of garments 4! 
paper by the author while in the trenches. articles of novel and timely use. 270) 
i2mo. Cloth, gilt top. Net $1.40 Cloth. Illustrations in colors. Price, Net 

PUBLISHERS THE JOHN C. WINSTON CO. PHILADI 
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St. Nicholas Recommends a Bigger Supply 
of Business Books 

Wives and mothers, too, wil! appreciate your suggesting busi- AST year hundreds of business men were pleas- 
4 antly surprised to receive as a gift some practical 

and useful business book. This year there will be 
ever more of such gifts distributed. For Old St. 
Nicholas has been making a quiet investigation 
di iring the year, and he has come to the conclusion 
that business men and women like gifts that com- 
bine busin ss utility with lasting appreciation— 
something that helps them to better their positions 
and to win a larger busiress success. So he sug- 
gests strongly a good supply of 

Shaw Standard 
Busi usiness Books 

You are familiar with Shaw books, of course. Every 
wide-awake book dealer is. But do you know that to 
stimulate a brisk demand, all that is necessary is to 
give them a little display? It’s a fact. Hundreds 
of dealers can testify to this. And now that 
Christmas is so near at hand, the demand will be 
greater than ever. 

Books have always made ideal Christmas gifts. Men, 
omen, children—all appreciate and are eager to 

get them. With Shaw Standard Business Books in 
eK you'll frequently make two sales instead of one. Mr. 

ones, a business man patron, steps in. He has in mind a book 
1 verse for Cousin Lucy. While he makes his purchase he 

s not lose sight of the fact that Brown, a close business 

ness books as gifts for husbands and sons. But in recommend- 
ing Shaw books, don’t forget that the A. W. Shaw Company 
l:as just issued its books in l.igh-profit unit series, so that in 
many instances you can make three times the profit you do on 
the average sale. For example, for the banker there is the six- 
volume Shaw Banking Series: for the sales manager, the five- 
volume Shaw Selling Series 

These titles are quick sellers 

Shaw Standard Business Books make attractive 
in fact, ure good, all-year-round sellers: 

Advertising and Selling Practice, J B. Opdycke $ 2.50 Net 
Accounting as an o to Business Profits, Wm 

R. Basset, C. P. ; 5 
How to Write a Letters, Edited by 

Walter K. Smart 
The Automatic Letter W riter and Die tation 
System, Edited by W. H. Le fingweil ; 6.00 

Office lraining and Standards, F.C. MeCle lland Lo. 
Persovality in Business. John North Wi illys, 

The follow ing 

Christmas gifts; 

5.00 ** 

Samuel Miles Hastinas and others . : 2.00 ** 
Making the Office Pay, Edited by W. H. 

Leffingwell . . p ‘ ‘ E 5.00 ** 
Handling Men, Frank Disston, Henry L. 

Willard and others - s . 20 * 

The Knack of Managing, ( vols.) Herbert 
Watson 200 * 

The Knack of Selling, ‘Bv als.) He rbert Watson 206 *’ 
The noes Truck as an Aid to Business Profits, 
S Norton . : 750 ° 

Shaw VB anking Series, (6 vol :.) Shaw Bureau of 
Business Standards ; x . 7 18.00 ‘ 

Shaw Selling Series, (5 vols.) Shaw Bureau of 
Susiness Standards , - . 

Shaw Retailing Series, (2 vols.) Edited by 
Whe f le } Sam mons . . 

2368 

6.00 ** 

Put in a stock of Shaw Standard Business Books today. The 
proposition we make you is unusually attractive—liberal dis 
counts, service that really creates a demand, books that actually ociate, must be remembered too. He espies the Shaw Busi 

Books you have in stock. ‘Just the thing,” is his en 
thusiastic comment. And another sale is recorded. 

A. W. Shaw Company 
Largest publishers of business literature in the world 

Wabash Avenue and Madison Street 
New York CHICAGO London 

Canadian Agency: 
Musson Book Company, Ltd. 

Toronto, Ontario 

do sell. In placing your order, ask for full information about 
“Shaw Service and the new Christmas display poster 

A few Foreign agencies 
still open. 

Correspondence invited 

a eel iretnabalan ieumemmneenee re . - a 
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‘“‘Hitch your wagon to a 
—Hmerson 

—Cosmopolitan Book Corporatio 

One of the year’s most suecessful books of fiction is 

THE RIVER’S END 
Ulustrated by DEAN CoRNWELL 

Price $1.50 

Widespread interest has been centered on a new 

Sir Conan Doyle, and others have written books. 

spiritualism, and life after death are interestingly «¢ 

By Basil King 

Illustrated by F. X. LEYENDECK 

Price $1.25 

by America’s entertaining actress. 

‘The Big Show” 
By Elsie Janis 

Illustrated from photographs 

Price $1.50 

Star’”’ 

‘‘Hitch your sales to our advertising’ 
n 

The prospects and promises of the Cosmopolitan Book Corporat 

about its three big books have been fulfilled, as is proved by re-order: 

A NewStory of 

God’s Country 

By James Oliver Curwood 

- contribution to th 

subject on which William James, Hugo Munsterburg, Sir Oliver Lodg: 

Psyehie phenomena 

msidered in 

‘The Abolishing of Death” 

ER 

‘*All the world’s a stage,’’ and if you want to see the great drame 

of the war as seen thru the eyes of a girl whose bouyant joyousness makes 

her regard everything as a great adventure. read this entertaining bool 

PUBLISHERS (@smopolitan Book Corporation New YOR 

OS SSS. SSS SSS? sss sessnststesseene 



The Christmas Bookshelf 

Two Books for Men 

LOUIS TRACY'S SEWELL FORD'S 
Banner Detective Story 

The Shorty McCabe 

Bartlett an omy 
al 

Mystery (Sixth edition now ready) 
Now in its seventh edition) Ford, as always a master of humor and 

is alla Sood detective story should be | philosophy, has made ‘Shorty’? more 
—full to the brim with exciting inci- attractive than ever—he is a sure cure for 

dents and surprises. both that tired feeling and the blues. 

Six Books to Help You Get the Best 
a Out of Yourself 

DOCTOR SETON’S 

Concentration 
Methods of Obtaining Success 
The Key to Health, Wealth and Love 

DOCTOR JAMES PORTER MILLS’ 

From Existence to Life 

The Way 
(Illumination 

_W TeRVER. BOOKS ARE SOLD 

EDWARD J. CLODE Publisher NEW YORK 
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A New Novel by 

STANLEY J. WEYMAN 
Author of “The Castle Inn.” “Under the Red Robe,” “A Gentleman of France.” . 

‘The Great House 
Crown 8vo. $1.75 net 

Mr. Weyman will be weleomed back to the world of letters after a 
silence of eleven years. The story deals with an exciting period of Eng 
lish life in the middle of the last century. 

The Book of the Long Trail 
By Sir Henry Newbolt 

Author of “Submarine and Anti-Submarine,” “Tales of the Great War, et 

With Coloured Frontispiece and many Illustrations in Black and White by) 

STANLEY Woop. 

Crown 8vo0. $2.25 nel Nearly ready 

This new book by Sir Henry Newbolt is a record of stirring events 
in the life of, and glorious achievements by, some of the most notabl 
British travellers and explorers of the past century. The names ot 
Mungo Park, Franklin, Burke and Wills, Livingstone, Stanley, Burton 
Captain Scott, Younghusband, Wollaston, ete., convey an idea of thi 
interest to be found in the book. 

When the World Shook 
By Sir Rider Haggard 

With colored frontispiece and wrapper. 8vo. $1.60 nel 

“Never has Sir Rider gone so imaginatively far, never has he made himself se 

entertainingly incredible. As a sheer feat of the imagination, “When the World 

Shook,” is a remarkable romance of the kind with which its writer first achieved 

popularity a generation ago.”—Boston Evening Transcript. 

“After a period largely devoted to agriculture and treatises on soil, he has 

returned to the field of romance with fertility of fancy and descriptive brilliance 
unsurpassed in his best days. . . . For those who revel in feats of pure imagina 
tion Sir Rider has written an exe iting story.”—Boston Herald. 

ne om eee me: 

Longmans, Green & Co. Publishers 
Fourth Avenue and Thirtieth Street, New York 
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Cabell James Branch 

Ironist. “Shrewd and infectious 

laugher,” now recognized as one 

of the greatest of living writers, 
has written an amazing book 
which critics unite in calling a 

masterpiece, 

Jurgen 
By JAMES BRANCH CABELL 

Burton Rascoe in the Chicago 
Tribune: ‘‘There is no book that 
I know of in any language that 
is quite like it. It is absolutely 
unique in conception, original in 
treatment and enchantingly 
written It is filled with 
subtle and witty conceits, and it 
has passages of sublime pathos 

pa George Moore in _ col- 
laboration with Remy de Gour- 
mont, Anatole France and Pierre 
Louys might have achieved a 
novel similar to it.’’ 

Joseph Hergesheimer says of it: 
“Jurgen is a very strange and 
very beautiful book; it is cour- 
ageous, truer than truth, and 
made to a marvelous extent from 
man’s innate being.” 

The Philadelphia Press: ‘‘Com- 
pares with the finest in all 
American literature; it ranks 
with the very best in the world’s 
contemporary literature; it has 
all the earmarks of a classic . 
it is a book of deft satire, and 
with a strong philosophical sig- 
nificance, serenely witty, pro- 
foundly wise, superbly beautiful.” 

Vew York Tribune: “Full of 
quaint conceits, marvelous adven- 
tures and great bursts of Rabel- 
alsan laughter, $2.00 net 

Beyond Life 
_ Mr. Cabell’s earlier book of 
audacious, ironie essays, present- 
ing an original theory regarding wast men strive for. 2nd print- 
" $1.75 

The Christmas Bookshelf 

ROBERT M. McBRIDE & COMPANY 

New Publications, Autumn, 1919. 

Dope By Sax ROHMER 

A new and exciting mystery novel dealing with the illicit 
traffic in drugs, by the author of the Fu-Manchu books. 
2nd printing. $1.75 

Ashes to Ashes By ISABEL OSTRANDER 

A new Ostrander 
mystery, at once 
original. Just issued. 

book—in 

eventful, 
words, a first-rate 

captivatingly 
$1.65 

other 
puzzling and 

Her Elephant Man ae DOLES BELI 

The story of little Joan Kennerley, tiny star of the 
“Greatest on Earth” and of her love for Philip who had 
given up wealth and 
“Elephant Man.” A 

Joan’s quaint, gruff but 
trated. 

The New Decameron 
Piquant, clever’ stories, 

social 
tender, 

a group of appealing characters 
warm-hearted 

ranging in 

position to become Joan’s 
refreshing love story with 

especially Uncle Jerimy, 
guardian. [Illus 

$1.75 

By VAkIOUs 
WRITERS 

appeal from The 
Psychic Researchers Tale (not to be read at midnight!) 
to the delicate innuendo 
cinating volume,” 
clever piece of work,” says the Boston Herald. 
ing. 

Personal Efficiency 
in Business 

By EDWARD EALRE 
PURINTON. Pungent and 
common sense advice to 
all but the completely self- 
satisfied. $1.60 

Carven from the 
Laurel Tree 

By THEODORE MAY- 
VARD. Essays upon a 
variety of matters, liter- 
ary and otherwise. $1.50 

The Russian Diary 
of an Englishman 

By “AN .UNOFFICIAL 
DIPLOMAT.” An unusually 
intimate view of the last 
days of the Czardom. 

$3.00 

The Upper Room. “A fas- 
the Chicago Tribune calls it. “‘A very 

2nd print- 
$1.60 

Creative Mind 
Creative Mind & Success 

By ERNEST SS. HOL- 
MES. Companion volumes 
in which the teachings of 
New Thought are clearly 
set forth and applied to 
the problems of life. 

Fach $1.00 

The Law of Mind 
in Action 

By FENWICKE Lh. 
HOLMES. A study of the 
principles of Mental 
Science. 2nd _ printing. 

$1.25 

Woman and World 
Federation 

By FLORENCE G. 
TUTTLE. A woman’s 
appeal to women to take 
up their share of the 
burden of maintaining 
world peace $1.60 

Limehouse Nights 

THOMANS
 BURKFE’S

 

the story from 
photoplay Broken Blossoms. 

bookful 

which D. W. 
10th edition. 

of masterpieces containing 
Griffith adopted his famous 

$1.60 

At ail Bookstores—send for our complete list of new publications 

ROBERT M. McBRIDE & COMPANY 
PUBLISHERS NEW YORK 



1 read him for the first time because of a literary parallelism that had been estab! | 

by certain Parisian periodicals. 

§ Johan Bojer established himself with the 

HUNGER, of which the Literary Digest says: 

is so universal in its appeal as to belong to any time or place. 

of the utmost beauty and austerity.” 

The Publishers’ Weekly 

VICENTE BLASCO IBANEZ | 
says: | 

{ “Johan Bojer is the Maupassant of the north. 

The relationship was not so illusory as I had imagi: || 

He is an impassioned and rapid thi 

American reading public in THE GR} | 

“Though its scenes are laid in Norwa 

It is conceived in ¢ 1] 

$1.75 Net | 

i] 
, 1 | 

{| The newest published book by Johan Bojer is THE FACE OF THE WORLD. Comn | 

ing on this in the Boston Transcript, William Stanley Braithwaite says: ‘Here is a bea | 

ful alliance with fate. a glorified humiliation of spirit.” | 
i} 

$1.75 Net. 

| 

1 | 
THE FREE CITY SNICKERTY NICK | 

By BOUCK WHITE A trio for popularity—Arthur Racklia 

A book on economics for today and for paintings and drawings, Julia FEliswo | 

tomorrow. Ford’s story, and Witter Bynner’s 

$1.75 Net. make this an ideal Christmas book | 

THE WINGS OF DESIRE $2.00 Net. | 
By RITA WELLMAN | 

“Here are feminine character types drawn WHY AUTHORS | 
with almost uncanny insight. . . . Striking 
individually.”—Philadelphia North Ameri- GO WRONG | 
ean. $1.60 Net. By GRANT M. OVERTON | 

By ELIZABETH KIRBY 

“This story has a broad appeal,” says 
The Boston Transcript, for here is whimsy 
and a love story for grown-ups that savors 
of Stephens at his best. 

$1.60 Net. 

A CANDLE IN THE WIND 
By MARY IMLAY TAYLOR 

Critics unite in declaring this to be the 
biggest book that Mary Imlay Taylor has 
ever written. A story of love and duty 
that every wife should read 

$1.60 Net. 

to whoever is «ul 

about why the popular novels are popula 

| 
i 

“Recommended | 
1 | 
| 

or to whoever wants to know how to w) 
° 4 i | 

a story, or to whoever wishes to understa || 

books Philadel; 

Public Ledger. 

$1.60 Net 

why are reviewed.” 

THE GOOD WOLF 
By FRANCES HODGSON BURNET! 
A Frances Hodgson Burnett story mea! 

a good story, and this new edition is certa 

to delight the juvenile reade) 

Net $1.50 

Moffat, Yard & Company New York 
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The Luve of the Road The Lore of the Motor 

Fae «(OAITR 
By SINCLAIR LEWIS 

| A romance of an Eastern girl and a Western youth. an almost human automobile, 
da trip from Minneapolis to Seattle. $1.75 net. 
“A story of today, as American as corn on the cob. . . . Heartens one as to the 

i future of American literature.’—New York Times. 

McARONI BALLADS 
By T. A. DALY, author of “Carmina,” “Canzoni,” ete $1.50 net. 

“Tom Daly’s gift in dialect. especially Italian and Irish, needs no comment; 
but this talent, however charming. must not obscure his finer credit as a 
poet of English undefiled. Here is the genuine tradition of Burns, Calverley 
and Dobson; of Holmes, Riley and Field.”—Christopher Morley. 

ACROSS THE BLOCKADE 
A Record of Travels in Enemy Europe 

By HENRY NOEL BRAILSFORD. $1.50 net. 

The most illuminating and authoritative account yet published of what has 
nappened in Central Europe since the Armistice, by one of England’s lead- 
ing Liberal publicists. 

MODERN AMERICAN POETRY 
A collection by LOUIS UNTERMEYER. $1.25 net. 

An authology of American verse since Whitman, containing some 130 poems 
by over 70 authors, including the whole range from Bret Harte to the latest 
singers of today. Compiled by a poet and critic thoroughly alive to all con 
temporary movements in poetry. 

For Young Folks 

CZECHOSLOVAK FAIRY TALES 
Retold by PARKER FILLMORE, with illustrations by JAN MATULKA. 

$2.00 net. 

A beautiful book, with all the charm of Slavic folklore, and with delightful 
illustrations by a brilliant Czech artist. 

BOB THORPE, SKY FIGHTER IN THE 
LAFAYETTE FLYING CORPS 

By AUSTIN BISHOP. Illustrated by JOHN R. NEILL. $1.50. 
The story of two American boys who served in the French air service, com- 
bining thrilling adventure with accurate information on the subject of flying. 

HARCOURT, BRACE @ HOWE | 'ei'¥oR™ 



French Fairy Tales 
By M. Cary. Ill. 8vo. $1.25 net. 

Old fashioned fairy tales from France, charming to childre! 
for their own sake, but interesting to elders as typical speci- 
mens of folk ore from the French provinces. 

Boys’ Book of Famous Soldiers 
By .J. Walker MeSpadden. Ill. 8vo. 

net. 

Stories of heroic personages of our own nation and tke three 
great nations of the Allies. With characters of the past are 
featured those which have risen to distinction in the late war. 
What gives zest to the book for boy readers is the account it 
gives of each heroes’ struggle to his point of great achievement. 
A chronology is furnished with each chapter. 

Jed’s Boy 
3y Warren Lee Goss. Ill. 8vo. $1.50 net 
The story of an American boy in the Great War. An in- 

comprehensible action of his towards the close of the war makes 
him seem like a traitor to the international cause, but when the 
mystery clears he is found to be a patriot of the hig! est type. 
The boy is nephew to “Jed” a character in a book of our Civil 
War, by the same author, a book which has been reprinted for 
so Many years it seems destined to be a classic. A wonderful 
horse and dog are featured in the story of the nephew. 

The Story of Our National Ballads 
By C. A. Browne. Ill. 8vo. $1.50 net. 
With the account of the origin of these ballads, the definite 

historic episode in which it has taken its rise is discussed by the 
author in a fashion to throw interesting light on the inner turn 
of their events. Songs of the Spanish-American War and the 
World War follow those growing from the earlier episodes of 
our national growth. 

Little Curly Head 
By Johanna Spyrl. Trans. by Helen B. 

Dole. Col. illus. 8vo. 75 cents net. 
A story of the Alps and their peolpe, like that of “Heidi” by 

the same author, and relates the kindly contact of a rich and 
poor family through an incident of Christmas day, which brings 
the children of each into happy relations with each other. 
With its color illustrations and its glimpses of Swiss life, likely 
to interest American children, it makes an appropriate holiday 
gift book. . 

Girls’ Book of the Red Cross 
By Mary Kendall Hyde. Ill. 8vo. $1.25 net 
A review of the work of the "Greatest Mother of the World,” 

from a point of view to interest girls, particularly, but also 
presented in such a way as to give for any reader an interesting 
survey of this great work. From the time of the origin of its 
emblem, the Red Cross, with the Crusaders of the Middle Ages, 
it arrives at the founding of the modern order by Florence 
Nightinga!e during the Crimean War. 

Grand-Daddy Whiskers 
By Nellie M. Leonard. III. 

net. 

Another of the “Graymouse family’’ books for little readers. 
The adventures of the lively groups of little animals about 
which children love to read, pointed by droll line drawings. 

$1.25 

Svo. 75 cents 

A Treasury of Animal Stories 
By Lillian Gask. Ill. 50 cents net. 
Hunting and nature stories for children told by an old hunter 

to admiring young friends who call him the “Grey Man” and 
find enchantment in visiting his home filled with trophies of 
his own exploits. Tales of India, the North Pole and the New 

World are in the collection. 

THOMAS Y. CROWELL COMPANY 

The Publishers’ Weekly 

NEW CROWELL JUVENILE: 
Opening the Iron Trail 
By Edwin L. Sabin. Il. 

The always picturesque and at the same time living 
of the real events in the growth of this nation—this tal: 
laying of the first railroad across our country is caleulat: 
take its place as a favorite with boy readers as the 

SVO. S1 35 

previous boys’ books have done. Enccunters with Paw: 
Sioux tribes who fought theiron road aid the thrills cf 

Daisy 
By Ruth Brown MeArthur. Col. illus. § 

$1.25 net. 

The story, humorously told, of an irresponsible, wi 
girl and the way she made for herself against odds, is th: 
of story inspiring to every American girl. Not the | 
ful part of the theme is that which shows how this girl a 
sister help the apparently unsympathetic relative they liv: 
to discover herself, through awakening to understand ther 
their youthful ways which have at first shocked he: 

A Peep at the Front 
By Inez N. McFee. II. 
A book of the war for boys and girls with sufficient of it 

activities told to make its effort as a stupendous and 
enterprise realized, without including its greater horrors 
too complex technicalities. We read in it of the soldiers 
courageously to the front, of the systematic ordering of t! 
life in the trenches, the problems of living and eating ther 
der fire; work of the various branches of service; air 
service, miners and sappers, work of the engineering cory 
bridges and roads, and more. 

Boy Hikers Homeward Bound 
By Chelsea Curtis Fraser. Ill. 8vo. $1 

net. 

SVO. ~1.25 net 

Boy Hiker 
f Beginning with simply breezy adventures of a ! 

The second book of a lively new series, “The 
for boys. 
across states, it accumulates excitement through running (i 
man spy plots to earth, and delivering the farms of a certa 

these 

our nat 
section from a series of barn burnings. By activit 
they contribute their “bit” during the summer 
war efforts. 

Boys’ Book of Battles 
Sy Curtis Fraser. Ill. 
net 

eC sea 

A picturesque volume of famous conflicts on America! 
European fields told with a mass of picturesque detail and 
color which gives them a new vitality. Battles of the rec 
Great War complete the historical epoch covered. 

The Maid of Orleans: ‘he 
Jeanne d’Arc for Girls 
By M. Smith. Il. 
The author brings out the chief events in the career « 

maid whose mystical influence seems ever to rest upon Fra 
and handles her subject in a way to emphasize the sil 
human aspect of the heroine's character, giving her life st 
peculiarly rich appeal. 

Belgian Fairy 
By William E. 

$1.25 net. 

Story 

Svo. $1.29 net 

; 

Tales 
Griffis. Col. 

Since the test of “‘little’’ Belgium’s mettle in the Great ‘ 
anything which throws light on the interior life of her pe 
is interesting to ours. Through the songs and folk tales 
people we get very close to their hearts. These tales ar 
tended as a contribution to such intimate acquaintance. 
all fairy tales, but many of them fanciful, they give us 2 slimy 
of manners, customs, and ideals in work and play of the 
gian people. 

- Publishers - 

illus SVi 

NEW YORK 



The Christmas Bookshelf 

Atlantic Books As Gifts 
The contents, binding, and make-up of the following list give these books 

a distinct gift value 

GENERAL, 

AN AMERICAN IDYLL: 

The Life of Carleton H. Parker. By Cornelia 8. Parker. 
A love story and a biography, and altogether a tale of life and achievement. Attractive 
binding, gilt top, and photogravure frontispiece. 7.75. 

COLLECTOR’S LUCK. By Alice Van Leer Carrick. 
It is not of the priceless objects that few can collect that Mrs. Carrick writes, but of those in- 
teresting pieces, large and small, which add to the charm of a home, and which fill the amateur 
collector with enthusiasm. _Profusely illustrated, charmingly bound. 2. 50. 

THEAMENITIES OF BOOK-COLLECTING. By A. Edward Newton 
For the book-lover this is a volume which cannot fail to please ; for the layman it is a volume 
full of inspiration. Profusely illustrated with frontispiece in color. $3.50 (After Jan.1,1920, $4.00 ) 

ADVENTURES IN INDIGENCE. By Laura Spencer Portor. 
A collection of the author’s most notable essays. The covers, facsimiles of an old-style book, 
are the color of old vellum, with quaint design in color. Decidedly a gift book. $7.50. 

THE PERFECT GENTLEMAN. By Ralph Bergengren. 
The genial author of Te Comforts of Home now ridicules the foibles of men. These two 
books are brimful of humor. Uniform in size and binding—each $7.00. 

ATLANTIC CLASSICS. 
A collection, in two volumes, of thirty-three of the finest essays contributed to the Atlantic 
Monthly in recent years. Beautiful leather edition with half-binding in dark maroon calf; 
gilt top and lettering. Two volumes, attractively boxed, $6.00. (The two volumes in 
uniform cloth binding, $2.50.) 

JUVENILE 
THE FIRELIGHT FAIRY BOCK. By Henry B. Beston. 

A new fairy book is always a delight. The stories in this one are imaginative and charming and 
the illustrations captivating. Profusely illustrated in color by Maurice E. Day. Price $3.00. 

JANE, JOSEPH AND JOHN: 
Their Book of Verses. Ay Ralph Bergengren. 

- Verses with a Stevensonian simplicity and charm in which children of all ages will delight. 
Beautiful full-page illustrations in color by Maurice E. Day. gin. by 72in. Specially boxed 
tor Christmas; price $2.50. ( After Fanuary 1, 1920, $3.00. ) 

v ‘ rr < . ~ . rT . > . e . UNCLE ZEB AND HIS FRIENDS. By Edward lV. Frentz. 
A book of short stories of child life and the out-of-doors. Brimful of interest and information 
for the young reader. Twenty-two full-page black and white illustrations. Price $7.50. 

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY PRESS 
41 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston, Mass. 
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THE FORBIDDEN TRAIL By HONORE WILLS! 

Author of “Still Jim,’ “The Heart of the Desert 

A novel of the Arizona desert country, a drama of human striving and humai 
failing, in which a man’s conquest, of nature and his more important conquering 
of himself are the vital points. Mrs. Willsie’s earlier novels established her as 
the writer who from actual experience could make readers share her love of tli 
desert. Here she gives also a story of gripping intensity, of unusual happenings 
in which the sweetness of human .love, the power of man’s ambition and tli 
harmfulness of his passion are pictured with manifest sincerity. Frontispiece in 
color. 

LITTLE MISS BY-THE-DAY 2» LUcite van siyx: 
“A delectable story,” says the New York Sun of this novel, whose joyous litt) 

heroine, after a girlhood spent in the country, returns to her childhood home in 
Brooklyn to raise the burden of debts from the crumbling old house. “They wil! 
be dead souls indeed who miss its charm.” Frontispiece in color. 

RAINBOW VALLEY By L. M. MONTGOMER! 
Author of “Anne of Green Gables.” 

“A. wholesome romance in which the reader delightfully renews the acquaint 
ance of several old friends and makes many new ones . . . Bubbling ove: 
with quaint humor and amusing character studies.”—Springfield Union. Frontts 
piece im color. 

LOVE LETTERS or BILL To MABLE 2y EDWARD STREETE: 
All the letters of the indefatigable Bill to his sweetheart, comprising “Der 

Mable,” “Thats Me All Over, Mable” and “Same Old Bill, eh Mable!” If you ar 

a real, genuine, dyed-in-the-wool American, if you are a good sport, a Joyal bas: 
ball fan, if you revelled in your youth in “Tom Sawyer” and “Huckleberry Fim 
then the “Dere Mable” letters are for you. J//lustrated by Bill Brech 

AMERICA’S RACE To VICTORY 
By LT. COL. E. REQUII 

“Col. Requin has presented a vivid and stimulating picture of the problem 
our country faced in April, 1917,” says Gen. Peyton C. March in his cordial intro 
duction to this volume, “the faulty organization with which we at first attempted 

its solution and the gradual steps by which our national endeavor gained 
momentum until it swept everything before it in what was, indeed, a ‘race ti 

victory.’ With remarkable diagrams. 

MR. PUNCH’S HISTORY 3 GREAT WAR 
“A record in comment as well as in cartoon of the great war by the abl 

artists of Punch and his no less able writers . . ‘To read this book is not 
only delightful, but it is to learn—if one does not already know it—a lot about 

British morale.”—Chicago Evening Post. 170 cartoons and other illustrations 

LO, AND BEHOLD YE! By SEUMAS MacMANUS 
True Irish folk-tales, which the New York Times says. “glow with Iris! 

humor, wink genially with Irish shrewdness, exhibit naive credulity, roar wit! 

laughter.” 8 illustrations by Mabel Hatt. 

PUBLISHERS FREDERICK A. 
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STOKES’ WONDER BOOK or MOTHER GOOSE 
A comprehensive Mother Goose, carefully compiled and beautifully illustrated. 

Mother Goose never goes out of fashion—her rhymes are the invariable starting 
point of the child’s library. An edition such as this, notable alike for its careful 
editing, its distinctive color illustrations and its reasonable price is a veritable 
nursery treasure, fully measuring up to the standard of its companion volumes, 
‘Stokes’ Wonder Book of the Bible” and “Stokes’ Wonder Book of Fairy Tales.” 
With 24 illustrations in full color and 138 in black and white by Florence Choate 
and Elizabeth Curtis. 

GOLDEN DICKY By MARSHALL SAUNDERS 
The author of “Beautiful Joe” tells the story of a valiant little canary and 

the other pets belonging to a delightful family of animal lovers. Throughout 
the story Miss Saunders shows, with her rare understanding of animal personality, 
how the happiness of human beings is interestingly and beautifully connected 
with the love-and mutual service between themselves and their faithful animal 
friends. Frontispiece in color. 

FOR DAYS AND DAYS By ANNETTE WYNNE 
A year-round treasury of original verse for children, which, says William 

Stanley Braithwaite in his introduction, will soon rank as a classic. The Boston 

Post says it is “simply filled with little rhymes for all the twelve months of the 
year. There are fairies in them, and growing things. and sunshine and rain, and 
toys and all the other things that children delight in.” Frontispiece im color. 

DADDY PAT 2. MARINES ®y (7. col. FRANK E. EVANS 
“A very simple and vivid account of war life in France, printed in big 

capital letters, and uniquely illustrated by a father on active service to his little 
6-year-old boy in America. Many more pretentious war volumes rather con- 
spicuously lack the sincerity, the fresh point of view, and the crisp, humorous 
style to be found in this little book.”—-Chicago Rvening Post. Illustrated. 

UNCLE SAM, FIGHTER By WILLIAM A. DUPUY 
The inspiring story of how Uncle Sam drafted, equipped, trained, cared for 

and used his army of three million men, with authoritative facts not generally 

known. 15 full page photographic illustrations. 

THE Boys’ AIRPLANE BOOK 2®v 4. FREDERICK COLLINS 
“Facts that all wide-awake boys want to know about the airplane, its history, 

construction and uses . . . An excellent book for boys who have a taste for 
mechanics and for anyone, old or young, who wants a concise, accurate descrip- 
tion of the principles of the airplane.”— New Haven Journal Courier. 

Jack HEATON, WIRELESS OPERATOR PY 4. FREDERICK COLLINS 
A thrilling adventure story of which the Newark Sunday Call says, “Boys 

seeking intelligible explanation of wireless telegraphy, of submarines and of how 
artillery fire is directed by wireless in combination with airplanes will find the 
book instructive as well as entertaining.” 

ens 

STOKES COMPANY New York 
ee 
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LINDA CONDON by Joseph Heroesheimer 

devoted only to beauty. 

of Dodge Pleydon, a sculptor. 

This was her religion, while beauty was tlie profess 

How their deepest emotions were turned into bronz 

how love was made deathless, is told in a novel of modern times that holds ti: 

spirit of all longing for human perfection. 

Linda Condon is the story of a lovely and appealing child who became a wo. 

$1.75. | 

COMEDIANS ALL 

by George Jean 

Nathan 
Our best dramatic critic on 

CHINA 

BODY @ RAIMENT 
PROFILES FROM 

by Eunice Tietjens 

MORE TRANSLA- 
TIONS FROM THE 
CHINESE 
by Arthur Waley 

the insincerities of present- Two volumes of authentic Sixty-eight pieces—-p 
day dramatic criticism. A verse distinguished by _ their and verse—of which fifty-1 

brilliant, informative book. deep spiritual feeling and have never been translat 
$2.00. honesty. $1.25 each, into English before. $2.00 

CONSEQUENCES 
by E. M. Delafield 

Brilliantly written, penetrating in its 
study of the human heart and of the 
extraordinary Alex. Clare, it is a story 
to hold the interest to the very end and 
to appeal to those who care for the 
best in fiction. $2.00. 

TWENTY DRAW- 

INGS 

by Kahlil Gibran The 
mances in 

A collection of the best sirable 
drawings of the great Syrian 
painter-poet. An _ attractive 
holiday gift. $3.50. each, 

two world-famous ro- 
an especially de- 

edition. 

printed and bound substanti- a Justice’s doorstep—that 
ally and in good taste. 

THE THREE MULLA MUL- 
GARS by Walter de la Mare 

This beautiful imaginative story 
children of all ages will undoubtedly be 
come a classic. It is exquisitely ar 
profusely illustrated, in color and black 
and white. One of finest gifts you cou 
make to a child. $3.50. 

MADAME BOVARY THE MIDDLE 
MANON LESCAUT TEMPLE MURDER 

by J. S. Fletcher 
Beautifully A murdered man found 

$2.50 the beginning of a clever 
thrilling detective tale. 51. 

PREJUDICES 
by H. L. Mencken 

Brief and penetrating essays, dealing 
chiefly with books and authors—from 
George Ade to Thorstein Veblen and 
from Joseph Conrad to Mary MacLane 
all in the inimitable Mencken manner. 
$2.00. 

THE SINISTER REVEL 
by Lillian Barrett 

The picture of a_ reckless, 
Society in a kaleidoscopic setting-——New 

port and West Riding, Lenox and Deau 
ville. Craig Van Dam, multimillionair 
is the central figure of a story of powe 
ful and dramatic action. $1.75. i 

brilliant 

These are only a few of the newest Borzoi Books. Mr. Knopf will gladly send 
you upon request his Autumn list containing full descriptions of all of them. 

ALFRED A. KNOPF, 220 West 42nd Street, New Y or!: 
a 
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The Christmas Bookshelf 
A Wide Selection of New Novels—Splendid Gifts for any List 

Everyone Likes a Good Story 

SONIA MARRIED. Stephen McKenna’s 

Between Two Worlds,” which gave 

‘ma definite place among distinguished Eng- 

lish authors, has become a sort of memorial of 

the old life before the war. In this book he 

veated a little group of strangely individual- 

ved Englishmen and their friends among them 

the erratic quixotic O’Rane and Sonia whom 

he loved, that bright baffling enigma of a 

modern beauty. Now MeKenna writes of 

them again against the somber background of 

war-disillusioned London. Sonia is married 

to O'Rane. blinded in battle but unconquered. 

still the master of life. “An Epilogue,” the 
author calls his novel. (Doran.) 

+ 
IN PAWN TO A THRONE. Love, adventure 

and political intrigue in the Near-East all lurk 
in the pages of a new novel by Demetra Vaka 
and Kenneth Brown. While the tale is romance 
pure and simple, its political values are essen- 
tially true and the reader will become ac- 
quainted with chicanery and intrigue at the 
Grecian capital, and find himself living thru 
some of the most exciting and_ interesting 
months of the war in Greece, in the company 
of one Elihu Peabody, a secretary of tle 
American Legation at Athens. (Lane.) 

% 
A SERVANT OF REALITY. The American 

reading public for several years has delighted 
in Phyllis Bottome’s swiftly moving narratives 
about interesting and stimulating people, her 
rapid-fire dialog that holds the attention and 
never descends to the commonplace and the 
dreary, her wit and humor. All these quali- 
ns are in her latest book in full measure; 

, In addition, there is a heightened dramatic 
Powe and a poignant appeal to the heart that 

ro nga rho hers has shown in the same 
cote te naa - of a British captain. a 
ciate | na who returns to fight his 
universe. His ae get back his place in the 

it, a victim to ben ‘tiful Ki State tee ce. world. sequin “e utiful Nitty, whom the same 
-arads as possessing too much charm 

one woman and—too little moral sense. 

“Sonia: 

f Yr 4 
10T any 

(Centun v7 

MARE . 
vail Sa (OUR SEA) covers as 

novel “Ts, ae icente Blasco Ibanez’s earlier 
ae oe Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse” 
ite aaa by all sorts of people in all 
iit ‘oun _it tells the story of a modern 

er eer im the toils of a new Circe, and 
himself + the deans of passion blindly selling 
his hie de Nea of evil that engulf both 
diitractsl use in the titanic wave of their 

ion. The hero, brings back his good 
Sh ) Mar p “are Nostrum from one of her long voy- aves 

find the world had been for months 

wrapped in the flames of war. It is then that 
he falls into the clutches of Freya, the Circe 
of the story, who bribes him with her drugged 
kisses to sell his aid to the German U boats. 
How a terrible retribution overtakes him fol- 
lowed by a magnificent awakening, is shown 
by the Spanish author in a story which is 
Homeric in its sweep, but Aeschylean in its 

(Dutton. ) scheme of retribution. 

“PALLAS ATHENA SENDS HER THANKS TO UNCLE 

SAM !”’ 

FROM “IN PAWN TO A THRONE” BY DEMETRA 

VAKA AND KENNETH BROWN 

John Lane Co. 

THE FORBIDDEN TRAIL. “Still Jim” and 

“The Heart of the Desert” established Honore 

Willsie as a writer who from actual experi- 

ence could make her readers share her ‘ove 

for the background of these novels, the Ari- 

zona desert. The hero of her new romance 

is a young engineer, an inventor to whom the 

opportunity comes to experiment with his 

great idea in this same desert. The story is 

one of unusual happenings, of the power of 

man’s ambition, of the harmfulness of his pas- 

sion and weakness. and of the depth of real 

love. (Stokes.) 
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THE MESSENGER is a mystery and love 
story told with literary skill by Elizabeth 
Robins, author of “Come and Find Me.” The 
story revolves about an amazingly clever spy 
who serves in an English family as a governess. 
Seotland Yard detectives are on the case, but 
the girl matches skill and daring with them 
to the last. The love theme concerns a beau- 
tiful American girl, who is an angel of mercy 
but who gets things mixed considerably because 
of her quick and loyal sympathies. (Century 

SHERRY unfolds a sinister mystery sucl: as 
George Barr McCutcheon, author of “Grau- 
stark,” knows so well how to handle and tells 
at the same time a pleasing love story. The 
hero. Sherry of the title. has wasted a legacy. 
and homeless and penniless sets himself the 
task of rebuilding his shattered strength and 
reestablishing his self-esteem. Fortunately a 
warm-hearted girls appears on the scene just 
in time to make this effort seem really worth 
while. Sherry is made of excellent stuff tho 
his former conduct belies him. He isn’t ashamed 
to begin as a day laborer until the opportunity 
of a secretaryship to a strange old miser offers 
itself. In the grim background of this old 
man’s house stalks the mystery to which Sherry 
finally finds the solution. (Dodd, Mead.) 

+ 
THE GREATER GLORY is called a novel 

of a New England town. It might have been 
called the story of a small town newspaper or 
of a New England woman. The fortunes of 
the appealing young heroine and her young 
husband are inextricably interwoven with 
those of an almost human old-time newspa- 
per. William Dudley Pelley has made one of 
the staff of the old daily the chronicler of the 
brave fight that the heroine puts up against 
poverty. Mary Purse sees youth and worldly 
success go by, but the “greater glory” comes 
to her in the possession of her six fine sons. 
The very human types of the story make a 
general appeal. To readers who have seen New 
England towns change as this Vermont com- 
munity does, the book has a special interest. 
(Little, B.) 

+ 

THE SEA BRIDE. “All the Brothers Were 
Valiant.” won laurels for its author, Ben Ames 
Williams, as a novelist of the sea. His new 
story is again of the sea, having to do with 
the stirring events of a whaling voyage. The 
vessel on which the drama is enacted is com- 
manded by a hard-hearted, unprincipled tyrant 
who bullies the crew as well as his wife. To 
the rescue, however, comes an honest and fear- 
less young sailor who has been picked up by 
the ship on an island. And it is he who finds 
a solution to the situation which is equally 
satisfactory to the reader and to the captain’s 
bride. (Macmillan.) 

+ 

LIGHT (CLARTE) is the latest novel.of the 
French author, Henri Barbusse, whose “Under 
Fire” was so widely discussed both in this 
eountry and abroad. Its story is told in the 
first person by a French workman. Simon 
Paulin, a clerk in a huge factory in a provin- 

The Publishers’ Weekly 

cial town. It recounts his life 4 
man, his marriage, his frugal attem 
ter his position, and gives such a 
the customs, manners, hopes, pros) 
mental and spiritual outlook of th, 
citizen as “Under Fire” gave of ¢] 
the French poilu in the trenches in ; 
months of the war. He is approaching 
life when the war breaks out and, alr 
fore he knows what has happened, ly 
ing. Half or more of the story is dey 
his experiences at the front. All this 
is less concerned with the physical sid 
experience than it is with the mental an 
tual change which gradually takes place i) 
man and in many of his mates. The 
many conversations in which the ideas 
cialism and of world revolution are thras 
out among the men and fina!ly Monsiey 
Simon Paulin, going back to his home o: 
valescent leave, emerges into what he belirv: 
to be the “light” which is the truth about ¢! 
relation of the individual to society, and ab 
civilization and nationalism and the organi 
tion of the world. (Dutton.) 

+ 

THE BLACK DROP is the spiritual and 
mental reaction of a normal family to a streak 
of badness in one of its members. In a family 
all of whose members are cultivated, kindly 
and loyal there is one, perhaps the strongest 
personality in ability and force, who is un 
principled, ambitious for money and _ station 
and a dangerous member of society. It is ! 
who precipitates the problem of this latest 
novel of Alice Brown’s. His scheming gives 
rise to a series of dramatic incidents wiiic 
lead inevitably to a climax involving a brothe 
a father and mother, a wife and grandfatli 
The story grows in the author’s characterist 
style thru the use of minute and useful! deta 
The whole is a careful psychological study 
(Macmillan.) 

+ 

THE PASSIONATE PILGRIM. A new boos 
in Samuel Merwin’s Henry Calverly suite 
always be a joy to the friends this hero 
made in the author’s two previous 
“Tempermental Henry” and “Henry 
Twenty.” The latest canto takes up 
history of that singularly appealing 
genius at the very nadir of his career 
young wife tragically dead, himself a bra 
man beginning again under an assumed |! 
with his magic gift, his one weapon ag 
the world, seemingly gone. Against a 
ground of newspaper life in a mid-western 
the figure of the thin, sensitive, sombre } 

is cut, sharp as a silhouette. Our old | 
Henry comes to us with a new and po 
appeal. He has developed from the bo} 
couldn’t help liking into the man you C0! 

help loving. A good fight is always ins] 
and Henry fights not only the dead past 
very living present in the shape of a « 
political machine and a mayor of 5 
depravity. Here is fighting for those wl) 
a good fight—and for the more romant 
inclined, not a little of “the fever called 
(Bobbs-Merrill. ) 



(rood New Fiction 

A DAY OR TWO MORE OF THE SIMPLE LIFE IN THE 
'HE NAME OF THE MAN IN THE WAR OFFICE 

: S AND HE WOULD BE FIT AS A FIDDLE 
FROM “THE MESSENGER” BY ELIZABETH ROBINS a one oe 7 , 

FROM “SHERRY” BY GEORGE BARR MCCUTCHEON 
Dodd, Mead & Co. 

Century Co. 

CAME BACK TO TOWN, HIS ARM ABOUT HER BRANDER SMILED IN A FRIENDLY WAY 
S J cRS 7 . _— . , ° ” 

F HOULDERS, HER’S ABOUT HIS WAIST FROM “THE SEA BRIDE”? BY BEN AMES WILLIAMS 
ROM stn _ . = _ r : : 

THE GREATER GLORY” BY WILLIAM DUDLEY Macmillan Ceo. 

PELLEY 

Little, Brown & Ca. 



FROM “OUTLAND’’ BY MARY AUSTIN 

Boni & Liveright 

JEREMY. The real beauty, tenderness and 
gaiety of childhood is an elusive thing—too 
elusive often to be caught and pressed into 
words. By some trick of his own Hugh Wal- 
pole has made live again the childhood that 
we all knew and that we turn back to with 
infinite longing. With affectionate humor- 
ousness Mr. Walpole tells the stery of Jeremy 
and his two sisters, Helen and Mary Cole, who 
grow up in Polchester, a quiet English Cathe- 
dral town. There is the Jampot, who is the 
nurse; Hamlet. the stray dog; Uncle Samuel, 
who paints pictures and is altogether “queer ;” 
of course. Mr. and Mrs. Cole; and Aunt Amy. 
He has given his narrative a rare double 
appeal, for it not only recreates for the adult 
the illusion of his own happiest youth, but it 
unfolds for the child-reader a genuine and 
moving experience with real people and pleas- 
ant things. (Doran.) 

% 
THE OLD MADHOUSE. Lovers of the leis- 

urely rambling genial style by which William 
De Morgan endeared himself in “Joseph 
Vance,” “Alice-for-Short,” ete., will find it 
once more in this posthumously published 
tale. There is a mystery in the story con- 
nected with a “De Morganish” haunted house 
once used as a lunatic asylum, and the disap- 
pearance of a seemingly solid elderly school 
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master, the uncle of the young hero. 
affairs of a group of young peopl 
everyday sort are developed with all t 
and wealth of detail which one ex) 
De Morgan. (Holt.) | 

MARY OLIVIER: A LIFE is hu 
truthfully dissected by May Sincla 
of “The Divine Fire” and “The 
Heaven.” It is the story of Mary 
life from her earliest recollections to li 
seventh year. Mrs. Olivier is a frag 
woman as gentle and reproachful as a 
bird. Yet she holds her four childres 
grip so strong that not one of them 
a career, marry or develop an independ 
sonality. They love her with an exa 
tenderness that her abominable treatn 
them makes only deeper. Even her deat 
not free them from her clutch. The | 
the delineation of a thwarted family |i 
a whole villageful of thwarted folk 
gives it its power is that in the life of 
human being exists enough of this 
thwartedness to make it poignantly real 
millan.) - 

MISS FINGAL is a delicately written 
of English life involving that most subt) 
psychic phenomena, the reincarnation of 
sonality after death. Miss Fingal was a 
ish little person who had lived a narrow 
cumscribed life until she became heiress 
considerable fortune. It was not money 
ever, that made the transformation in A 
Fingal, but a curious friendship with a 
married woman who had known the lx 
and depths of love. The change that 
over the girl who had only half lived aft 
death of her friend is so subtly portray 
the author, Mrs. W. K. Clifford, that it 
not offend even the most vehement 
psychic phenomena. (Scribner. ) 

+ 
DEADHAM HARD: A ROMANCE 

Malet, the famous daughter of Charles \ 
ley, whose “Sir Richard Calmady” mad 
a sensation at the time of its publicatio1 
timed her new story in the latter half 
nineteenth century and used as her sett 
village on the Hampshire coast. The 
and emotional history of the heroine mak: 
story along with the events control'ing 
development of her character and talent 
novel shows how the sins of the fathers 
be visited on the children not altogether t 
latter’s disadvantage. (Dodd, Mead.) 

+ 
LITTLE MISS BY-THE_DAY. [magi 

extraordinary little person, who has learn 
speak English only with a French acc 
altho she knows no French; who, up t 
seventeenth year, had never gone beyon 
garden gate of her country home, and ! 
learned the meaning of death; whose « 
tion was limited to knowing how to curts} 

seofft 

dress her hair in a charming old-fas! 
style, and to play a phenomenal gal 
chess. Such is Louise Van Slyke’s herolr 
she was when she returned to her. child 

home in Brooklyn-—a Brooklyn where 5! 
houses had sprung up beside stately, 
ing mansions; where Sicilians and Arme! 
swarmed instead of the children of © 
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‘ke the formidable task of lifting taxes 

-)  .ntoages that had brought the old house 

. the indignity of public auction placards. 

What follows makes a romance of surprises 

and elusive a (Stokes. ) 

RAMSEY MILHOLLAND. Booth _Tarking- 

< Jatest creation is Ramsey Millholland, 

unde 

ton’s a a 

perfect incarnation of inarticulate youth, fired 

with patriotism and an all-consuming desire 

to “do” things. His story is that of a Pen- 

rod coming to manhood; a William Sylvanus 

Baxter facing life’s greatest drama. Linked 

with it from the very beginning is the story of 

Nora Yocum, the girl whom Ramsey hated be- 

cause she was articulate—nay, even orator eal, 

and Ramsey was not. He was all boy to whom 

the volubility of self-expression was as for- 

ejon as silence to Dora. With the entrance 

of America in the war, we find the two ap- 

parently farther apart than ever; Dora, a self- 
confessed pacifist, and Ramsey among the first 
of our boys to enlist. Everything comes out 
all right in the end tho. How could it do 
otherwise when there is all of youth’s golden 
optimism, combined with that firm determina- 

tion to go ahead unfalteringly and just show 
‘em! (Doubleday..) 

+ 
THE IVORY TRAIL. In Africa are bound- 

less possibilities for adventure and when it is 
taken into consideration that Talbot Mundy 
knows the dark continent as well as he knows 
India, his tale of the search for old Tippoo 
Tib’s hoard of ivory promises the thrills of 
romanticism in a setting of realism. It is in 
Zanzibar that four friends hear of the marvel- 
ous treasure and here they meet an engaging 
lady spy in the employ of the German Govern- 
ment and a picturesque and intriguing Greek. 
It is only a tract of more than a thousand miles 
square that they are obliged to search and 
their sole competitors are the English and 
German Governments, while half the criminals 
in Africa are at their heels. Need more be 
said of the possibilities of this novel? (Bobbs- 
Merrill. ) 

*% 
THE COLLECTED NOVELS OF LEONARD 

MERRICK. Leonard Merrick is now being ac- 
claimed as one of the most delicate artists of 
ls age, one of the most finished and resource- 
‘ul craftsman of his art and a past master 
of the elusive. More than any other quality, 
‘ays one critic, “it is his extraordinary ability 

making even the least of his characters 
‘eal human beings that renders his stories ex- 
eptional.” The recognition which Merrick is 

how finding in this country has called out a 
new popular edition of his works. “Conrad in 
‘uest of His Youth,” prefaced by J. M. Bar- 
rie; “The Actor_Manager,” prefaced by W. D. 
Howells; “Cynthia,” prefaced by Maurice 
Hewlett; and “The Position of Peggy Harper,” 
Pretaced by Arthur Pinero, have already been 
published. Others are to follow. Mr. Pinero 
i ‘is introduction says of Merrick’s art, “He 
‘oes with his pen what a fine etcher does 
W his needle. Working in a far different 
fictium, he gives us the special qualities of 

etched line—its animation, its spontane- 
usness, its rare economy.” (Dutton.) 

~ 
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THE STORY OF A LOVER is an anonymous 
and somewhat amazing autobiography of a 
sensitive, emotionally restless man deeply in 
love with his calm, thoughtful wife, yet suffer 
ing from the knowledge that she is one of 
those rare personalities who is sufficient unto 
herself and whose temperamental needs he can 
never satisfy. Different from a novel in its 
treatment and from an autobiography in its 
emphasis, the book is arresting because of its 
intimate revelations and its minute analysis 
of a modern man’s emotions. (Boni & L.) 

+ 

TALES OF MYSTERY AND IMAGINA- 
TION. Lovers of Edgar Allen Poe’s genius 
will be glad of a unique new volume, printed 
at the Complete Press in West Norwood, Eng 
land, which contains thirty-three of his finest 
stories of mystery and imagination, including 
all of the so-called “classics” and many of the 
lesser known tales. In illustrating the book 
Harry Clarke has allowed himself full liberty 
in expressing those qualities in Poe’s stories 
which differentiate them from others. ‘The 
drawings depict the morbid imagings of thie 
author’s genius without attempt to soften 
their weird effects upon the reader and thus 
bring an added touch of distinction to a work 
already famous. (Brentano’s.) 

BUT AS AN UNPROTECTED WOMAN 

IVORY TRAIL” BY TALBOT MUNDY 

Bobbs-Merrill Co. 

FROM “THE 
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“WHEN I’M AN OLD, WITHERED WOMAN LIKE MISS 

CURTIS,’ SHE ANSWERED, “I SHALL LOVE YOU 

JUST AS I DO TONIGHT” 

FROM “THE CHARM SCHOOL” BY ALICE DUER MILLER 

Harper € Bros. 

THE CHARM SCHOOL. A handsome youth 
of twenty-five inherits a fashionable boarding 
school for girls and decides to sonduct it him 
self. He does, until romance gets all tangled 
up with pedagogy and threatens to bring the 
school to grief. A harum-scarum pupil of 
seventeen then takes things into her own 
hands and proceeds to teach the young presi 
dent some things he did not know. The in 
finite possibilities of the situation are appar- 
ent to every one, and since “all the world 
loves a lover” and all the world loves a laugh. 
Alice Duer Miller’s latest book ought not to 
lack eager readers. (Harper. 

~% 

A WOMAN NAMED SMITH is an ex 
tremely entertaining novel set in the South 
and concerned chiefly with a fascinating old 
house which is as full of genuine period furni 
ture as it is of mystery. Marie Conway Pem 
ler, known to the many who enjoyed her 
“Slippy McGee,” cleverly balances realism of 
setting and character with the romantic ele 
ments of the plot. The woman named Smith is 
a very efficient business woman, who falls heir 
to the house of mystery and thereby undergoes 
a wonderful transformation. (Century 

The Publishers’ Weekly 

LEAVE IT TO DORIS. 
ton’s “Prudence of the Parsonage, 
book emphasizes and makes attra 
homely virtues of cheerfulness, thoug 
simplicity and self-sacrifice, yet it 
goody-goody book. There are four 

girls in the story who afford consta 
tainment from the day they get 1 
housekeeper and take charge of t 
and their widowed father until Do 
to an understanding with her lover ar 
lie feels quite sure that the young 
from Chicago is not going to remain a 
for the rest of his life. Its kindly 
and cheerful outlook recommend t!) 
a holiday gift. (Bobbs-Merrill.) 

Like Ft 

* 

THE GREAT HOUSE. Admirers ot $ 
J. Weyman will welcome back this sp 
the good old swashbuckling tale, tli 
of the popular favorites “Castle Inn.’ 
the Red Robe,” “A Gentleman of Fran 
This new novel deals with a critical 
English history, when Sir Robert Pee 

den change of policy over the Corn Law 
up his party. The story turns on a 
succession, the disappearance and dis 
old documents relating thereto, and o1 
cial unrest caused by Sir R. Peel’s 
(Longmans. ) 

% 

HULDY’S WHISTLE. Whist’e was 
+ blooded two-fisted little boy, a severe 

his folks. Huldy was his mother’s hi 
and also the person who looked at \\ 

with understanding eyes and 
making him over by means of her joyous 
osophy of life. ‘Puttin’ glory into 
\Whistle’s problems are boyhood’s own 

Archbold Mil er shows how not only 

suceeedt 

NAUGHTY RED 

ETHEL HU} 

\ JERSEY COW OR A 

‘LEAVE IT TO DORIS” BY 

Bobbs-Merrill Co. 

FROM 
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‘nd Mother but even precise and formal Great 

\unt Eloise came to be very proud of this 

: and-tumble youthful American citizen. 
Reilly & L.) 

COLAS BREUGNON. a new novel by Romain 
Roland, is utterly different in plot and setting 
‘rom “Jean Christophe,” the author’s earlier 

rough 

THE FACE OF THE WORLD. With “The 
Great Hunger,” that powerful exposition of a 
man’s craving for happiness told against the 
somberness of a Norwegian background, Johan 
Bojer, the Norwegian novelist, made himself 
most favorably known to a big circle of Ameri- 
can readers. In his new novel he has kept the 
Norwegian setting which he pictures so ad- 

HULDY TELLS THE 

FROM “HULDY’S WHISTLE” 

STORY OF THE MEAN LITTLE OLD MAN 

BY ANNE ARCHBOLD MILLER 

Reilly & Lee Co. 

vic more ambitious work. But like it, the 
900K 1s assured a wide reading by all who 
Admire originality in style and subject mat- 
‘er. Bearing as its motto “Bonhomme vit 
encore,” a phrase in all old French game which 
may be freely translated “the good fellow 
‘Yes forever,” Rolland gives us here the story 

ol Colas Breugnon, the very embodiment of 
medieval gaiety in France. A lover, fighter, 
sculptor and wag, he is most of ail an artist 

if © . . 
at life. Gaiety, vitality and humor abound 
‘nim. Rolland makes his whimsical gaiety 
‘s infectious as it is delightful. (Holt.) 

mirably, altho he takes his hero also to the 
studio life of Paris. The story shows the rest- 
lessness of the present-day youth. It tells of a 
dreamer, a young physician, who craves to take 

upon his shoulders the troubles of the world 
As the story unfolds, Bojer reveals young Dr 
Mark’s dream of world happiness. He shows, 
too, that a failure of the moment may be the 
foundation stone of success in the end and that 
it is better to save one soul by faith in man- 
kind than to carry upon one’s’ shoulders the 
grievances of a universe. (Moffat, Y.) 
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THE CRIMSON TIDE needs no preliminary _ lover, after a three weeks’ engagen 
comment for the hosts of Robert W. Chambers’ steps convention as boldly as her m 
readers. In this stirring novel the popular _ sisters, who become the mothers of 
author depicts the effect of the crimson tide How the vicar passes thru this | 
of anarchy and Bolshevism which has swept makes a story which has been widely 
across the world. The heroine is a young a great novel. (Scribner.) 
girl whose terrible experiences in Russia have 
killed her faith in God. In NewYork she $e 
organizes a club to preach the religion of love 
and service and to fight the spread of Bol- 
shevism thruout the city. Her strange love 
problem and the conflict of her club with a 
Bolshevik organization lead up to a thrilling 
climax. (Appleton.) 

SIR HARRY: A NOVEL. A Jar: 
of American readers have an affect 
gard for the novels of Archibald Ma 
which he writes of squires an 
landlords and tenants, county fan 

+ their neighbors and their pleasant 
1" ursuits an England, which is real! THE CREED OF HER FATHER. The cen- Pursuits in an Engiand, which is reall; 

2 : . T r, 7 10 10 Savors O 1@ past. or arr \ tral figures in this novel by Van Zandt Whee- ’ . I oe : ee : brought up by his mother and grandn 
ler are a young girl, the child of a romantic : a ‘itigl there 

tes . 5 a . the seclusion of a romantic castle marriage, and her father, a noted scientist and ; 
Cs , ene te de 3 to guard him from the danger of an un an agnostic. The story is of the unconven- : ors 

. i marriage. A girl, of course, appears tional education given to the daughter, Laola hi ili at Wie erry’ 
. : © ‘onsterne O ( \ r arry s 

and the effects of this education and of her . 
: ae Lg ow the boy deals with this episod 

father’s convictions on religious matters on her H sil y deals ae 
life. It is a love story, too. of love mistaken 2Ct!0M at the outbreak of the war ma ° S ¢ x . ; ( : Sls ; 

: ‘ the theme of this novel which Mr. Ma 
a , >, , : ; 
nd genuine. (Britton.) gards as his best work. (Dodd, Mea 

+ 
ys 

THE IMMORTAL FLAME. There is noth- 
ing like a beautiful and fascinating woman to 
unsettle the minds of men, arouse jealousy 
among women, and disrupt hitherto happy 
homes. Isma Folkestone, the heroine of this 
novel by Marie Bjelke Petersen, the Australian 

Fe race Momataam, and so desperately Spother and father and five children, thes sued her all the way from England to Aus- est nineteen. They are afraid of em 
tralia. The background is the brilliant social They shut out of the closed circle of thie 

THE QUERRILS. Stacy Aumoni 
last few years has made a definite pla 
himself in American and English lette 
literary artist of unusual powers. His () S 
area sweet, amiable, well-bred English 

. 2 cose ‘ € MW A nik 30 oe he realit 
life of people of wealth and position. (Har- and a few congenial friends al] the r iti 

per.) life that are not respectable and comto 

+ and pretty. And then some of the realities 
that are not pretty break through thie 

THE BLUE MOON. All sorts and kinds of it is the reaction of the Querrils to thes 

hunters have had their prowess recorded in ™ake this intensely interesting stor) 
fiction, but David Anderson has found in the U'Y-) 
pearl hunter a new type. The scene is the Ks 
Wabash flats of Indiana; the time the late 
forties. The paramount interest lies in the 
pearl hunters, in the reckless, dangerous breed 
of rivermen, their mode of life and _ their 
strange occupation. The hero, a youth of 
twenty, nicknamed the Pearlhunter, dives for 
the giant mussel with the peculiar markings 
and finds in it the great pearl that looks like 
a full moon in a cold sky. The celebration of 
the find, the dickering about the sale, the mur- 
der of the Jewish pearl buyer, the arrest of 
the hero and his attempted lynching, his es- hi ; inti tn the plot 
cape, the man hunt which follows and the dis- \ hich figure mysteriously in the pi 
covery of the real criminal, make only part Bride.) 
of this tale of swift movement and mystery. + 
(Bobbs- Merrill.) 

DOPE. Do you know the kind of 
drug fiend lives Have you ever imagi! 
days of fierce craving, the ecstatic mom 
fantastic dreams and exaltation and 
wards the black despair which only mor 
can relieve? Sax Rohmer paints a pict 
this life in his new novel based upon 
tions as they existed in London last ye 
is a tale of the drug traffic, and of al 
plained murder and a strange disapp 

+ THE REPUBLIC OF THE SOUTHE®* 

CROSS. The work of Valery Brussot, 4 

SAINT’S PROGRESS. John Galsworthy has sian writer, who combines mysticism W 

delicately told a very modern story of the shrewd observation of human nature, lia: 

challenge of these times to the world of a heretofore appeared in America. In ea 
lovable middle-aged vicar. It is the daughters these nine stories he has seized upon a > 

of the vicar who make his problems. The older tion in which persons have lived an |! 
girl makes no pretense of holding to the old- that seemed vivid reality. A quick tw's 

time faith of her father. The younger, barely the end of a tale leaves the reader’s 0 : 
eighteen, and forbidden to marry her soldier question mark. (McBride.) 
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SUDDENLY ILSE STEPPED FROM THE SIDEWALK FOR A SPACE OF SECONDS—AN ETERNITY—THEIR 

WRENCHED THE FLAG FROM THE BURLY JEW LIPS CLUNG TOGETHER 
WHO CARRIED IT FROM “THE CREED OF HER FATHER” BY VAN ZANDT 

FROM “THE CRIMSON TIDE” BY ROBERT W. CHAMBERS WHEELER 
D, Appleton Co. Britton Publishing Co. 

~~ 

FOR s : ; : ere 
TIME ISNA STOOD MOTIONLESS, LOOKING 

FROY © teiek OUT TO SEPA WLED FROM BEHIND THE FENCE 
~ <MMORTAL FLAME” BY MARY JELKE B A GRIM FACE SCOWLED FRO) SHI} THE FENC 

PETERSON ‘ ; FROM “THE BLUE MOON” BY DAVID ANDERSON 

Harper & Bros. Bobbs-Merrill Co. 



THE YAZOO MYSTERY is a detective story 
of the never-lag-a-minute type. The stage 
stretches from New York to New Orleans; the 
hero, apparently disowned by a wealthy father 
has to stand on his own feet and see that they 
are not knocked from under him. This tale 
of mystery is a first novel by Irving Craddock. 
(Britton.) 

+ 

PETER THE BRAZEN is a tale of China 
and the “Big Six,” a mysterious organization 
whose influence, silent and subtle, is felt in 
commerce and politics thruout the world. 
Peter The Brazen, George F. Worts’ hero, a 
daring American wireless operator, becomes in- 
volved with its leaders and is launched into a 
train of adventure such as cou'd have occured 
only in the Orient. (Lippincott. ) 

~ 
THE STRONGEST. Readers will find in M. 

Clemenceau’s writing something of the same 
uncompromising directness and vigor that won 
for him the name “Tiger of France.” On 
beginning a novel of his authorship, it is 
expected that the fabric will not be fashioned 
in quite the common mode. “The Strongest” 
is a novel of modern French life, whose 
triangular interest centers not on the love 

; 
HE SHOT BACK THREATEN- 

PUT 

“THAT'S FOR ME TO SAY,’ 

INGLY, “AN’ IF YOU DON’T DO IT I’LL 

YOU IN IRONS” 

FROM “THE YAZOO MYSTERY” BY 

Britton 

IRVING 

Publishing Co. 

CRADDOCK 

The Publishers’ Weekly 

affairs of two men and a woman. 
battle for a girl’s destiny, fought 
Henri. the real father of Claudia | 
supposed father, Dominique Harle 
ever-present, yet somewhat elusivy 
explainable force which we mortals 
to call “world power.” 

"PETER, HASTILY 

TWO RICKSHAWS, LEAPED AT HIS PURS 

WITH DOUBLE FISTS” 

INSTRUCTING THE GIRI 

FROM “PETER THE BRAZEN” BY GEORGE ! 

J. B, Lippincott Co 

THE LAMP IN THE DESERT 
Against a background, florid as a cret 
hanging, Ethel M. Dell has told a tale 
and life and death—of love, tropic in 
tensity; of death, swift and silent as a 
of life, a pattern intricate in design shi 
with purple patches. This latest book 

popular author of “Greatheart,” has al 
ments that appeal to readers of romani 
tion. There is the hero strong and mast 
and the heroine beautiful and unhapp) 
the villain—handsome and graceless—-and 
local color in the way of ayahs. rajalis, 
uprisings and a delightful mongoos: 
problem is that age old but ever new ¢ 
love or success. Will a man face disho1 

T 

shield the woman of his heart? Putnal 

-’ 

THE SEARCH. The “search” wh 
ries John Cameron thru the tests of wa 
of unsuccessful love and the difficulties 

of the enmity of his superior officer. 
him in the end all that he has desired 
Livingston Hill Lutz has interwoven 
interest with this tale of a man’s phys! 

spiritual victory. (Lippincott. ) 
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RAINBOW VALLEY. “Anne of Green 

put Prince Edward Island, the smal- 

Canada’s maritime province, on the fic- 

bias , and later “Anne” stories have per- 

sistentiy kept it there. This is another of L. 

\ Montgomery’s “Anne” stories in which are 

the elements which made her first book such 

nopular suecess. The Anne of the earlier 
stories is now the mother of six sturdy chil- 

io appear in this chronicle, a‘tho their 
nlaymates, the Presbyterian minister’s four 
‘olly incorrigibles, hold the center of the stage. 
rhe Manse children are just the sort of iov- 

able young secamps that keep the town aghast 
at their mischief, while it secretly gloats over 

their daring. Thru the adventures of these 
original youngsters two romances come to a 
proper end, The Prince Edward Island at- 
mosphere iS as delightfully caught as in the 

earlier books. (Stokes.) 

} 
Trav 

‘ 

{ n 

he Ply 

i” spy ie He 
‘ela be ee Le 

tern—a simple command to all outward ap 
pearances, but one which was destined to 
plunge the Maggies and their crews into all 
sorts of adventures. From the fami iar un- 
eventful run along the coast, they fare forth 
to far coasts and sunny climes. To catalog 
their adventures would take all the color and 
life out of the book, but suffice it to say that 
this is a real Peter B. Kyne Yarn. (Double- 
day.) 

t 
THE IRON CITY. The surge ol change and 

growth in the Iron City beats upon the life of 
John Cosmos, an instructor in a mid-Western 
college, until he too becomes the subject of 
growth and change. Industrialism and _ its 
strikes, intrigue and love, the new consequences 
of newer points of view in education and social 
life fill his days. In the end he flings every 
thing into the great adventure of the genera 

ma y Hi, hs t 4 i 

TWO LEGS AND PIGGIE 

FROM “PIGGIE”’ ELEANOR GATES 

D. Appleton & Co. 

PIGGIE. Eleanor Gates, whose “Poor Lit- tion—a dauntless quest for some solution of 
tle Rich Girl’ was such a popular success, has 

‘ere written another fantastic parable in which 
uman life is measured and judged through 

‘ie clear, natural eyes of a little pig. For 
Piggie ” the hero of the tale, is a little black 

iid white porker who lives with Mother Pig 
ind his eleven brothers and sisters on a ranch 

Northern California, where he runs the 
samut of porcine experience. It is a story for 
“OWn-ups to read and then share with the 
_ (Appleton. ) Nidren, 

% 

THE GREEN-PEA PIRATES. Up the coast 

! California to San Francisco ran the de- 
‘pidated power schooner, Maggie. The Mag- 
gle Was engaged in the “green pea” trade; that 
‘, She carried green vegetab es to the insati- 
able markets of San Francisco. She and her 
‘ister ships formed the Maggie syndicate or 
ie “Green-Pea Pirates” as they later came 

called. One foggy night as the Maggie, to he ei 

full 

Ney 
laden, was approaching the Golden Gate. 
captain gave the signal for full speed as- 

Thru the delineation of this 
man’s character in its relations to a mid- 
Western manufacturing city and to life in 
general, M. H. Hedges sketches for us a pic 
ture of provincial America just waking to a 
new world order. (Boni & L.) 

% 

THE LITTLE MOMENT OF HAPPINESS. 

Clarence Budington Kelland chooses Paris dur- 

ing war-time as the scene for his new novel 

and selects Ken Ware, a :talwart young Ameri- 

can army captain, just out of college, for the 

hero of the tale. Ken has been brought up 

in the Middle West under the pitiless eye of a 

Puritan-minded mother and in the very shadow 
of what he calls the “vestibule of the Pres- 
byterian church.” When he arrives in France 

and runs up against what appears to be no 

morals at all, he finds the situation difficult- 
and this of course makes the story. The au- 
thor has drawn upon his own experiences with 

the “Y” to give color to many of the scenes 

portrayed. (Harper. 

the world’s ills. 
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THE BOX WITH BROKEN SEALS. E. 
Phillips Oppenheim here returns to the field 
in which he has achieved his greatest success, 
that of international intrigue, and unfolds in 
his characteristic style a thrilling narrative 
of a German spy, Jocelyn Thew, and the Eng- 
lish secret service. The story was written, 
says the author, to explain exactly how the 
important documents which were not found 
in the chest with the broken seals belonging 
to Ambassador von Bernstoff when he sailed 
from America, were conveyed to Europe. The 
reader follows with avidity the daring moves 
of Thew from the time he sails from New 
York, accompanied by a dying man and a 
special nurse, a society girl who is under ob- 
ligations to Thew. The eventful trip across 
the Atlantic and the attempts of the German 
agent to outwit his enemies in Eng’and lead 
to a surprising climax. (Little, B.) 

+ 

THE HONORABLE GENTLEMAN AND 
OTHERS. The psychology of Pell Street is 
terrifyingly different from that of Fifth Ave- 
nue, and Chinatown, altho in New York, is 
not of it. Achmed Abdullah, an Oriental of 
the Orientals, whose father is Ameer of Af- 
ghanistan, opens the portals a little on vivid 
scenes, fascinating, alluring, and horrible, in 
this collection of short stories of New York’s 

(Putnam. ) Chinatown. 

“DO YOU SUPPOSE SHE IS BRINGING US A MESSAGR ””’ 

KATHARINE ASKED 

“THE BOX WITH BROKEN SEALS” BY 

£. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM 
Little, Brown €& Co. 

FROM 

The Publishers’ Weekly 
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STORIES” BY WILLIAM 

John Lane Co. 

FROM ‘‘FAR-AWAY 

FAR-AWAY STORIES is William JJ. | 
first contribution in book form of a coll 
of miscellaneous short stories, written 
ous moods on a diversity of subjects 
cover a long stretch of years and al 
one, were written in calm days, long 
the outbreak of war. In the volume 
cluded “The Song of Life,” a musician’s 
and “An Old-World Episode,” the sto: 
great renunciation. (Lane.) 

+ 
THE HAPPY YEARS. When “Pho 

Ernest” grew up and were happily m 
with children of their own, did their | 

Mr. and Mrs. Martin, sit back and gro 
just because they were grandparents 
not for long. For they discovered what 
another person is coming to see, that ! 
the autumn of life that one really fi 
“Happy Years.” This is not a “glad” bo 
an earnest novel in which the autho) 
Haynes Irwin, proclaims there is no su 
as old age. (Holt.) 

% 
STORIES OF GOD’S GREAT 0 

(POPULAR COPYRIGHTS.) When 
Oliver Curwood was only eight |! 
out to sea in a row boat on Lake E 
was picked up by a schooner fifty miles 
When a high school boy he buried hin 
a swamp all one winter and trapped 
might earn money enough for a 
course. He has cut trails thru almost 
part of the Far North; he has hunted a! 
of big game—from walrus and seal on H 
Bav, to grizzlies and mountain sheep in ! 
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a. He has hosts of friends among the 

half breeds and whites of the Hudson 

untry. This life in the open and 

= ierstanding that has grown out of it 

have cone far in giving to Mr. Curwood the 
ih place which he holds as a writer of 
sat powerful and romantic tales of the 

North. Mr. Curwood’s books meet two big tests 

of popularity. One by one as the books are re- 

cenid they are contracted for by the motion 

picture managers and one by 

one they have been issued in 

the Popular Copyright edi- 

tion. The following titles 

are now available in_ this 

moderate priced form: 

“Baree, Son of Kazan;” 

‘Kazan;” “The Danger 
Trail:” “The Flower of the 

North;” “The Grizzly 

King;” “Isobel;” “The 
Hunted Woman;” “The 
Courage of Captain Plum.” 
Grosset & D.) 

+ 

THE RE-CREATION OF 
BRIAN KENT will appeal 
to the hundreds of thou- 
sands who have enjoyed 
Harold Bell Wright’s “best 
sellers.” It has a _ lively 
plot with something doing 
all the time and a _ love 
story revolving around sin 
forgiven and_ effort re- 
warded. As the title indi- 
cates, this is the story of a 
man’s regeneration. The 
hero had robbed a bank to 
supply the wants of an ex- 
travagant wife and was on 
the road to suicide when he 
was rescued by a woman 
who had been a _ former 
school teacher. In “Aunt 
Sue’s” cabin, he comes into 
touch with nature and the 
healing begins. The good 
influences get the upper 
hand and all ends happily 
lor Brian Kent. (Book Sup- 
ply Co.) 

* 

bands. Mrs. Norris’s story is redolent thruout 
of the California redwoods and the life of San 
Francisco, but at the same time typical, 
thru its characters, of all America. (Double- 
day.) 

+ 

RIM 0’ THE WORLD by B. M. Bower, is a 
Western tale with a very large capital W. 
Rim o’ the World is a wide stretch of country 

BETTY JO 
SISTERS. Around two FROM “THE RE-CREATION OF BRIAN KENT” BY HAROLD BELL WRIGHT 

sisters, Cherry, the irre- 
Sponsible little beauty who 
could only learn by _bit- 
‘er experience, and Alix. in every way 
different — “outdoorsy,” unsentimental and 
practical, Kathleen Norris has woven a story 
ot the emotions, using warm, sunshiny Cali- 
.l@ &@§ @ gracious background for the ac- 

1. Some one has described it as a story 
/T one.emotion in its various phases, since it 
9 > almost wholly with love—love between 
s r and daughter, between sisters, between 
‘Tiends, between men and women. There are 
"ly more than a half dozen characters of 
“onsequence in the book; and the action is 

ey nly concerned with the “sisters” of the 
t and the men who become their hus- 

Book Supply Co. 

in Idaho, partially shut in by desert waste and 
mountain ranges where life has not progressed 
so fast as it has in other parts of the great 
West. The story is concerned with one of its 
so-called “bad” families, who settle their dis- 
putes with guns, and their neighbor, an honest 
but intolerant Scotchman. The fat is very 
much in the fire when the son of the “bad” 
family, whom the Scotchman has accused of 
cattle thieving, falls in love with his accuser’s 
educated daughter. The incidents of this 
family feud and difficult love affair makes an 
engrossing story. (Little, B.) 



‘| FEEL LIKE THE CINNAMON FELT 
THAT TIME SOMEONE FED HIM TOBACCO AND 

HE THOUGHT HE WAS GETTING A CARROT” 
‘‘HER ELEPHANT MAN” BY PEARL DOLES 

Robert M. McBride €& Co. 

HER ELEPHANT MAN is a story of the 
sawdust ring; of Joan Kennerley, the tiny 
star of the “Greatest on Earth;” of Philip, 
her “elerphunt” man; and above all of Uncle 
Jeremy. her gruff, but kindly protector, with 
his quaint views and quainter sayings. It 
gives the lives of real flesh and blood people. 
whom Pearl Doles Bell has grouped under t e 
Big Top and woven into a wistful and appeal! 
ing love story. (McBride.) 

+ 
RED AND BLACK is neither a riotcus foot- 

ball story nor a grewsome note of Bolshevism 
and anarchy as its title might imply, for here 

BEAR MUST HAVE 

FROM BELL 

we have Grace Richmond’s “Red Pepper” 
Burns again and with him this time there 
comes “Black’”—Robert Macpherson Plack 
the young and exceptionally human clergyman 
of the Stone church. The book might have as 
its sub-title, “A Novel of Opposing Personali- 
ties,” for in its character delineation both the 
men and the women belong to either one 
“camp” or the other. In essence it is a story 
of pulpit and pew. From awkward skepticism 
about Black’s attitude toward life, Red is 
drawn, thru admiration, into active and whole- 
hearted co-operation with his work. Familiar 
figures appear in the story and in addition 
there are others, chief among them being the 
fine woman whom Black loves and the trifling 
little flirt who manages to make so much 
trouble. (Doubleday.) 

+ 
THE CHRONICLE OF AN OLD TOWN. A. 

B. Cunningham takes his readers for a saunte: 

thru an old town introducing them to its in- 
teresting people and revealing its quaint ways. 
He refuses to be in haste; his story just grows 
as he tells us of the minister and his family, 
the village people, and the love affairs of some 
of them. The underlying idea of his novels is 
the reaction of a leisurely disposition to the 
mechanica! hurrying tendeney of modern life. 
(Abingdon.) 
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DANGEROUS DAYS. Mary Ro! 
hart can always be depended ‘upon 

story no matter what theme or gen: 

This novel which has. 

achieved a wide popularity, is a 
of American life during one of the m 

choose. 

aroused periods of our history. It 
nation shaken to its very founda 

elements of its society thrown int 
relief, men and women caught up in 

tide of an unsuspected current of 
addition. it is a penetrating study 
life. (Doran.) 

+ 

NEW WINE. A peasant-bred s 
west coast of Ireland is the “Ns 
which a change from a life of povert 
position of wealth and honor in |! 
plunged into the “o'd bottles” of artifi : 
ciety. Agnes and Egerton Castle, weav: 
many society romances, tell how thie 
a moment when, to save his soul and his 
the hero has to cast away everything t 
world holds of consequence. “The ne 

breaketh the old bottles;” and. as far 
peasant-peer is concerned, “the  bottl 
isheth’—the man comes back to his tr 
he has learned real values thru the ¢ es 
sons of life, and the quietly heroic phi 
of a young American comrade in tlie g 
service. The war itself is touched upor 
so far as it affects the spiritual drama 
pleton. ) 

ROBE FROM “DANGEROUS DAYS” MARY 

RINEHART 

a. 39 

BY 

Doran Co, 
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SHORTY McCABE GETS THE HAIL. Do 

w Shorty McCabe? You might as well 

lack of acquaintance with Charlie 

Chaplin or of Sewell Ford’s equally popular 
nero Torehy. Of course you have laughed over 
Shorty’s racy vocabulary, admired his shrewd 

ommon sense and his kindly philosophy in 

‘Shorty MeCabe Looks ‘Em Over,” “Shorty Me- 

Cabe on the Job,” and “Shorty MecCabe’s Odd 

Numbers” and so you are ready for another 
Shorty volume. The new story starts in with 

Shorty aiding the War Department in drilling 

recruits and it winds up with, well you must 

read it to see. (Clode.) 

~% 

BANKED FIRES is a rapid-fire romance of 
\nglo-Indian life in which E. W. Savi trans- 
ports the reader into the interior of Hindustan 
as natural'y as if he were merely escorting 
him to Brooklyn. The tale is of a strong 
man, a daring and defiant sinner risking dam- 
nation as he had once said, “for the desire of 

’ 
’ 

you K 

onfess 

his heart.” (Putnam.) 

% 

MR. STANDFAST. A department store 
id, featuring an easy chair, a comfortable 
lounging robe, a pipe and an absorbing novel 
is the elements going to make up an evening 
if comfort at home fails to give the title of 
the novel. It might have been John Buchan’s 
latest, wherein reappears the meteoric Dick 
Hannay, hero of “Greenmantle” and “The 
hirty-nine Steps.” The story is concerned 
with the extraordinary hazardous enterprises. 
the breathless escapes and the dazzling audaci- 
ties thru which Hannay pursues or is pursued 
by the most dangerous spy in England: and the 
secret workings of The Hidden Hand in their 
countless ramifications and interwoven with it 
all is a romance. (Doran.) 

+ 
SOMETHING DOING lives up to its tif]: 
trom start to finish. It relates the further 
adventures of the “Two-Faced Man” of Varick 
Vanardy’s story of the same name. If a hero 
is demanded who always has a revolver or a 
latch pick handy, who can overcome a thug 
on every other page and never makes a mistake 
in his reading of character, such a one is to be 
‘ound in this rapid action detective yarn. 
‘here is also a beautiful young woman who 
peers from a hotel window in the middle of 
the night upon a scene which is destined to 

shape her entire future life. Detectives and 
secret service operators give the reader many 
‘urprises throughout. (Macaulay. 

% 
THE VALLEY OF VISION. Henry Van 

Dyke's book is the eloquent testimony in fiction 
‘orm of a great American who has come thru 
the furnace of the war with a message that 
“annot be ignored, a message contained in this 
hook of romances, fables and allegories of 
venetrating insight. A majority of the stories 
‘nd sketches and vignette here collected give 
poignant side glimpses of the physical and 
‘piritual anguish born of its horrors. Yet 
‘termingled with them is, on the one hand, 2 
veldly ambitious effort to visualize in narra- 

© form, the Boy Christ in the Temple; 

- 

MCCABE GETS THE HAIL” BY 

SEWELL FORD 

Edward J. Clode 

FROM ““SHORTY 

while at the opposite margin of range is the 
delightful bit of sheer verbal grotesque record- 
ing an imaginary dialog between the two very 
tame lions of the Public Library, and the 
Madison Square Garden Diana, who has de- 
serted her perch to interview them. The book 
is issued both in the regular cloth binding and 
in a full flexible leather binding on thin paper. 
uniform with the other volumes. or in the 
flexible leather edition of Van Dyke. (Serib- 
ner. ) 

% 

THE STARLING. An agreesb'e. well writ 

ten story with careful characterization and a 
pleasant denouement is always to be expected 
from the pen of Juliet Wilbor Tompkins. 
author of “A Girt Named Mary” and many 
others. This story will not disappoint any of 
her readers. The heroine is the “starling”’ 
because she finds herself in a cage from whicl: 
it seems impossible to escape. The cage is the 
selfishness of her father. a scholarly man 
whose egotism and sarcasm deprive li- 
daughter of the ordinary pleasures of a girl in 
ler social position. How the cage becomes 
changed into a shelter makes a charming story. 

( Bobbs-Merrill. ) 
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THE MOON POOL by A. Merritt is a story 
of weird adventure and awesome supernatur- 
alism which concerns three other-world char- 
acters named the Silent Ones and their joint 
offspring, the Shining One. These people have 
as weapons a death-by-light and coats of in- 
visibility and bombs which blow everything 
down into the sky, for this kingdom is in the 
middle of the earth. Yet it is an American 
who fires the gun that brings matters to a 
climax. (Putnam.) 

+ 

THE NEW DECAMERON. A group of 
tourists, accidentally becalmed in the English 
Channel, while away their enforced leisure by 
telling stories. Among the characters are a 
woman doctor, a bureaucrat, a master-printer, 
a psychical researcher, a schoolmarm and @ 
lady of fashion. Each narrates an adventure, 
with the result that we have a collection of 
tales told after the merry manner of Boccaccio, 
but without the frankness permissible only in 
the thirteenth century. (McBride.) 

+ 
A WOMAN’S WOMAN. At thirty-seven 

Densie was beginning to be thought old. Sally 
thought her mother “old-fashioned;” Harriet 
considered her “behind the times;” John, her 
husband, mentally cataloged her as “dreary.” 
Only Kenneth, her boy, believed her perfect. 

A WHIRLING MASS OF LEGS AND ARMS, THE DWARF 
FLEW—THEN IN MID-FLIGHT STOPPED AS THO 

SOME GIGANTIC INVISIBLE HAND HAD 
CAUGHT HIM, AND WAS DASHED DOWN 

FROM “THE MOON POOL” BY A. MERRITT 

G. P. Putnam’s Sons 

The Publishers’ Weekly 

And Densie rose in revolt agains 
First, she tried to draw her family 
her, but they were busy working out 
trine that “each one has a right to 
life.” So deserted, Densie went her 
and rose to heights that left the oth 
ing, envious, disillusioned. This, in 
the theme of Nalbro Bartley’s mos 
novel, in which she not only introduces 
of the development of a family, but g 
a cross-section of American social hist: 
the Victorian days of the early eighti: 
to the present time. (Small, M.) 

-% 
THE UNKNOWN QUANTITY. Th 

man had a conscience, and the western 
had social ambitions. She was a ¢! ng 
widow, with two children, whose interes! 
very large fortune was at stake. “All { 
children,” was her constant plea. It led to g 
secret engagement, an informal marriag 
subsequent betrayal of the man. W) 
story has not a conventional ending, it 
the reader well satisfied with the denou 
The scenes of this novel, by Edgar 0. A 
and Edward N. Teall, are in Boston, New 
the South, Kansas, and California. (Mar: 
Jones. ) 

+ 

THE LION’S MOUSE. A girl, youn; 
very beautiful, flashed into Roger Sands 
partment on the Santa Fe Limited and qu 
closed the door. She was evidently in 
great trouble and from the moment the w 
“Oh, do help me... there’s a man 
fell from her lips, Sands’ fate was seal 
all time. Starting with the incident o1 
train, the strange and romantic experie! 
of Roger Sands with the beautiful lad 
mystery continue to baffle the wits 
reader and pique his curiosity until the 
end of the book where all is settled quit 
it should be in a C. N. and A. M. Willia 
tale of mystery and love. (Doubleday 

+ 
THE BARTLETT MYSTERY. Eve 

knows that Louis Tracy bears the same re, 
tion for the creation of the mystery and de! 
tive story as does the old negro mamm) 
miracles of corn bread and fried chicke! 
“The Wings of the Morning,” “Number 5 
teen,” and other popular successes go to p 
The new story, which has an American sett'! 
has the usual elements of mystery that on 
pects from a Tracy novel, tho of cours 
problem is an entirely new one. (Clode 

ob 
THE GREAT DESIRE. Anson Gray! 

his sister Sarah, comes to New York in se 
of material for a book which he intends ! 
ing “The Great Desire.” While in the cil 
becomes acquainted with a poet, a philoso 
a socialist, an anarchist, a gambler, a cl 
maker and—a beautiful woman, and from | 
he learns about life. Just as he is about | 
to write, something happens which swerves 
away from literary pursuits to life in a fac’ 
As for the rest, it would be better to g 
first-hand from Alexander’ Black’s’ 0 
(Harper. ) 



PENNY MATCHES WITS WITH THE SHERIFF UNDER 

THE STARS 

FROM “PENNY OF TOP HILL TRAIL” BY BELLE K. 
MANIATES 

Reilly & Lee Co. 

PENNY OF TOP HILL TRAIL. An ad- 
venturous, roguish, gifted young woman with 
a spirit of mischief and the blessed gift of a 
sense or humor is this heroine by name 
“Penny.” Belle K. Maniates has woven about 
her the kind of mystery that doesn’t clear up 
until the very last pages. The setting is west- 
ern which means plenty of out of doors and 
rapid action. Some readers call this story 
better than the author’s “Amarilly of Clothes- 
Line Alley” Which was so wide'y enjoyed. 
(Reilly & L.) 

+ 

NOT ALL THE KING’S HORSES. George 
Agnew Chamberlain since 1904 has been in the 
diplomatic serviee, his last post being Mexico 
City. It is said that the publication of this 
book meant death to his diplomatic career and 
the immediate relinquishment of an honorable 
and lucrative position, but that having seen 
What he did, he could not keep silent. In this 
novel he tells the story of a young American 
engineer and his bride who take up their lives 
in Mexico. They are happy and increasingly 
Prosperous, while their babies grow up and 
marry. Then Diaz gone, the reaction from his 

rule sets in; slowly the forces of rapine 
and pillage gain control, and destruction of 
Toperty, torture of the helpless, poverty, 
starvation and death follow. (Bobbs-Mer- 

+ 

VY THE SHADOW OF THE HILLS. “Cold 
el” is the nickname which George C. Shedd 

f\\es his hero so one may guess a little that 
story will have no lagging moments. Add 
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to this the fact that this same hero is chief of 
a big construction job somewhere in the west- 
ern mountains, that his men strike and he calls 
in outside labor against the wishes of the 
state senator and that this individual turns 
out to be the son of the man who had killed 
“Cold Steel’s” father, and you have a situation 
that will keep you busy to the very last page. 
A lovely heroine, the person who made “Cold 
Steel” take the “cold” out of his nickname, 
contributes a goodly share to the interest of 
the tale. (Macaulay. ) 

+ 

THE WORLD OF WONDERFUL REALITY, 
the sequel to E. Temple Thurston’s “The City 
of Beautiful Nonsense,” is a whimsy of truth 
and love and idealism clashing with the bru- 
talities of a material existence. In a barren 
attic the hero, a struggling poet and idealist, 
scribbles and dreams of the heroine in her 
respectable brownstone front, trying dutifully 
to forget the poet for her father’s well-to-do 
but vulgar friend. Mr. Thurston traces the 
course of the struggle in the girl’s soul between 
materialism and idealism and shows how the 
poet turns weariness into happiness, for he finds 
the world where reality is wonderful—“only the 
reality is not in things that happen, or in 
things we possess. It’s in our hearts or it’s 
nowhere.” ( Appleton. ) 

“WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO, SIR?’ JANET 

DEMANDED 

FROM “IN THE SHADOW OF THE HILLS” BY GEORGE 

Cc. SHEDD 

Macaulay Co. 



FLAMES OF THE BLUE RIDGE. A hero 
who knows the bright lights of Broadway lands 
in a mountain moonshining district with the 
appropriate name of Dismal Gap and—he lands 
in the mud. A redhaired mountain favorite 
proceeds to pull him out of the Dismal Gap 
bog and later on succeeds in rescuing him once 
more--this time the spiritual mire into which 
he had fallen. Al] this meant much sacrifice on 
the part of the little daughter of the moon- 
shiners, but it was very much worth while, so 
thought the principals in this lively tale by 
Ethel and James Dorrance. (Macaulay.,) 

+ 

THE LAW OF THE GUN. The Wild West, 
the conflict of strong natures, and adventure 
moving on adventure with cinema-like swift- 
ness,—all are suggested in this new book of 
tidgwell Cullum’s. A young medical student, 
who forsakes the scalpel for the branding iron, 
is the hero. The mystery revolves about the 
location of some rich copper deposits. A tri- 
angular love affair of which a beautiful girl 
named “Pat” is the apex, a murder, and the 
stealing of the plans of the mine are elements 
in this dramatic romance. (Jacobs. ) 

+ 

THE HARBOR ROAD. Sara Ware Bassett 
has put the tang of the salt air and the spirit 
of New Eng!andism into this story of a brother 
and sister and their pretty niece in the setting 
of a Cape Code village. When the family ex- 
chequer runs low, Deborah, the sister, decides 
to take some summer boarders. and the un- 
forseen complications resulting from the ven- 
ture make up a tale in which there is a 
glimpse of old Boston and its traditions, and 
a broader glimpse of the sea with its white 
ships and bordering dunes. Thru the unravel- 
ling of a lover’s tangle and the kind iness of 
loyal friends Nate, the brother, wins back all 
he holds dearest on earth. (Penn.) 

+ 

GREAT MODERN AMERICAN STORIES. 
William Dean Howells, the dean of American 
letters, with the perspective of a long life of 
familiarity with the literature of the world 
and especially of American literature, has col. 
lected in one volume the short stories of 
America which he considers worthy of remem 
brance and perpetuation. Unswayed by popu- 
lar opinion. aloof from temporary admiration. 
Mr. Howells here sets the seal of his preference 
and in an introduction to the volume gives 
the distilled judgment of a life of writing. The 
book is an addition to the Modern Stories 
Series, in which have already appeared “Great 
Modern English Stories” and “Great Modern 
French Stories.” (Boni & I.) 

+ 

LITTLE MISS MUFFET. If you would care 
to know the sort of young person who is as 
voung as Peter Pan, as modern as a cubist and 
as feminine as Mother Eve—then meet Miss 
Muffet. joyous creation of Elizabeth Kirby. 
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She is the daughter of an English 
wants to see life and be something 
old maid in a stupid English parso1 
off she goes to London to be a journ 
tho she turns out to be a very poor 10 

she has “experiences” and meets thy 
literary lights of the big city—which 
is infinitely more exciting than writ 
for a newspaper. (Moffat, Y.) 

+ 

WAIFS AND STRAYS. The tith 
contrary notwithstanding, the doze: 
stories in this volume are sure to find 
fortable home and a place of honor 
bookshelves of all lovers of O. Henry 
ever heard of an O. Henry story going be 
these days anyway? In this case the | 3 
especially attractive, since, in additio: 
stories never before published in a_ popular 
edition, it includes reminiscences and 
dotes which bring the author very close to 
Stephen Leacock, William Lyon P 
Arthur Page. Vachel Lindsay and Christo 
Morley are among its contributors. (Do 
day. ) 

% 

GABRIELLE OF THE LAGOON. *& \ 
Safoni-Middleton sends his English sailor 
to a fairy lagoon in the South Sea Is! 
there to be fascinated by the eerie beauty 
child-like innocence of a white girl with a 
faint strain of native blood which links 
with the fate of a handsome Rajah. At 
the girl’s primitive blood helps to place 
2 perilous situation which stimulates her | 
lish lover to an heroic effort to save 
(Lippincott. ) 

% 

THE SINISTER REVEL. Against 
ionable background of Newport and [. 
Cannes and Deauville, Lillian Barrett sket 
a picture of a reckless, brilliant, pleasur 
ing society. in which Craig Van Dam mos 
the central figure. Rich and fond of a 
time, he is weak, allowing himself t 
dragged thru every kind of dissipat 
because in a world of muddled perversit 
is somewhat expected of him. The exce 
his money leads to disaster and involves 
dozen or more characters of the book 
story of restlessness and tragedy—the tra 
of wasted powers, squandered energies 

battered idealism. (Knopf.) 

+ 

ANNA KARENINA.. Tolstoi’s famou: 
sic is now issued in the Rittenhouse Cl 
in a translation by Constance Garnett, a 
plete and literal version of the Rus 
original. Thin opaque paper prevents 
volume from being buky. The type 
generous size and there is adequate spac 
tween the lines. Helen Mason Grose has 
eight full page illustrations reflecting 
spirit of the times. (Jacobs.) 
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OH, IT AIN'T MONEY THAT CAN BUY THIS—IT’S A “YOU CAN'T TPASS, WHITE MAN” 
PROMISE !”” SHE EXCLAIMED FROM “THE LAW OF THE GUN” BY RIDGWELL 

kOM “FLAMES OF THE BLUE RIDGE” BY ETHEL AND ori.ee 
JAMES DORRANCE 
Macaulay Co. G. W. Jacobs & Co. 

‘THEIR SON AND THE NECKLACE” BY EDUARDO 

ZAMACOIS PEOM ‘THE HARBOR ROAD’’ BY SARA WARE BASSETT 

Boni & Liveright Penn Publishing Co. 
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MISS EMELINE’S KITH AND KIN. Miss 
Kmeline was a New England spinster of sixty 
summers who would as soon have gone to 
church with a dirty face as to have left a 
single drop of moisture on her precious sink 
or to have hung up her dish cloth elsewhere 
than on the hereditary nail. Winifred Arnold 
capitally portrays this type, a combination of 
grim acidity and real kindliness, and makes of 
Miss Emeline’s dealings with her kith and kin 
a diverting tale. (Revell.) 

~ 
RINEHART NOVELS IN THE POPULAR 

COPYRIGHT EDITION. The reading publ.c 
has been demanding more detective and mys- 
tery stories during the present year than 
during all the five years previous. Jaded by 
the war and overwork, it is turning to the 
fascination and stimulus that the detective 
story offers. Mary Roberts Rinehart has won 
a very enviable position as the weaver of in- 
triguing and absorbing detective and mys‘ery 
stories. Two of her successes in this line were 
“The Circular Stair Case,” the story of a 
crime committed on the circular stair case at 
“Sunny Side,” and “The Man in Lower Ten,” 
a baffling mystery story of a man wlio was 
found dead in a Pullman car berth. But the 
detective story is only one of the types of fic- 
tion in which Mrs. Rinehart excels. Her’ love 
stories are equally popular. The “Amazing 
Interlude,” the appealing tale of an ingenuous : 
small town girl who went to France to estab- one of the best sellers of 1918. Then t! 
lish a soup kitchen and thereby entered on a are “The Street of Seven Stars,” a love @| 
new and romantic phase of her existence, was Which has been successfully screened, “K 

tale of love and jealously enacted in thie 
ting of a hospital, and “When A Man 
ries.” All of these are now issued i! 
Popular Copyright edition. (Grosset & D 

+ 
JURGEN. “In the old days lived a paw 

broker named Jurgen; but what his 
called him was often very much worse 
that. She was a high-spirited woman 
no especial gift for silence.” This is the 
which James Branch Cabell chooses to 
duce-his latest character of fiction. It is 
beginning of a swaggering, light-hearted 
devoted to the wanderings of a poet pa 
broker in his search for justice and rationa 
Not a fairy tale altho much of it is “in 
sible.” the book is an odd mixture of e) 
vaganza, satire and mocking parable, 
which the perceptive reader can learn mu 
the author’s philosophy regarding man’s 
nal search for the unattainable. (McBrid 

+ 
JENNY BE GOOD by Wilbur Finley Fa 

Jenny lived in respectable poverty wit! 
grandmother who was continually harping 
fine lineage and the disgrace Jenny’s mo! 
had brought upon the family by her mar! 
to a foreign fisherman. Jenny, however, !! 
girlish dreams, fancied that her father n 
have been a nobleman in disguise. And J 
was destined for a far different caree! 
that of weaving at the carpet loom in 

MARY ROBERTS RINEHART 

4 
) 

“HOW DID YOU EVER THINK OF CATCHING HIM 
THAT WAY ?” grandmother’s cottage. Yet while fate ca! 

FROM “MISS EMELINE’S KITH AND KIN” BY her to the life of a musician in the cit) 
WINIFRED ARNOLD ul'imate happiness was found in the 

Fleming H. Revell Co. village of her birth. (Britton.) 
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THE RIVER’S END. A dying Englishman 

anges his identity to save a murderer 

has hunted for years and finally ad- 
scoundrel of a Chinaman who knows 

a golden haired girl who is in the 

the Chinaman ; and the Englishman’s 

1, and long absent sister, —these are the 
plave in James Oliver Curwood’s tale of 
iohtning rapidity and tense situations. The 

appropriately staged in the icy wilder- 
the Hudson Bay country. (Cosmopoli- 

ik INSPECTOR AND THE DAUGHTER OF THE MAN 

FROM “THE RIVER’S END” 

Cosmopolitan 

[THE RIDIN’ KID FROM POWDER RIVER. 
Uverland Red” and “Sundown Siim” have 
made for Henry Herbert Knibbs, a distinct 
place among the novelist who write of west- 
ern life, Pete, the hero of his new book, is 
4 cow-boy of courage, honesty and shrewdness 
Whose varied experiences in store-keeping. 

sieep-tending, rough-riding and gun play, win 
uum the sympathy and attention of the 

er. The story wi'l appeal to all who en- 
Joy & rough and tumble tale that never gets 

of the Rockies. (Houghton M.) 

| + ° ° (HE INVADER’S SON. Combining the ad- 
ures of war with politics, intrigue and the 
for fortune, William Antony Kennedy has 

ten a novel which has an unusual twist in 

plot. The author takes a leap forward and 
s twenty-five years ahead into the future 
of a war baby. It is this offspring of the 
it War—the son of a French mother and a 
nan father—who holds the center of inte- 
thru the major part of the story. (Sully.) 

HE HAD KILLED, AND IF HIS REAL 

DISCOVERED 

THE MIRROR AND THE LAMP. The title 
of W. B. Maxwell’s novel is explained by the 
words of the hero, “The soul is a lamp which 
burns bright and clear, illuminating the mir- 
ror which is the mind and for perfect 
peace the mirror should show nothing but the 
steady flame of the contented soul.” The story 
shows how the spiritual side of a man and a 
woman react to an unsanctified life. The man 
strives to make the lamp reflect in its mirror 
nothing but the steady 
his ascetic celibacy 

flame of content. But 

is shattered when he falls 

IDENTITY WERE 

DEATH ! 

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD 

Book Corp. 

woman unhappily married to a 
In the spirit of knight er 

but with the triumph 
The novel is 

ideals with 

in love with a 
brutal husband. 
rantry he rescues her 
of his love his faith gives way. 
an absorbing study of the clash of 
a great passion. (Bobbs-Merrill. 

* 

lose the key of one’s safe 

annoyance. How 
contains the 

PAID OUT. To 
is at all times matter for 

much more so when the safe 
mouldering body of a murdered man! Such 
is the predicament of the “leading man” of 
J. Percival Bessell’s psychologica detective 

conscience; remorse for the 
betraval of a friendship; existence under the 
shadow of a crime; constant and unceasing 
dodging of a nemesis; the black dread of never 

ending apprehension. Mr. Bissell depicts them 
all in the course of his tale. A wonderful 
diamond of scintillating colors makes part of 
the mystery of this story of a crime and its 
consequences. (Macaulay 

story. A guilty 



rkLL ME,” SAID BOB, “IS NOT THE WORKER AS 

EMPLOYER, AS THE EMPLOYER IS TO THE WORKER ?”’ 

FROM “WITH SOUL ON FIRE” BY JOHN HERMAN 

Brentano’s 

WITH SOUL ON FIRE. A _ young soldier 
returns from the war “with soul on fire,” 
possessed of a new faith in himself and with 
a deeper appreciation of the meaning of life. 
His spiritual struggles. his attempts at bet 
tering the conditions of his fellow human be- 
ings and his final conquest, all combine to 
make the plot for John Herman Randall’s 
first novel. (Brentano’s. 

% 

SPANISH DOUBLOONS. Miss Virginia 
Harding, the heroine who tells the story for 
the author Camilla Kenyon. gets into action as 
a result of her Aunt Jane’s wild determination 
to finance and accompany the adventurers in 
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THE SECRET OF THE TOWER. Who is 

any age who does not delight in tales 

eas treasure, hidden gardens, family 

_keletons and secret drawers? Sir Anthony 

Hope whose “Prisoner of Zenda” was the fore- 

vnner of a long line of romantic adventure 

vories. has centered the mystery in his latest 

novel in a much talked-of tower which has 
heen added on to a commonplace English sub- 
ban house and which is inhabited by three 
wssip-provoking men. With great dexterity, 
‘he author dangles the suspense concerning the 
tower until well towards the end of the book, 
with an extremely readable result. (Appleton. ) 

% 
THREE NEW PORTER VOLUMES. Eleca- 

nor H. Porter’s novels have been pre-eminent 
among the most popular fiction published in 
ecent years, and have never failed to head 

the lists of “Best Sellers.” There has long 
been an active demand for the collection in 
hook form of Mrs. Porter’s short stories which 
have appeared successfu'ly in the different 
magazines during the past dozen years— 
shown by thousands of requests in letters to 
the author. These stories under the titles 
“The Tie That Binds; tales of love and mar- 
riage—‘The Tangled Threads;” just tales 
across the years; and “Tales of Age,” have been 
issued in three volumes. (Houghton M.) 

% 
TALES OF A CRUEL COUNTRY. Those 

who read and enjoyed Gerald Cumberland’s 
“Set Down in Malice” will weleome his new 
book of short stories—vivid, colorful and dar- 
ng tales. This time the setting chosen is 
(reece, a locality which the author had ample 
ipportunity to become familiar with in war- 
time when he was stationed there and in Mace- 
donia. Something in the gruesome vividness 
and bald actuality of these tales has caused 
rities to liken them to Thomas Burke’s 
Lime-House Nights.” A sort of fascinating 
tror lurks in the grim realism of both. 

Brentano’s. ) 

% 
THE WINGS OF DESIRE. Four women ex- 

erted an influence in the life of Roger Betton. 
irtist, whose irregular career is told by Rita 
Wellman. The first was his foster-mother, a 
voman who worshipped beauty and longed to 
keep him untainted from the world. The 

second, “the Rossetti,’ was a curious Titian- 
aired person with a code of morals all her 

A white-faced model was the third—and 
the fourth, well she was different from the 
rest. From New York the story moves to 
Japan and it is there that the great climax in 
Roger's life occurs. (Moffat, Y.) 

own, 

+ 
_ THE MYSTERY AT THE BLUE VILLA 
brings together a number of short stories by 
Melville Davisson Post, whose “Uncle Abner” 
Was so enthusiastically received by the fiction- 
reading public. Some of these tales have an 
atmosphere of mysticism; others sparkle with 
the spirit of romance; still others are straight 
iystery stories; some have an unexpectedly 
‘umorous twist, while other picture that legal 
retributive justice into which Mr. Davisson’s 
Professional work and research have given him 
“eer an Insight. (Appleton. ) 
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BURNED BRIDGES is another of those 
virile novels of the Canadian Northwest which 
the public has come to expect from Bertrand 
W. Sinclair, author of “North of Fifty-Three” 
and “Big Timber.” Against a background of 
the great open places he tells what happened 
to a young missionary, so much of a tender- 
foot that he clings to his high hot clerical 
collar even in the wilderness of Lone Moose 
Creek. How the young sky pilot discards his 
collar and gets into a race with a remittance 
man for the love of a woman makes a swiitily 

(Little, B.) moving tale. 

“LADIES-IN-WAITING” BY KATE DOUGLAS 

WIGGIN 
Houghton Mifflin Co. 

WHEN THE WORLD SHOOK. The autho: 

of “She” finds still another of those myster- 

ous realms in the depths of the earth to weave 

into romance in this tale of the adventures of 

three Englishmen. It is a story of ship wreck 
and adventure on an unchartered island in the 
Pacific where strange things come to pass thru 
the discovery of some mysterious beings beiong 
ing to a bygone era. The story is in Rider Hag- 
gard’s characteristic vein. (Longmans.} 

FROM 



LINDA CONDON. Linda, the aristocrat— 
she of the quiet grace and the unforgetable, 
unfathomable eyes, is the center of interest in 
this novel by Joseph Hergesheimer, from the 
time when, as an unusual child, she lives a 
forlorn, articficial girlhood in a succession of 
fashionable hotels, until that later date when 
as a woman of charm and beauty she commands 
the love and admiration of many men. Modern 
in setting and somewhat conventional in theme, 
the story owes its main distinction to the 
delineation of an unusual and always interest- 
ing character—who, tho of the world, still 
remains aloof from it. (Knopf.) 

LINDA CONDON 

FROM “LINDA CONDON” BY JOSEPH HERGESHEIMER 

A. A, Knopf 

YELLOWLEAF. Sacha Gregory is said to 
be a pen name behind which a distinguished 
English novelist is hiding the authorship of 
this novel of modern London social life. It 
is the story of the villainy of a famous musi- 
cian who destroys the peace of Yellowleaf, the 
beautiful London home of the Dampierre 
family. There is a tense struggle which arrays 
nearly all the characters of the book against 
the vicious villain, a struggle which ends only 
in the victory of the brave and resourceful 
heroine over her ruthless opponent. (Lippin- 
cott. ) 
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MAMMY’S WHITE FOLKS. Man 
be autocratic enough when at he: 
presiding over Doc Andy’s kitchen, bu 
“no use fer free niggers what set 
the ekal of her darling Esther.” Mam: 
have claimed all the privileges of hy 
her Esther, the golden haired little 
that somebody left on the Doc’s 
But the rights of heroineship in this 
the Sunny South will have to be lef 
reader to determine. Emma Speed + 
who wrote the popular “Billy and th: 
draws this faithful picture of a vanis! 
of the old South. (Reilly & L.) 

+ 

THE MOON AND SIXPENCE 
Strickland, a stockbroker who afte: 
years of married life leaves his family 
bark on a career of painting, and fina!! 
to the South Seas where he does 1 
beautiful work while leading a savage 
the pivot of interest around which \W 
set Maugham has developed an unusua 
daring story. His life typifies the se 
sires that affect and glorify humanity, s 
in his eccentric character we see combin 
touch of romanticism and _ “realism 
brings sorrow as well as joy info tl! 
(Doran. ) 

% 

THE BOARDWALK. The scene t! 
this collection of short stories by Ma 
Widdemer is a resort town on the Atlant 
coast, and the s‘ories deal mostly wit! 
young people who live there the year 
The undercurrent of community life ai 
vention persisting thruout the summer at 
of the holiday spirit is part of tle them: 
eager and sometimes tragic search for 
ness on the part of young people who se 
park, their beach and their homes perio 
overwhelmed by holiday makers is mor: 
American human nature under cond 
which sharpen reactions is the backbone 
book. It is a picture of a cross-secti: 
middle-class America. (Harcourt, B. & H 

+ 

HELENA. The back ground of Mrs 
phry Ward’s new novel is London of t 
The contrasts of opinion and aim exist!! 
these teeming days are only lightly tou 
upon in the book, which turns on the 
ous and lovable character of its central! ! 
Lord Buntingford and on the love affair 
which, much against his will, he finds hi! 
the center. Lord Buntingford, a man of n 
fifty, handsome, melancholy, charming. 
cided, is a great favorite with women 
generally inclined to make love to the! 
to a point. But “he had never taken 
step he had not regretted.” And he can 
make up his mind to take the step of 
mony. A great friend leaves him as a 
his lovely daughter Helena, who promptly 
in love with her guardian. The plot h 
on the hero’s rather unusual way of de 
with this situation. (Dodd, Mead.) 
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ROM “THE MAKIN’ 0’ JOE” BY LOUIS MATTHEWS 
SWEET 

G. H. Doran Co. 

THE MAKIN’ 0’ JOE. This all-American 
lown-east story reveals a certain “colonel” 
who is suggestive of Sam Slick the Clock- 
maker, Josiah Allen, David Harum and other 
like worthies. His dialect, his hilarious 
iumor, his local eolor stories, his laughable 
metaphors interspersed with nuggets of hard 
Yankee common sense are all his very own. 
Che story of the boy Joe, the apple of the old 
ian’s eye, and his love affairs adds just the 
necessary touch of romance to Louis Mathews 
“weet's story. (Doran.) 

% 
THE BRANDING IRON. Rex Beach tele- 

| of Katharine Newlin Burt’s first novel 
{ wish 1 had written ‘The Branding Iron.’ for 
tis one of the strongest and best told stories 
[have read.” The central figures of this ro- 
mance which ranges in scene from the Wyom- 
ing wilderness to the stage of a New York 
theater are Joan Landis, the passionate and 
primitive woman of the mountains. and the 

sr] Lpiire 

tw me 
. 

“wo men who mould her destiny: one her cow- 
a a usband, the other the over-civilized man 
‘ the eity. Mrs. Burt writes of the West 

“eg experience instead of from hearsay and 
IS @QGn ry - © 

PB c ally at home in New York or at her Bar 
‘anch in Wyoming. (Houghton M.) 

THE SUBSTITUTE MILLIONAIRE. Sup- 

am you had chucked your job and were in love 
aon « girl and had no money. And then, out 

iid © sky dropped eighty millions which you 
Cwcn't take without nine chances to one of 

being exterminated by a mysterious criminal 
band. What would you do’ What Jack 
Norman did was to hire an actor. The in- 
surance rates were high and the chances of 
getting away with it rather slight. But that 
doesn’t spoil Hulbert Footner’s story. ( Doran.) 

+ 
MRS. MARDEN. a society woman and but- 

terfly, loses her only son in the war. Stunned 
by his death she gradually turns to a medium, 
for comfort. Buoyed up by apparent “mes- 
sages” the whole fabric of her belief is sud- 
denly shattered by a tragic and dramatic series 
of events. Robert Hichens presents a vivid 
and memorable picture of London swept by a 
tidal wave of psychic manifestations. His 
story will be particularly interesting for the 
fact that, eschewing partisanship, he has found 
an answer not only for the problems of mrs. 
Marden but for those countless others who 
are faced today by like crises in spiritual mat- 
ters. There is more than a hint of basic 
truths; and a mysticism that has its greatest 
moment in the revelation that comes to Mrs. 
Marden. (Doran.) 

+ 
THE RAIN GIRL. He 

upon a gate in the rain. He lost her—and 
then began the quest of the Rain Girl. In this 
new novel the anonymous author of “Patricia 
Brent, Spinster,” chooses for her hero a 
young man weary of life’s conventionalities, 
who yielded to the wanderlust and became a 
gentleman vagabond. The girl, a serious ill- 

found her seated 

ness and an austere Aunt Caroline abruptly 
terminate his pursuit of the broad highway, 

(Doran. ) but helps in developing the plot. 
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“WILL YOU BE COMIN’ HOME WITH MB, GEL! 

“THE BRANDING IRON” BY KATHARINE 

NEWLIN BURT 
Houghton Mifflin Co. 

FROM 



TORCHY AND VEE. Have you ever tried 
to discover the secret of the popularity of 
Sewell Ford’s Torchy? Does it lie in his fun 
making, his audacity, his joy in doing hard 
things, or his kindliness or his faculty for 
knowing just what is the right thing to do and 
doing it? Read the latest Torchy book and 
make up your mind which of these qualities 
makes vou like Torehy. (Clode.) 

“MR, 

FROM “SPANISH 
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TUBBS——EXPLAIN 

DOU BLOONS” 

THE MAN FROM TALL TIM! 
sturdy American and a bright-eyed G 
girl from nowhere,” a shrewd youn 
aire from the city and his former 
are the people chosen by Thomas K. 
develop his story of the great Northy 
is full of the smell of the big tin 
charm of silent places and the wa 
edness of the people of the out-of-doors 

YOURSELF” 

BY CAMILLA KENYON 

Bobbs-Merrill Co. 

THE WILD GOOSE. Gouverneur Morris 
tells the story of a devoted husband and father 
who discovered his wife is in love with another 
man. He is confronted with the 
alternatives: either, according to the current 
eode of a gentleman, to furnish grounds on 
which she may be freed -from him; or, as the 
father of their little daughter and as a man 
in love with his wife, to struggle to keep her. 
In the course of the solution of this question 
the problems of social adjustment in a bighiy 
complicated modern society are skillfully 
drawn. (Scribner. ) ’ 

. 
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difficult , 
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LIFE CAN NEVER BE THE SAME 
author of “The Devil’s Garden” and “Th¢ 
ror and the Lamp,” W. B. Maxwell, has br 
together a number of short stories w!il 

have the same underlying purpose and 
been composed by the same method. !! 
pose is to depict the war at home as 
trenches; the method is to economize 
and emotions. These stories show with 
clearness and understanding how every?! 
England and France was affected by th 
not only physically but mentally and m 
(Bobbs-Merrill ) 
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REINED IN HIS HORSE, 

IN SURPRISED 

HAVING COME CLOSER HE 

STARED AT HER A MOMENT 
WONDERMENT. ‘ 

FROM “THE BELLS OF SAN JUAN” BY 
GREGORY 

Charles Scribner’s Sons 

JACKSON 

THE BELLS OF SAN JUAN. “He who has 
not heard the bells of San Juan has a journey 
still to make.” So opens Jackson Gregory’s new 
novel. but to many it will be more practicable 
to make the journey thru the medium of this 
tale of love and adventure. They will enter 
the old Mexican town with the lovely Virginia 
Page, physician and surgeon, to find Rod Nor- 
ton at the very crisis of his fight with the 
lawless Galloway. They will be witnesses to 
the struggle of Rod against the cunning and 
courage of Galloway and presently they will 
hear the bells of San Juan ring out and under- 
stand their meaning. (Scribner.) 

+ 
VICTORIOUS is a story of the war from 

the point of view of a journalist, Reginald 
Wright Kauffman, who is also the author of a 
ong list of novels. Against a background of 
leavy artillery over there and of immense dis- 
rider he weaves his romance of adventure, 
iiealism and love. The hero is a young news- 
vaper correspondent from a small mid-Western 
‘own which features so largely in the tale. 
Al 10 the author covers a great deal of ground, 
¢ has been free in his use of detail. Our 

Ppa are not minimized, but those who 
cr from them most are the most emphatic 
leclaring that the cause is greater than the 

‘takes. (Bobbs-Merrill. ) 

Q) 

17 

THE OWNER OF THE LAZY D. A Wild 
West story of gun-play, feudists and cattle 
disputes is this tale by William Patterson 
White. The hero, who wears a deputy sher.ff’s 
star, finds himself ca.led on to settle a cattle 
war which has divided the county into two 
rival factions. When you ‘earn that the hero 
falls in love with the daughter of one of the 
law-defying leaders, you may guess a few ol 
the difficulties that this brave, resourceful and 
quick-thinking youth has to overcome. (Lit 
tle, B.) 

+ 

FREE AIR. Sinclair Lewis has put into 
this love story the glorious vagabond joy of a 
trip into free air, the glory of a morning’s 
start, the uncertainty of each day’s journey. 
and the courage to get on to the journey’s end 
Claire Boltwood from Brooklyn and a family 
as conservative as pearl gray spats, finds a 
tired-out father on her hands in Minneapolis 
The doctor says “complete change” and “out 
doors.” Claire, confident from driving on 

eastern state roads, has her big roads‘er 
shipped out,and starts with her father as pas 
senger over the trail that swoops from prairies 

and little towns, thru the perils of the Rockies 
and the glories of the Yellowstone to Seattle 
The picking up of a companion of the road, an 
overalled boy, his head crammed with motor 
lore and his heart with visions and dreams, 
makes the tea-table girl readjust many of her 

(Harcourt, B. & H. ideas. 

“puy UP YOUR HANDS A LITTLE HIGHER, MR. MAN = 

FROM “RIM O’ THE WORLD” BY B. M. BOWER 

Little. Brown & Co. 

rd 
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CON LEFT 

FROM 

HIS STRANGE 
“YELLOW MEN SLEEP” BY 

Century Co. 

ENEMY LYING ON THE RUG 

JEREMY LANE 

YELLOW MEN SLEEP by Jeremy Lane is 
an exhilarating story, oriental and exotic. 
Most of the novel’s action is in the Desert of 
Gobi; and the plot reaches across China, and 
has ramifications extending back to the United 
States. It involves U. 8. Secret Service men 
and an inaccessible empire in the midst of the 
desert. The story centers around a beautiful 
American girl held in the strange empire by 
trickery and craft, and the efforts to rescue 
her from her captors and herself. Threaded 
thru the novel is a subplot dealing with the 
production and international sale of a mys- 
terious drug made from seed dug out of the 
earth in which they had been buried for cen- 
turies. (Century.) 

+ 

THE ELDER’S PEOPLE. Elder Perry and 
his wife are a beloved couple about whom 
cluster a number of typical native characters 
who appear thru these stories of life in a 
simple New England town and give the col- 
lection unity as well as reality. Harriet Pres 
cott Spofford, herself of New England birth, 
has ever presented rural New England life 
with sympathetic appreciation—its tragic as- 
pects as well as its brightness. The shrewd 
New England spinster who is at the same time 
a ministering angel to all in need is here pic- 
tured, and love affairs tangled by family pride 
and religious prejudice are straightened out in 
the end. Nearly all these stories have been 
printed in the leading magazines. (Houghton 
M.) 
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TO HIS SIDE AND SPREAD HER OWN 

BLANKET OVER HIM 

“HANDS OFF’ BY BEULAH MARIE DIX 

Macmillan Co. 

SHE CREPT 

FROM 

STATION X. If tales of fighting in the 
trenches, of airplant and submarine struggles 
have grown tame, hie away under the guidance 
of G. MeLeod Winsor to Station X, the most 
powerful wireless station in the world, hidden 
on a lonely coral island, where gathers an in- 
terplanetary drama which stirs the world * 
its center. You will witness the attempt o 
the Lunarians, who have seized Mars, to ae 
control of the earth, and the titanic battle. 
waged by the development of every known 
means of warfare, to decide the future of this 
planet. (Lippincott.) 

THE SOUL SCAR is an Arthur B. Reeve’s 
detective story in which the famous Craig 
Kennedy unravels a romantic mystery thru 
the psycho-analysis of a beautiful woman’s 
dreams. The people he deals with are a group 
ot smart, well-to-do New Yorkers, sophisti- 
ee and difficult to deal with in such a game 

of blind-man’s buff as follows the murder of 
the a ‘woman’s husband. Another man, another 

uan—a whole tangle of loves and motives 
ie a in to complicate the plot. All of Ken- 
oes science is brought to bear on the case 

; breathless, we read on to find a solution 
mystery. (Harper.) 

+ 
MARCH ON represents George Madden Mar- 

first venture in a field which offers a wide 
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scope for her story-telling ability. “March On” 
embodies, in a romance, the effects of four 
years of war upon the descendants of an old 
French Girondist family and upon the average 
American community in which they live. 
Epitomizing the spirit of eager, awakened 

democracy, it shows the apathy 
self-absorbed Americans in 

in which the events of the 
them to a realization of 

idealism and 

of most modern, 

1914 and the way 
great war brought 
their true part in the march of civilization. 
Among the interesting characters are Stephen 
Tarascon, the fighting Kentuckian; Lucey, his 
very modern Anglo-Saxon bride, and Mrs. 
Lucy’s feminist grandmother, who is an ar- 
dent follower of Ellen Key and Olive Schrei- 
ner. (Appleton.) 

+ 
VILLA ELSA gives an authoritative picture 

in miniature of German life, manners, cus- 

toms, ways of thinking and attitude toward 
the rest of the world at the beginning of the 
war. The experiences and adventures of a 
young American studying in Germany make 

the story, whose unique feature is that it 
brings forward the question, how is the rest 
of the world to be able so to regenerate the 
spirit of Germany as to bring its peope into 
harmony with the conceptions of civilization 

held by other nations? The author, Stuart 

Henry, is said to offer at the end of his 

story, (Dutton. ) a solution for that problem. 
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THE UNDEFEATED is the novel which the 
New York Times called “a book for which one 
feels inclined to give devout, humble and hearty 
thanks.” If you are one of the many who have 
read it. you will want to pass it on to some 
less fortunate person. J. C. Snaith, whose 
“The Sailor’ endeared him to so many, writes 
this simple story of plain people hard hit by 
the war. He has given, on a canvas encom- 
passing only a little town and a few ordinary 
people, a tremendous picture of the soul-de- 
velopment of England under the pressure of 
war. ‘The fine flavor of the author’s humor. 
the accuracy of- his description of “middle 
elass” life and the sheer power of his character 
drawing make the book one of the outstanding 
novels of the war. ( Appleton.) 

+ 

OSCAR MONTAGUE — PARANOIAC. Dr. 
George Lincoln Walton, with whose name we 
associate such books as ‘Why Worry?” and 
“Those Nerves,’ has put his knowledge of 
psychology as well as some of his wit and 

He calls his hero a para- 
who is 

humor into a novel. 

noiac which he defines as a_ person 
badly out of joint with his surroundings. 
This hero, who is the victim of a typical 
American error of mental hygiene, manages 
to tangle up a good many lives and to give 
the heroine a chance to show of what stuf 
she is made. The reader will find that he 

ROBERT HICHENS MARDEN” BY 

G. H. Doran Co. 

FROM “MRS. 

The Publishers’ Weekly 

GIVE ME AWA DON’T 

PORTER’S 

SAKE 

ELEANOR H. 

“FOR GOD'S 

FROM STO SHORT 

cometh in the morning;” and these sto! 
of her’s fall into that exalted mood. Perhap 

Was 

| Houghton Mifflin Co. 

knows many families who must be cl! 
related to that of Oscar Montague. (Lip 
cott. ) 

* 

JOY IN THE MORNING. Mary Raym 
‘Shipman Andrews’ tit’e for this collection 
nine short stories written during the crises 
of war is drawn from the Biblical sentenc 
‘Heaviness may endure for a night, but jo) 

the most famous of them, “The Ditch.’ 
‘howe very midst of the war a prophecy abu 
Fantly fulfilled by the Americans in France 
All of the stories are filled with that pati 

} fervor which has made of “The Perfect 
ute” a classic of Lincoln and the Civil 
(Seribner. ) 

- } 

Wa 

% 

IN APPLE-BLOSSOM TIME is a love at 
such as Clara Louise Burnham knows s0 

t how to tell. but cast in an original form 

‘is written in the style of a modern fairy 
: The attractive heroine is of course the B 
'tiful Princess, and she is carried off by 
Ogre who corresponds to the villain 0! 

more ordinary novel. Fortunately there 
' also a Good Fairy and a Prince Charming 
‘come to the aid of the damse! in distress 
true fairy-tale fashion, and, as all fairy ts 
and most satisfactory novels do. this 
with the marriage of the lovers, who liv: 
pily ever after. (Houghton M.) 

t 
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THE GIRL IN THE MIRROR. He and his 

wollaborator were to write a play; it was high 
‘is to begin work, but the young man could 

' <ettle down. New York attracted him. 

One morning looking into his mirror, he saw a 

eautiful girl with a pistol at her head. He 

ad watehed her reflection in his mirror once 

» twice before, and had located her in a room 
of a tall apartment hotel next to his. So he 
iashed downstairs, got up into the hotel apart- 

ment and forced himself into the girl’s room. 

Such is the beginning of an alluring love and 

mvstery story, involving a group of theatrical 
neople. The fact that Elizabeth Jordan writes 
this story gives sufficient assurance that it is 
both well written and unstereotyped. (Cent- 
ury.) 

+ 
SIMON. “The master’s no hisself!” said 

Simon Rattar’s housemaid the morning after 
a strange young man had been seen on the 
vrounds of the lawyer’s house. The clerks at 
the office noticed a strange surliness in his il 

manner that morning; soon the whole village 
had noticed that the country lawyer had 
changed in some curious, indefinable, disquiet- 
ing way, and they avoided him. Then a ter- 
rible thing disturbed the quiet countryside. Sir 
Reginald was found murdered. Simon Rattar. 
as his family lawyer and as procurator fiscal, 
took charge of the case. Much against his will 
a London detective was called down—and 
stepped info a maze of mystery which is 
finally explained by J. Storer Clouston in a 
most remarkable and quite unforeeseen way. 

FROM ‘“‘SIMON” BY STORER CLOUSTON (Doran. ) 
+ G. H. Doran Co. 

_euane PEGGY. Here are ten good short are romances of society’s younger set, stories 
tories by Josephine Daskam Bacon whose fic- of well-dressed, well-born young men and 

tion is too well known to need comment. They women, their plays and their troubles. ‘The 
title tale is of a delightfully original Peg who 

cs ee found she didn’t fit at all in a very tiresome 
round hole of convention. Another is of a 
young society girl who preferred looking after 
children to going to parties. There are eight 
more equally entertaining. ( Appleton.) 

r >Re Teatro weneenge seeescenehetae pe 

PAX. Coming from Colombia where it has 
been acclaimed one of the literary sensations 
of the land, this novel by Lorrenzo Marrequin 
has been introduced into America as the first 
novel in the Hispano-American Series. Not 
a war story, but a book crammed with action, 
love, revo'utions and “big business,” it should 
interest people of the United States in the 
fiction of South America. (Brentano’s.) 

% 
WHITE MAN. The hero of George Agnew 

Chamberlain’s novel is from the United States 
and knows men, books and women. The hero 
ine is the lovely and not unsought daughter 
of a nearly bankrupt English family. They 
meet—or rather they don’t meet, for neither 
knows the other’s name, and no one introduces 
them. Yet they sail away in his airship to the 
heart of the African jungle and there spend a 

SEE, WHAT WE WERE GOING TO DO ISN’T DONE ee gta See events—alone 
vine agate MUCH NOWADAYS” toget aoe huts for nanan and native 

) GIRL IN THE MIRROR” BY pLIzaBETA Servants to wait on them. It’s an up-to-the 
minute romance full of strange adventures in JORDAN 

Century Co. a strange land. (Bobbs-Merrill. 

Yor 



Books to Chuckle Over 

THE POMPS AND VANITIES AS DAISY ASHFORD SAW THEM 

FROM “THE YOUNG VISITERS” BY DAISY ASHFORD 

George H. Doran Co. 

THE YOUNG VISITERS. Now, when every 
one from the college professor to the milkman 
has his theory of who wrote this cross-section 
of late Victorian life, it might be wondered 
just who is left to read “The Young Visiters,” 
but it’s barely possible there are a few indi- 
viduals so far behind the times. At any rate 
everybody doesn’t own a copy yet and of course 
everybody wants to. That is one reason that 
this little volume is going to be one of the 
most popular of this season’s gift books. For 
everybody wants to be primed with a quota- 
tion to prove either that Miss Daisy Ashford 
wrote the deliciously funny adventures of Mr. 
Salteena down in her “dumpy note book” at the 
age of nine or that Sir James Barrie is putting 
one over on the public or whether somebody 
else did or didn’t do it. Yes, a copy of “The 
Young Visiters” is absolutely essential to any 
household which makes any pretensions to 
keeping up with the times. (Doran.) 

+ 
FROM MUD TO MUFTI. Bruce Bairns- 

father outlives the war. During it’s most 
tragic period he was hailed in England as 
“the man who made the Empire laugh” and in 
America as “a War-Lord of Laughter.” And 
if he could lighten without cheapening the 
tragedy then, how much more will his unique 
pictures and text and droll situations appeal 
to everyone now that the guns have ceased? 
This collection of forty of Bairnsfather’s ini- 
mitable drawings accompanied by clever text 
is uniform with and a sequel to “Bullets and 
Billets.” (Putnam.) 
JUST JEMIMA. Smiles are more in de- 

mand by the Christmas shopper than tears, it 
goes without saying. Somebody has called 
this new book by the author of “Wee Mac- 
Greegor,” “another Mile of Smiles with J. J. 
Bell.” It has just the same dry humor as “Oh 
Christina!” “Johnny Pryde” and the others 
over which so many have laughed. The person 
who receives this latest bit from the Scotch 
humorist is assured of a truly Merry Christ- 
mas. (Reve 1.) 

LOVE LETTERS OF BILL TO MABL! 
triple bill of Edward Streeter’s pari 
brand of fun comprising those three w 
and laughed over titles “Dere Mable, 
Me All Over Mable,” and “Same Old | 
Mable,” all combined in one volume an: 
trated, of course, by Bill Breck. \W 
may be the answer to the oft repeate 
tion: “How do you explain the su 
the “‘Dere Mable’ letters?” the fact 
that thousands have found them excrut 
funny and at a time when such re! 
was especially necessary. They are j 
funny now and their combination in o 
ume was a happy thought which will 
preciated particularly by holiday boo! 
ers. (Stokes.) 

+ 

THE &XPLOITS OF BILGE AND 
“Bilge” and “Ma” were the forecast): 
names given to a certain chief mac!!! 
mate and his chum, a boson’s mate on | 
S. Destroyer Judson. What either 
brain devised in the form of entertainme« 
duty or variation from the conventional 
on duty, the other loyally fostered 
abetted. Peter Clark MacFar’ane tell 
Bilge’s dare-deviltry caused him to us 
periscope of a German U-boat as a tow 
Ma’s interference in his shipmates ! 
monial plans led to a humorous and t!)! 
adventure with a spy and numerous 0t! 
conventional exploits of the pair. Bilx 
Ma, with their unquenchable thirst 10 
venture and unfailing ingenuity make 
hard to beat. (Little, B.) 

% 

MR. DOOLEY speaks again this time 
making of a will and other necessary 
Among the others are: Going to se 
doctor; old age; golf; past glories and 
trials. Across the bar to his friend Hin 
Mr. Dooley speaks once more in that hun 
and philosophic vein that has amused s0 1 
(Seribner. ) 
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FROM “THE NONSENSE BOOK” BY SUSAN HALE 

Marshall Jones (Co. 

NONSENSE BOOK. A delightful yvift for 
those people who are sensible enough to under- 
stand nonsense is this collection of limericks 
llustrated by Susan Hale. The following from 
i letter written by Susan Hale to Charles Hale, 
s all anyone knows about the origin of the 
manuscript. “I am engaged in drawing pic- 
tures for a new ‘Nonsense Book’ which my new 
iriend, Mrs. Billy Weld is getting up. She 
provides, collects and invents the rhymes, and 

draw the pictures right into a nice long 
shaped blank book.” ‘The “nice long shape” of 
the blank book has been preserved in the format 
1 the printed book. (Marshall Jones.) 

+ 

ALEX. THE GREAT. If you are one of the 
nany who in months past have chuckled ove: 
H. C. Witwer’s particular kind of humor as 
‘xemplified in “From Baseball to Boches” and 
‘A Smile a Minute,” then you are certain to 

one of the many who want his latest book. 
a story of Alex Hanley, native of Vermont, 
out self-made product of New York. From 
the doings and sayings of Alex who could 
lave stopped the war “if he hadn’t been so 
dusy.” the alert reader gains a surprising lot 
‘' common-sense information vary.ng all the 
vay from ambitious business “tips” to shrewd 
vorld philosophy, and cloaked thruout in that 
‘pontaneous, breezy humor which has made 
He name of Witwer a byword in circles of wit. 
Small, M.) ; 

+ 

UWN YOUR OWN HOME. Ring W. Lard- 
ier of “The Real Dope” fame could not long 
overlook the humorous possibilities of this 
"onal slogan. He just had to see how an 

Assistant Chief of Detectives of the Chicago 
Police Department and his wife would act when 
they became fired with this worthy ambition. 
They find an ideal spot “16 miles west of the 
Loop” and employ an “archateck who overlooks 
everything and sees that the work is O. K. so 
that I don’t have to do no worrying but all | 
half to do is to pay so much per wk. down to 
the bank.” After the house is finally built 
come the strenuous and highly entertaining 
efforts of Mrs. Assistant Chief of Detectives 
to break into society armed with her husband’s 
business card “as she has not had time to have 
any of her own printed.” In spite of their 
difficulties, they are “glad they done it,” a 
sentiment in which the large following of this 
humorist will entirely agree. (Bobbs-Mer- 
rill.) 

NONE OF THE WINDOWS WHICH 
NOW BECAUSE IT AIN’T HOT YET 

YoU CAN’YT OPEN 

iS ALL O. K. 

FROM “OWN YOUR OWN HOME” BY RING W. 
LARDNER 

Bobbs-Merrill Co. 



Some New Collections of Essays 

THE PERFECT GENTLEMAN. Any one 
who has read Ralph Bergengren’s delightful 
little soliloquies on “Furnace and I” in “The 
Comforts of Home,” will know what to expect 
from this companion volume. Here he laughs 
at the foibles of men and we are likely to laugh 
with him. (Atlantic Monthly.) 

+ 
THE LITTLE CHAP. Those who read Rob- 

ert Gordon Anderson’s “Not Taps but Reveille,” 
will recognize the same note of pathos in this 
little etching of simple homes and the patter 
of little feet. It is written of those who have 
wept over a little grave but have known how 
to carry on bravely and see in every child the 
image of the lost dear one. Many will find 
in this daintily bound litt'e essay an appro- 
priate gift book. (Putnam.) 

+ 
PEEPS AT PEOPLE. The author of the 

“Walking-Stick Papers,” Robert Cortes Holli- 
day, now comes forward with another book— 
this time not of personages, but of people, the 
kind one meets daily in the subway or at the 
office, at home or church or even walking along 
the street. In its glimpses of everyday hu- 
manity the book does more than provide enter- 
tainment for the reader; it teaches him to be 
an amateur in people and shows him how to 
get down beneath the surface and really know 
the washerwoman, the tailor and the lodger 
across the way. (Doran.) 

% 

THE UTTERMOST STAR. The Churchman 
says of the essayist, F. W. Boreham: “Mr. 
Boreham lives in Australia; he also lives 
among life’s supremacies and greets the world 
with a high-hearted goodwill. His sympathy 
is contagious. His humor flashes like the 
morning light. He is enough of a realist to 
grasp a transcript of life, and enough of an 
idealist to see the universal truth enshrined. 
Like Stevenson he loves a_ paradox. He is 
an artist in exposition and knows how to 
preach without a preachment.” The present 
volume is another of his col'ections of essays 
on almost any topic under the sun. (Abing- 
don.) 

+ 

IRISH IMPRESSIONS. When Gilbert K. 
Chesterton chooses a title such as this for his 
latest group of essays, one has only to shut 
his eyes to visualize something of the whimsy 
and faney with which the subject is developed 
but possession of the book itse’f is necessary 
in order to appreciate the keen insight with 
which these impressions of Ireland and its peo 
ple have been formed. (Lane.) 

* 

MODES AND MORALS. Katharine Fuller- 
ton Gerould, already well known as the author 
of notable short stories, has in the last few 
years shown herself equally to be counted with 
in the field of the essay on conditions and 
questions of the day. This volume collects for 
the first time a number of her extremely clever 
papers, some of which have attracted wide 
attention in their magazine publication. Are 
men the “subtle sex?” The modern fad of 

simplicity; keeping up with one’s di 
on nothing a year; Wells’ and Bennett 
ines as examples of bad biology; the at 
crime of being temperamental; learnin 

British Novelists, Ltd.: 
markable rightness of Rudyard Kipling 
are some of the things Mrs. Gerould d 

(Scribner. ) 

VENTURES IN COMMON SENSE 
the ideas of B= W. Howe are largely t 

average — thinking 
thoughtful men of America are able to 
common sense opinions as cleverly as do 
Howe in this volume in which all the 
mentals from business to war and from } 
to love are discussed with a 
of humor and sagacity. 
the book is by H. L. Mencken. 

rare combin 

PREJUDICES. 
L. Mencken’s latest contribution is a collect 
of critical essays in which his likes and 
likes—mainly dislikes—are expressed 
light and mayhap irritate that part of 
reading public not already familiar wit! 
taste thru the pages of the Smart Set. Chi 
concerned with books and 
present fresh and live views of many of 
most prominent of our present day write 

discussion 

Joseph Conrad to Mary MacLane. 

MAETERLINCK’S DOGS. 
linck, as readers of his beautiful essay on “ 
Friend, the Dog” know well, is a true love 

The great writer has been on intimat 
terms with many dogs in the course of his lif 

canine friends 
Georgette Le Blane Maeterlinck writes. 

characteristics and 
tures of various poodles, terriers, bull 
hounds and others, all of whom have play: 

some part in Maeterlinck’s life. 
of all the canine heroes and 
in the text, reproduced from sketches 
from life by the gifted author. 
tion is by Alexander Teixeira de Mattos. 
book makes a suitable and attractive gift 

(Dodd, Mead. ) 

tells of tricks 

any dog lover. 

SIGURD, OUR GOLDEN COLLIE 
OTHER COMRADES OF THE ROAD. 
was as much of a personality 
ley College world in his way as his mist 
Katharine 
literature, Any account of hi! 
his friend Laddie, and of other pets of ty 
years, is so inextricably involved in re 

friends they made that 
tribute to more than Sigurd; and 
tertainment as it is for any animal lover, t 
who know Wellesley will find in it som:t 
far deeper—a rush of tender human mem 
It ia of course Sigurd’s well beloved and_ 
tinguished mistress who tells his story. 



New Poetry 

SHAW GEORGE BERNARD 

HEARTBREAK HOUSE. “A fantasia in 
e Russian manner on English themes” is the 

way George Bernard Shaw describes his 
twenty sixth play which is now published, 
along with five other one-act plays. Any at- 
tempt to recount the plots would miss the 
whole point of his eccentric dramaturgy. It 
is enough to say that all of the plays deal 
with the war in one or another of its phases 
and that all are introduced by characteristic- 
ally Shavian prefaces. If in “Tleartbreak 
House” Mr. Shaw’s attacks on British society 
have lost something of their violence and 
sting, we find revealed in the volume a Shaw 
who has gained in religious insight and _ pro- 
phetic depth and vision. (Brentano’s.) 

% 
THE CHANGING DRAMA. In _ popuar 

style and cosmopolitan ‘tone, Archibald Hen- 
derson, author of “George Bernard Shaw: His 
Life and Works” and other critical works on 
the drama, appraises the drama of the past 
sixty years, its changes, contributions and 
tendencies. This book appeared originally in 
the year which saw the outbreak of the war, 
when dramatists and poets exchanged the pen 
ior the sword and drama seemed to be dead. 
Mr. Henderson in his introduction refers to 
the appearance of the new edition at this time 

as opportune, “affording as it does a survey of 
the modern dramatic movement to a point at 
Which the great war put a period and exhibit- 
ing the foundations upon which the new 
dramatist must build.” (Stewart & Kidd.) 

% 
HE THEATRE—ADVANCING. Edward 

ordon Craig, son of Ellen Terry and a lead- 
Ing constructive critic of the theater, gives ex- 
yression to his somewhat revolutionary ideas 
1 a series of il‘uminating articles touching on 
various aspects of the stage, such as a ‘ple a 

‘' &@ more durable drama—one applicable to 
‘i times and places because of its vitality and 
nobil ity. Mr. Craig discusses various innova- 

ons in lighting, mechanical effects, stage 
‘etiings, the use of masks, marionettes, open- 
‘lr, daylight performances. ete., in fact, he has 
a iundred suggestions. His imagination leaps 
ahead of present attainments, and vizualizes 

wonders and beauties for a theater ad- 
Vancing. (Little, B.) 

ney 

and Drama 

THE THEATRE THROUGH ITS STAGE 
DOOR. Ability, imagination, industry, patience 
and loyalty—these, in David Belasco’s estima 
tion, are the all-important factors in a success- 
ful stage career. The well-known manager 
explodes many popular notions about stage 
success, that one, for example, which holds 
that good looks are an essential. “A handsome 
face and a fine physique,” he says, “are worth- 
less if they are expressionless.” The book is 
full of valuable information for anyone con 
templating a career before the footl.ghts. And 
quite as valuable and interesting are the many 
anecdotes which he relates about the stars who 
finally struggled to the top. (Harper.) 

+ 

REPRESENTATIVE ONE-ACT PLAYS BY 
AMERICAN AUTHORS. Margaret Gardner 
Mayorga has brought together in one volume 
twenty- four representative one-act plays by 
American authors which have been produced in 
the Little Theaters. These plays have been 

carefully chosen from all the available ma 

terial and are here grouped under these heads: 

fantasy; poetic drama; impressionistic epl- 

sode; play of ideas; dramatic episode; moral 

ity; farce; tragedy; comedy; and melodrama. 
The plays include the best work of Perey 

Stuart Walker, Jeannette Marks, Mackaye, 

DAVID BELASCO GIVING STAGE DIRECTIONS TO 

FRANCES STARR IN A REHEARSAL DURING THE 
RUN OF “MARIE-ODILE” 

FROM “THE THEATRE THROUGH ITS STAGE DOOR” BY 

DAVID BELASCO 

Harper & Bros. 
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George Middleton; Susan Glaspell. Eugene G. first book, and contains “The La 
O’Neil, Beulah Marie Dix, Alice Gerstenberg. 
Alfred Kreymborg, Bosworth Crocker, Percival 
Wilde. and many other playwrights. The edi- 
tor has supplied biographical data and a 
bibliography of one-act plays. (Little, B.) 

~ 
THE PRINCIPLES OF PLAYMAKING. 

Would-be playwrights will find Brander 
Matthews’ collection of dramatic papers stimu- 
lating and enticing. He maintains that atmos- 
phere and point of view are more important 
than technique, and makes the business of 
play writing seem not too difficult. The title 
essay and “How to Write a Play” are supple- 
mented by other articles on the art of the 
theater less definitely intended for the budding 
dramatist, but just as useful for his purpose. 
Professor Matthews knows all the illustrative 
anecdotes and c!assic examples of the practical 
stage for thirty years back and he knows how 
to make them interesting. The essays include 
“On Putting Literature into the Drama,” 
“Shaksperean Stage Traditions,” “The Pleasant 
Land of Scribia,’ “Hamlet without Hamlet,” 
“The Playwright and the Player” and “The 
Simplification of Scenery.” (Scribner.) 

+ 
MORE PORTMANTEAU PLAYS. Thie pub- 

lication in book form of “Pormanteau Plays” 
by Stuart Walker. inventor and director of 
that unique institution, the Portmanteau 
Theater, met with such kind reception from 
the public as to encourage the issuing of a 
second series of these tiny dramas. This con 
tinuation carries on the work begun in the 
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“MORE PORTMANTEAU PLAYS 

& Kidd Co. 

Weeping Willow Tree.” cne of the | 
most effective pieces Stuart Walke: 
sented under his own name; “J 
Naked Boy,” a slight, whimsical, a: 
delightful bit of fooery; and 
Makes a Wish,” a truly strong three 
with an appeal of unusual vigor. (St, 
Kidd. ) 

+ 

THE RUSSIAN THEATRE UNDER 
REVOLUTION. Oliver M. Sayler. ( 
editor of the Indianapolis News and s)x 
respondent of the Boston Transcript. 
«a personal and critical record of the t 
of Moscow and Petrograd in the win 
1917-1918, during the months after 1 
shevik Revolution. In spite of so 
political chaos. the author found co: 
almost normal in the Russian theater; 
tended the various Russian play-houses 
of eighty-seven times in thecourse of | 
ter. In addition to a panorama of plays 
in a play and a study of the various int 
ing theories of the theater prevalent in 
sia. his book contains intimate glimpses 
manners and personalities back of suc}; 
tutions as the Moscow Art Theater, tly 
erny Theater of Moscow. the ba!'let in 
capitals, the state endowed playhouses 
the theaters of Meyerhold. Yevreynoff, Ba 
and Kommissarzhevsky. The author has 
sented his material in such a way as t 
tract not only those who are interest: 
pecially in the theater, but also those w 

drawn to the puzzling topic of Russa in 
lution. (Little. B.) 

- om 

TREE, ACT 3 WILLOW 

BY STUART WALKER 

ft: 
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GIBSON UPRIGHT. What wil! lap- 

ae Bolshevist doctrine is applied to 

\merican industries? Many men have pon- 

lered the question, but it has been left to 
ooth Tarkington and Harry Leon Wilson to 

vrite an amusing satire on the subject in three 
cts. ‘These two writers who made such a 
iramatic success Of their earlier play “The 

Man From Home,” have collaborated again and 
viven us this new drama dealing with a par- 

The play is scheduled ticularly timely topic. 
Broadway. for theatrical presentation on 

(Doubleday. ) 

~ 
COMEDIANS ALL. When George Jean Na- 

than, one of the best theatrical critics of the 
time. defines drama “as a theatrical com- 
nosition which treats of a variable number of 
characters at that point in their lives when 
they have all just bought themselves new 
clothes.’ one is anxious to read more and find 
out his eandid opinion of roof shows, the star 
system, the crook play, ete., not to mention 
his views on numerous playwrights and actor 
managers of the present—all of which are 
given with the intent of showing how much of 
the prevailing eriticism of the day is, at 
bottom, insecure and false. (Knopf.) 

% 
CHRIS CHRISTOPHERSON; BEYOND THE 

HORIZON. A few, years ago the name of 
Eugene O’Neill was one of little consequence in 
the lists of American playwrights, but more 
recently his work has attracted considerable 
attention and with the publication of his first 
volume “The Moon of the Caribbees,” the 
Vation proclaimed him “a dramatist whose 
future is of genuine importance to our theater.” 
Several of his short plays have been produced 
upon different occasions, but the winter of 
1919 is to see the initial production of two 
long plays on a New York stage. Both of them 
ire included in the above title. (Boni & L.) 

~ 
SONGS IN THE COMMON CHORD is the 

ast volume to come from the pen of Amelia 
=. Barr, whose recent death bereaved a wide 
public of one of its much loved authors. It is 
a collection of simple poems selected by Mrs. 
Barr herself as the best of her verse. While 
these poems were never before published in 
book form they have appeared in magazines 
and newspapers everywhere and some of them. 
‘uch as “The Old Piano,” “My Little Brown 
Pipe ind “Help ” are known thruout the coun- 
ty. Joseph C. Lincoln, the chronicler of Cape 
Vod, has written an appealing preface to the 
— of simple. direct and “homey” verse. 
Appleton.) 

% 
A HISTORY OF THE THEATRE IN 

AMERICA. Arthur Hornblow. editor of the 
: heatre Magazine, makes a complete chrono- 
°sica! narrative of the growth and develop- 
— ! the theater in this country, showing 
aig he drama first took root in North Amer- 
sc and chain of theaters was gradually 

lt, first along the Atlantic seaboard, then 
* their adventurous way westward 

‘hey reached the Pacific Coast. The 
full of interesting data—descriptions 

pregs 9 

unt)! 

boo} 

ean literature. 
conclude the volume. 

of the manners and customs of the early 
American audiences, accounts of the plays that 

delighted our forefathers, and sketches, anec- 
dotes and critical estimates of the more 
notable players. The large number of illus- 
trations—nearly 200 rare photographs and 
engravings lent from private collections—make 
this work specially entertaining. One may find 
pictures of practically every actor, dramatist 
and manager of distinction, besides a large 
number of pictures of theaters and playbills. 
The work is in two demi-octavo volumes. 
( Lippincott. ) 

+ 
SONGS OF DEMOCRACY. One of the books 

called forth by the Walt Whitman centennial 
is this selection of verse from the poet who 
left his challenge to the poets of the future to 
come and grapple with life as it really is. The 
compiler commenting in his introduction on 
the principle of these selections, says, “I have 
sought to emphasize those giving most vivid 
expression to the ideas with which the con- 
sciousness of the world today is burning, I 
have tried to keep the organism of the ‘Leaves 
of Grass’ intact. I have ommitted the poems 
devoted most specifically to sex, the magnifi- 
cent treatments of death, the touching poems 
based on incidents of the Civil War, as tend- 
ing to blur the phase selected for presenta- 
tion.” (McKay.) 

$ 
THE ROAMER AND OTHER Ft MAS by 

George Edward Woodberry is a_ narrative 
with a changing landscape background. 
developed by an_ interweaving of drain- 
atic speeches with natural descrivtion. The 
first book is introductory; the ~ cond deals 
with the intellectual life and some phases of 
social action; the third with beauty in both 
Pla‘onie and romantic forms; the fourth. 
which may be called Franciscan, with moods of 
the spirit. It is a poem which may fairly be 
considered, in its small compass, a religious. 
social and esthetic expression of the age. The 
poems of the war are a record of the feelings 
and interests of a contemporary of the great 
events of the last four years. “Ideal Pas- 
sion” illustrates a kind of spiritual poetry, of 
which there have been few examples in Ameri 

A few other sonnets and lyrics 
(Hareourt, B. & H.) 

% 
TRENCH BALLADS AND OTHER VERSES. 

These verses with few exceptions were written 
in France, in fact many of them were scribbled 
on odd pieces of paper while the author, Edwin 
Clarkson Garrett, was in the trenches. The 
book is divided into three distinct parts: 
“Trench Ballads,” consisting of forty Ameri- 
ean soldier poems, based entirely on actual 
facts and incidents, almost exclusively of the 
author’s own personal experiences and observa- 
tions while serving with the American Expe- 
ditionary Forces in France; “Pre-War Poems.” 
consisting of three sets of verses written just 
before the active entering of America In the 
World War, and appertaining to, but not an 
integral part of it, and therefore grouped 
separately; other poems of a general and 
non-military charac’er. ( Winston.) 



REYNARD, THE FOX, OR THE GHOST 
HEATH RUN. It has been several years since 
John Masefield has given us a long narrative 
poem. Now comes another of his delightful 
stories in verse. (Macmillan.) 

+ 

RAINBOW VERSE, as its title indicates, is 
a book of helpful, sunny, rainbow philosophy 
—philosophy that urges men to do bigger, 
better things in life. W. Dayton Wegefarth 
has couched these inspirational verses in the 
language of the man in the street. (Jacobs.) 

+ 

THE PATH TO HOME. In this new volume 
of verse Edgar A. Guest has returned to the 
vein of his “A Heap O’ Livin’” which found 
so many readers. These are poems of the 
homely joys of everyday life written in a 
jolly kindly spirit and showing the author’s 
genial philosophy. This new Guest book. suc- 
cessor to “A Heap O’ Livin,’” “Just Folks ” 
and “Over Here,” contains over a hundred 
poems. (Reilly & L.) 

+ 

HOLY RUSSIA. In our struggle to under 
stand that great and incomprehensible country 
this collection of its poems will aid not a little 
in making Russian life and ideas better known. 
These 39 poems brought together in transla- 
tions by P. E. Matheson illustrate what are still 
characteristic features of the Russian spirit. 
{Oxford Univ.) 

+ 

THE POETRY OF PEACE. We have had 
several collections of poems inspired by the 
war. Here is one devoted to the poems of 
peace. R. M. Leonard has brought together in 
this collection poems and extracts from over 
fifty poets, from Gower to Mr. Robert Bridges, 
on peace in its varying aspects, historical and 
legendary, false and true. Copyright poems by 
the laureate, Mr. Hardy, Francis Thompson 
and others are ineluded. (Oxford Univ.) 

+ 

THE STORY OF OUR NATIONAL BAL- 
LADS. Most of us know the story of how 
“The Star-Spangled Banner” came to be writ- 
ten and it is always worth repeating. But 
how many know the facts behind any one of 
a dozen other familiar Nation songs? Yet, 
each contains between its lines a dea] of in- 
teresting history. C. A. Browne, while telling 
how our songs came into existence, also throws 
much light upon the inner turn of events. 
His account includes the songs of the Spanish 
American and the European War. (Crowell.) 

+ 

STARVED ROCK is a daring expression of 
the poetical genius of Edgar Lee Mast- 
ers, author of “Spoon River Anthology.” He 
does not turn for his inspiration to the little 
things of life, but writes rather of the funda- 
mentals; of the passions that sway men; of 
the struggles to achieve not only materially, 
but mentally; to know, to understand; to 
glimpse something of the forces which order 

The Publishers’ Weekly 

the universe. The book is a frank an 
the human mind and of human motive: 
millan.) 

+ 

A TREASURY OF WAR POETRY; S| 
SERIES complements “A Treasury 
Poetry,” issued in 1917 by George 
Clarke, which contained only poems 
during the first half of the war. P 
Clarke has compiled this second series, 1 
plete the poetic record of the war. (| 
ton M.) 

~% 

THE SECOND BOOK OF MODERN VERSE 
Like “The Little Book of Modern Vers: 
sued in 1913, this is a selection from thi 
of contemporaneous American poets. It 
compiled by Jessie B. Rittenhouse, acd: 
anthology making. It is larger thar 
earlier book, containing more than two 
dred poems by nearly a hundred different 
ers. Many are represented by thei 
works, but the larger proportion of the na 
are new. Tho most of the selections 
short, a few long selections of special im; 
ance are included, among them “The Cl 
Nightingale,” by Vachel Lindsay; “Eye Wit 
ness,” Ridgeley Torrence; “Path Flov 
Olive Tilford Dargan; “Patterns,” A 
Lowell; “The Ancient Beautiful Thing: 
Fannie Stearns Davis; as*well as part ot 
gar Lee Masters’s “Spoon River Antho!l 
(Houghton M.) 

+ 

ANTHOLOGY OF MAGAZINE VERSE FOR 
1919. The New York Times has characterized 

these anthologies of William Stanley Brait 

waite as “signs of the times and milestones 
upon the way.” This, the seventh an! 
volume, contains selections from the works 
sixty or seventy American poets, an introdi\\ 

tion on poetic inspiration and influence, wit 
an account of the poetry of the year; a re! 
ence index of the titles and authors of 
poems printed in more than thirty publicat 
during the year; important lists of maga 
essays and review articles on poetry an 
volumes of poems and books dealing with | 
and poetry in every phase. There is al: 
biographical index of the poets incl 

Small, M.) 
+ 

BALLADS OF OLD NEW YORK. Ar! 

Guiterman has already made a place fo! 

self as a writer of humorous verse. 

rhymed book reviews in Life have made 
famous and his books, “The Laughing M 
and “The Mirthful Lyre,” have had 
readers. Mr. Guiterman brings a new 

whimsical interest to the quaint historica! 

of New York life. He has chosen the old-\ 

singing ballad as the form for his vers 
for subject matter he has taken the old )) 
burgomasters, the English colonials an 

American revolutionists, giving pictures 

their daily lives, telling how they got 
names and relating old legends about 
A series of amusing illustrations adds g! 
to the charm of the book. (Harper 



Biography of Present Days and Past 

sevelt —Riley—Dickens—G renfell—Marshall—Anatole France 

AVERAGE AMERICANS is Licutenant Col- 

onel _Roosevelt’s first book. In it he describes 

the early lives and training of the four sons 

of great American, and the influence the 

father had upon those lives. Then there are 

extracts from letters written by the old col- 

onel at home to the young colonel in France, 

letters full of common sense and broad Vision. 

Finally the younger man writes of lessons 

of the war, with an insight and force, remin- 

isecent of his illustrious father. (Putnam. ) 

FROM “AVERAGE 

Ge 

THEODORE ROOSEVELT. There _ have 
been, of course, literally dozens of biographies 
of Theodore Roosevelt, and he himself, before 

s death, wrote his autobiography. Notwith- 
standing this, William Roscoe Thayer’s sym- 
pathetic and intimate study throws much 

and important light upon Roosevelt’s 

Mr. Thayer brought to his task two 

special qualifications: His brilliantly suc- 
*sstul biographies of Cavour and John Hay 

“ve given him a high place among American 
graphers; and in addition to his technical 

{ualifieation, he was a college mate and life 

resh 
IOS 

Vd oer 

very 

Dix 

AMERICANS” 

Putnam’s 

UcCormick—Lafayette 

long friend of Roosevelt. His earlier re- 
searches, too, in connection with the “Life of 
John Hay,” have given him a unique knowl 
edge of the background of affairs during 
Roosevelt’s presidency. (Houghton M.) 

*% 

THEODORE ROOSEVELT’S LETTERS TO 
HIS CHILDREN. Edited by Joseph Bucklin 
Bishop, reveals Colonel Roosevelt in a light 
unfamiliar to the general public. Their domi- 

BY THEODORE ROOSEVELT 

Sons 

nant note is that of a frank glad comrade- 
ship. He was the favorite companion of his 
children joining heartily in all their sports. 
Whenever he was separated from them he wrote 
letters describing the birds and animals which 
he saw, if on a hunting trip, or the funny 
antics of the household pets at Sagamore Hill 
or in the White House when the children were 
away at school. Remarkable for their utter 
exclusion of everything save the common in- 
terests of the writer and the recipient of the 
letter, they might have been written by an 
elder brother or a fellow playmate. Theodore 
Roosevelt had that rare and priceless gift of 
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remembering what it means to be a child; yet 
at the same time extending subtly. tho un- 
mistakably, something of his own inspiring 
magnetism, his rugged and unswerving phi- 
losophy of life, to build their character and 
make them the better men and women in the 
coming generation. One would wish for the 
good of our American: eitizenship that this 
volume could be scattered broadcast in every 
American household containing parents and 
children. (Scribner.) 

Publishers’ 
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Weekly 

IMPRESSIONS OF THEODORE 
VELT. Lawrence F. Abbott makes ». 
of writing a life of Theodore Roos 
a chronological narrative of the even 
career, but he does give some interest 
lights on his life which all lovers oj 
Colonel will be eager to read. Afte: 
can hunt of 1910, Roosevelt cabled 
bott to meet him at Khartum and ac 
him on his tour thru Egypt, Europe an 
Britain. This Mr. Abbott did. [at 

DICKENS AND HIS FRIENDS IN CORNWALL—THE CARRIAGE 
CHARLES DICKENS, STANFIELD, 

FROM 

THE DICKENS CIRCLE. Charles Dickens 
had an amazing capacity for friendship. J. W. 
T. Ley, an authority on Dickens, confesses his 
astonishment that a man who had had no 
more material advantages and had not en- 
joyed the formal education of the period 
should number so many distinguished men 
among his friends. Mr. Ley, convinced that 
nothing is more illuminative of a man’s per- 
sonality than a study of his friendships, in- 
troduces in an intimate and vivid way, Leigh 
Hunt, Walter Savage Landor, the Landseers, 
“Phiz” and Cruikshank and numerous other 
celebrities who made up the Dickens circle. 
(Dutton. ) 

*% 

BILL SEWALL’S STORY OF T. R. Bill 
Sewall, a quiet, simple man from the Maine 
woods saw an entirely different side of the 
Colonel from that which will be handed down 
by history. His book is a record of a wonder- 
ful out-door friendship. and in the direct out- 
spoken way of the woodsman, it tells of Roose- 
velt’s amazing endurance and courage during 
big game adventures and frontier clashes. 
The picture it gives us is that of Roosevelt, 
the hunter. the ranchman and the man. (Har- 
per. ) 

“THE DICKENS CIRCLE” BY J. 

BE. P. Dutton 

CLARKSO?! MACLISE, CONTAINS DANIEL 

AND JOHN FORSTER 

WwW. T. LEY 

é Co. 

came known as Mr. Roosevelt’s secretary 
was received as a minister p’enipotentiar) 
the European Courts which he visited 
Colonel Roosevelt. As Mr. Abbott alone 
record from personal experience this epo 
triumphal tour of the great ex-President 
account will be read with special] int 

(Doubleday. ) 

+ 

JOHN McCORMACK: HIS OWN lL! 

STORY. The world’s greatest concert 
needs no introduction in America. 
mere announcement of an approaching « 
fills a hall to overflowing, while the deman 
his phonograph records reaches hundred 
thousands. The facts of his boyhood in 
land, how he was “discovered” and his 
to the position he now holds have 
transcribed by Pierre V. R. Key fo! 
delight of those countless admirers inter 
in knowing the tenor’s life from the day 
as a little lad in Athlone, Ireland, he use 
sing to the neighbors, until the time wher 

came to America and wrought into melod) 
only the old folk songs of Ireland, but 
classic creations of the great masters of m 
(Small, M.) 
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EE RRS AREER 

HE SIGN ON THE COUNTRY BARN PAINTED BY RILEY 
IN 1873 

OM “YOUTH OF JAMES WHITCOMB RILEY” BY 
MARCUS DICKEY 

Bobbs-Merrill Co. 

THE YOUTH OF JAMES WHITCOMB 
RILEY. Marcus Dickey was a friend to James 
Whitcomb Riley for years, and for many of 
these intimately associated with him as man- 
iger and secretary. Sure of Riley’s genius and 
onfident of his ultimate recognition, Mr. 
Dickey began the accumulation of material 
and the keeping of records—anecdotes, conver- 
sations, correspondence and the like—from the 
lay the two men first met. When it came to 
the actual preparation of the volume, Mr. 
Dickey had access to all the Riley archives and 
the aid of all of Riley’s intimates. So after 
1 generation of preparation, and upon the 
leath of the poet, Mr. Dickey began the actual 
vriting of this volume. In his work of com- 
position he had always before him Riley’s 
sympathetic and understanding admirers—the 
men and women and children who know what 
poets know, who were kin to him in spirit. 
ind it was to them that he wrote. and from 
‘hem that he drew inspiration and courage. 
Bobbs-Merrill. ) 

+ 

MEMORIES OF BUFFALO BILL is a bio- 
graphy of one of the most picturesque char- 
‘cters in American history, pulsating witb all 
the excitement of the old Wild West. From 
on lay that Louisa Frederici met Buffalo 
bull and slapped his face to the day of the 
reat Indian fighter’s death, life was a series 
‘' wonderful adventures for both of them— 
‘cventures that Mrs. Buffalo Bill (Louisa F. 

( recounts. She tells of Buffalo Bill’s 

whirlwind courtship, of his life as a pioneer, 
of his success as an Indian fighter and as the 
avenger of Custer’s massacre, and of the organ- 
ization of the world-famous Wild West Show. 
The book gives a unique picture of the West of 
fifty years ago. (Appleton.) 

+ 
ABRAHAM LINCOLN AS A MAN OF 

LETTERS is the first book to study Lin- 
coln in the capacity of a man of letters. It 
presents the chief material upon which Lin- 
coln’s claim to a place in literature is based 
and traces his growth in power of literary ex- 
pression. Step by step Luther Emerson Rob 
inson follows the steady upward march of the 
great emancipator, and shows how he acquired 
his marvelous ability to reach the mind and 
heart of the people. The book is rich in ref- 
erences of value to the student. The gener- 
ous appendix embraces all of Lincoln’s most 
famous addresses, letters and state papers 
(Reilly & L.) 

+ 

LITTLE PETER. (La Petit Pierre.) Anatole 
France’s latest book is really an autobiography 
of his childhood. A sequel to Pierre Naziere 
and “My Friend’s Book,” it is a delightful mix- 
ture of reminiscent tales, witty satire and 
philosophy. The writer’s method of novel 
writing is largely employed here, for he per- 
mits himself the same engaging discursiveness 
that is characteristic of many of his fiction 
characters. (Lane.) 

HEIGHT OF HIS CAREER BUFFALO BILL AT THE 

PROM “MBMORIES OF BUFFALO BILL” BY LOUISA F, 

CODY, MRS. BUFFALO BILL 

D. Appleton & Co. 

GR A a 
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STEEPLE JACK is what James Huneker 
has called the very candid narrative of his 
kaleidoscopic existence, which he begins with 
his earliest memory, the child’s vision of the 
funereal obsequies of Lincoln and closes with 
Wilson’s call to arms in 1917. Mr. Huneker 
fairly brims over with the impressions of his 
boyhood: his aspirations toward an inaccessible 
ideal, his passion for music, literature, and 
the fine arts. He tells how ambition drove 
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MOORE AS SEEN BY JACK YEATES 

HUNEKER 

GEORGI 

FROM “STEEPLEJACK” BY JAMES 

Charles Scribner’s Sons 

him to the Paris of 1878 to maintain himself 
by the uncertain prop of journalism while he 
pursued his studies and how he returned to 
New York and for over three decades was 
associated with many distinguished thinkers, 
musicians, painters, poets, mystics, actors and 
opera singers. Apart from its recollections of 
New York, London, Paris, Rome, Madrid. 
Vienna, Prague and Amsterdam, and of past 
and contemporary European and Ame: can 
celebrities, the book is also a clearly composed 
portrait of a capricious, cosmopolitan tem 
perament and a forthright human personality. 
(Seribner.) 

+ 

AN AMERICAN IDYLL. The story of 
Carleton H. Parker as told by his wife is 
more than a mere biography of an unusual and 
in many ways remarkable life; it is more even 
than a wonderfully intimate love story. For 
in addition to being both, it stands ou’ among 

the books of the year as a moving commentary 

Publishers’ Weekly 

upon the times and a memorial to 

gif'ed and intensely human. spirit 
twentieth century. Carleton Pay 
young, had already been recogniz 
authority in settling economic prob). 
labor disputes. Many knew him in t 
but comparatively few knew the real 
the man’s personality as it is depict: 
The book makes an ideal gift for am 
who loves the breezy unconven‘ionalis) 
Westerner, combined with the whok 
idealism of a philosopher and the pract 
of an economist. (Atlantic Monthly. 

~ 

JOAN OF ARC. Laura E. Richards, 
books on Florence Nightingale and <A 
Adams are so popular, here tells the tly 
story of Joan of Are, a tale which today 
special appeal, for Joan of Are represent 
spirit of France. The account starts \ 
picture of France. torn by civil strife bet 
the rival Burgundian and Armagnac fact 
ruled by a mad king half under the 
tion of the invading English and ean 
eareer of the Maid of Orleans to its 

( Appleton. 

% 

THE TRUE LA FAYETTE. “La Fa 
we are here!” General Pershing’s quiet s 

at the tomb of the friend of America 

that the three millions of Americans 

Pershing’s army were ready to pay oul 
to France, and to carry on La Fay 
struggle for human rights and freedom. ( 
Morgan, author of “The True Patrick II 
tells the true story of a man who won 

fame at nineteen, and added to it thru 1 
fifty years. The the who 
La Faveite’s eareer in detail It has 24 

trations. (Lippincott. ) 

book COVETS 

he 

THE LIFE OF JOHN MARSHALL. \\ 
the character of John Marshall as chiel 

tavonist, Albert JJ. Beveridge has broug 

life the great builders of the nation and 

ized an entire era in a wavy that 

the whole course of our development 

sense, the preceding volumes have been mi 

preliminary to Volumes III and IV. now 
lished, which complete this work. In 1 

many important events are adequate!) 
forth for the first time. Marshall's far 

achievements on the Supreme’ Ben 

dramatically 

illum 

described how he becam« 

final arbiter between the two great conte! 
factions of Hamilton and Jefferson—the fa: 
Chase impeachment—the celebrated tr! 
Marbury vs. Madison—all the facts in A 
Burr’s conspiracy and trial—the amazing 
of Fletcher vs. Peck, a tale as dramatic as 

ever enacted behind the footlights, wit! 
wholesale bribery of legislation and its 1 

sale of thirty-five million acres of lai 
innocent purchasers. And these are 0! 

few of the famous trials reconstructe 

Senator Beveridge after extended rese 
(Houghton M.) 



ASOKA by James M. Macphail. The char- 

acter of Asoka has a two-fold interest: politi- 

eal and religious. -He was the most illustrious 

of a great and powerful dynasty and 

he was the leader of a spiritual movement 

which marked an epoch in the history of the 

Kastern World and has exercised a religious in- 

upon a third of the human race. (Ox- 

member 

fluence 

ford [ ni o7 

+ 

FORTY YEARS OF “SPY.” “Spy” is the 

famous caricature-artist of the English Vanity 

Fair. His book is an account of himse'f and 

his experiences in doing work, in which he 

came into personal and intimate relations with 

some of the most notable people of his time. 

Among the 150 odd caricature-portraits repro- 

duced in this volume are included such famous 

ones as Gladstone, Asquith, Paderewski. Kip- 
ling, Beerbohm Tree, Cardinal Newman and 

Sir Henry Irving. (Brentano’s.) 

+ 

THE LETTERS OF HORACE WALPOLE, 
4TH EARL OF OXFORD. = (Supplement.) 
[his new supplement contains 258 letters of 
Horace Walpole or parts of letters, of which 
\10 are now printed for the first time, some 
of which have only recently become available. 
\mong the new letters of special interest are 
a humber written during his foreign tour with 
Grey. Eleven letters written to Dr. Conyers 
Middleton and ten to Dr. Lort, relate to the 
Chatterton controversy. They are chronologi- 
cally arranged and edited with notes and in- 
lexes. By Paget Toynbee. (Oxford Univ.) 

+ 

THE DISILLUSIONS OF A CROWN PRIN- 
CESS. Tho the fairy tales of youth make us 
ll believe implicitly in princes and princesses 
who marry and “live happy ever after,” events 
of real life are apt to shatter our illusions 
and make us see that castles and crowns aren’t 

always synonymous with tranquillity and 
bliss. Read Princess Radziwill’s amazing story 
of the ex-Crown Prince of Germany’s court- 
sup, marriage and domestic life—and then be 
glad that you area plain American citizen, in- 
stead of the hapless Crown Princess Cecilie. 
he book tells how the erstwhile Prince at- 
tacked and won her heart and then how brut- 1) 
| 
aly and shamefully he treated it. (Lane.) 

% 

_ IMPRESSIONS THAT REMAINED is really 
an autobiography. Begun with the idea of 
oe recording the daily experiences af a lit. 

ie ‘member of any English family in 
Sainte cs circumstances, the author. Ethel 
nett ee carried on her story to the 

n 189) of her public entry into musical life 
advent’ the setting of this music student’s 
we have was Leipzig in the latter seventies, 
to the old Ge, a picture of conditions far closer 

to the @ ermany of Schiller and Goethe than 

‘ermany of today. The later section 
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of the book deals mainly with her own coun- 
trymen and women. (Longmans.) 

+ 
A LABRADOR DOCTOR. The wonderful 

work that Dr. Wilfred T. Grenfell has accom- 
plished among the fisher folk of the Labrador 
and Newfoundland coasts has made him an 
international figure. These poor people were 
without comforts of any sort when he first 
came among them, literally like a ministering 
angel. Since then his whole life has been 
devoted to their relief by the establishment of 
schools, churches, and hospitals, and no per- 
sonal suffering or danger has disconecerted him 

DR. GRENFELL 

FROM “A LABRADOR DOCTOR’ BY WILFRED THOMASON 

GRENFELL 

in this noble work. In addition to his own 
labors, he has inspired thousands of others to 
follow in his footsteps in giving aid, many by 
personal missionary work. Dr. Grenfell has 
written several books describing the little- 
known and adventurous lives of his hardy and 
primitive people and some of his own thrilling 
experiences while serving them. This story of 
his own life, besides the account of his work in 

Labrador, tells of his early life in England, 
his education at Oxford (where he played on 
the Rugby football team), his picturesque 
career in the hospitals and slums of London, 
and his work among the North Sea fishermen, 
leading up to his life work. (Houghton M.) 
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OLD DAYS IN BOHEMIAN LONDON. Al. MRS. GLADSTONE by Mary p 
ways in the midst of the gay life of their time, memoir of Mrs. William Ewart Glads: 
no two people knew better than Clement Scott of intimate details in the private liv 

and his wife the ins and outs of the private Mrs. Gladstone and her husband. a) 
lives and public careers of their wide circle of ducing many of the great people of 

friends. Mrs. Scott writes vividiy and uncon- during his political career. The book 
ventionally of such men and women as Henry trated with many reproductions f; 
Irving, Gilbert and Sullivan, Ellen Terry, sonal photographs in the possession 
Beerbohm Tree, Mrs. Patrick Campbell, Sarah author, who was Mary Gladstone P 
Bernhardt, and a host of others. Her book is 
fully illustrated. (Stokes.) 

+ 

A QUAKER SINGER’S RECOLLECTIONS. 
The association of Quakerism and song are 
indeed unusual, but in the person of David 
Bispham countless thousands have listened to 
a veritable Quaker singer whose name has long 
been a household word. The strange tale un- 
folded by the distinguished American baritone 
moves on thru the drab experiences of a boy- 
hood devoid of musie to the exciting accom 
plishments of a man high among the highest 
in his chosen profession. Well stocked with 
anecdotes Mr. Bispham’s reminiscences will 
not only amuse the general reader, but inter- 
est the professional artist and be of value to 
prospective public singers. (Macmillan.) 

+ 

“COMMY;” the life story of thi 

Roman of baseball. This is Charles 
iskey’s own story, to'd in free and ea 
ion by the jovial owner of the White S 
reported by G. W. Axelson. It is 
story of a man who is idolized by 
thousands, a man who has lived for 
for half a century, who has stood con: 
for the highest type of sportsmanship a 
knows all the ins and outs of the van 
book is full of reminiscence and 
connected with past and present celebrit 
the game. The narrative is supplement: 
many baseball pictures. If you have 
ba!l fan on your Christmas list. you ne 
no further for an acceptable gift Re 
L.) 

* 

FREDERICK THE GREAT. [ni the~ 
of widespread interest in the men whic 
Modern Europe and thru their policie 
responsible for the World War. Frederi 
Great commands special attention as t! 
founder of Prussia. He stands out. too. « 
greatly to blame for the recent conflict b : 
of the ideals which he gave to Prussia a: 
influence which he had on European p 
The author of the present volume, No 
Young, has studied facts carefully—tli: 
gether with access to many original 
hitherto unavailable, has resulted in 
ing us a new biography in which is exp! 
a view of Frederick’s military talents 
edly different from that given in Carlyle 
of the Prussian. (Holt.) 

BS 

+ 

JOHN REDMOND’S LAST YEARS is « 
count of Irish political events at thei 
exciting period, written by Stephen © 
an active member of Mr. Redmond’s pa 
was in the confidence of his chief. 1 
liminary story of the struggle with the |! 
of Lords and the prolonged fight ove: 
Rule is described by a keen student of 
mentary action. For the period whic! 
with the war Mr. Gwynn has had access | 

of Redmond’s papers. He writes of Ream 
effort to lead Ireland into the war fro! 
standpoint of a soldier as well as a mem 
parliament. The last chapter gives ' 
world, for the first time, a full account 

DAVID BIS?PHAM IN A POPULAR ROLE Irish Convention which sat for eight 

FROM MR. RISPHAM’S “A QUAKER SINGER’S RECOL- behind closed doors, and in which Redn 

LECTIONS rareer reached its dramatic catast! 

Macmillan Co. (f_onomans. ) 
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TH! COSSACKS—THEIR HISTORY AND 

COUNTRY. In spite of the fact that Russia, 

tions, and her people, have been re- 

nprecedented attention thruout the 

uring the last few years, it still is 

ived that we of America know piti- 

te of what Russia really was—or is. 
us races or groups which go to make 
heterogeneous population are merely 

the most of us. What for example. 
now of the Cossacks, except that they 
irriors living in the southern part of 
way back in the Middle Ages? W. P. 
a man eminently fitted to give us an 

Wf 

HHWSSI1A nu la 

suggest constructive schemes on every topic 
mentioned. Without patriotic bias he has dis- 
cussed such topics as the historical conception 
of Chinese government, the political situa:ion 
since 1911, constitution making, provincial 
government, China’s foreign relations, tariff 

and tariff administration, economic concessions 
and foreign investments, and new problems 
since the war. (Oxford Univ 

~ 
THE ORIENTAL POLICY OF THE UNITED 

STATES is a p'ea for the policy of the Open 
Door in China, presented by Henry Chung, an 
oriental scholar of broad training and deep 

eee 

PRPIANCE TO THE UNBELIEVER: ZAPOROGIAN COSSACKS WRITING A JEEKING LETTER TO THE SULTAN 
FROM “‘COSSACKS” BY W. P. CRESSON 

Brentano’s 

uthoritative history of these interesting peo- 
pe, says that the descendants of these same 
noma horsemen are a strong element for 
peace in the troubled Russia of today, that 
they are opposed to the Bolsheviki and are 
hent with the Allies to restore peace and 
rc His book has already received the en- 
‘rsemient of many prominent Cossacks living 

in the United States. (Brentano’s.) 

% 
LODE 

e,° c . 

bs ERN CHINA; a political study. S. G. 

cog deals with some of the important pro- 
; which confront the Chinese statesman 

an wil P 7 ‘omat and those who have anything to 
ulé th ‘hinge . . v 4 

ri | China. His aim has been to give a 
‘ture of things in the Far East and to 

sympathies. lt sets forth the history of 
American diplomatic relationships with the 
Orient, the development of the various policies 
and influences of the western powers in China 
and the imperialistic aspirations of Japan. In 
his introduction Jeremiah W. Jenks says, “It 
is fortunate that this book is written by a 
citizen of the Far East, a Korean. The people 
of the United States need to see clearly the 
viewpoint of the Orientals. There is little dif- 
ficulty in getting the viewpoint of the Jap 
anese. It is much more difficult to know what 
the Chinese are thinking. On the other hand, 
it has been almost impossib’e, owing to the 
Japanese censorship to get an authoritative 
statement regarding Korean opinion.” (Revell., 
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THE TRUTH ABOUT CHINA AND JAPAN 
is a popularly written er of the astound 
ing relations between Japan and China. Ap- 
pended to the book are several important 
documents such as the Lansing-Ishii notes, the 
last Anglo-Japanese Alliance and some of the 
secret agreements which created such a furore 
at the Paris Peace Conference. The author, 
B. L. Weale, is one of the great authorities 
on the Far East. For twenty years he has 
lived in Peking in various official positions of 
high importance. He is now the confidential 
adviser of the Chinese Government on foreign 
affairs and in that capacity he has inside 
knowledge of events of world importance. 
(Dodd, Mead.) 

ey 
MODERN GERMANY: ITS RISE, 

GROWTH. DOWNFALL AND FUTURE. J. 
Ellis Barker, author of “The Foundations of 
Germany.” has entirely rewritten his “Mod- 
ern Germany” and so enlarged it as to make 
a practically new book. The book’s purpose 
is to set forth the causes of Germany’s me- 
teoric rise, its wonderful political and econo- 
mie success and its downfall; and also to form 
an idea as to the future of New Germany and 
of the German race. (Dutton.) 

% 
A HISTORY OF FRANCE FROM THE 

EARLIEST TIMES TO THE TREATY OF 
VERSAILLES -makes a very timely appear- 
ance in that interest in France and admira- 
tion for the spirit of the French people were 
never before so widespread in this country as 
now. Its author, William Stearns Davis, is 
professor of history in the University of 
Minnesota, author of “The History of Medi- 
aeval and Modern Europe,” and principal au- 
thor of “Roots of the War.” Within the com 
pass of this single volume, he tells the story 
of France from the coming of the Gauls to the 
recovery of Alsace and Lorraine in 1918, cover- 
ing the entire narrative from Caesar to Clem- 
enceau, with attention to important details 
and reasonable fullness, but without tedious 
detail. The treatment is popular. (Houghton 
M.) 

+ 
THE PROBLEM OF THE PACIFIC. Prob- 

ably no single problem confronting the na- 
tions today is more directly concerned with 
world peace and future trade expansion than 
is the Pacific in its relations to the Western 
Hemisphere. In an effort to show how four 

Powers during a century have been oe 
toward a mastery of half the world, C. Bruns- 

don Fletcher has prepared a new soe covering 
much the same ground as his earlier volume. 
“The New Pacific.’ but supplementing that 
with new material dealing with Japan—its 
past, present and future. The book is not in- 
tended as an ordered history of the Pacific 
but rather as a short survey of outstanding 
problems. which the political thinker. the busi- 
ness man and the general reader are anxious 
to understand more fully ( Holt.) 

+ 

INTERVENTION IN MEXICO. On Se) 
tember Sth of this year Samuel Guy ans. 
reeognized authority on Pan-American questions 

and now executive secretary of the Committee 

on Co-operation in 
before Senator Fall’s sub-committee of{ 

eign Relations Committee, made his 
Mexico. In this book he pleads in 
vein before a wider audience. He est 
several important points: that Mexic 
dergone a real social revolution and 
the upgrade of reconstruction; that | 
is a man of integrity and ability, ultra 
alistic, sensitive and suspicious, but 
accept American friendship when cony 
its sincerity; that the movement fo: 
tion originates with the oil interests, ba 
and aided by the American 
course of action in Mexico involves ou 

relation with Latin America. In short 
man offers first-hand information to t 
Americans and gives them a chance to 
Mexican point of view. (Assoeiation P 

% 
IRELAND IN THE LAST FIFTY YEARS 

Ernest Barker’s summary of what has 
what has not been done toward accomplis 
Home Rule and the intricate problem 
volves is now enlarged in a 
to include the section of the history of Ir 
during the war. (Oxford Univ.) _ 

+ 
WOMEN AND WORLD FEDERATION 

is Florence Guertin Tuttle’s belief that 
peace, both international and industria! 
be preserved only by the intelligent co-op 
tion of men and women. Women as actua 
prospective mothers, have an immediate 
to support those movements which mak: 
flicts less probable. Her book is a plea to t! 
to take a larger part in world affairs a1 
particular to exercise greater interest in 

Latin America. 

press; f 

second 

plan for a league of nations. In develo] 
her thesis, she reviews among other topics f 
various steps taken in the past to achieve som 
form of world federation and analyzes 
theory underlying the Balance of Powe 
foreword to the book has been written by) 
President William Howard Taft. (McB 

* 
THE NEW MAP OF ASIA does for tli 

tinent of Asia what its author, Herbert Adama 
Gibbons, did in two previous books for | 
and Africa—that is, it gives an idea of pri 
economic and political conditions in A: 
sketch of the historical background 
country dealt with, and a rather full a 
of the modern diplomatic contests of Eu 
nations for land and trade in Asia an 

prospects for the near future. Dr. G 
who is that rare combination. a pr 
scholar and a vigorous and_ entert 
writer, has lived in Europe a long tim 
traveled much in Asia and has studi 
extraordinary facilities always at ha 
course of affairs in the various co 
treated. The closely up 
present date. 

ji | 

book comes 

(Century. ) 

* 
THE UNITED STATES IN THE W‘ 

WAR—VOLUME TWO. Professor Jol 

Me Master’s “History of the on St 
the World War.” published last fall, has 
become a standard source and referet 
on America’s participation in the wa! 



wever, concluded with the events of 

a1. In the present work, this dis- 

historian, professor of history at 

the University of Pennsylvania and author of 

“4 History of the People of the United States 

mpletes the history, giving the full story of 

fichting in France as done by our troops, 

the various peace offensives, the armistice. and 

the treaty itself. The chapters on the actual 

fvhting present clearly the complicated mili- 

tary movements over the whole tremendous 
pattle front, picturing individual offensives 

and attacks, yet never losing sight of the 

mighty plan under which the entire action was 

conceived in the master minds of Foch and 
Pershing. (Appleton.) 

% 

THE WEB is the stirring, secret story of a 

oreat American organization—the American 
Protective League—told by Emerson Hough, 
author of the “Mississippi Bubble.” It is a great 
and splendid American achievement which is 
revealed in this book—nothing less than the 
full official story of how 250,000 volunteers 
ralied to the defense of our government and 
defeated the aims of Germany in America. It 
tells how the A. P. L. fought sedition and 
dis'oyalty—how enemy propaganda was met 
and thwarted—how our home lines were held 

yolume, 

{pril. | 

tinguished 

the 

nviolate thruout the war and Russian spy- 
dom kept at bay. (Reilly & L.) 

* 

CONSERVATIVE DEMOCRACY. In biief 
compass and in clear and simple English, Paul 
Kester has contrasted democracy and socialism 
to the advantage of the former, and has done 
it at a time when many seem to think that true 
democracy is to be found only in a socialistic 
state. His discussion is written for those to 
whom a profound treatise on political economy 
would not appeal and for such readers it will 
clear up many misconceptions. (Bobbs-Mer- 
rill. ) 

| + 
LABOR MOVEMENTS AND LABOR PROB 

LEMS IN AMERICA. In the present agitated 
state of this country no title is more timely 
than this collection of addresses and writings 
of Samuels Gompers, President of the Ameri- 

can Federation of Labor, compi‘ed by Haye: 
Robbins. They are to be issued in two vo! 
umes of which the first is scheduled for this 
season’s publication. Volume I entitled, 
“Labor and the Common Welfare,” includes 

such topics as: The Philosophy of Trade 
Unjonism; Labor’s Relation to the Community. 
Government and Law; Labor’s Viewpoint on 

Nationa! and Civie Issues; Political Policy of 
Urganized Labor; Organized Labor’s Challenge 
‘o Socialism, the I. W. W.. and Bolshevism. 

Volume If will discuss Labor and the Em- 
(Dutton.) piove 

+ 
SIBERIA TODAY gives an illuminat ng pic- 

ture of that strange land and the great events 
th: nav i } : ‘t have been taking place there. Captain 
‘Ta rie : ick F. Moore, who served as a member 

0 the 3 a4 ; ; F i 
“a intelligence section with our force in 

', tells many surprising things. He 
Points out the significant fact that in the Bol 
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shevik riots those things were destroyed whiel 
could only be replaced by articles imported 
from Germany, and shows that the destruction 
was general and systematic. The author’s ex 
ceptional opportunities for observation enabled 
him to give faithful and effective sketches 
of conditions as they really existed. He tells 
how the people lived, how their daily existence 
was affected by Bolshevism. what thev ate. 
how they crowded together in refugee-laden 

Vladivostock. ( Appleton. ) 

% 

REBUILDING EUROPE IN THE FACE OF 
WORLD-WIDE BOLSHEVISM. Newel! 
Dwight Hillis has written under this title a 
distinctly after-the-war-book. Dr. Hillis neve 
strikes without previous careful preparation 
and in this attack upon the insidious enemy 
Bolshevism now in our midst he is fully 
equipped with evidence to back his statements 
Kvery American should know the facts about 
this foe, so that we may be prepared to fight 
him with every weapon at our command 
(Reve I.) 

+ 

BOLSHEVISM IN THE UNITED STATES. 
The seeker after truth who has sedulously 
sought from eye-witnesses and state papers 
for some understanding of the phenomenon 
called Bolshevism will find in Charles Edward 
Russell an interpreter who is a socialist, who 
disapproves the New Idea as strongly as the 
most conservative member of the old order. 
but who views events from a different angle 
and who holds out some hope for the future. 
Mr. Russell, because he was considered one of 
the best equipped men in America for the 
task, was sent to the home of Bolshevism to 
write this book, for in order to understand 
what are the possibilities of Bolshevism in the 
United States it is first necessary to know 
what Bolshevism has done to Russia. (Bobbs 
Merrill. ) - 

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS; tlie principle 

and the practice. Under the editorship of 
Stephen Pierce Duggan, sixteen prominent 
Americans have contributed to this important 
book. It offers a compendious and authorita 
tive account of the history, phitosophy and or 
ganization of a League of Nations, and dis 
cusses international co-operation as applied to 
concrete problems, and America’s re'ation to 
the League of Nations. A few of the chapter 
headings will serve to show the general char 
acter of the book: The historical background 
of the League of Nations, by Carlfon J. Hayes. 
professor of history, Columbia University; The 

League of Nations and the national state, 
by Lindsay Rogers, associate professor of po 

litical science, University of Virginia; The 

League of Nations: its organization and opera 

tion, by A. Lawrence Lowell, President of 

Harvard University; International sanction= 

and the limitation of armamen‘s by Frederic 

Austin Ogg, professor of political economy) 

University of Wisconsin; and Labor in the 

peace treaty. by John B. Andrews, secretary 01 

the American Association for Labor Legisla 

tion. (Atlantic Monthly.) 
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Books of Travel and Out-of-Doors 

WHERE RIVER AND BAY MEET AT OOMOA, ISLAND OF FATU-HIVA 

FROM “WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS” BY FREDERICK O’BRIEN 

Century Co. 
4 

WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS. 
The book is really a journey to the Marquesas 
Islands between cloth covers; it is atmosphere 
and incident and color—and human interest. 
Its appeal is, not only to the readers of travel 
books, but also to the thousands of fiction 
readers who delight in books of facts presented 
with the narrative swiftness of a novel. Fred- 
erick O’Brien tells the tale of a year’s resi- 
dence among the simple, friendly cannibals in 
the furthest islands of the far South Seas. 
The reader will find only the story of what he 
himself might have experienced and casually 
learned among these savage peoples, fast-van- 
ishing links with the childhood of mankind. 
(Century. ) 

~ 

HOUSEBOAT DAYS IN CHINA. As every 
one who has ever tried it, read of it, or heard 
of it knows, houseboating in any country is a 
fascinating occupation. Somehow the deck of 
a slow-moving houseboat making its way up a 
great river seems a peculiarly appropriate 
vantage-point from which to observe the ways 
of men and, writing with the whimsical charm 
of the essayist, J. O. P. Bland in this book 
proves he has found the ideal method of study- 
ing tranquil life in the Orient. Willard 
Straight’s unique pen and ink sketches of 
manchus and mandarians, eastern pagodas and 
Chinese rice fields, reveal the quaint charm of 
everyday life in that far-away land. (Double- 
day. ) 

SEEING PENNSYLVANIA. “ Wou!d 
some kindly magician might bring new 
undiscovered countries to our very doorste 
one has often wished. This is what Jo! 
Faris has quite literally done. He has rm 
Aladdin’s lamp, and presto! familiar, p 
Pennsylvania glows with the alluring co! 
a thousand and one travel possibilities 
knows the bypaths and the remote nooks 
corners, where natural scenic beauty lias 
yet been elbowed out by a too utilitarian 
lization. And if the artistic eye begins t 
he is ever ready with an historic anecdo 
a line of verse, to bridge over the interval! 
a turn in the road reveals a new p 
interest. Dr. Faris has traced the rout 
describes on the map of the state print: 
his book and included many enticing 
graphs of the scenery. (Lippincott.) 

% 

THE BOOK OF THE LONG TRAIL by; 
Henry Newbolt, author of “Submari 
Anti-Submarine.” “Tales of the Great \ 
etc.. is a record of stirring events in th 
of, and glorious achievements by, some 
most notable British trave'ers and exp! 
of the past century. The books include- 
explorations of Mungo Park, Franklin, B 
and Wills, Livingstone, Stanley, Burton 
tain Scott, Younghusband and Wollas 
There are many illustrations in black 
white and a frontispiece in color. (Longm# 
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D’ARTAGNAN’S LODGING 

FROM “THE PARIS OF THE NOVELISTS” BY 

ARTHUR BARTLETT MAURICE 

Doubleday, Page & Co. 

THE PARIS OF THE NOVELISTS. Kip- 
ling, Richard Harding Davis, O. Henry, Booth 
Tarkington—all these and many more have at 
one time or another turned the steps of their 
plots Paris-ward. Just where and when and 
how and what came of it all, Arthur Bartlett 
Maurice tells in this intimate. chatty, highly 
informal volume. In it also the people of 
“Monte Cristo,” “The Three Musketeers,” 
“Trilby” and all the other loved books of 
Paris take on new life. Beside being a book 
of literary illumination and anecdote, it proves 
to be a delightful travel book and a practical 
guide to literary Paris. (Doubleday.) 

+ 

FRENCH WAYS AND THEIR MEANING. 
Edith Wharton, who is most familiar with 
France and the French spirit, has written an 
intimate, penetrating, brilliant study of the 
French. This distinguished American writer 
has chosen what she believes to be four salient 
qualities of the Gallic spirit—taste, reverence, 
continuity and intellectual honesty—as the 
basis for her study. These qualities she dis- 
cusses from various points of view, showing 
how deeply ingrained they are in the lives and 
thoughts of every French man, woman and 
child and how universal they are in their 
épplicability to many kinds of situations. The 
volume contains trenchant observations on the 

contrast between the Germans and the French 
‘1e Americans and the French, in which 

em ‘rrors in the veiwpoint of both nations 
. ‘early and truthfully stated. There is 

‘o a delightful chapter on the New French- 
woman beef Y 
2 man, Who is really not a new creation of the 
a ut &@ Woman who has been brought into 
omine 

hel lence by the war as her husband’s real 
and partner in every phase of his life. 

(Appleton. ) : 
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PARIS VISTAS. A million or so young 
Americans have recently returned from 
France; not all of them got to see Paris, but 
all of them felt the ancient and ever-young 
city. How could they help it? For Paris is 
the heart of France, and you can’t touch 
France without feeling the pulse and the 
warmth of its capital. Helen Davenport Gib- 
bons, an American who has lived there and the 
author also of “A Little Gray Home in France,”’ 
tells you about Paris, the look of it in recent 
days; catching its laughter and sometimes its 

tears, its heroic gestures, its color and move 
ment. A feature of her book is sixteen full 
page illustrations over tint from drawings done 
in Paris especially for this book by Lester G. 
Hornby. (Century.) 

+ 
A CHILDHOOD IN BRITTANY EIGHTY 

YEARS AGO. With the exquisite literary art 
which the reading public has known in “Tante” 
and others of her novels, Anne Douglas Sedg- 
wick tells of a childhood in picturesque Brit- 
tany in the middle of the last century; a child- 
hood set in a section of France rich’ in romance 
and rich in old loyalties to manners and cus- 
toms of a gracious era that is irrevocably in 
the past. The author gathered her material 
from a dear old French woman whom she had 
known in her own childhood days. She has 

put into her book charming vignettes of char- 

acter, delicate bits of description of houses 

and scenery and costume, and short stories in 

silhouette of pathetic or humorous characters 

The thirty-two delightful full-page illustra- 

tions by P. de Leslie are thoroly in the spirit 
of the text. (Century.) 
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4 STREET OF STEVENSON’S NEW ARABIAN 

NIGHTS 

“PHE PARIS OF THE NOVELISTS” 

BY ARTHUR BARTLETT MAURICH 

Doubleday, Page & Co. 

FROM 
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FROM “THE BOOK OF THE NATURALIST BY 

Ww. H. HUDSON 

G. H. Doran Co. 

THE BOOK OF A NATURALIST. The 
American reading public is rapidly atoning 
for its tardy recognition of the surprising 
genius of W. H. Hudson. Edition after edi- 
tion of the books of this author-naturalist 
have been absorbed and the demand shows no 
hint of slackening. The fact is that W. H. 
Hudson, like such American nature writers as 
John Burroughs and Theodore Roosevelt, has 
taken a high and permanent place in our liter- 
ary Arcanum. This book of the reminiscences 
of a nature lover has the same qualities which 
have delighted so many readers of his ‘Far 
Away and Long Ago,” “Green Mansion,” “‘The 
Purple Land That England Lost,” “Tdle Days 
in Patagonia,” ete. (Doran.) 

+ 

HOMING WITH THE BIRDS. Near as the 
birds are to us, we know little of their 
habits, of their family life, or of the comedies 
and tragedies which constantly are being en- 
acted with these wee feathered friends as 

chief actors, until somebody like Gene Strat- 

ton-Porter writes a book about them. It 

takes a bird-lover and a true naturalist to 
quietly observe the songsters and ferret out 
their pecuiarities and distinctly “personal” 
characteristics as Mrs. Porter has done in this 
work. There is, for example, the story of 
the Baltimore oriole who accidentally hanged 

himself in his nest material; and the story, 

with the picture, of the other oriole 
a window in her nest, made a mistak 
to rebuild it on the other side. [jh 

Mrs. Porter’s nature books, the volum 
trated with photographs by the auth 
are. noteworthy not only for thei 
glimpses of our bird neighbors but 
beauty of their artistry as we. 
day.) + 

PICTURE ANALYSIS OF GOLF STROKES 
James M. or “Jimmie” Barnes, 1 
champion, quite recklessly gives awa 
tricks of his trade in his complete book 
instructions. It is just the book for t 
firmed golfer to have on hand to defi 
arguments and also for the amateur t 
prove his shots, for every detail of every 
is shown in photographs taken during 
execution of a perfect stroke. The book i 
next thing to a personal course unde: 
champion. (Lippincott. ) 

% 

FISHING TACKLE AND KITS 
number among your friends one of thios 
sons who would grumble over waiting 
minutes in the theater lobby. but whio 
sit all day placidly watching a line in a 1 
stream, you may be sure that no Christ 
gift would appeal to him (maybe her) n 
than Dixie Carroll’s collection of fish lov tH 

tells how, when and where to fish and whit 
kind of tackle to use for the various ki! 
fishing. Mr. Carroll knows the habits 
peculiarities of bass, trout, pickerel and 
eyed pike, to mention not a few. As edit 
the National Sportsman and fishing edi 
the Chicago Daily News and other newspapers 
he is responsible for developing the fishing bug 
in many hundreds of people. To those w! 
want practical information that will n 
their fishing dreams come true this book 
be welcome. It is fully illustrated from 
graphs. (Stewart & Kidd.) 

Re 

STREAM CRAFT. A handy little vo 
small enough to slip easily into the fis 
man’s pocket is George Parker Holdens 

tractively titled angling manual. It 
with the selection, care and rigging of tli 

the art of casting; trout habits; lures 

their use, including some stream entomo 
suggestions on the angler flies and how 
them, and descriptions of the most succ 
trout and flies. The numerous 
plates showing selections of flies will be 1 

particularly useful. The book has an an 
dedication to Rev. Henry Van Dyke, 
designates as a distinguished divine 

speaker, etc., ete.—but most of which lhe 
behind when he goes fishing.” (St 
Kidd. ) . 

HINTS ON HORSEMANSHIP is a p 
guide to every detail of skilled horsema! 
Lieutenant-Colonel M. F. McTaggart, a ! 

horesman offers the results of his know 
and experience to the public in clear al 
plicit directions, illustrated with nun 
photographs and drawings. (Lippincott 

bass 



———— 
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A LOITERER IN NEW ENGLAND. The 

title at once commends itself to those who love 
to linger over the beauties of any locality and 
enjoy each detail to the utmost. In her earlier 

book, “A Loiterer in New York,’ Helen W. 

Henderson satisfied this craving even with 
regard to a city where “loitering” is supposed 
+> have become obsolete. In her new volume 

she brings the same trained observation to a 
study of New England, its treasures and its 

romances. and any one who wants to know 
about the best that New England holds for 

a ae ee : —_ 
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a brief technical description of the fishes for 
the purpose of identification, the popular de- 
scription and account of their habits, habitats 
and everything relating to their environment 
is full and complete. The book is copiousls 
illustrated, (Stewart & Kidd 

% 
THEODORE ROOSEVELT’S ADVENTURE 

BOOKS. It is now possible for the first time 
to have a uniform edition of “African Game 
Trails” (two volumes). “Through the Brazilian 
Wilderness,” “Outdoor Pastimes of an Amerti- 

THE BULFINCH BUILDING, MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAI 

FROM “fA LOITERER IN NEW ENGLAND” BY HELEN W. HENDERSON 

G. H. Doran Co. 

the art lover, will find Miss Henderson’s volume can Hunter.” “A  Book-Lover’s Holidays in 
4 mine of information. The book is very 
beautifully illustrated with the choicest re 
productions of New England’s art subjects. 
(Doran. ) 

+ 

BASS, PIKE, PERCH AND OTHER GAME 
FISHES OF AMERICA. This is the sort of 
book which every serious sportsman should own. Its suggestions as to angling and the 
tools and tackle recommended are based on 

the author’s (James Alexander Henshall) 
se years experience on many waters. The 
200K describes in detail ninety species and 
“arieties of the game-fish inhabiting fresh water 
akes and streams east of the Rocky Moun- 
t ins § ° . . ; ° — | and the marine and brackish waters of 
fhe Atlantie and Gulf Coasts. In addition to 

these re the Open,” and the “Rough Riders” 
Roosevelt markable volumes in which Colonel 

expressed the joyous adventures which, from 
vouth to the end, paralleled his great public 
career. Here is the vigorous, manly, outdoor 

sportsman who made a remarkable appeal to 
all men no matter what their politics; in these 

his great adventures which 
hearts of young men 
leader of the Rough 

six vo'umes are 
will continue to stir the 

everywhere. Here is the 
Riders who was idolized by his men; the 

hunter of bears and mountain-lions in our 

West and South; the naturalist studying and 
huntine the great game of Africa thru the 
heart of the unknown continent; the explorer 
discovering to the world “The River of Doubt 

called forever after “Rio Roosevelt (Serib- 

ner. 
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FROM ‘“‘HOLLAND OF TODAY” 

The Publishers’ 

BY 

W cekly 

GEORGE WHARTON EDWARDS 

Penn Publishing Co. 

HOLLAND OF TODAY. The sturdy little 
kingdom of The Netherlands is delightfu‘ly 
described by George Wharton Edwards, wh 
has lived and studied in its picturesque cities. 
and who knows its vigorous, progressive peo- 
pe. The book covers the country from “The 
Ifook” to the Zuyderzee, and will be prized 
by those who have been there and the many 
who will soon be traveling in Europe. One 
of its interesting features is a discussion of 
“The Johanniters,” a secret order which 
responsible for the refuge to William Hohen- 
zollern. The many illustrations in Mr. Ed- 
wards’ de ightful stvle are in color and mono- 
tone. (Penn.) 

1s 

% 
IN MOROCCO. Edith Wharton’s rare de- 

scriptive and interpretative powers when ap- 
plied to a country as picturesque and as [ttle 
known to the average American traveler as 
Morocco could not fail to produce a book of 
more than usual interest. Mrs. Wharton went 
to Morocco in the fall of 1918 at the express 
invitation of the Governor-General at a time 
when, owing to the war. access to the count~y 
was impossible to ordinary travelers. In 
showing this exceptional courtesy to Mrs. 
Wharton General Lyautey’s wish was to make 
better known to Americans the great indus- 
trial and agricultural future of the magnifi- 

cent colony, the important part it has 
in provisioning France during the war, 2 
extraordinary and varied attractions 
fresh field for travel. A military moto 
was at her disposal during her entire jo 
and she was everywhere accompanied 
ficials versed in the local customs, archit: 
and history of the places she visited. 5 
received by the Suttan of Morocco in |! 
ace at Rabat, by the great chiefs of tl 
she visited and by their harems, and 
ceptional opportunities of witnessing 
monies and visiting monuments unknow 

to most of the French officials. The 
of her trip will appeal not only to thos 
always look eagerly for a new book fron 
Wharton but to others who want t 
themselves on this French colony 
ner. ) 

of 
ADVENTURES IN ALASKA. ‘“\\ 

man’s actual experiences are more inte 
than ingenious invention, he wise 
avoids fiction and writes a straight na! 

is 

of his adventures. This is what 5 
Young, author of “Alaska Days wit 
Muir” has done in this illustrated accou 
some of his remarkable experiences 
over thirty years work in Alaska 
Outlook. (Revell.) 

say- 



In the Field of Fine Arts 
architecture of New England and of the South—Lace and Jewelry—The Art of the War 

American Painting 

QLD NEW ENGLAND DOORWAYS. N: 

irchitectural detail is more universally admired 

than the old New England doorway—beautiful 

in its simple grace and classical details, reflect- 

‘ng the earlier and simpler life of the colonies. 

For vears these old doorways have been the 

hobby of Albert G. Robinson who now tells of 
his journeys in search of them, of the joy of 
each new and often totally unexpected “find.” 
For others who ean share with the author the 

thrill of the discovery of some choice design of 
another generation, this book will make a de- 
lightful gift. Its illustrations are from the 
author’s photographs, which show nearly every 
type of the old colonial doorway as well as 
variations of some of the familiar types. 
(Scribner. ) oh 

THE COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE OF 
SALEM. Salem has become a synonym for 
the best in colonial architecture. especial y as 
regards doorways and chimney pieces. From 
the primitive gable-roofed cabin or cottage, 
followed by the many-gabled Elizabethan 
house, the gambrel-roof type, the adaptation 
from the French of Mansard, to the square, 
three-story structure, first of wood and then 
of brick, Salem presents perfect examples. 
This book aims to cover the time from 1628 
to 1818 (in reality four distinct periods), and 
present the story of Colonia! architecture of 
Salem. From the wealth of subject material 
Frank Cousins and Phil M. Riley have chosen 
the most typical examples of each period, giv- 
ig preference first to architectural excellence 
ind second to historical interest. The book is 
lavishly illustrated from photographs.  (Lit- 
tle, B.) cs 

FROM A SOUTHERN PORCH. Dorothy 
scarborough deplores the monstrous ingrati- 
‘ude of writers on houses and their people, 
gardens, and the like, who have ignored 
porches. She writes delightfully of and about 
them, “breaking,” as she says, “ all laws of 
unity. coherence, and continuity—a joyous. 
'rresponsible jumble of things. I like—what 
\unt Mandy would call ‘a mixtry.’” Among 
ther things there are some genuine negro 
tolk-songs, “ballets” and “reels” taken down 
and given just as they were received from 
lusky lips in Texas and Virginia. (Putnam.) 

+ 

OUTLINES OF CHINESE ART contains six 
on delivered in the Art Institute, Chicago. 

_— Calvin Ferguson, advisor to the Presi- 
vik of the Chinese Republic, has made this 
omprehensive survey of Chinese art. (Univ. of 
Chicago.) 

+ 

_ CHINESE PAINTERS. Hitherto we have 
‘a¢ no popular priced book—or few books at 
, fo the en with the art of the Far 

of Raph ae translation from the French 
9 a -etrucci’s work on the technique 

inese painting is certain to find a welcome 
nly from art connoisseurs but from lay- 

ne 

ern ue — otegmeeeimaltn tees 
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DEERFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 

“OLD NEW ENGLAND DOORWAYS” BY 

ALBERT G. ROBINSON 

Charles Scribner’s 

FROM 

Sons 

men eager to learn of Oriental artistry. The 
book contains all the essentials of a critique 
on the Chinese aesthetic code and is illustrated 
with reproductions of twenty-five representa 
tive Chinese painting. (Brentano’s) 

% 

ANTIQUE JEWELRY AND TRINKETS 
Those for whom a quaintly conceived bit of old 
jewelry or a cunningly fashioned trinket have 
a charm will gloat over this volume which 
Fred W. Burgess has devoted to the descrip 
tion of such conceits. The book is unform 
with his “Antique Furniture” and “Old Pot 
tery and Porcelain” and like them will prove 
an entertaining and handy book of reference 
It is fully illustrated. (Putnam. ) 

~ 

COLLECTOR’S LUCK. Alice van Leer Ca: 
rick tells delightfully not the story of price- 
less objects which few can collect, but of those 
interesting pieces, large and small, which add 
to the charm of a home and fill the amateur 
colleetor with enthusiasm. (Atlantic Monthly.) 
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“THE RING” 

IN THE METROPOLITAN 

FROM “‘AMERICAN PAINTING” BY JOHN C. VAN DYKE 

Charles 

BY JOHN W. ALEXANDER 

MUSEUM OF ART 

Scribner's Sons 

AMERICAN PAINTING is not only an his 
torical and critical estimate of such leaders in 
American painting as Inness, Wyant, Martin, 
La Farge, Homer, Whistler, Chase, Alexander, 
and Sargent, but a delightful personal narra 
tive including new stories about many of them. 
Professor John C. Van Dyke knew all the 
painters he writes about. grew up with the 
men of the Society of American Artists, and 
wrote about them when they first broke ground 
in the early eighties. His book, while narra- 
tive and personal, is as a whole a critical 
summary of the artistic movement that started 
in this country shortly after the Centennial of 
1876. This history of American art has 24 
illustrations from photographs. ( Seribner. ) 

*% 

GREAT ARTISTS AND THEIR WORKS BY 
GREAT AUTHORS is a book about men who 
live eternal, in their buildings, pictures and 
sculptures. Alfred Mansfield Brooks’ purpose 
as compiler has been to “present, in small com- 
pass, the clearly reasoned opinions of men who 

have treated the philosophy of art not less with 
simplicity of language than depth of under- 
standing: novelists and essayists not less than 
professed critics.” The book contains 107 se- 
lections, from a list of writers including names 
of such varied suggestion as Plutarch, Thack- 
eray, John Ruskin, James MeN. Whistler, 

Viollet-le-Duc, Nathaniel Hawthorn alter 
Pater Rodin, Edward Gibbon, Have! 
John Addington Svmonds. (Marshal 

% 

A LACE GUIDE FOR MAKERS AN)) col 
LECTORS. In the Textile Wing of | et 
ropolitan Museum of Fine Arts. near t)\ laces 
of the past, hangs a modern sampl 
marks significantly a revival of the . aft 
of lace-making. It contains 146 
grounds and fillings for bobbin wor 
three years to make, and forms the } 
Gertrude Whiting’s exhaustive work. The art 
of hand-made lace is becoming popula 
after the war and for all students Le 
amateurs, professionals and educators Miss 
Whiting’s book will be helpful. She ha ade 
a painstaking study of lace work in tly nt 
ries where for centuries lace has 
tional product. As a graduate of the Inst 
tute Professionel Neuchatelois de Dentelles 
she has given instruction to the lace teachers 
of most of the leading schools of lacemaking 
The book has a bibliography said to be the 
most comp!ete in existence on this subject 
The illustrations have been made 
mens executed especially for this book 
stitches were worked all in the same tlrea 
and on the same scale to facilitate a tru 
parison of the different meshes. (Dutt: 

bee) 

Tron 

% 

THE STORY OF THE PARIS CHURCHES 
With now a glimpse of a famous catliedra 
and now a picture of a humbler house o! 
ship. Jetta S. Wolff introduces her rea: 
first one church of Paris and then an 
All the ninety-eight buildings are des 
briefly or at length, according to their a 
tectural and historical importance a) 
them go many fine photographic illustra 
the book is equally appropriate for 
reading at home or as a companiotr 
sightseer in Paris. (Brentano’s 

% 

ART AND THE GREAT WAR. ! 
hundred full-page plates from the \ 
fifty-five artists which illustrate Albert | 
Gallatin’s book from a valuab'e pictoria 
ord of the war. Mr. Gallatin whom thi 

don Connoisseur describes as “always 

and instructive, for he is among the few 
res who combine brilliant expressio 
sound exposition of artistic principles 
convey solid facts with epigrammati( 
and terseness,” was well equipped to | 
take the preparation of this volume. Hi 
chairman of the Committee on Exhit 

Division of Pictorial Publicity, United 

Government Committee on Public Infor! 

Among the artists whose works have 

produced are Muirhead Bone, William 

C. R. W. Nevinson, James McBey, © 

Pryse, Forain, Steinlen, Luc:en Jonas 
Raemakers. George Luks, George Bellow- 
field Parrish. Paul Manship, Childe Has 
the eight official American illustrators 
others. (Dutton.) 

} t 

I 
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THE PRACTICAL BOOK OF INTERIOR 

DECORATION. Harold Donaldson Eberlein 
oe Abbot MeClure, whose names at once 

; interior decorating, have combined suggest 
with Edward Stratton Holloway in a new 

hook written as much for the householder as 

for the practical decorator. Their book is not 
» collection of seattered precepts and general 
observations; 1t formulates a definite body of 
decorative principles applicable under any con- 
ditions likely to arise. There is in this book 

a detailed and fully illustrated account of 
period decoration and furnishing. One part 
is devoted to practical furnishing of today 
from the simple eottage or apartment to the 
yalatial house, while a third is on the as- 
sembling of various styles in a right manner 
«) as to avoid the pitfalls of eclectic furnish- 
ng. The illustrations, always such an im- 

portant feature of a book of this kind, include 
300 well selected photographs of interiors and 
furniture with seven plates in color. (Lippin- 
cott. 

+ 

MUSICAL MEMORIES. Camille Saint- 
Saens, perhaps the most broad-minded of living 
french composers, has written a book record- 
ing the impressions of a long life which has 
been full of interest. Outside of his profession, 
M. Saint-Saens reveals himself as a man of 
Catholic tastes and wide personal acquaintance 
with affairs. Keenly interested in aesthetics, 

A SPACIOUS MODERN 

his paper on “Art for Art’s Sake” proves a 
real contribution to a much discussed subject, 
while his personal reminiscences of Victor 
Hugo throw an interesting sidelight on the 
literary likings of a musician. However, his 
book deals chiefly with music and contains dis 
cerning judgments of such composers as 
Berlioz, Rossini. Meyerbeer and Offenbach. 

The volume has been translated from the 
French by Edwin Gile Rich. (Small, M.) 

% . 
THE LISTENER’S GUIDE TO MUSIC, 

with a concert-goer’s glossary, is a book for 
everyone who is interes‘ed in music whether he 
has had technical instruction or not; but it is 
especially designed for those who love musie 
but have not had the benefit of musical in- 
struction. As knowledge of any subject lends 
interest and appreciation, this book aims to 
provide the listener to any form of instrumental] 
music with such information as to its char- 
acter and purpose as to enable him to better 
understand, enjoy and appreciate it. There are 
few books on the art of listening, and these 
are sometimes too long and generally too tech- 
nical for the use of the ordinary concert goer. 
Percy A. Scholes’ book initiates one into the 
art of listening, and does it in the briefest and 
simplest way possible. The concert-goer’s glos- 
sary includes definitions of all the terms found 
in a collection of nearly a thousand programs 
and will be found a very useful auxiliary 
(Oxford Univ.) 

HALL IN ITALIAN RENAISSANCE STYLE 
"ROM “THE PRACTICAL BOOK OF INTERIOR DECORATION” BY EBERLEIN, MCCLURE AND HOLLOWAY 

J. B. Lippincott Co. 



The Great Conflict—In History and Picture 

The season has produced many notable books of detailed chronicle, personal narri 

permanent documents 

——* SS es 

THE CANADIANS ON THE MARCH 

FROM “THE TEST OF SCARLET” BY CONINGSBY DAWSON 

John Lane Co. 

LUDENDORFF’S OWN STORY. No book 
of modern times has been awaited with such 
eager curiosity as this one by General Luden- 
dorff. He stands out as the dominant head 
of the hated German war machine. What can 
he say? How can he explain? These are the 
questions every one asks. His book, remark- 
able for its apparent frankness, is an revela- 
tion of the workings of the Teutonic mind. 
From the storming of Liege to the armistice, 
it stands as a complete record of the achieve- 
ments and opinions of a man who is credited 
with being above all others the brains of the 
German army. Historians of the future will 
depend upon it for their knowledge of the 
war as the German militarists saw it. (Har- 
per.) 

+ 

“I WAS THERE” WITH THE YANKS IN 
FRANCE. “Not the least of the achievements 
of the Stars and Stripes,” says one of the 
New York newspapers, “is the repute it won 
for its excellent artist, C. Le Roy Baldridge.” 
Over 150 of his drawings made on the spot of 
all phases of the war, grim and gay. have been 
collected in book form with verses by Hilmar 
Baukhage. The volume is a unique pictorial 
record of what our boys saw and did on the 
western front. (Putnam.) 

THE BIG SHOW. You can imagine ! 
boys felt coming out from the trenches 
ered with mud to be greeted with th« 
that Elsie Janis, one of America’s fav 
actresses, was to give a show for them. Du! 
the six months that she spent in Fran 
gave over six hundred concerts to amust 
boys” as she called them. It goes wi! 
saying that Miss Janis had many vari 
periences, some amusing, some pathetic 

tells about it all in breezy fashion in this 
which shows many side lights on the Am 
phase of the war. (Cosmopolitan Book 

THE TEST OF SCARLET. Described 
romance of reality,” this new novel 
soldier-author, Coningsby Dawson, is @ 5 
paean of victory, a rejoicing over the gl 
outcome of the war. Marches by night 
tles by day, deeds of heroism that mal 
reader tingle with the underlying signi! 
of the whole conflict, go to make up 2 
half novel, half historical fact, in whi 
men, the horses, the very guns become 
personalities. The tale is a decisive ans” 
that question uppermost in the mind of « 
one upon reading reports of the fight 
“Once they were comfortable, self-ind' 
fellows like ourselves—in the name 0! 
how did they do it?” (Lane.) 

y 
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ALVIN C. YORK 

FROM “‘SOLDIERS ALL” BY J. C. CHASE 

G. H. Doran 

SOLDIERS ALL. Doughboys and generals, 
“Soldiers All,” are mixed with becoming democ- 
racy in this representative collection of dis- 
tinguished fighters of the A. E. F. Joseph 
Cummings Chase, noted American portrait 
painter. went to France by special permission 
of the War Department and of General Persh- 
ing to make portraits of commanding officers 
and selected men. Accompanying each picture 
is the record and autograph of the man who 
sat for it. This beautiful and historical col- 
lection will appeal to all patriotic collectors 
of war recorus. (Doran.) 

AMERICA’S RACE TO VICTORY. The 
problem which our country had ‘to face in 
April, 1917, is here told by a member of the 
French General Staff, Lieutenant Colonel E. 

Requin. “Until his arrival in the United 
states with Marshal Joffre in May, 1917, Col. 
Requin knew little of our political system or 
the obstacles which were to be overcome,” says 
‘eneral Peyton C. March in the introduction. 
but he at once comprehended our potential 

nilitary strength, our military attributes. 
Vith the trained eye of the experienced general 
‘tall officer he saw also the weak points of our 
nilitary system and set about the difficult and 
lelicate task of helping us produce strength 
where there had been weakness. Col. Requin’s 
“ork does not profess to be a comprehensive 
mn 'y of our participation in the war. It is 
irl an to our national spirit rendered 

ies fee and proudly by a comrade in 
— ae close enough to see our faults 

ie ta ie e to retain the perspective necessary 
ae ize our effort as a whole and the faith 

(St, made success a foregone conclusion.” 

The Great Conflici Lie 

WHAT AMERICA DID. All Americans 
who were members of the fighting forces or 
were sustaining those forces at home. can be 
proud of the wonderful story Florence Finch 
Kelly’s book relates of this country’s war- 
time achievements. The book makes a com- 
plete survey of every thing this country ac- 
hieved in the prosecution of the war, not only 
the raising, caring for and sending abroad of 
the fighting forces but also the activities of 
the people at home. Mrs. Kelly has taken no 
sides at all, contenting herself with a recital 
of what was actually done—nothing of hear 
say, personal opinions or prejudices, just plain 
facts of indisputable achievements. (Dutton.) 

+ 
“WADE IN, SANITARY!” is the story of 

a division surgeon in France who is also a 
brother-in-law of Lieutenant. Colonel Theodore 
Roosevelt. Richard Derby tells a surgeon’s 
story of the war — of a side as_ heroic 
and as dramatic as that of any branch on the 
front line. This is far more than a mere nar- 
rative, it is a complete and authoritative pic- 
ture of the struggle from the surgeon’s side, 
and teaches many lessons for the doctor or for 
any thinking citizen. (Putnam.) 

% 
THE STRUGGLE IN THE AIR, 1914-1918. 

Major Charles C. Turner, who is one of the 
pioneers of aviation, and a ba!ivonist of note. 
recounts the great achievements of the British 
Air Services in the war, and presents them in 
relation to the rapid developments in the 
mechanism of flight and the art of flying. He 
describes, without technicalities, the develo- 
ment step by step of aircraft, and the various. 
functions of aircraft in war. The book con 
tains many incidents never before published 
Illustrated. (Longmans.) 

FRANCE” BY 

LAUGHLIN 

Putnam's Sons 

“MARTYRED TOWNS OF 

CLARA E. 

Ge F. 

FROM 
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ALBERT, KING OF THE BELGIANS 

FROM “BELGIUM” BY BRAND WHITLOCK 

D. Appleton & Co. 

BELGIUM. Brand Whitlock has here writ- 
ten a personal memoir of what he, who was, 
after the king, the greatest figure in all Bel- 
gium, saw and felt and did in that stricken 
land. But he has done more. He has written 
the final, definitive history of Belgium’s 

martyrdom based upon accurate notes kept day 
by day; notes which he, alone, of all men, was 
allowed to take out of the country. With 
utter faithfulness to truth, he tells the whole 
terrible story of Belgium’s rape, from the first 
warnings of danger in August, 1914, to the 
culminating horror of the Belgian deportations. 
He gives the true, complete story of the sack 
of Louvain, of Cardinal Mercier, of how he 
and Villalobar saved Brussels, of Von der 
Lanken’s cruelties, of the work of the Belgian 
Relief Commission, of Burgomaster Max and 
of hundreds of other immortal events and per- 
sonalities. ( Appleton.) 

* 

OUR GREATEST BATTLE. Readers of 

Frederick Palmer’s “America in _ France,” 
which has reached such a high pinnacle among 
war-books, will want his second book telling 
of the Argonne Battle in which our troops did 
more fighting than in all their previous opera- 
tions. The veteran war correspondent paints 
one great canvas which reveals as a whole the 
struggle in which 650,000 Americans were en- 
gaged; he paints as well many detailed pic- 
tures which illumine the whole. Every man 

and woman who had a part in gh 
dertaking may see his part in 
(Dodd, Mead.) 

% 
ADVENTURES IN INTERVIEW! 

this book Isaac F. Marcosson lifts ¢ 
from Chancellory, War Cabinet 
Headquarters and reveals many of 
who stood behind the scenes in the 
drama. He does the same with W 

and introduces us to the powers of 
he makes us acquainted with his 
friends and gives us glimpses of 
people of the theater. The book is 
mate history of the big men and \ 
today and yesterday, told in terms 
nating personalities and abounding ji) 
anecdote and revelation. (Lane.) 

Rs 
WHEN JOHNNY COMES MARCHING 

HOME. The author of a “Hilltop 

Marne” concerns herself in this volun 
the France of after the armistice. 1 
thousands of readers who became aca 

with the French people largely thru he: 
books, much of the information given 

be real news, particularly as word from | 
has been meager since the armistice 
have heard little of the reactions of t 
lation to peace, the return of the soldier 
Many features of life in France d 
months from the second battle of the Mar: 
the cessation of hostilities are included 

urit 

volume, together with some of Mildred <A 
rich’s own interpretations of political « 
and conditions in that country. (Small 

% 

THE A. E. F—WHO THEY WERE. WHAT 
THEY DID, HOW THEY DID IT. 1 
tells the story of Willis Rowland Sk 
book. His accurate record is verified 
ures obtaimed from the War Departm 
the Stars and Stripes. In all cases the 
of information is given. The account 
explanation of army organization, t 
system, and insignia. it tells how an 

is fought, what a division is and 
works; it gives a record of the work 
different American divisions as well 
additional information. (Jacobs.) 

+ 
THE LAST FOUR MONTHS: HOW 

WAR WAS WON. Many accounts ha 

written of the decisive days of the grea 

but it has remained for Major 
Maurice, the former director of military 

tions on the British General Staff, to 
story of how and why Foch became 
era issimo of the Alliance, how he beat 

dorff and drove the Germans out of ! 
General Maurice describes the marv' 
covery of the British Army from its 

in the spring, the powers of the A! 
Army and the part it played in the su 

of victories, which began at Chateau 

and ended at Sedan and Mons. His 
published book, “Forty Days in 1914. 
successful lecture tour have resulted 

ing this distinguished general almost as 
known in this country as he is in Ke 

(Little, B.) 
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rT ales and tail spins from a 

CeO ee book published anony- 

eanal¥ jeference to the wishes of the au- 

oa :milv is edited from the diary and let- 

va of 2 member of the Flying Corps of the 
ters of a 

1 & Army, who never got across yet made 

the supreme sacrifice. It is an intimate un- 
slored account of what this young under- 

raduate from the University of Minnesota 

jid and thought thruout his training at the 
Ground School, Austin, Tex. It will have a 

special interest for those other soldier boys 
ee bitterly disappointed that opportunity did 

‘them over-seas. (Abingdon.) 
* 

FATHER DUFFY’S STORY is a tale of 

umor and heroism, of life and of death with 

the Fighting Sixty-ninth by the Major Chap 
lain of this famous regiment. Father Duffs 

knew and loved his men and they would have 
lied with him and for him. From the moment 
ff its call to arms, he follows the story of the 
Sixty-ninth, from Camp Mills to the fields of 
France. His pages bristle with names, with 
humorous stories, with heroic deeds. The 
pook closes with an historical appendix by 
lovee Kilmer and complete lists of citations 
ind engagements. Father Duffy was awarded 

the croix de guerre by the French government, 
and both the distinguished service cross and 

fyer's 
T 
il 

not carry 
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NERAL LENIHAN, LIEUTENANT GROSE, COLONEL MITCHELL, 

AND JUDGE EGEMAN OF THE K, OF 
” 

BOOTHEY OF THE “Y 

The Great Conflict 

the distinguished service medal by our own 
republic. (Doran. ) 

} 
OSTEND AND ZEEBRUGGE, ARRIL 23: 

MAY 10, 1918. From the dispatches of Sir 
Roger Keyes and other official documents C. 
Sanford Terry has made this accurate account 
of an achievement which a French Admiral has 
characterized as the finest feat of arms in the 
naval history of all times and all countries. 
(Oxford Univ.) 

* 
AMERICA’S PART IN THE WORLD WAR. 

Richard J. Beamish and Francis A. March are 
the historians of this record of the mobiliza- 
tion and triumph of the military, naval, in- 
dustrial and civilian resources of America 
while General John J. Pershing writes the in- 
troduction. The book is profusely illustrated 
with official photographs, maps and drawings 
and battle scenes printed in colors from orig- 
inal paintings of F. E. Schoonover and Gayle 
Porter Hoskins. (Winston. ) 

% 
MADAME FRANCE. In answer to the 

question “what did the French Women do to- 

ward winning the war” Louise Fitch has 
written a book telling of their work in the 
hospitals, munition factories, camouflage shops 
and coun‘less other places where there were 

FATHER DUFFY, MR 

FROM “FATHER DUFFY’S STORY’ BY FRANCIS P,. DUFFY 

Giff, Doran Co. 



gaps to be filled. Besides being a review of 
the splendid work accomplished, it serves also 
as an outline of the repair work and recon- 
struction yet to be done, while thru and above 
it all shines the glory and heroism of woman- 
kind everywhere. (Woman Press.) 

% 
HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN FIELD 

SERVICE IN FRANCE. The first participa- 
tion of Americans in the wor.d war began 
with the Field Service of the American Am- 
bulance. Of peculiar appeal to adventurous 
and high-spirited youth. its personnel included 
the flower of the young men of America and 
it was one of the most definite of American 
contributions to the carrying on of thé war. 
Beginning with a couple of ambulances and a 
handful of men in the first Battle of the 
Marne, the organization grew until at the 
time of its incorporation into the American 
Army it included hundreds of cars and a per- 
sonnel of thousands. This history, told by 
members themselves, has been put together 
under the direct editorship of Henry Sleeper, 
Col. Andrew and Major Galatti. The first vol- 
ume contains separate histories of the indi- 
vidual sections; the second deals with the 
work of the ambulance as a whole, before its 
incorporation into the American Army. It is 
fully illustrated with photographs and 
sketches. (Houghton M.) 

+ 
GUN FODDER: THE DIARY OF FOUR 

YEARS OF WAR is a war narrative which 
has a peculiar interest in that the author, A. 
Hamilton Gibbs, is the younger brother of 
Cosmo Hamilton, novelist and playwright, and 
Philip Gibbs, famous war correspondent. In 
191: young Hamilton Gibbs, Oxford graduate 
and author, enlisted in the British cavalry as 

CONGRATULATIONS FROM AN EXPERT 

FROM “THE WAR IN CARTOONS” BY GEORGE J. 

HECHT 

E. P. Dutton & Co. 

The Publishers’ Weekly 

by 

every 

Hecht’s 
prominent 

FROG AND YANK 

Century Co. 

FROM “‘THE COMMAND 

ALEXANDER 

trooper. 

a second lieutenant. 
vice in Egypt, Salonica and on the w 

IS FORWARD 

WOOLLCOT'T 

In France he groomed horses an 
formed scout duty until he was commis 

In 1918, after varie 

front, he became a major and was d 
with the Military Cross. 
is not only an illuminating personal nai 
but also a passionate protest against wa 
a strong plea for tolerance, 
brotherhood in the practice of peace 
B.) 

+ 

THE WAR IN CARTOONS. 
ning of the war, when it had to be 
home to distant folk too absorbed in 

patriotic 

the Committee 

cartoonist 

book 

(Dutton. } 

on 

includes 
American cartoonists. 

arranged to show the 

cartoons 

100 

progress 

Major Gibbs 

kindlines 

At the 

affairs to read long articles or even [ 
editorials, 
people as nothing else could. 
and unity to the support which the cart 
were offering to the government, the Bu 
Cartoons was founded by George J. He: 
der the auspices of the National Com 
of Patriotic Societies and later was tak 

Public 
The Bureau published weekly the “B 
for Cartoonists,” which was sent to pra 

in the United 
these four page bulletins were printed 3 
for cartoons as suggested by the U 
Administration, the Treasury Departme! 
— government agencies. 
the 

elect rifi: 

To give st 

Infor? 

State 

~ 

The help + 

government in stimulating re 

popularizing the draft, saving food a) 
selling Liberty Bonds and War % 
Stamps. has been universally recogniz 

cartoons 
The 

of ti 

it 
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PUNCH’S HISTORY OF THE GREAT WAR 

F. A. Stokes Co. 

FROM MR, 

MR. PUNCH’S HISTORY OF THE GREAT 
WAR. When the first great shock of the war's 
pening came to Mr. Punch, he_ seriously 
thought of putting up his shutters. He 
thought there was no place for humor in a 
‘orld of mourning. Then the Tommies them- 
selves gave him his cue. There came the real- 
vation that the wonderful British spirit of 
ligh'-heartedness not only permitted him to 
‘arry on but demanded it. So this is the war 
‘rom every angle as Punch’s.correspondents and 
ontributers—combatants and, non-combatants 

young and old—saw it. The record of each 
month is lavishly supplied with remarkable car- 
toons and illus‘ rations (170 in all) showing the 
progress of the war. (Stokes.) 

+ 

A MINSTREL IN FRANCE. The popu ar 
‘dition of the well-loved Harry Lauder’s 
‘Wn story of his minstrelsy in France makes 
in especially suitable gift book for the many 
oe genial Scot who tried to forget his own 
— well-loved Seot who tried to forget his own 
hy ind loss in bringing cheer to the laddies 

‘0 were facing death. (Cosmopolitan Book. 

% 

MEMOIRS OF VON TIRPITZ. The sup 
bie a of the recollections and letters of 
aie = Von Tirpitz in Germany gives a sen- 

a interest to their publication in Amer- 
a. He describes in an exceedingly interest- 
way his building of the great. navy, his 
“ons with Bismark, his intimacy wth thie 

Ing 

rel: 

Kaiser, and the development of the naval 
policy which eventually led to his country’s 
ruin. He gives a picture of the real happen 
ings in Berlin during the last few weeks prior 
to the outbreak of the war as well as of thie 
other great events that passed before his eyes. 
The work is in two large octavo volumes. 

(Dodd, Mead.) 

+ 

FROM A SOLDIER'S HEART. Tv have 
traveled the long trail from a southern camp 
to England, France. Italy, and the Balkans: 
to have been an officer in the 332d Regiment. 
the one American unit that participated in the 
final Italian offensive, and of the one com 
pany that later helped to keep the peace in 
Montenegro. and to win promotion thru the 
fine performance of delicate and dangerou- 
duties in Cattaro and Cetinje, was the good 
fortune of Lieutenant Harold Speakman. His 
book, which is an account of his personal ex- 
periences, shows vividly the realities of 
soldier’s life. (Abingdon. 

rOWNS LIKE QUAINT STAGE SETTINGS 

\ SOLDIER’S HEART” BY HAROLD 

SPEAKMAN 

FROM ““FROM 

{hingdon Press 
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THE ARMY BEHIND THE ARMY is a _ pation—sketching, as he went, his s th 

noteworthy war book amounting to an indis- great series of drawings for the \\ 3 

pensable “volume two B” to existing histories ment. This volume contains ma hoe 

of America’s part in the war. E. Alexander drawings together with a narrati 

Powell was specially detailed by the War De- tain Peixotto’s experiences. It ma 

partment to write, with full official co-opera- manent record of America’s part 

tion, this record of the work of the two million (Seribner.) 

soldiers who wear the silver chevron denoting % 

service in this country. His book covers the 
work of ordnance invention and manufacture. EASTERN NIGHTS—AND FLIG! 

the manifold: activities of the Bureau of Mili- you ever read a book so filled wit 

tary Intelligence, the inside story of our chemi- adventures in a strange and foreign 
cal warfare work, the romance of building and it fairly left you gasping, amazed 
training our air service, the work of the Adju- — things could actually happen to an 
tant-General’s Department in putting the right living in the same century and the san 

man in the right place, the Judge Advocate- a8 your more-or-less prosaic, matt 
General’s Department’s handling of the draft, self? If so, you know something ot 
conscientious objectors and the unfit who store for you in this record of thi 
wanted to fight, the training and equipping of | experiences which befell Alan Bott, 
engineers and the Signal Corps, the mammoth “Cavalry of Clouds,” while picking lis 
task of the Quartermaster’s Corps and Medical safety thru a hostile, unknown count \) 
Corps, and} last of all, the manifold activities aviator in the Eastern Service during thi 
of the Salvage Division which has the task of | latter days of the war, he was brouglit ! 
cleaning up the war. (Scribner.) near Nazareth and there, leagues awa 

Berlin, German efficiency made his esca 
* ficult. But the cosmopolitan nature of Kas 

THE AMERICAN FRONT. Ernest Peixotto Cities proved a blessing, since it brought 

went to France in 1918 as artist officially at- it an opportunity for many and vari 
tached to the A. E. F. Naturally he had most guises. Sometimes as a German ofkc 
unusual opportunities ‘to witness operations mufti, sometimes as a stranded Russian so 

in all. sectors. Thru the thick of the fighting le made his way back, hobnobbing s 
he was with the vanguard of our forces—at with other English refugees, whose dis¢g 

Chateau-Thierry and the Marne, in the Toul running from native Greek boys to 
sector, St. Mihiel, the Meuse-Argonne offen- ladies, matched his own in igi 

sive, and in Germany with the army of occu- ( Doubleday. ) 

wads Pe 

FROM A U. S. OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH, VALLEY OF THE ALZETTE, LUXEMBOURG 

FROM “THE AMERICAN FRONT’ BY ERNEST PEIXOTTO 
Charles Scribner’s Sons 



Timely Books in Varied Fields 

Busines: -Reconstruction—Sociology—Education—Important Volumes for Thoughtful People 

Including some which will appeal to both boy and girl readers 

THE ANATOMY OF SOCIETY. Gilbert 

‘< better known as a novelist of the 
school than as a sociologist, but the in- 

keenness with which he has flayed the 

mistakes, the follies and shams of society in 

ic novels has shown him fitted to speak on 

the subject of the social structure of today. 

In this survey he plays no favorites. What- 

ever is wrong or foolish in law, convention or 

lass he dissects ski‘fully, preparatory to 

making his valuable constructive suggestions 

for an improved human community under new 

conditions brought about by the war. (Dut- 
ton. 

+ 

THE UNSOLVED RIDDLE OF SOCIAL 
JUSTICE. The vicious circle of higher wages 

igher prices, labor discontent and strikes 
goes on, and perturbed humanity, demanding 
an end to it all, hunts for an explanaticn and 
acure. In discussing the present social unrest, 
Stephen Leacock states in his recent book that 
the safety of the future, in his opinion, lies 
n a progressive movement of social control, 
based upon the broad general principle of 
equality of opportunity and a fair start. The 
chief immediate opportunities for social better- 
ment, as the writer sees them, lie in the at- 
tempt to give every human being in childhood 
adequate food, clothing, education and oppor- 
tunity. (Lane.) 

(Cannan 

nev 

sive 

* 

PEACE AND BUSINESS. The commercial 
rebirth of Great Britain, France and Italy, a 
survey of existing conditions in Holland, Switz- 
erland and Spain, and a searching analysis of 

the economie handicaps under wh.ch Germany 
must labor in her efforts toward rehabilitation 
are only a few of the many subjects discussed 
by Isaac F. Marcosson in this volume which 
not only has as its background the economics 

| war, but reveals also the whole process 
of _. eOnseratIon. A noteworthy feature of 

¢ hook is the emphasis placed upon Ameri ica’s 
opportunity for world-trade in the light of the 
post-war social and labor unrest. All Ameri- 
cin business men and women who desire to 

Keep abreast of the times will do well to make 
Q place for this on their reference shelves. 

sane, ) 

’ 
LIBERALISM IN AMERICA: ITS ORIGIN, a TEMPORARY COLLAPSE, ITS FUTURE. 

Harold E. Stearns, formerly Associate Editor 
i the Dial, takes the position that liberalism— 

here defined as a definite, tolerant and ration- 
alistic attitude of mind, rather than a specific polit ‘al and economie creed—is a_ precious 
asset of civilized community life. And he 

’ show how desperately urgent is the 
“mergence of that attitude of mind if the 

tries ty 

re 

n xt TY > r 

to ’ wenty years of economic turmoil is not 
Ps in in era of brutal dogmatism, violence and 
ac ‘NY. As a nation, we are prone to self- 
PCA 

on and to the illusion of vanity; so for 

mest of us this book will come as a sobering 
corrective. (Boni & L.) . 

% 
AMERICAN FOREIGN TRADE. Charles M. 

Pepper’s book appeals to the business man, the 
industrialist, the student of international com- 
merce, and the large class of readers who seek 
general information on world tendencies and 
world events. It is a survey of world markets 
and the nature of the trade which constitutes 
them. It analyzes and interprets the conse- 
quences of the great war, the control of raw 

materials. and the nationalized efficiency of the 
several countries. National economic and 

fiscal policies as evolved from the new condi- 
tions are reviewed. (Century. ) 

+ 

THE FREE CITY. “A 
enough to govern everybody in the state is 
freedom. Only _ self-government—community 
government—is strong enough for that task. 
The absence of government today is separating 
society into rich and poor, upon whom the 
laws bear down unequally.” With this thought 
as a keynote, Bouck White has written a book 
which presents the story of municipal govern- 
ment and its possibilities, as contrasted with 
national politics of today. He contends that 
municipal sense is common sense and that in 

government strong 

municipality we find human perfection. (Mof- 
fat, Y.) 

+ 

DAYS GONE DRY. When the country went 
dry the friends of old King Booze said America 
is doomed, we'll have a panic; there’ll be miles 
of empty store rooms, thousands of idle bar- 
keepers and countless unhappy homes. Fred- 
erick Landis—who fought for the Drys with 
all his tremendous enthusiasm—didn’t take 
any stock, of course, in the wails of the Wets, 
but went ahead speaking and writing and win- 
ning votes for temperance. Now, tho the battle 
seems won, he says on the firing line just the 
same, hitting an aleoholic head wherever it may 
be raised or firing a broadside into the enemy’s 
wet trenches. Here he takes thirty shots at old 
King Booze which are accompanied by thirty 
eartoons in Gaar Williams’ most humorous 

stvle. His book is guaranteed to make even 

( Bobbs-Merrill. ) 

* 

THE SOBER WORLD. Russia has given 

up vodka. France has prohibited absinthe. 
The United States has amended its Constitu- 
tion to prohibit the manufacture and sale of 
alcoholic beverages. Randolph Wellford Smith» 
a trained American journalist and author, with 

many years’ experience in London, Washing- 
ton and New York, arraigns the German 
brewery interests and treats exhaustively the 
liquor question in this country. (Marshall 
Jones. ) 

the Wets laugh. 
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HOW TO WRITE BUSINESS LETTERS. 
Any one knows that the knack of writing live, 
forceful human-appeal letters, letters with a 
“pull” means dollars in the pocket of the firm. 
Nor is it altogether true that good letter wri'- 
ers are born not made. A great deal can be 
learned from studying letters that have ac- 
complished the results for which they were in- 
tended. This practical book, edited by Walter 
K. Smart, head of the Department of English 
of Armour Institute of Technology and lecturer 
on business correspondence in the School of 
Commerce, North Western University, in col- 
laboration with the editorial staff of System 
embraces a study of more than 1,900 letters and 
reproduces scores of actual letters that have 
answered inquiries, collected accounts, adjusted 
complaints and increased sales. Any live busi- 
ness man will greet this addition to the Shaw 
Business Training Series with the enthusiasm 
of the gardner for a new seed catolog. (A. W. 
Shaw. ) + 

GO. George Harrison Phelps. successful ad 
vertising manager of a we.l known motor com 
pany. takes one among big successful men and 
tells of intimate meaningful incidents in their 
lives. These are stories selected by a business 
man because they have helped him. The book 
makes stimulating reading for salesman, ad- 
vertising men and other live-wire business 
men. (Reilly & L.) 

+ 
PERSONALITY IN BUSINESS. “He has a 

pleasing personality,” is an expression heard 
often enough to make every one appreciate the 
value of the personal element in business. 
“Study the winning personalities of successful 
men,” answers Samuel Miles Hastings, presi- 
dent of the Computing Scale Company, when 
asked the guide to success as a manager. “Half 
the seeret of money making.” says John North 
Willys, President of the Willys-Overland Com- 
pany. What these and other prominen‘ suc- 
cessful men have to say about this interesting 
subject makes thought-provoking reading for 
the business man as well as for the general 
reader. Illustrated. (A. W. Shaw.) 

% 

CURRENCY AND CREDIT. Rk. G. Hawt 
rey makes an analytical investigation into the 
relation of credit to money and to the unit 
of value, and into the practical measures fo 
regulating the supply of purchasing power. 
He deals with financial crises, war finance, and 
after-war problems and gives special consid 
eration to the transmission of credit move 
ments from country to country. The theore 
tical conclusions are illustrated from varicus 
periods of economic history. (Longmans. 

+ 
OFFICE TRAINING AND STANDARDS. If 

you have on your Christmas list, a young man 
or woman just starting in or about fo enter 
the business world, this new title in the Shaw 
Business Training Series will prove a most ap- 
propriate gift. The mass of ac‘ual day-by-day 
routine of an office, nowhere recorded but 
which must be learned from word of mouth 
during weeks and months seems appailingly 
great to the beginner and often discourages him 

Publishers’ Weekly 

at the outset. F. C. McClelland. 
completed a thoro study of office p 
in his new title in the Shaw 2, 
ing Series the subject of office w: 
up standards of performance }, 
reader can judge his progress. [1 
be helpful also to those who may hia 
a knowledge of incorrect office rout 
trated. (A. W. Shaw.) 

+ 
THE GIRL AND THE JOB. Av 

fit? Or do you know a girl who is 
case it will prove worthwhile to 
Helen Hoerle and B. Salzberg have 1 
purpose of their book is to unfold 
which many occupations hold for w 
never before thought of them as pos 
but would glad y make them realit \ 
only the ordinary professions. such a 
teaching and stenography, are discus . 
attention is also given to newer field S¢ 
vice where women are acting as_ bact 
ists, draughtswomen, architects and int 
decorators. The book does three t 
assists the girl in estimating her own pote 
tial abilities; it explains in a straightforwa 
manner what qualifications are necessaiy; a 
it discusses the chances of advancement a: 
the scale of remuneration in each of 390 or s 
occupations. (Holt.) 

+ 
THE KNACK OF SELLING is a \ 

digs under the surface of selling to 
what are the fundamental principles fo 
cessful salesmanship. The star salesman is 4 
star—why? Because he consciously o 
sciously follows certain rules that ass 
ge'ting the prospect’s signature on tlie [littl 
dotted line. Herbert Watson analyzes t 
tives that make people buy and shows j 
the salesman can play upon those mot : 
that the prospect just can’t help but 
takes up in detail first, mapping out 
vas; second, managing the interview 
how and when to close; fourth, find 
correcting your weak points; fifth, get! 
see your man; sixth, acquiring the art } 
ing.” His book, based upon the expe 

successful organization, is issued in th 
trated volumes. (A. W. Shaw.) 

% 
FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE AT F! 

Victor De Villiers makes a complete 
analysis of actual statistics showing 
six out of every one hundred men 
cessful. He indicates clearly and wit! 
able common sense the methods of 

+ 

this financial independence. (Maga 
Wall Street.) 

% 
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY. The > 

psychology appeals to many who do nv 
themselves as actual students. Suc p 
well as the teacher and the student pro} 
find much enlightenment in this book }) 
S. Hunter, professor of psychology in t 
versity of Kansas. It is written from ' 
logical point of view and much atte! 
given to the descripton of experimenta 
ods and results. (Univ. of Chicago.) 



Timely Books 

————— 

4 CENTURY OF PRICES. The great prac- 

tance of interpreting present and~ 
tical Imp 
‘ture economic and financial conditions in 

the light of the past can hardly be over-esti- 

mated. In this field it is most emphatically 

true that coming events cast their shadows 
This is why this examination of eco- 

hefore. 

omic and financial conditions as reflected in 

" prices money rates, ete., during the past 100 

oars, with a view to estabiishing general 

rinciples which may aid in interpreting the 
oresent - future is of such value. Ex-Senator 

Burton, chairman of the board of 

eastern ‘eeu National Bank of New 

York and G. C. Sheldon, managing editor of 

e ydore i 
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scan een os asencseeateiopnacsinsensersenmmennsadinecomeeenemeanseaneesaea ren TIES 

A. B. C. OF BOND BUYING. To the great 
general public a bond is no longer the 
mystery known only to the elite in financial 
circles that it was before the Liberty Loans 
started their great educative campaigns. Now 

almost every school boy in the country has a 
personal acquaintance with at least this kind 
of investment. The ground then is thoroly 
prepared for such a book as this by G. c 
Selden, managing editor of the Magazine of 
Wall Street. It is a complete guide for buy- 
ing bonds which are safe, satisfactory from the 
point of view of interest return and likely to 
sell at the price paid for them or in advance. 
(Magazine of Wall Street.) 

LITERARY 
(RIGHT) AND 

““TURGEN”’ 

TAMES BRANCH 

LATEST 

CABELL 

BOOKS : 

the Magazine of Wall Street have made this 
urvey of prices. The book is illustrated with 
‘raps showing the trend of prices. The text 
ind graphs first appeared in the Magazine of 
Wall Street and were widely commented upon, 
not only for their originality but for the 
practical bearing of the principles involved 
‘pon the actual work of the business man 
rin (Magazine of Wall Street.) 

* 
ESSENTIALS OF INVESTMENT. Thi at- 

te 1)? ; nti of an army of new investors has been 
umned to bonds, thru the Liberty Loans. This 

vestor, 

‘ook tells the investor what the ess°n ials of 
Sal investment are and how to analyze a 

Macs ee to judge if the investment 

Carles contains them. The autnor, Frederick 
varies. Is head of the bond department of one 
: viladelphia’s largest private banking 

‘uses and a well-known writer on financial 
yf 

Sitti at 

eets. (Winston. ) 

SINCLAIR 

(McBride) 

RECIPROCITY 
LEWIS 

: “PREE AIR” 

EACH OTHER’S 

& H.) 

(LEFT) READING 
(Harcourt, Bb. 

HOW TO HANDLE AND DEVELOP YOUR 
OWN BUSINESS. There is no wail more uni- 
versal at the holiday season than the question. 
“What can I give a man?” Why not give him 
a business book? It will appeal to him fa 
more than a neck-tie case. This title in par 
ticular will meet with general approval from 

man in any line of business. System, the 
business, has keeping in 

th the rapid strides made by cer 
the handling and de 

These plans and 

any 
magazine of 

close touch wi 

tain business 

veloping of their 
methods have been collected in a book which 

gives practical suggestions for handling ac- 

counts and keeping records; for the prepara- 
tion of letters and advertisements; for training 

assistants. for eliminating “red tape;” for sell 

for getting the banker to “see 
is one of the titles 

(A. W. Shaw.) 

been 

men in 

business. 

ing more goods; 

it vour way,” ete. ete. It 

in System’s Plan Book Series. 
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NELSON’S STANDARD AUTHORS. India _ tions to the set are Omar Khayyan 
Paper Edition. For busy people who have to -Browning and Edward Everett Ha 
catch their reading moments as they may—on Man Without a Country.” (Nelson 
the train, during shopping intervals or un- ye 
avoidable waits, there is no kind of book more CLASSICS IN THE FRENCH LAN‘ 
acceptable than these light weight volumes of The present interest in the Fre: 
good print with flexible leather covers, just guage which is one of the results 
the size to slip easily into the pocket. We _ close bond with France makes {| 

lection especially tir 
more appropriate gift 

be found for the stu 
for any one who r 
language easily thar 
these attractively 
and printed pocket-s 
umes. Over 200 titl 

now to be found in 
lection which inelud: 
best of French fictio; 
general literature. B 
the works of French au 
it includes translatio: 
French from othe: 
guages. The most 
volumes are: sy 
uses,” by Paul Bou 
“La Reine Marie-Ant 
ette,” by Pierre de Ni 
“Suzanne Normis,” by 
Greville; “Belle Rose, 
H. Achard; “Memoires 
Aide de Campe.” by Con 
Ph. de Segur; “La ( 
Rouge,” by Stanley J. VV 
man and “Les Maitre 

Autrefois,” by E. Fr 
tin. (Nelson.) 

co 

CONTACT WITH TH! 
OTHER WORLD: THI 
LATEST EVIDENCE AS 
TO COMMUNICATIOD 
WITH THE DEAD. a) 
to the dearest hope of t 
sands of men and w 
“Can I speak to my 
ones that have al 
gone? Are they real! 
dead ?” Into thes: 

questions are pack: 
age-long yearnings not 
race, but of all man! 

Dr. James H. Hyslop, 
erly professor of log 
ethics, Columbia In 

sity, takes up first t! 
liminary problems: 
life, human persona 
telephathy, the eviden 

le 

11 

rHE TWO CABMAKERS RACED FRANTICALLY DOWN THE HILL, EACH ONE 

TRUNDLING HIS LITTLE WAGON survival after deat), 

FROM “‘SELDWYLA FOLKS” BY GOTTFRIED KELLER then makes a thoro in\ 

Brentano’s gation of the claims 01 

munications received 
have all heard stories of the amount of good death, from Mark Twain, Professor Jam 

reading that can be accomplished in fifteen Harvard, Dr. Isaac K. Funk, Carroll D. Wr's 
minutes a day. Why not try it yourself or set and the distinguished artist, R. Swain Giff 
some friend on the right path by starting his His book will save valuable time and serv: 
set of the New Century Library (India Paper a short cut to anyone, friend or foe of spl! 
Editions) of Standard Authors? Thackeray, ualism, who wishes to lay his hands upon 
Stevenson. Emerson, Dickens, Dumas, Eliot, latest developments, the latest claims, 

Poe, Shakespeare, Browning, Trollope, the latest disputes anent the mooted question 0! 
Brontés, Austen, Scott and Hugo are to be life after death and the possibility of dir 
found in this edition. The most recent addi- communication from the other world. (Century 

ft 
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wsBSTER’S NEW INTERNATIONAL DIC- 

TIONARY. The Bible, the Dictionary and 

Shakespeare still keep their place at the top 

. list of gift books for the individual or 

ie family. It goes without saying that no 

essive family should be without a good 

idged dictionary. This latest of a long 

{ Merriam-Webster unabridged diction- 

is scholarly, accurate, convenient and 

yitative. It answers clearly, concisely and 

those thousands of puzzling questions 

ire always arising. Its 400,900 vocabulary 

ys include the new war words such as Bol- 

-iki, brisance, fourth arm, escadrille lorry, 
o, camouflage, barrage, etc. 1t has 12,000 

jovraphieal entries, a new gazeteer of nearly 

),0U0 subjects, 6,000 illustrations including 
olored plates and 2,700 pages. In the regular 
edition this dictionary weighs 14 pounds, in 
the India paper edition the weight is only 

5-8 pounds. It is well for prospective gift 
buyers to consider also the smaller abridged 

dictionaries for it is surprising how many 
people are without such modern desk helps. 
{mong these Webster’s “New Ideal” abridged 

from the “New  International;” Webster’s Li 

“Collegiate,” the largest of several abridge- 
ments of the “New International;” and 
Webster’s “Little Gem Dictionary,” a_ vest 
pocket guide. (Merriam. ) 

% 
STUDIES IN WORD-ASSOCIATION. What 

happens in our mind when we hear a word ut- 
tered? The foree of association enters into the 
experiment as is seen by calling out a series of 
simple words and watching how the patient re- 
acts to each, as quickly as possible, with the 
first word that comes into his head. Dr. C. G. 
Jung considers here the psychoanalytical as- 
pect of the question as it has been revealed in 
experiments which he has carried out at the 
Psychiatrie Clinic of the University of Zurich 
"he volume has been translated by Dr. M. I. 
rider, and it is expected that it will be of ser- 

e in connection with the standard tests that 
ire being used to an increasing degree in edu- 
itional work. (Moffat, Y.) 

% 
HISPANO-AMERICAN STUDIES. As a 
terary interpretation of South American lit- 

erature, this book by Isaac Goldberg, is the 
‘irst of its kind in English. More than a mere 

storical account of South American authors, 
‘ Is a study of outstanding persona ities and 
‘ieir work, containing for example, a sketch 
ot the Poet Ruben Dario, the essayist. Jose 
Em ique Rodo and the novelist and poet, Rufino 
Blanco-Fombona. Altho designed for the gen- 
‘ral reader the book has already been adopted 

use In several universities. (Brentano’s.) 
% 

NEW WORDS SELF-DEFINED. Professor 
‘. Alphonso Smith has brought together into 

‘volume many of the new words which have 
ind their way into the language within the 

‘st few years. All of them are being used 
“creasingly, not only in contemporary speech. 

in current literature, so that to know their 
“aning is becoming an absolute necessity. In 
enting them here, the intention has not 
1 to compile a dictionary, but instead, by 

Limely Books m Varied Fields 
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giving them their proper setting, allow the 
words to tell them their own story. Used in 
typical sentences, they define themselves. 
( Doubleday. ) 

% 
NELSON POCKET DICTIONARIES. Very 

appropriate little gifts for students are these 
attractive little dictionaries of the “E. F. G. 
Series” issued under the general editorship of 
G. F. Barwick of the British Museum. They 
are issued in English, French and English, 
German and English, Italian and English, 
Spanish and English and Latin and English. 

(Nelson.) 

THEN THE GREAT LORD CARDINAL CALLED FOR HIS 

BOOK AND OFF THAT TERRIBLE CURSE HE TOOK 

FROM THE HOLIDAY EDITION OF “THE JACKDAW 

THE “INGOLDSBY LEGENDS’’) 
COLOR AND BLACK AND 

WHITE BY GEORGE WHARTON EDWARDS 

Houghton Mifflin Co. 

CLASSICS IN THE SPANISH LANGUAGE. 
In this series are published copyrighted works 
of well-known contemporary authors, also a 
selection of the best works of the Spanish 

OF RHEIMS” (FROM 

ILLUSTRATED IN 

Classics, and translations of contemporary 
French and English works, made by dis- 
tinguished writers. The volumes of the series 
are printed from large type on fine paper, and 
bound in library binding. in special cloth, with 
frontispiece, and cover illustrated with an en- 
graving. They make admirable gifts for those 
interested in Spanish literature. (Nelson.) 
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THE FAIRVIEW IDEA. The biggest busi- 

ness in this country is farming. Heretofore 

the farm has been managed by hands rather 

than heads, but the industry seems to be com- 

ing into its own and Herbert Quick is help- 

ing it. We have heard much about the move- 

ment back to the farm, but Mr. Quick tells 

how and why to stay on the farm. He re- 

creates an entire neighborhood. its love stories, 

its tragedies, its anxieties, and its pleasures. 
He makes the various families live again and 
he does it all in terms of farm life. His Fair- 
view is no Utopia. Its idea is in practice in 
a doven or more communities in the corn belt 
and elsewhere. (Bobbs-Merrill. ) 

+ 

NEW SCHOOLS FOR OLD. Evelyn Dewey 
shows what can be done to build up a small 
rural school and make it a power for good in 
the community. Her book describes in detail 
the work and achievement of a woman teacher 
in the Ozark Mountains region, who, thru 
the medium of the district school, has regen- 
erated a down-at-the heel countryside. (Dut- 
ton.) 

+ 

SOCIAL GAMES AND GROUP DANCES. 
Social workers know just how trying and even 
dangerous a few moments of unbroken ice are 
at the outset of any gathering. J. C. Elsom 
and Blanche M. Trilling, both members of the 
Physical Education Department of the Uni- 
versity of Wisconsin, have for a number of 
years been testing out the material available 
for social center and private social activity 

and this collection of games and dane 
result. The teacher, parent or socia! 
will find them suitable for almost any o 
or any social group 
mature persons; they are full of act 
humorous and dramatic situations; an 
are so clearly and concretely described 
fully illustrated that they can be eas 
derstood by anyone. 

of either 

( Lippincott. ) 

+ 

yout 

HEALTH THROUGH WILL POWER 
generation has hitherto been so intent 
development of the intelect that we hay, 

In the 1ecent wa 
ever, man has discovered the power of h 
will. He has tapped layers of energy t! 
did not know he possessed. He 
that his will is capable of enabling him 
things he would have previousl 

neglecting the will. 

utterly impossible. 

ease depend upon 

Also, he has discover: 
what a degree health and recovery fron 

g tl ie will. 1D) 
Walsh, medical director of Ford] 
sity School of Sociology, shows its | 

hniversa and curative power 

ments. The book 

ment. (Little. B.) 

u 

is 
pon many u 

has 

COTS 

lam | 

non-technical iy 

+ 

CLASSIFIED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 
LIFE AND ORGANIZED WORK WITH BOYS 
Will be found a valuable little volume 

Ronald Tuttle Vea worker with boys. 
compiled a complete list of boys’ work mat 
in the field; every 

I 

part made immed 

available by the use of a scientific met 

classification. (Association Press. 

PROM A PELOTOGRAPH FROM THE SERVICE DES BEAUX-ARTS 

MOULAY IDRISS (9,000 INHABITANTS) 
FROM “IN MOROCCO” BY EDITH WHARTON 

Charles Scribners Sons 

Al MAROC 

ame 

tT 

BO 
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THE LIFE OF THE SPIDER. Probably the 

-nown of the remarkable insect classics 
hest . - 

; Fabre, the great French naturalist, this 

work is now issued in an illustrated edition. 

rhe sixteen full-page pictures are by C:ement 
The translation is by Alexander 

(Dodd, Mead.) 

+ 

MY CANDY SECRETS by Mary Elizabeth, 

‘; more than a collection of recipes by the well 

-nown caterer. It shows clearly the methods 

by which she made her fame. A'tho Mary 

Mlizabeth now makes ‘andy on a large scale. 

he began on a small way and has experience 

ll the difficulties of the beginner. She ex- 

olains with extreme frankness the secret of 

oy trade discussing minutely what weather 

onditions are best for candy making. reme- 

‘ex when fondants sugar, what candies should 

e stirred. the amount of flavoring needed and 
ther mysteries of the art. (Stokes. ) 

% 
THE THRIFT COOK BOOK. Any book from 

Marion Harris Neil, cookery editor of the 
Ladies Home Journal and expert in her line, 
needs no introduction to housewives. ‘The 
present book is a collection of economical 
recipes that will be found especially useful in 
the battle with H. C. L. (McKay.) 

% 
THE “MADE EASY” SERIES. While the 

old adage “There is no royal road to learn- 
ng,” sti!l holds, the adjective “easy” is no 
onger regarded with the disapproval thet hung 
about it in the days of our forefathers. Jn 
fact we feel now that short cuts are net neces- 
sarily disastrous especially when the one who 
knows the short cut well, has in fact made it 
himself. is the traveler’s guide. The guides |» 
these “easier” paths in subjects ranging from 
lressmaking to magie have been chosen fo 
their special fitness, namely mastery of their 

special subjects and ability to interpret them 
to others. Emily Rose Burt. who for some 
years as a member of the staff of the Woman’s 
Home Companion, gave suggestions for enter 
tainment in the home. writes “Entertaining 
Made Easy,” which will solve many a hostess’s 
problem of ice-breaking and catering. “Draw- 
ing Made Easy” by Joseph Cummings 
Chase, gives instruction in perspective and 
omposition. For those who wish to keep up 

'o the minute in dancing, Charles J. Coll has 
vritten “Dancing Made Easy.” <A dictionary 

lor the sewing room, “Dressmakine Made 

Kasy.” a book that tells what to do and how 
to do it, is Isabel D. Conover’s contribu‘ion 

to the series. Then there are helps along the 
ines of arithmetic grammar, spelling and pen- 

de kal ee be former by Marvin Dana, 
Si shasta ud wara Summers Squier. Marvin 
mae tested ak what shorthand methods have 
ede — proved efficient in ‘Shorthand 

‘ce Kasy” and Nathan H. Lemowitz gives a 

piteoes ‘aaa the basic principles of 
Souler: iene rm eeping. Edward Summers 

and Magie : Mad : — meer tad “Tricks 
wrinkles from ~ ae _ offers the latest 
pies the rs 0 oan s budget and gives 
Hhalien Mode ee of parlor magic. Mental 
Nii te fan , nes. by V. H. White shows 

evelop the will power. From Gabrielle 

B. Davis. 

‘ixeira de Mattos. I" 

the delicate art of 
Rosiere there is help for those who need it in 

writing love letters. 
(Clode.) 

* 

CREATIVE CHEMISTRY. This is the age 
of chemistry. It has altered the balance of 
power among nations, revolutionized warfare 
and transformed the life of man. Yet to many 
well informed persons chemistry is a dark 
mystery, a sealed book, because ~it has never 
been presented to them in a language that they 
understood. This book is a popular explana 
tion of what modern chemistry is doing for 
the world, by Edwin E. Slosson, the well-known 
editor of the /ndependent, who was for years 

(Century a professor of chemistry. 

GRIPPING THE SPIKELET, SHE IS THROWN SOME 

INCHES AWAY FROM THE BURROW 

“THE LIFE OF THE SPIDER” BY J. H. FABRE FROM 

Dodd, Mead & Co. 

YOUTH AND ITS PROBLEMS. Appeals 
have been made to Dr. Winfield Seott Hall, 
member of ihe medical faculty of North- 
western University and author of “Sexual 
Knowledge.” to prepare books that treat the 
same subject separately from the standpoint 
of the boy or girl. These new books have been 

prepared to meet this demand. “Youth and 
its Problems” is written for the youth who 
hopes for vigorous aggressive young manhood 
and for the young man who aspires to virile 
adult manhood. “Girlhood and Its Problems’’ 
written in cooperation with Jeanette Win:er 
Hall, author of “Primer of Physiology” ans- 
wers for the young woman her unexpressed 
questions. ( Winston.) 



A DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE. For the 
thoughtful family, particuluarly the one in 
which there are growing children there could be 
no more appropriate gift than this volume by 
John D. Davis, D. D., which is at the same 
time authoritative and so attractive in format 
and style as to encourage its frequent use. The 
book aims to be a dictionary of the Bible, not 
of speculation about the Bible. Its purpose is 
to furnish a thoro acquaintance with biblical 
matters. To this end it has been made a com- 
pendium of the facts stated in the Scriptures, 
and of explanatory and supplementary ma- 
terial drawn from records of the ancient 
peoples contemporary with Israel. It has been 
furnished with authoritative illustrations, not 
pictures drawn from the imagination, but ac- 
tual delineations of the things and places them- 
selves. It has many accurate maps all recent 
and most of them drawn specially for this 
work. The book now appears in a third edi- 
tion, which has been revised thruout; somewhat 
enlarged and greatly enriched. The articles on 
geography and history reflect the light that has 
come during the last decade. While the scope 
of the original work has not been changed, new 
material has been added and the old rewritten 
whenever greater simplicity or clearness could 
be attained. (Presbyterian Board of Publica- 
tion. ) 

+ 
THE ORIENT IN BIBLE TIMES. From a 

profound study of the Orient in all the litera- 
ture available, with an understanding illumi- 
nated by travel in remote as well as familiar 
portions of that land, Elihu Grant, professor 
of Biblical History, Haverford College, Pa.., 
has produced a volume which will interpret 
the Bible and its times in an intensely inter- 
esting and helpful way. His book is copiously 
illustrated. (Lippincott. ) 

+ 
BETWEEN TWO WORLDS. These are days 

when men are asking insistent questions about 
things unseen—when death and what lies be- 
yond are taking a larger place in life. John 
Heston Willey has written a little book for all 
of us in which he discusses fearlessly and 
straightforwardly some of the everyday pro- 
blems of this life in their relation to the here- 
after and gives the answers to these questions 
as he has found them in a careful study of the 
Bible. (Association Press.) 

% 
A COMMUNITY CHURCH. Several 

writers have stirred public interest by 
assertion that there is something radically 
wrong with the churches. Henry E. Jackson 
goes further in this book, and points the way 
out. The first part of the book shows why the 
author left the ministry after twenty years of 
service and devoted himself to community 
organization, with the schoolhouse as_ the 

center. He is now special agent in community 
organization of the U. S. Bureau of Educa- 
tion, and constant calls for addresses and con- 

ferences from all parts of the country show 
widespread interest in his work. (Houghton 
M.) 

recent 

their 

In the Field of Religion and Church Activities 
THAT ONE FACE. With the avo 

of helping men and women to reac} 
judgment about Jesus, Richard Robert 
ister of the Church of the Pilgrims in 
lyn, here shows the estimate which 
leaders of the world’s thought have fo) 
Jesus. Asking the fundamental question 
think ve of Christ” he leads us into ¢ 
ence of such men as Dante, Browning 
arola, Mazzini and Ruskin and inte: 
characteristic answer of each one. \ 
tion Press, ) ’ 

FORGOTTEN FACES is the third o: 
logy of piquantly written volumes on B 
characters by George Peck. It is the w 
a whimsical lover of folks and faces. 1 
thor shows “the face of an outcast” (Ishn 
“the hidden face” (Eliezer), “the fac 
baffles” (Laban); “the artist-face” (Beza) 

“the face that flinched” (Hobab): “th 
smiling face” (Adoni-bezek) and many 
of the more obscure Bible characters 
shows them not as a gallery of antiquat: 
traits but as pictures touched by a 
hand. (Abingdon.) +} 

WHAT PEACE MEANS. These litt 
says of Henry van Dyke’s might hav 
fitly entitled “Peace and Immortality,’ 
they show us a distinct connection existir 
tween the peace that comes as the f 
individual sacrifice and the peace that 
promised heritage of “the faithful.” D: 
Dyke calls them “just daily bread discow 
but they have a larger mission; providin: 
they do, a cheery “bit of blue-sky” 
needed today over thousands of homes t 
the land. (Revell.) 

+ 
WESTMINSTER GRADED GUIDE BOOKS 

written each one by an expert, cover the 
ferent departments in the graded Su 
School. Teachers and superintendents 
find them invaluable helps. They inc! 
“The Cradle Roll Department,” by Eliz 
W. Sudlow; “The Beginners’ Departn 
by Louise M. Oglevee; “The Primary De 
ment,” by Phebe H. Curtiss; “The Jun 
How to Teach Them and Train Them, 
Maud Junkin Baldwin; “The Intermed 
Department,” by Eugene C. Foster: “The * 
Boy,” by Eugene C, Foster; ‘Problems o 
Intermediate and Senior Teacher.” by Fu 
C. Foster; “The Adult Department: Its > 
and Opportunity,” by Ida S. Blick; and 
Home Department,” by Mrs. Minnie | 
Karnell. (Prebyterian Board of Publicat 

% 
THE CHURCH WE FORGET. ?. Whi 

Wilson in speaking of his study of the li! 
words of the early Christians, 
again my paint box is the Bible and not 
else—and my canvas is a page which he 
runs may read.” The author of “The 
We Forget” here furnishes a : Rica 
ture of the earliest Christian Church—o! 

says: 

men and women, of like feelings wit! 
selves, who followed Christ and fought 

battles in the Roman world of their 
(Revell.) 
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PRACTICING CHRISTIAN UNITY. The 

work of Roy B. Guild as executive secretary of 

Federal Council’s Commission on Inter- he 

ne vederation has given him material with 

which to show that the plan of church com- 

munity co-operation has actually proved its 

worth in practice. Those persons who are seek- 

ing unity within the church for the purpose of 

community betterment will be glad to know 

that interchureh organization, besides increas- 
ing available resources, renders a service more 
valuable and permanent than would otherwise 

(Association Press.) be possible. 

his survey of the history of missions since the 
beginning of the modern era. He depicts the 
missionary movement against the background 
of general history, and sets forth the relation 
of missionary endeavor to contemporary con- 
ditions, political and commercial, social, and 
intellectual. The book is one of the handbooks 
of ethics and religion in the University of Chi- 
cago publications for religious education. 
(Univ. of Chicago.) 

+ 
THE CROSS. Donald Hankey’s two series 

of papers entitled “A Student in Arms” have 

THE SEVEN-BRANCHED CANDLESTICK OF HEROD’S TEMPLE 

FROM “fA DICTIONARY OF 

Presbyterian 

THE REDEMPTION OF RELIGION. The 

author of this book, Charles Gardner, lias felt 
‘or many years that the higher criticism had 
4 positive and contributive value towards .the 
understanding of Jesus Christ. He has tried 
to seize that value, and tell the story of Jesus, 
using only so much of the Evangelists as the 
the ee allow. He has then correlated 
Siebomaal ns image of Jesus with the other 

‘ary sources showing that the critical 
nucleus dem; esti j . ; is demands the other testimonies for com- 

Aetine j 5 the picture. (Longmans. ) 
*% 

THE SPREAD OF CHRISTIA NITY IN THE 
MODERN WORLD. What has been the part 

a —s o- the making of the modern 

its anifelas se has the modern world esitia 

tbinicaie pr had in making modern 

Mor Pies at they are? Edward Caldwell 

Harva: imer professor of Christian morals. 
iT Tniv s3¢<r < 
dl niversity, answers these questions in 

THE 

Board 

BIBLE” BY JOHN D. DAVIS 

of Publication 

been called for in edition after edition, because 
they state clearly and simply the philosophy 
of a man of fine education, of deep feeling. 
and strong love for his fellow-men. They were 
the expression of a great and noble spirit in 
the midst of a terrible test. Among his last 
writings found in his note books recovered 
from the front after his death, are these pages, 
the statement of such a man when in the face 
of death he tries to tell what the cross ot 
Christ stands for to him. (Dutton.) 

% 

EXPOSITORY SERIES. Charles R. Erd- 
man, D. D., professor of practical theology. 
Princeton Theological Seminary, includes in 
this series ‘““The Gospel of Mark,” “The Gospel 
of John,” “The General Epistles” and “The 
Acts.” Bible students will welcome these 
simple and direct expositions. (Presbyterian 
Joard of Publication. ) 
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STAR DUST FROM THE DUGOUTS is 
written to help American parents, preachers, 
churchworkers and others interested in the 
welfare of our returned soldiers to understand 
what sort of men are coming back to us. The 
author, William L. Stidger, who left his wife 
and baby to go to France to drive a_ truck 
carrying “Y” supplies to the farthermost ditch, 
knows how the war has affected the spiritual 
side of these boys. He tells how they listened 
to sermons, of their relations to their chap- 
lains, of their attitude to prayer, of their real 
attitude to the Y. M. C. A. during the war. 
how they felt about the Bible, and of their 
belief in Christ. All this from one who has 
been on the inside is invaluable aid for those 
who have the religious reconstruction of our 
returned soldiers at heart. (Abingdon.) 

% 

THE WALL AND THE GATES. The gen- 
eral theme of the volume may be defined ag 
truth and life in Christ Jesus. The purpose is 
to draw from the Scriptures those truths which 
are vitally related to character and conduct 
and apply them to the individual life. The 
attempt is made, therefore, simply to discover 

the truth as it is in Jesus. and apply it to the 
daily course and conduct of life. J. Ritchie 
Smith, D. D., professor of homiletics, Prince- 

ton Theological Seminary, is the author of this 
eollection of sermons. (Presbyterian Board of 
Publication. ) 

+ 
A HISTORY OF THE NEW THOUGHT 

MOVEMENT. All who are interested in any 
phase of mental healing will welcome this ap- 
preciative study of the movement by Horatio 
W. Dresser, author of “The Power of Silence.” 
It traces the development of the silent method, 
the growth of the main ideas into a religion 
and philosophy implying a fresh interpretation 
of Christianity. and the diffusion of these ideas 
thruout the world. The author is the son of 
Julius A. Dresser, a patient and follower of 
Quimby the Pioneer; he has had access to all 
first-hand materials; has grown up with the 
movement, and has been personal'y acquainted 
with the leading teachers and healers. The 
history gives impartial expression to the vari 
ous phases of the movements. and directs at 
tention to the more permanent, constructive 
ideas. Its publication marks the end of fifty 
years since the publication of the first book 
on the subject, “The Mental Cure,” by W. E. 
Evans. (Crowell.) 

% 

CHRIST’S LIFE IN PICTURES. As its 
title indicates this book prepared by Reverend 
George A. Keith, S. J., presents the life of 

Christ by means of a series of inspiring pic 
tures from the scenes of his life. With the 
exception of the preface, a_ short description 

below each picture and an appropriate quota- 

tion from the Scriptures. the pictures are al- 
lowed to tell their own stories. The book in- 
cludes reproductions from the masterpieces of 
the world. Van Dyke, Reubens, Raphael, 
Vander Werff. Delaroche, Yiersch, Harrach. 
Munkascy, Muller, Cisceri, Hofmann, Eastlake, 
Diettrich and Zimmerman are among the con- 
tributors. (Extension Press. 

ALONG THE FRIENDLY WAY 
of “little bundles of reminiscences 
human being looking back from the 
bound of life over the way whe) 

trudged along with the crowd of h 
tion.” It is a series of philosophica 

rative sketches of human vignettes. 
Ludlow is clearly not concerned wit 
facts of his own life; he is very much ¢ 
with the men and events that hav 

I'VE READ IT BY MOONLIGH1 
FROM “STAR DUST FROM THE DIIGO 

WILLIAM L. STIDGER 

Abingdon Press 

him. He has observed keenly, ani 
wisely and deeply; he has read extens 
traveled widely. and rubbed elbows an 
with men great and little of many n 
and under varying conditions. He is th 
man” of which the — philosophe: 
(Revell. ) 

+ 

NELSON’S BIBLES, PRAYER BOOKS 
HYMNALS. The claim is repeatedly 
that the Bible is the best of “best sellers.’ 
one will dispute that it is the best gift 
The American Standard Bible makes a 
able gift for any one. The great religio! 
nominations use it as the basis for thei: 
day School periodical lessons and it is 
widely used among colleges, universities 
theological schools. These Bibles may » 
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50 styles in every size of type and in 

panied bindings. Nelson Prayer Books and 

Hymnals for use in the Protestant Episcopal 

Church are well printed in four sizes of type 

n fine quality Bible and India paper. (Nel- 

iT son 

+ 

THE NEW SPIRIT OF INDUSTRY. “In 

\merica the post-war problems of readjust- 

ment are more in the nature of opportunities 

‘han of obligations,” says Herbert N. Shenton 

» the foreword to F. Ernest Johnson's book, 

“It is for us to choose whether under these 
yotential post-war auspices we will heroically 
ledicate ourselves to making the most of the 

portunities for improving the social order, or 
whether we will seek comfort in settling back 

nto approximations of status quo ante bel- 
um.” This survey of the labor situation in 
\merica has been prepared for the help of the 
thieally and religiously minded, whether in 

the church or out of it, who see the challenge 
n the situation. (Association Press.) 

+ 

THE ABOLISHING OF DEATH. Basil King 
is the writer of power and insight who pro- 
duced those noteworthy novels: “The Inner 
Shrine” and “The City of Comrades.” A few 
months ago, he did not believe in messages 
from the dead. He did, however, have a beau- 
tiful philosophy of everlasting life, which he 
based on the New Testament. Recently there 
‘ame the experiences which he is now present- 
ing. You may not aecept them as evidence. 
Mr. King is not sure that he does. As he 
says “All T ask is that, in telling my story. 
vhich the reader will see to be a simple one, | 
shall be credited with the effort to give the 
tacts as accurately as T can _ recall them.” 
Cosmopolitan Book. ) 

+ 

NOTES OF A CAMP-FOLLOWER ON THE 
WESTERN FRONT, tells simply and straight- 
‘orwardly the story of E. W. Hornung’s ex- 
periences as a worker with the Y. M. C. A. 
Mr. Hornung won fame years ago as the crea- 
tor of Raffles, the gentleman burglar. During 
the first year of the conflict he lost his only 
‘on on the western front, and thereupon. as 
the only contribution that a man of his years 

ould make to the common cause. he took up 
‘nteen and library work with the Y. M. C 
A. and continued it until the end of the war. 
His book is a diary, a tale and a picture all 
"one, an expression and explanation of the 
‘pirit in which the men of the Y. M. C. A. 
Yent to the front. (Dutton. ) 

ea 

BUSINESS INSPIRATIONS. Christain D. 
ri t0a author of “Business Psychology.” 

“nkes, in the opening sentences of his book. 
i high note which is also its keynote: “With 

ae Vision’ no real attainment is possible.” 
at dae purpose is to show that inspiration 

is iiele ‘sm govern the world of business just 

man whe follen. other realm—and that the 
aii _ ollows business merely as a money- 

“= game, misses the “vision.” The book 

mt only discusses the powers of men but it 
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sugzests practical methods by which these 
powers can be used to the uttermost. (Crowell. ) 

+ 
LETTERS TO JACK is a series of heart 

to heart chats written by a priest, Rt. Rev- 
erend F. C. Kelley, to his nephew, but equally 
applicable to every youth of the Roman 
Catholic faith. (Extension Press. 

+ 
COURAGE: TODAY AND TOMORROW. 

Taking for her keynote, Captain Anderson’s 
appeal to his men in the trenches, ‘“‘Let’s go in 
smiling,” Jeannette Marks has prepared a 
little volume of popular philosophy which is 
intended as spiritual ammunition and soul re- 
inforcement for those on ‘the firing line of life. 
(Womans Press.) 

+ 
LIFE OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN IN PIC- 

TURES, arranged by Reverend William D. 
O’Brien, contains sixty-two replicas of the art 
treasures of the world. representing the life 
of the Virgin Mary. Each picture is accom- 
panied by a short text covering the life, man 
ners and customs of the times, peoples, and 
places, in which the Virgin lived. The author 
of the texts has drawn his wording of the pic- 
tures from the very scenes and places which 
he describes from his journey to the Holy 

(Extension Press.) 

+ 
PELOUBET’S SELECT NOTES FOR 1920 

is the forty-sixth annual volume of these notes 
on the International Sunday School lessons. 
It condenses the material of several volumes 
and focuses upon each lesson the very best 
commentaries of all writers. These lesson 
helps are invaluable to every Sunday School 
worker and teacher. (Wilde.) 

. 

ON THE THRESHOLD OF THE SPIRI- 
TUAL WORLD. In a sub-title to his book. 
Horatio W. Dresser calls it “a study of life and 
death over there.” It is a spiritual interpreta- 
tion of the war by one who was at the front 
with the American Expeditionary Forces, and 
thru an intimate revelation of the fighting sol- 
dier as seen in the trench and on the battle 
field, the author gives us a picture of a soul 
fighting for moral standards and truth. The 
result is a direct clue to the religion of courage 
and to the meaning of the war as a spiritual 
awakening needed by the world. (Sully.) 

% 

THE LORD JESUS; His birtiiday story told 
for you by little children will be appreciated 
and understood by children from three to 
twelve years of age. The book is printed on 

Land. 

India paper with pen etchings for every 
stanza. (Extension Press. 

+ 

THE CHRISTIAN APPROACH TO SOCIAL 

MORALITY. Richard Cabot, the author of 
“What Men Live By” discusses social educa- 
tion in sex morality from the Christian point 
of view, and brings up points of suggestion 

and help for all leaders. thinkers and teachers. 

Womans Press.) 
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LOOKED UP A‘ rHE DOG SNIFFED AND THEN THE 

STRANGELY APPARELED FIGURE 

” 
FROM ““MARTY LENDS A HAND” BY HAROLD S, LATHAM 

Vacmillan Co, 

THE BOY VIGILANTES OF BELGIUM. 
An American boy visiting relatives in Bel- 

gium when the war broke out is caught in the 
net of the Germans’ rapid advance; and, under 
the stress of the Hun’s terrible rule, he ex- 
plains to his Belgian boy comrades what the 
word “Vigilantes” means and organizes a 
secret society of this sort that spreads far 
and wide among the boys of Belgium, in aid 
of their stricken country. George Ethelbert 
Walsh, whose stories for boys always command 
attention, makes of the adventure of these 
young members a_ compelling historical 
romance. (Century.) 

MARTY LENDS A HAND is thie 
of a boy, his classmates at hig 
kindly old naturalist, and ever so y 
interesting people. Marty and . 
his boy friends have the experie 
ing over an abandoned copper mine 
tempting an unusual experiment; 
they find this a rather stiff propos 
some of their adventures are decide 
ing before success looms in sight. 1] W 

Latham, who is the author of two 

cessful books for boys, starts Mart 
train of adventures which is illustrat: 
C. Caswel'. (Maecmillan.) 

% 

THE HILLTOP TROOP. Boys ku 
Arthur Stanwood Pier, author of 

Timothy stories, is capable of mal 

characters talk “‘boy,” that he can 
ordinary events of boy life into sti 

venture and that he has no sympat 
the “sissy.” ‘The “Hilltop Troop.” 
two rival groups in a small town, is 

scout story with all the above chara 
Like the author’s other stories fo 

points a good moral without pr 
(Houghton M.) 

+ 

NORTHWARD HO! THE LAST VOYAGE 
OF THE KARLUK. In the story of tlv 
luk, Vilhjalmar Stefansson’s flagship 
Canadian Arctic Expedition, 1913-1918, I 
A. Bartlett and Ralph T. Hale have giv 
readers a book which will stimulat 
imagination, while firing them with 
to do big and exciting things. It is 
that unquestionable courage, immense 1 
fulness and absolute fidelity, characte 
great explorers, and is above all a t 
absorbing story of a real expedition 

M.) 
% 

UP THE MAZARUNI FOR DIAMONDS 
William J. Lavarre, a veteran scout. 

eighteen took a canoe trip up thie 
River, the same South American s 
Roosevelt ex plored. He now gives thy 

of this unusual experience for thi 
He tells how the natives hunt 

prepare their food, make and use thei 
and build their boa‘s and houses. | 
is illustrated from photographs take: 

author. (Marshall Jones. ) 

+ 

OPENING THE IRON TRAIL. |! 
Sabin has been a cowboy and a slieep 
He has traveled across country by \ 
horseback, and on foot. He has 
with Indians and old plainsmen.  [! 
knows the West thoroly and he als 

how to interpret it to boys. This 
an account in fiction form of the bul! 
the Union and Central Pacific Ra 

\1 
\ | 

boy S. 

Twenty-five thousand men including bo) 
working at one time on these two roatls 
book tells of the experiences of two 

(Crowell. ) and of their friends. 
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BOY-CARRYING GLIDER PRAME OF 

ou “THE BOY’S AIRPLANE BOOK” BY 

A. FREDERICK COLLINS 

F. A. Stokes Co. 

THE BOYS’ AIRPLANE. Can any one name 

i boy who is not fascinated with the airplane? 

The boy wants to know all about it, too——how 

t is made, all the uses to which it can be 

ut and how it has developed from crude be- 
vinnings and most of all he wants to know 
ow to make a model that will actually fly. 

\. Frederick Collins, whose many books on 
mechanical subjects need no introduction in 
the boy world has written a book about the air- 
plane which satisfies all boy wants in regard 
to it. He thoroly describes ‘airplane principles 
and the construction of the most important 
types. The descriptions are elucidated with 150 
vorking drawings and diagrams. (Stokes.) 

~ 

THE YOUNG RUSSIAN CORPORAL is a 
story for boys about a real boy who did some- 
thing big in the Great War. Paul Iogolevitch 
started out to be a concert violinist and before 
ie was twelve years old had played in every 
Kuropean capital. But feeling that Russia 
needed him, he ran away to enlist, managed 
to get into the army, saw some of the hard- 
st fighting, penetrated the lines as a Ger- 

and had lots of other thrilling ex- 
periences. After the Russian revolution he 
ame to America, landing in San Francisco, 
ind it was not long before his playing and en- 

talks gained the admiration of such 
men as Charles M. Schwab and Thomas A. 

man spy 

+ 
USI; istic 

‘ison. This book is his story and shows 
‘hat earnestness, bravery and loyalty can do 

twelve-year old. (Harper.) 

% 
THE SHAWNEE’S WARNING. D. Lange 

‘nown to boys as the spinner of many a good 
‘ale of adventure has availed himself in this 
ook of the thrilling story of the Oregon Trail 
i 1543, when a thousand men and women 
made the long journey from the Missouri River 
to the Willamette Valley in Oregon. His 

‘ctoes are two young men and two “boys who 
are separated from a main caravan of wagons 
— horsemen, but manage to pass safely thru 

'€ country of Sioux and Crow Indians, and 

L ‘inally saved from the hostile Blackfeet. 

throp, L. & S.) 

THE GUARDSMAN makes as patriotic an 
appeal to the boy as Homer Greene’s “The 
Flag.” It is the story of a young American 
guardsman who shows his mettle in an emer- 
gency. The captain of the company is injured 
in an automobile accident and the responsi- 
bility falls on Lieut. Hal McCormick, who, by 
his clever leadership, proves worthy of the 
command. This is an exciting tale such as 
boys like and parents and teachers recom- 
mend. (Jacobs.) 

+ 

THE FORTUNES OF WAR by Ralph Henry 
Barbour and H. P. Holt, like “Lost Island,” i 
a story of the sea, but dealing with the adven- 
tures and misadventures that befall an enter- 
prising boy of the Maine coast, who, with an 
older “pal,” is enabled to purchase a schooner, 
hire a crew, and undertake to make the voyage 

Bee 

STANDING IN TWO SAW WILL 

THE SHADOWS 

NEITHER OF THE 

“BOY SCOUTS IN THE WILDERNESS” BY 

SAMUEL SCOVILLE, JR. 
FROM 

Century Co. 
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lumber, 

zone 

of valuable 

submarine 

with a cargo 
dangers of the 

to France, 

thru the 

(Century. ) 
+ 

THE BOY WITH THE UNITED STATES 
TRAPPERS. Let no one fall into the mistake 
of supposing that the United States is a 
country tamed to the hand of men. Wild 
animals and beasts of prey still take heavy 
toll of life each year. Francis Rolt-Wheeler 
tells in swift and graphic strokes the work of 
a little-known branch of the United States 
Government, the trappers and hunters of the 
siological Survey. He tells of hunting the 

grizzly, the Kodiak bear, the timber wolf. the 
treacherous wolverine and of many of the 
smaller preying creatures. His book treats 
hunting not only as a sport but as a protection 
to life and property. It is profusely illustra- 
ted from photographs loaned by United States 
Government departments. (Lothrop, L. & 8. 

% 

INLET GUARDS Dil- 
Labrador so we] 

THE RAGGED 
lon Wallace who knows his 
has staged his latest book in the same fami 
liar setting, altho this time he has added a war 
time interest. While their seniors were fight 

BOB-CAT IN TREE, WITH 

FROM ““‘THE BOY WITH THE U. S. 

MEMBER OF ROOSEVELT PARTY PHOTOGRAPHING IT 

TRAPPERS” BY FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER 

Lothrop, Lee & Shepard 

Weekly 

ing over-seas, the four “Inlet Gua 

round after round of adventures in 
thrilling capture of a German 
tion. (Revell.) 

t 

BEN, THE BATTLE HORSE. Bb 
stock on a Kentucky Blue Grass 

finally came to live at a Long 
place where he was the pal of Ted, t 
the horse. When the war came Ted yw 

the Marines and Ben was sold to th 
ment, and became the special mount 

alry officer. How he was reunited 

Islan 

in the thick of the action at Chateau 

and how horse and master won the ( 

(juerre, make the climax. Walter A 

whose dog stories have touched so many 
ers gives a sympathetic interpretation 
horse that had a soul” combined wit 
venture story that will appeal to boys 

% 

LOST WITH LIEUTENANT PIKE 
|. Sabin, who has the gift of 

dramatie events from the 

from them tales to stir 
added another to his Trail Blazers Ne 

is the story of Lieutenant Pike and his 

past and 

modern 



DEATH-DEALING TANKS IN “‘THE 

FROM “THE WONDER OF WAR IN THE HOLY 
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, 
GARDENS OF THE MORNING’ 

LAND” BY DR. FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER 

Lothrop, Lee & Shepard 

in Winning the West; and tells how from the 
Pawnee village the boy named Scar Head 
marched with the young American chief into 
the snowy mountains. The discovery of Pike’s 
Peak was but one of the events in this story 
of historic adventure. (Lippincott. ) 

+ 

THE WONDER OF WAR IN THE HOLY 
LAND. Francis Rolt-Wheeler makes” an 

\merican boy, who is taken captive by an 
Arab sheik at the outbreak of the war, the 
hero of his book. set in the waterless deserts 

of Egypt, Arabia, Palestine, and in the flood- 
plains of Mesopotamia. Aside from the 
hetional interest ef the tale. Dr Rolt-W ee e 

reveals how the Allies won these historic lands 

in the “Last Crusade,” not only by the skill 
or engineering and the valor of their troops, 
vut by the even greater weapons of fair dealing 
and consideration for the feelings of others. 

- rt. book of startling contrasts: aeroplanes 
cag au of Sindbad the Sailor, machine 
eden rye encampments, tanks in the 

Rethlehe. den and cavalry charges near 
m. (lothrop, L. & S.) 

+ 

WITH SEEING EYES is the story of a 
ion-combatant at the front which is neither a 
trave . 7 

travelog nor a revamp of war’s travail. The 
aut} , r or, Harold Morton Kramer, was one of 

early non-combatants to cross the sea: he 
many 

th 

. ent 

months in and near the front 

trenches: he was in Paris when “Big Bertha” 

opened fire. He writes vividly of this as he 

does of the life of our soldiers and sailors in 

Europe and portrays the pendulum-like swing 

of French regard for America’s fighting men. 

(Lothrop. L. & 8.) 

+ 

THE STORY OF THE GREAT WAR is tol 

clearly and vividly so that the boy or girl can 

grasp at once not only the big facts of ever) 

battle and campaign but will understand the 

underlying meanings of the world struggle 

William Stanley Braithwaite outlines the 

causes leading up to the war and the history 

of every nation’s share in the conflict. In 
easily understood terms he tells of the war from 
the diplomatic. political and military view- 

point. gives the history of the embattled navies, 

the airplanes and submarines, of chemical war- 

fare, of the food situation and economic condi 

tions in every warring country—how and why 

men fought in Africa and China and the Holy 

Land on the bidding of the Kaiser. The book 

concludes with pen-pictures of many of the 

outstanding personalities of the war. It has 
twelve illustrations in color. (Stokes.) 

% 

BOYS’ BOOK OF FRONTIER FIGHTERS. 

Edwin L. Sabin wrote the “Boys’ Book of In 

dian Warriors” to show how the red Ameri- 

can fought in defense of their lives and 

This second book tells of the deeds homes. 
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by the white Americans in defense of their 
lives and also to clear the way for their 
homes. The frontiersmen and soldiers in the 
West come into the narrative. (Jacobs. 

+ 
VIVE LA FRANCE. The story opens in 

Rheims, the scene of the wanton destruction 
by the Germans of one of the best-known and 

most beautiful buildings in the world; and the 
various incidents and episodes attending the 

FROM “RBOY’S BOOK OF FRONTIER FIGHTERS” BY 

G. W. 

heroine’s personal fortunes and her devotion 
to her country, make a good story which is at 
the same time an historical record of the trials 
and triumphs of the noble French nation in its 
heroic resistance to the invasion of 1914. This 
new collaboration of Emilie Benson and Alden 
Arthur Knipe will appeal especially to young 
readers. (Century.) 

+ 

THE BOY SCOUTS YEAR BOOK, edited by 
Franklin K. Mathiews, Chief Scout Librarian 

has become an institution as any Scout will 
testify. This year it is as crammed with the 
sort of things that boys like as ever. Of 
course there are plenty of good stories and 
worthwhile articles. Frank A. Vanderlip gives 
the boys some valuable tips on success in busi 

General Goethals describes how 30,000 
“campers” were fed and cared for at one time. 
General Sir Robert Baden-Powell tells some- 

ness. 

Jacobs & Co. 

W eekly 
te 

thing of the duties that fell to k) 
Scouts during the war. Dr. Wil! 
day describes the ethics of tra; 

“Rocky Mountain Bill” Sewall tells 
of Roosevelt’s narrowest escape as 

There are two articles by the 
William Heyliger, 
the brief, brave career of Quenti: 
the other a living portrait of Ge 
our special Scout pictures in colo 

| \ MOVs 

one an inspiring 

EDWIN L, SABIN 

addition to tne othe 

( Appleton. ) 

+ 

GUARDING HIS GOAL is a hocke) 

full of the tense excitement and hai 
which Ralph Henry Barbour handles 

a new feature. in 

erous illustrations. 

with a bit of mystery and some a 
“sleuthing” thrown in for good measu 

hero is Toby Tucker, already well kn 
readers of Yardley Hall stories. Toby > 
gles to make the hockey team will a] 
all boys who like clean sport. (Applet 

% 
KENT OF MALVERN brings tli 

Kent of Truxton Hare’s other 

last vear in a preparatory 

busy vear for Philip with winter sports 

ball and baseball, and a happy one fo1 
ceeds in rising to leadership and becon 
school hero in athletics. (Penn 

stories 
school | 
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HE WENT OUT ON THE FLATS FOR MUSKRAT 

ROM “HIGH BENTON” BY WILLIAM HEYLIGER 

D,. Appleton & Co. 

HIGH BENTON. William Heyliger, who 
ould pass a rigid examination on boy psycho- 
logy, has written “High Benton” a story for 
boys which might be called a novel. It is 

the story of a boy’s growth, mental and moral, 
and his development from a good-natured, in- 
lifferent child, whose horizon is bounded by 
the narrow confines of his own little town, 
ito a manly youth, strong and wide-visioned. 

realy to blaze the trail of industry and civi- 
lization in far places. High Benton is one of 
those lively, intensely human boys who always 

manage to be in the midst of things and 
is life story will make interesting as well 
is profitable reading for any boy. (Apple- 
ton. 

*’ 

BOYS SCOUTS IN THE WILDERNESS. 
samuel Seoville, Jr., tells how a millionaire 
umber king who was cynical about the value 
. ‘cout training to boys put it to a severe test. 
He 

‘ielr humber up into his forest on the Cana- 
Jan border without taking anything with 

“i, not even food or clothes, to live thirty 

“ys. If they stood the test, they were to 
* a camp in his great wilderness and he 

0 pay them double the value of anything 
oe ‘ound. How. these two met the test is a 

Si that will make any Scout thrill. 
ry.) 

rece 

Vas 

allenged a camp of Scouts to send two of 

JED’S BOY. “Jed” is a many times re 
printed story that grew out of the Civil War. 
Now its author, Warren Lee Goss, has taken 
a nephew of Jed and placed him amid thie 

creat The story is con 

cerned with two boy friends on a New Eng- 
land farm. About one of them there has al 
ways been a mystery which more bat 

(ling when one of the boys suddenly deserts 
after his The makes a 
iimax that boy readers will find ent.rely sat 

isfactory to their patriotism. — (( 

<cenes of the war. 

rows Oo 

enlistment solution 

owell. 

% 

DON HALE WITH THE FLYING SQUAD 

RON is ready from tlhe pen of Crispin Shep 
pard for boys who have followed this hero’s 

exploits in “Don Hale in the War Zone” and 

‘Don Hale Over There.” In this volume Don 

Hale enlists in the air service and, emerging 
from his training a full-fledged pilot, goes to 

stern adventure awaits him the front where 

( Penn.) 

TEETH, COULD 

SAFETY ? 
I GRIPPED MY NERVE AND SHUT MY 

I REACH A PLACE OF 

FROM “JED’S BOY’ BY WARREN LEE GOSS 

Thomas Y. Crowell Co. 
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When but a few days out Jim lea 
“Barnacle” is out for a more ex 
than mere trading. The part whic! 
son of Neptune plays in the wild 

“Barnacle” makes an engros 
( Jacobs. ) 

+ 

RALPH OSBORN STORIES 
Edward L. Beach, U. S. N.. wi 
stories of naval life for boy readers a 
adventures of Ralph Osborn. He fi: 
the hero’s life as midshipman at <A a 
while “Midshipman Ralph Osborn at 
“Ensign Ralph Osborn” continu 
at, sea. ( Wilde.) 

y 

THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS 
year brings a new volume in this ha 
illustrated and bound series of clas 
younger readers. Collectively they 
rarely stimulating introduction for a1 
to some of our best literature. Th 
addition to the growing list is ‘‘The 
the Mohicans’—a favorite with five 
tions of boys. N. C. Wyeth, who 
spiritedly illustrated Jules Verne, ‘t 
and Lanier in earlier books of the se! 
matched Cooper’s colorful action and 
descriptive background with illustrations s 
to make this a prized possession. (Scrib 

WHITEY’S SOLID FIST LANDED ON INJUN’S JAW 

FROM “INJUN AND WHITEY” BY WILLIAM S. HART 

Britton Publishing Co. 

BOYS’ GOLDEN WEST SERIES. William 
S. Hart, the favorite of the screen, has written 
two books for boys in which he has incor- 
porated many of his own boyhood escapades 
in Great Dakota Territory where he spent his 
first fifteen years. Boys who know the au- 
thor on the screen will be eager to read “The 
Golden West Boys—‘Injun’ and ‘Whitey’ ” and 
“‘Injun and ‘Whitey’ Strike Out for Them- 
selves.” Each book has four illustrations. 
(Britton.) 

~% 

CONNIE MORGAN IN THE LUMBER 
CAMPS. Connie Morgan. James B. Hendryx’s 
young hero, has a very large circle of friends 
all of whom will be glad to meet him again 
and to see how he ferrets out the secret of the 
mysterious loss of thousands of dollars wovth 
of logs. Mr. Hendryx has lived in the timber 
regions of northern Minnesota where the story 
is laid, so he is able to make a very realistic 
background for this story of youthful ad- 
venture. (Putnam.) 

+ 

NEPTUNE’S SON. Boys know Rupert S. 
Holland as the spinner of many a good yarn 
of historic background. This tale is pure ad- 
venture, a stirring story of the sea and the 
eoast of South America. The seventeen-year- eae HO a 
old hero, Jim Burgess, ships before the mast J FROM “FIGHTING WITH THE U. 8. ARM) 

on the Yankee clipper “Barnacle” from Bos- ‘ CHARLES A. BOTSFORD 
ton for San Francisco by way of Cape Horn. Penn Publishing Co. 



THE HIDDEN AERIAL. Many boy readers 

vho know Lewis E. Theiss’ stories of the wire- 

oeg will find in this tale of a wireless spy hunt 
characters with which they are already 

It is the s‘ory of the boys’ work- 
some 

familiar. ! ie . 
ng reserve and of its patriotic service. 

W ilde. ) 

% 

BOB THORPE. SKY FIGHTER in tie Laf 

ayette Flying Corps. Austin Bishop takes two 
\merican boys rapidly thru the numerous ad- 
ventures of their training and to the front, 
where they serve as combat pilots in a French 
.juadron, known as Squad 98, and find them- 
selves in the thickest of the fight. There is 
an underlying mystery about a German spy, 
and an account of secret service work. The 
author of the book knows aviation thru two 
vears of piloting on the French and Italian 
fronts, and this is the first-hand account of the 
experiences of a fighting airman. (Harcourt. 
B. & H.) 

+ 

A BOY’S BOOK OF WONDERS AND IN- 
VENTIONS. Boys who have read his “Careers 
of Danger and Daring” know that Cleveland 
Moffett’s account of the wonderful discoveries, 
inventions and experiments of the last few 
years is sure to be accurate and forceful. The 
book has many interesting illustrations from 
photographs. ( Wilde.) 

+ 

THE PRAIRIE SCHOONER, a story of the 
Black Hawk War, is set in Chicago about 
the year 1831. William E. Barton’s knowl- 
edge of the locality aids him in throwing 

I BRING YOU THE AMERICAN FLAG” 
FROM “LOST WITH LIEUTENANT PIKE” BY 

EDWIN L. SABIN 

J. B. Lippincott Co. 
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TOBY, A LITTLE PALE, WATCHED 

“GUARDING HIS GOAL” BY RALI’H BARBOUR 

D. Appleton & Co. 

FROM 

light on the early history of Chicago thru the 
medium of this story for young people. Illus 
trated. ( Wilde.) 

+ 
FIGHTING WITH THE U. S. ARMY. (Ca); 

tain Charles A. Botsford, author of “Joining 
the Colors,” in a new title in the Victory 
Series, writes of two American boys who had 
enlisted in the Canadian Army and wished to 
transfer to the American. They finally get 
into the thick of things on the other side ani 
help take a German salient. (Penn.) 

*% 

TWO YEARS BEFORE THE MAST. Thi- 
classic of boy life by Richard Henry Dana is 
one of the books of which there cannot be too 

many editions. The present one is issued as one 
of the Golden Books for Children. Dr. Gren 
fell has written the introduction and the illus 
trations in color are by Charles Pears Me 

Kay. ) 

+ 

WHEN BOSTON BRAVED THE KING 
William E. Barton’s story gives a true picture 
of life and thought in Boston before the Revo 
lution, and brings to the front the young 
people of the time, together with their in 
teresting seniors. It brings into high relief 
the earnestness and patriotism of those who, 
in the destruction of the tea, led in the brill 
iant and historic protest against the aggres 
sions of the British government. ( Wilde.) 



“I SHALL HAVE TO ASK YOU 

LEAVE 

FROM “ROSEMARY 

Charles Scribner’s Sons 

ROSEMARY GREENAWAY. In direct an- 
tithesis to the wicked stepmother idea of the 
old fairy tale, is this new story by Joslyn 
Gray. Only the stepmother of this tale happens 
to be a stepfather. The theme, the winning 
over of a prejudiced young girl by her fun- 
loving stepfather, a rather unusual one in 
stories for young girls, is developed in the 
skillful manner characteristic of the author 
of “Elsie Marley, Honey.” The story is laid 
in a New England town where there are many 
jolly young people who have delightful times 
at winter sports. (Scribner.) 

he 

WHEN I WAS A GIRI IN ICELAND, the 
latest addition to the well-liked Children of 
Other Lands Books, is a book of childhood 
memories by Holmfridur Arnadottir. Miss 
Arnadottir was born in Iceland and lived there 
until she came to America about a year and a 
half ago to become a teacher of Icelandic and 
Danish languages in the Extension Department 
of Columbia University. Her book 
vividly the very things that boys and girls most 
wish to know about any country—how the 
people live, what the children do at home and 
at school, what games and sports they like 

deseribes 

best, what are their favorite stories and 
legends. It is illustrated from photographs. 
(Lothrop, L. & 8.) 

Stories for Girls 

Including Some Which Will Appeal to Both Boy and Girl Readers 

EITHER TO MAKE IT 

THE 

GREENAWAY” BY 

RIGHT WITH HER Atl ONCE 0 

TABLE 

JOSLYN GRAY 

BETH ANNE GOES TO SCHOOL :- 
quel to “Beth Anne Herself,” tho it ma! 
good story by itself. Beth, Mary Pemb 

Ginther’s heroine, is used to being friend- 
everybody and finds it is not so easy in } 
ton School. Her roommate, Marian, 
doesn’t get along at all with the girls. 
of her problems. And yet Beth Anne Ii! 
the girls and, with the he p of Jinny Rai 
her difficulties somehow straighten out 
author has illustrated the story 
(Penn.) 

+ 
CAMP FIRE GIRLS IN WAR AND PEI 

by Isabel Hornibrook, from the thri.ling 
ing scenes in a military training camp 
the brother of one of the girls vanqui- 
fiery temper, inspiring her to do thie 
to the last chapter, where this hero 
from over-seas, this is a lively sto! 
of up-to-date interest. (Lothrop, L. & 

% 
BABS AT BIRCHWOOD. Barbara } 

is a-girl from Maine. who is spending a 

with her cousin near New York. Bal 
no idea there were so many exciting t! 
see and to learn. But she enjoys ever) 

schoo] parties, out-door sports, a! 

friends. Alice Ross Co ver tells the st 

Marion Oldham illustrates it. (Penn 
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A LITTLE MAID OF OLD PHILADEL- 
\lice Turner Curtis, author of “A Lit- 

i of Provineetown,” writes another of 
yor stories for girls set in historic backgrounds. 
rhis is the tale of a little girl who lives in 
Philadelphia while the British army holds the 
vty. While in search of her lost dog little 
Rut hears some news that must be car- 
sed to a famous general and this is the be- 

ynine of an interesting adventure. (Penn.) 

% 
IANICE DAY, THE YOUNG HOME- 

MAKER. Helen Beecher Long has given he: 
eroine the title of the “Do Something” girl, a 

title to which she lives up in all the stories of 
e series. In this volume her “doing” is con- 

erned chiefly with making a home for Daddy 

iid finding the lost treasure-box which mys- 

teriousiy disappeared in an early chapter of 
the book and wasn’t rediscovered until the very 
end Sully.) 

% 
ADELE DORING OF THE SUNNYSIDE 

CLUB. For girls who love to read of clubs for 
elping others—and what girls don’t? Grace 
May Worth has written about seven California 
virls just entering their teens and Florence 
Liley Young has pictured their adventures. 
Miss Worth, formerly one of the story tellers 
i the New York Publie Library, is founder of 

e Sunnyside Club of California. (Lothrop, 
& S } ba 

\ LITTLE MAID OF OLD PHILADELPHIA” 
BY ALICE TURNER CURTIS 

Penn Publishing Co. 

KNOW, YOU’RE “BUT YOU’RE LIKE SOMEBODY I JUST 

LIKE ME” 

SISTER” BY ““NORA’S RHOADES 

Lothrop, Lee 4 

FROM TWIN NINA 

Shepard 

NORA’S TWIN SISTER, a delightful stor) 
for small girls is of the “Lord Fauntleroy” 
type with a little reporter mama, a modern 
edition of “Dearest” but quite as nice, and two 
instead of one principal. Any little girl can 
imagine what fascinating complications will 
arise when the twins, who have been separated 
from babyhood because of the adoption of one 
into a wealthy family, manage to change 
places. But any little girl will not be able to 
imagine half of the amusing predicaments of 
Nora and Kathleen nor to guess just what the 
end of it all will be. Nina Rhoades is the 
author and Nina French Bickford the illustra- 
tor. (Lothrop, L. & S.) 

* 

A CAVALIER MAID. The Knipes. Emile 

Benson and Alden Arthur, can be depended 
on to present history both authentically and 
picturesquely. This story interprets the spirit 
of the times of Charles the First in warring 
Eng’and and bleak New England. The un- 
scrupulous servants of Charles the First lead 
the young heroine, Georgiana, into many perils 
in the hope of securing her fortune for the 
eavalier cause. She is kidnapped and eventu- 
ally goes to America in disguise on a Puri 
tan ship. Her adventures make a dramatic 
story for young people. (Macmillan.) 
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“AH THERE, GIRLS, HOW ARE YOU ?”’ 

FROM ‘THE LIBERTY GIRLS” BY RENA I. HALSE) 

Lothrop, Lee & Shepard 

THE LIBERTY GIRLS. Teen-age girls whu 
thrill to the experience of other girls who 
have given themselves to patriotic service wil! 
enjoy Rena J. Halsey’s story of a seventeen- 
year old girl who forms a club caled the 
“Liberty Girls.” A peculiar will. offering a 
prize for a certain discovery. and mysterious 
happenings connected with summer guests at 
a well-known resort add zest to the tale 
(Lothrop, L.. & 8.) 

% 

THE SLIPPER POINT MYSTERY.  Au- 
gusta Huiell Seaman’s latest addition to her 
long list of popular mystery stories for girls 
has no boy characters, but it has a cave, an 
underground passageway. a secret code and 
all the elements that go to make up an exciting 
yarn which never verges on the melodramatic 
or false heroic. (Century.) 

+ 

TAMA is a Japanese school girl diary, writ- 
ten from day to dav bv the girls of a school 
in Japan and compiled for Ameriein reading 
by Florence Wells) The text is in delectable 
“nidgin” English and the illustrat ons are 
from photographs of the actual girls men- 
tioned. As a Japanese child story, it is unique 
among our juveniles. (Womans /ess ) 

ekly 

DOROTHY DAINTY AT TH! 
. Dorthy Dainty has be 

popular voung person thru Amy B 
HOUSE 

stories about this unselfish litt] } 

Dorothy’s numerous young friend 
the very latest news about their fay 

ok, with its scene 

s beautiful home at 

(Lothrop, L. & S.) 

new bo 

heroine’ 

+ 

PATTY AND AZALEA. 
of Carolyn Wells is not quite so 
ing as that of Mary Pickford, b 
less appreciative. 

laid 

) 
OSSit) 

Readers of 

Series in particular are insatiable in 
mands for more and more Patty 
going to be another one? 
so beca use I’m anxious to 

I certal 

know w 
pened to Patty and Billee in France.” 
the burden of Miss Wells’ 
late. And she has obliged with a 
of the later doings of the happy youn 
and the romance of their guest Azalea 
(Dodd, Mead.) 

* 

MARGERY MORRIS 
Altho a newcomer Gray. 

gery was popular. 

correspo! 

by \ iolet 

What 

in the tow 

with skat 

the good times at Polly’s and a very 
» trip to Princeton, life look 

to her. Then Bunnie came, and everyt 
different, and even the idea of being 

work. But there 

tomobile 

did not 

Penn.) 

“WHY, IT’S A ROOM 

FROM 

” 

Was a 

SHE GASPE! 

“THE SLIPPER POINT MYSTER' 

AUGUSTA HUIELL SEAMAN 

Century Co. 

)NE 



“CAPTAIN LUCY IN FRANCE” BY ALINE 

HAVARD 

Penn Publishing Co. 

CAPTAIN LUCY IN FRANCE. Girls who 
emember in “Captain Lucy and Lieutenant 
Bob,” Luey Gordon’s first reluctance to part 
vith her father and brother for duty overseas 
vill i eager to learn how Lucy herself found 
ier way to France. Aline Havard tells how 
Lucey goes to see her wounded father in a little 
town, near the front and how the capture of 
the town by the Germans gives the girl hero- 
ine a big problem to solve. (Penn.) 

+ 

NAN SHERWOOD AT ROSE RANCH. The 

olly heroine of the Nan Sherwood Series ap- 
pears in the fourth volume at a wes ern ranch: 
just the place for things to happen. And hap- 

pen they do. Nan and her chums go out on the 
ranges with the cow boys; they see a cattle 
‘ound-up and they almost come to grief in a 
tornado, (Sully.) 

! 

+ 

MARY LOUISE ADOPTS A _ SOLDIER. 
ith Van Dyne. author of the popular Aunt 

Jane Series, has added a new volume to her 
'w Mary Louise Series. Girls of the age of 

‘is young heroine will enjoy the situations 
develop around her. To the variety of 

‘periences thru which the first four volumes 

vr the series carry Mary Louise is now added 
hew one which will appeal to all patriotic 
of thirteen and upward. (Reil'y & L.) 12 

Stories for Girls 

THE BOOK OF HALLOWE’EN. Just why 
Jack o’ lanterns, spooks and witches have 
come to mean part of Hallowe’en fun, together 
with the “why” of many other customs of this 
October holiday is told by Ruth E. Kelley, of 
the Lynn Public Library. Starting wi-b a 
brief account of sun-worship, her book de- 
scribes the rites of the Druids on their autumn 
festival, now Hallowe’en. Down the centuries 
to the “holydays” of All Saints’ and All Souls’, 
it reaches the survival of mingled superstitions 
in our own land. The work is freely supplied 
with quotations from the classics and from 
modern authors. There is a full index to 
these quotations, a list of recreational readings 
and another of magazine references to Hal- 
lowe’en entertainments. (Lothrop, L. & S.) 

+ 
STORIES OF GREAT ADVENTURES in 

clude the best in classic legendary and ballad 
material, collected and adapted for the chiid’s 
reading at the time when he is eager for sto 
ries which present great adventure and inspira 
tional romance. Simple, strong and full of the 
folk spirit of peoples who struggled against op- 
pression, these great legends aw aken the powers 
of moral reasoning in ‘children. Carolyn Sher 
win Bailey has adapted these stories from the 
classics and Clara M. Burd has illustrated 
them attractively in color. (Milton Bradley 

SEEMED TO SLATE-COLORED CLOUD 

EVERYTHING BEHIND THE FLYING WAGONS 

“NAN SHERWOOD AT ROSE RANCH” BY 

ANNIE ROE CARR 

Sully & C'O. 

FROM 

(reorge 

SHUT OU1 
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THE INJURED DOG SET UP A_ VIGOROUS 

BARKING BY WAY OF WELCOME 

FROM “LARKSPUR”’ BY JANE D. ABBOTT 

J. B. Lippincott Co. 

LARKSPUR by Jane D. Abbott, author of 
“Keineth,” is just the kind of reading that 
merry wholesome girls enjoy, for it narrates 
the lively adventures of three girls of widely 
different circumstances, but united in their 
Girl Scout activities. Some formulas missing 
from a munition plant furnish exciting 
adventure. (Lippincott. ) 

+ 

KING ARTHUR AND THE KNIGHTS OF 
THE ROUND TABLE. Froi the great mass 
of King Arthur legends, Rupert. S. Holland 
has selected those which make a special ap- 
peal to young readers and arranged them co- 
herently. The book deals in turn with the 
coming of Arthur, the adventures of Arthur 
and his knights, the founding of the Round 
Table and the passing of Arthur. Malory, of 
course, provides the source of most of the 
selections, although The Mabinogian has been 
drawn upon to some extent. This new “King 
Arthur” is issued in the Washington Square 
Classics. (Jacobs.) 

+ 
PEACE AND PATRIOTISM. To teachers 

and other workers with boys and girls this 
timely collection of approximately 150 selec- 
tions—poems, speeches, and other material— 
grouped under the headings: patriotism; peace 
and international good will; national songs of 
other lands and service will prove a gold mine. 
Elva S. Smith; of the Carnegie Library of 
Pittsburgh, has made the selections which 
range from Homer to Woodrow Wilson. The 
selections are especially well adapted for boys 
and girls in the seventh and eighth grades 
and high schools. (Lothrop, L. & S.) 

. 

THE CART OF MANY COLORS Lit. 
tle Schoolmate Series, edited by F). ’ 
verse, has added another to its 
litt'e people realistically pictured a 
tings of their native lands. This ¢ as 
nina Lavilla Meiklejohn carries boy- 
away to Sicily. The story is about 
his little cart, the gayest of all the 
sand or more gay little painted ca: 
city of Palermo. It was a fine cart an 
of the occasion for which Nel'o paint: 
wedding of his sister Mara. (Dutto, 

~% 
THE MAID OF ORLEANS. Thi 

ways, it seems, room for one more 
France’s heroine, particularly when it r 
antly written and well illustrated. \i. s | 
Smith tells once more the story of : 
who listened to the voices, a story whic. neve 
ceases to.be inspiring and she tells it ny 
girls specially in mind. The picture- 
are numerous are from photographs 
most part of the historic spots whi 
in the life of Jeanne d’Are. Without 
ing from the romanticism of the narrat 
give it an atmosphere of reality. (© 

% 
BROAD STRIPES AND BRIGHT STARS 

Carolyn Sherwin Bailey tells the stor) 
ideals and deeds from the time of ow 

as a nation to our growth as a world power 
from Plymouth Rock to the arrival! 
soldiers in France. It is the story of a 
ment in many fields—social, ethical industria 

and scientific—made alive for boys and girls 
by the hand of a practiced story-teller. [hes 
history pictures are illustrated by 

O'Malley. (Milton Bradley.) 

ee RE eR RS 

-_ 

THEY SEATED THEMSELVES, REDMEN AND W 

AT OUR FIRST THANKSGIVING TABL! 

FROM “BROAD STRIPES AND BRIGHT STA! 
CAROLYN SHERWIN BAILE) 

Milton Bradley Co. 
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PROM “THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS” BY MAUD ADAMS IN THE CHARACTER OF JEANNE D’ARC 

J. FENIMORE COOPER AT THE HARVARD STADIUM 

ILLUSTRATED IN COLOR BY N. C. WYETH FROM “THE MAID OF ORLEANS” BY M. S. C. SMITH 

Charles Scribner’s Sons Thomas Y. Crowell Co. 

Sy 

MIRACLE: OF - MIRACLES - IT’S: MY: CART 

80 HD RODE INTO THE HALL AND ALIGHTED FROM “A CART OF MANY COLORS” BY NANNINA 

‘OM “KING ARTHUR” BY RUPERT S. HOLLAND LAVILLA MEIKLEJOHN 

G. W. Jacobs & Co. E. P. Dutton & Co. 
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IN THE HEART OF THE FLOWER 

OM “THE CHILDREN’S LIFE OF THE BEE” BY 

MAURICE MAETERLINCK 

Dodd, Mead & Co. 

THE CHILDREN’S LIFE OF THE BEE. I 
has been said of Maeterlinck’s “Blue Bird” 
that it is at the same time profound philosophy 
for thinkers and an enchanting fairy story for 
children. This same adaptability to both big 
and little minds runs thru many of his books. 
His “Life of the Bee” has been converted by 
Alfred Sutro and Herschel Williams into a 
delightful nature book for children, which fol- 
lows the thought and in many cases the langu- 
age of the original. It describes honey gather- 
ing. the life of the hives, the drones and the 
queen bees. Full page pictures in color b\ 
Kdward J. Detmold make the book still more 
attractive to children. (Dodd. Mead.) 

% 

THE SCOTCH TWINS. Youngsters all will 
agree with the little foreign-born boy who 
demanded “more twins” in the public library, 
because “twins is always good.” ‘The Scotch 
twins are just as jolly as the other creations 
of Luey Fitch Perkins. They are as Scotch as 
Harry Lauder, tho their burr is not too pro- 
nounced for American children to understand 
Houghton M.) 

*- 

TRUDY AND TIMOTHY OUT-OF-DOORS 
by Bertha Currier Porter. Trudy and Timothy 
thought that Todd’s Ferry was the nicest place 
in the world to live. And when little folks 
read about the interesting things that hap- 
pened at Aunt Theresy’s, at Grandfather’s 
house, and at the Big Pines and how the chil- 
dren got into a moving picture, they will 
think so, too. (Penn.) 

THE CHILDREN IN THE WOOD §S 
By story magic Jeanette Marks, a 
“Gallant Little Wales,” and many 
lightfully written books for adults 
dren has transported a group of mo 
dren over the Mountain of Time to tra\ 
England of six hundred years ago, 
John Mandeville as their guide. Thei 
with Geoffrey Chaucer and other nota} 
visits to London Bridge, Westminst: 
and other famous places, make reading 
is at the same time interesting and of | 
value. Clara M. Burd has illustrate: 
count with pictures in color. (Milton P) 

i 

DAVID COPPERFIELD. Dickens 
seem to agree that the Phiz illustratio: 
necessary to a proper appreciation o 
Copperfield,” This compact one-volum 
tion, the Rittenhouse Classics, has th 

an effect similar to a steel engravi 
frontispiece is in color. (Jacobs. 

* 

BARBARA OF BALTIMORE. 1: 
vround of Southern life and its histor 

sociations Katharine Haviland Tay] 
story of unusual gaiety. It is the secon 
the Mystery-History Series for girls 
teens. Girls will enjoy the pleasan 
phere of Barbara’s Maryland home 
web of puzzling circumstances with wh 
\oung people are surrounded. (Dora 

JACK AND JEAN 

FROM “THE SCOTCH TWINS” BY LUCY 

PERKINS 

Hloughton Mifflin Co. 

1 

e 
eight original illustrations by Phiz, 
duced and printed by a method whi 

ng 
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ONE OF RACHEL LYMAN FIELD’S SILHOUETTES 

ILLUSTRATING “TELL ME A STORY I NEVER HEARD 

BEFORE” BY MARY STEWART 

Fleming H. Revell Co. 

TELL ME A STORY I NEVER HEARD BE- 
FORE. These are old ta!es which the author, 
Mary Stewart, has found new and fascinat- 
ing to many chilldren. They are stories about 
the arbutus, the bloodroot, the dandelion, the 
tulip, the daisy and ever so many more flower~ 
which she has culled from many nations and 
woven into a modern garland. The charming 
silhouettes of dancing rabbits. joyous boys 
and girls and merry sprites by Rachel Lyman 
Field, contribute to the attractiveness of the 
volume. (Revell.) 

~% 
MOTHER STORIES. Mothers will find 

Maud Lindsay’s volume stimulating and _help- 
‘ul In its suggestions for ingenious ethical 
story telling. The stories included are simple 
n purpose and expression. They are written 
vith a knowledge of the likes and ways of 
children and the morals are not unpleasantly 
‘orced. “More Mother Stories” supplements 
the first volume with other tales that will re- 
pay study on the part of teachers and mothers 
Milton Bradley. ) 

~% 
ea MERMAID’S MESSAGE AND OTHER 
STORIES. The beautiful mermaid sends hei 

Ane in a sea-shell to children on the shore. 
oe the finding of the shell, the nature of 
“© Inessage and its effect upon those who re- 

litele it, Maud Lindsay has woven a story for 
oe folks. There are many other tales in the 
00k, selected from best authors, all of appeal- 

val interest to children, and of sound ethical 
‘ue. THustrated. (Milton Bradley. ) 

ing 

Stories for Girls 18; 

THE STORY OF PORCELAIN. Theo Switt 
goes to the woods with his father and M1 
Croyden, and is in for a great time—fishing 
and canoeing. An accident interrupts his holi 
day, and to help the boy around a hard con 
ner Mr. Croyden, who manufactures porcelain, 
tells Theo what it is, how it was first made 
and all about it. Afterwards the boy gets an 
opportunity to see for himself how chinaware 
pottery and porcelain are formed, decorated 
and finished. Sara Ware Bassett, the autho 
of “The Story of Lumber.” writes this book 
and Isabel W. Ca ey illustrates it. (Penn.) 

~% 

A CHILD’S GARDEN OF VERSES. Some 
one has called Robert Louis Stevenson’s rare 
verses for children “everychild’s diary of his 
own thoughts and deeds and p'ay.” That is one 
reason why no child’s bookshelf is complete 
without this volume. It has just been added 
to the well known Stories All Children Love 
Series with more of Maria Kirk’s charming 
pictures in color. All little folk should ‘“‘g« 

up in the swing” and into all the other delight 
ful places of reality and fancy where Steven 
son can lead him. (Lippincott. 

+ 

UNCLE ZEB AND HIS FRIENDS by Ed 

ward W. Frentz is a collection of stories fo: 

boys and girls carrying twenty full-page illus- 

trations. The stories have literary merit and 

the format of the book is of a high standard 

(Atlantic Monthly. ) 

+ 

SWEETBRIER AND THISTLEDOWN. 111 

author of “At You—All’s House,” James 

Newton Basket. has written another story for 

young folks in the same vein into which he 

has introduced many bits of na'ure study 

Illustrated. (Wilde 

KIDDIES rwo HAPPY 

ME A STORY I NEVER HEARD BEFORE’ 
MARY STEWART 

Fleming H. Revell Co. 

FROM “TELI 



Tales of Fairy and Wonderland 

ONE OF DOROTHY P. L 

“THE THREE MULLA 

A. A. 

rs FROM 

THE THREE MULLA-MULGARS. One need 
not be very young to enjoy following Walter 
de la Mare in his fanciful wanderings with the 
three Mulla-Mulgars, monkeys of the Blood 
Royal, who travel thru tropical forests, heavy 
with snow, and meet with all sorts of weird, 
magical adventures in their search for the 
kingdom of their uncle Assasimmon. The book 
is tinged with the same fairy-like charm and 
witchery that is found in the author’s poems, 
while Miss Lathrop has succeeded in catching 
the elusive, slyly humorous sp?rit of the magic 
world and transfering it to the pages in illus- 
trations in black and white. (Knopf.) 

% 
THE WISHING RING is an honest-to-good- 

ness fairy tale. On their travels with Beth 
and Buddy the readers meet with a royal fairy 
who has captured a star, a gay piper, an ugly 
scheming dwarf, a real Princess and a Knight 
fresh from heroic adventures, And more than 
this, they learn to make a really truly Wish- 
ing Ring. The author, Eleanor Schorer, be- 
ginning as “Cousin Eleanor” of the New York 
Evening World’s “Kiddie Klub” has made 
friends with children from New York to San- 
Francisco. (Harcourt, B. & H.) 

+ 

THE LITTLE LEAD SOLDIER. What lit- 
tle person does not delight in stories of the 
coming to life of some inanimate object in 
his experience? Anna Franchi’s “The Little 
Match Man” was of that ‘type and her new 
story is a companion to it. It is the tale of 
a very wonderful little lead soldier man who 
had traveled to many far away lands. This 
story for young readers is illustrated by Hat- 
tie Longstreet in  pen-and-ink and _ color. 
(Penn.) 

+ 

SNICKERTY-NICK. Every little boy and 
girl wonders what the funny word means. Is 
it a sneeze.—or maybe is it the name of some 
elf-like sprite eager to spin one of those 

ATHROP’S 

MULGARS” 

CHAPTER HEADPIECES 

BY WALTER DE LA MARE 

Knopf 

wonderful fantastic tales of the Mig 
Been? Don’t guess, but get the book 
peep inside will disclose the magic 
fairy figures of Arthur Rackham’s 
tions, stories by Julia Ellsworth Fo 
some of Witter Bynner’s child \v 

which brought together in a volume 
hailed with glee as a real joy book 
kiddies. It is the sort of child boo! 
grown-ups will enjoy too—and big an 
folks alike will shiver with Mr. Bynne! 
he talks of the snow that “is cold, co 
(Moffat, Y.) 

eh 
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WISHING RING” BY ELEANOR 5' 

Harcourt, Brace & Howe 

Llane S chew or. 
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LL THESE CHARACTERS ARE TO BE FOUND IN “BEDTIME WONDER TALES” BY CLIFTON JOHNSON 

Macaulay Co. 

BEDTIME WONDER’ TALES. Clifton 
Johnson has gathered together the good old 
stories that children all over the world love 
into this series issued in ten attractive little 
volumes. There are tales from Africa, from 
Siam, from the Philippines, not to mention 
the names of nearer countries. The titles are, 
‘Golden Hair and the Three Bears,” “The Fox 
ind the Little Red Hen,” “The Brave Tin 
Soldier,” “The Babes in the Wood,” “Hop-O- 
My-Thumb,” “The Story of Chicken-Licken,” 
‘Jack and the Beanstalk,” “Little Red Riding- 
Hood.” “Puss In Boots,” “Cinderella.” These 
name many of the old favorites, but in each 
book there are other stories less familiar but 
sure to be enjoyed. Children will love Harry 
L.. Smith’s illustrations in color and the dainty 
jacket covers he has designed for these just-the- 
right-size books. A row of these little volumes 
on the nursery shelf will be a boon to the 

parent who has daily petitions for stories. 
ae — sold separately as well as by the set. 

acau ay.) ; 

+ 

SEVEN PEAS IN THE POD are seven fairy 
stories, which, taken slowly and_ severally 
one on Monday, the next on Tuesday, another 
= Wednesday, and so on, the last of all to 

ha 

and the 

} 
/ 

‘ on Sunday) will ensure good dreams 

departure of all ill humors. The 
cae = tg enhanced by Seven Curious 

This ee medium voice and one finger. 
the tee: ey you read of the soldier and 

r ae He Bergamot and the beautiful bride 
of iim on Tuesday of the Prince that 
Baile: clean nixie and SO on. Margery 

Bolan Peal the fairy stories and Alice 
‘i Preston is the illustrator. (Little, B.) 

* 

4) DVENTURES OF MISS TABBY CAT is 
lai ory of a pussy cat told in verse by Ade- 
“ean >. Baylor and illustrated by Josephine 
‘Tuce. ‘These adventures of Miss Tabby will 

\in very little people. (Wilde.) 
ent 

FIRELIGHT FAIRY TALES is a collection 
of original and fanciful tales by Henry B. 
Beston about the inhabitants of the land which 
lies only around the corner for every child of 
imagination. The book is profusely illustrated 
in color and of good binding and typography. 
(Atlantie Monthly.) 

“WELL, YES, THERE WAS NEED OF A LAD TO TEND 

THE PIGEONS” 

FROM “SEVEN PEAS IN THE POD” BY MARGERY BAILEY 

Little, frown & Co, 
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“COME NOW,” SAID THE KING, ‘“‘WHA‘1 

FROM “THE JOYOUS TRAVELERS” B\ MAUD 

IS A LL THIS NOISE ABOUT ?” 

LINDSAY 

Lothrop, Lee & Shepard 

THE JOYOUS TRAVELERS. The Squire’s 
Little Son, the Young Lord, the Chapman or 
Peddler, the Farmer, the Elder and _ the 
Younger Sister are some of the joyous travel- 
ers into whose mouths Maud Lindsay and 
Emilie Poulsson have put these captivating 
stories and ballads. Some of them are funny: 
some quaintly wise; others poetic, heroic. 
magical. Boys and girls from eight to fifteen 
will follow these travelers eagerly and their 
elders will be glad to know of the joint work 
of two authors who have individually brought 
out suecessful collections of stories. The book 
is illustrated with pen and ink sketches and 
decorations by W. M. Berger. (Lothrop, L. 
& 8S.) 

+ 

CINDERELLA. What a privilege for a 
child to first make his acquaintance with the 
immortal story of Cinderella with the aid of 
Arthur Rackham’s magic pictures. There is a 
characteristic Rackham frontispiece in color 
in this delightful edition of the old story. 
beside the whimsical silhonettes on almost 
every page. (Lippincott. ) 

ONE OF 
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EMILIE POULSS® 

MANY QUAINT SILHOUE 
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RACKHAM ‘“‘CINDERELLA 
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iF Lippincott Co. 



HE GULPED IT DOWN 
AS IF IT WERE ONLY 
A CUPFUL « « .« 

TALES” BY W. E. 

Crowell Co. 

GRIFFIS SELGIAN FAIRY 

Thomas Y. 

BELGIAN FAIRY TALES. Brave litle Bel- 
been so much in the minds and 

all for the past five years that a 
ollection of the fairy tales from that cruci- 
ed country will have a special appeal.  Lit- 

tle Americans who are at the fairy tale age 
vill want to know just what kind of stories 

lum has 

earts 

+ 

ive been told to their Belgian cousins. Wil 
am Elliot Griffis, author of “Belgium the 
and of Art,” has made this co‘lection whic! 
as a preface telling about the people. scen 
ry and animals of Belgium. (Crowell.) 

+ 

THE WONDER GARDEN. A wonder gar- 
‘en, indeed, wherein the children may wander 
among the heroes and heroines of nature myths 
and tales from all the world over in the skill- 
‘ul care of Miss Frances Jenkins Olcott, of 
Viom the Nation has said, “No child could 

‘ave a more competent yuide.’ There are 
‘bout 150 of these tales of the transformation 
at 
yh veautiful maidens into trees, of youths into 

Wers. and soon. There are Greek and Roman 

ect and tales from Scandinavia and 
Sake from Ireland. Japan, China and 
‘wail, altogether fanciful and delightful, 

which 

? 

try 

' will appeal to children as fairy stories 
Milo Winter’s illustrations in color make 
andering still more delightful. (Hough- 

in 

} if 

\ 
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THE MAGIC OF OZ. L. Frank Baum has 
ieft a host of sincere mourners. in the chil 
dren who have traveled with him in many 
successive volumes thru that marvelous land 
of Oz. Mr. Baum knew all the tricks that 

tickle a child’s faney at the period when an 
other and less prosaic world lies just around 
the corner. He was past master of magic. 
transformation, the creation of curious beasts. 
and more curious people. The latest book. 
“The Magic of Oz,” is a typical Oz book, just 
as full of remarkable adventures as ever. It 
tells of the quest for a magica! and beautiful 
birthday present for the Princess Ozma of Oz 
and re-assembles many of the good old Oz fa 
vorites. (Reilly & L.) 

+ 

TALES OF FOLK AND FAIRIES. From 
the old worlds across the seas—from Scotland 
and Seandinavia. from the Cossacks and_ thie 
Russians and the Serbians, from Persia and 
India and Arabia and Benga. Katharine Pyle 
has brought these fairy tales to the boys and 
cirls of America. There are storics of en 

chanted princes and bewitched princesses. o! 

brave deeds and clever ones. of wonderful 
things like talking eggs and a magic pipe anc 
a carpet that flew and a turban that made 
its wearer invisible. The author has not only 

translated the tales into every-day but 

has put some of their wonder into her cleve 
pictures. (Little. B. 

words 

BO\ KIKI ARU, THE HY-UP 

“PHE MAGIC OF 0Z” BY FRANK L, BAUM 

Reilly & Lee Co. 
PROM 
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THE GOOD WOLF. Children love Frances 
Hodgson Burnett. Her name signed to a story 

means a good story, the sort of thing they 
all want. So if a youngster wakes up on 
Christmas morning and finds her latest book 

among the presents that Santa has left, it’s 
ten to one that the story will be finished be- 
fore nightfall—’cause the Good Wolf had two 
amazing ears, one pink and one blue, and 
when he shook them all sorts of wonderful 
things happened. And it’s all about Barty. the 
good little boy, and the oldest bunnies in the 
world—and lots of other fascinating things. 
(Moffat, Y.) 

* 

THE HEART OF PINOCCHIO. Paolo Loren: 
zini, the author of “The Heart of Pinocchio,” 
is a nephew of Carlo Lorenzi (“Collodi”) who 
wrote the famous “Adventures of Pinocchio” 
which, since 1876, has been loved by children 
everywhere. In the new book Pinocchio, the 
lively little puppet, suddenly discovers that 
what he thought was a clock ticking was 
really the heart beating in his body, and he 
is greatly excited when he realizes that he is 
no longer the animated toy which Papa Gep- 
peto had carved out of a pine knot, but a 
real boy who can feel what human beings 
love and suffer. (Harper.) 

SO DIAMOND SAT DOWN AGAIN AND 100! 
he IN HIS LAP 

FROM “AT THE BACK OF THE NORTH 

GEORGE MacDONALD 

David McKay 
THE CHILDREN’S FAIRY-LAND. Eight 

delightful fairy tales, each with si:houette il 

lustrations by Harriett Mead Ok 
she has succeeded in catching the 
spirit of delicious nonsense and 
make-believe, have been brought toget 

‘ book that all children will want to 
theirs “for keeps.” “The Hood of Ro- 
Yellow Dwarf” and “The Green Se 
but three of the eight fascinating sto 
have been translated and adapted 
fairy tales of the Countess d’Aulno\ 

. 

AT THE BACK OF THE NORTH 
Every child should have the joy ot 
George MacDonald’s little Diamond 

lad who heard the voice of the N 
and in her company made strange jou 

will be a_ special privilege to m 
acquaintance thru Jessie Willcos 
charming pictures with which this b 
ful quarto edition is illustrated. 
little Diamond listening to his nev 
voice in the garret, Little Diamond 
in her sheltering arms and many ot 
produced in soft and harmonious col 
a book for any child to love and 
(McKay.) 

% 

A CHINESE WONDER BOOK. | “DEAR BOY!’ SAID HIS MOTHER, “YOUR FATHER’S 
THE BEST MAN IN THE WORLD.” old, old civilization of the Fast 

FROM “AT THE BACK OF THE NORTH WIND” Ry Hinsda'e Pitman has gleaned bits o 
GEORGE MACDONALD legend and made them into stories 

David McKay dren, entitled “Why the Dog Hated | 
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The Talking Fish,” “The Nodding Tiger,” etc. 

rhe ‘Jlustrations are of special interest and 

narm being twelve plates in color from 

“yinese originals by Li Chu-t’ang. The book 
_ printed in large, strong type. (Dutton.) 

+ 

DAVID BLAIZE AND THE BLUE DOOR. 
One night when David was trying to get to 

he diseovered a blue door in his pillow 

and stepped thru it into a land where he met 

\liss Muffet and the spider both grown very 
old: a land where the Noah’s ark animals 
walked about life size and, where David himself 
was able to purchase four-penny worth of 
sovereigns—in fact. a place bristling with all 
corts of Alice-In-Wonderlandish adventures. 

If vou know a little person (or a big one either, 
for that matter) who delights in fantasies and 
humorous inventions, this is the book for him. 
[t is also the book for the unfortunate child 
whose bump of imagination has not grown fast 
enough. KE. F. Benson, whom grown-ups know 
by his “Dodo,” “An Autumn Sowing.” and 
others, and youngsters by his “David Blaize,”’ 
the story of the same boy later on in his 
career, is the author of this introduction into 
the land of make-believe. The illustrations are 
by H. J. Ford. (Doran.) 

$ 

THE BOOK OF WONDER VOYAGES. Jo- 
seph Jacobs, the collector of these myths and 
legends, and of the “English.” “Celtic,” “In- 
lian” and “Europa’s Fairy Tales,” confesses 
that he first told these stories in the first per- 
son to his own children and that they were 
received with such enthusiasm that he de- 
iled to give other children the benefit of the 

retelling. In this series are the Voyages of 
the Argonauts; of Maelduin, an early Irish 
romance which Tennyson has shaped _ into 
poetry ; of Hassan of Bassorah, a tale from 
the Arabian Nights; and of Eric the Far 

sleep 

‘raveler, a heroic Norse legend. The illustra- 
“ions In line are by John D. Batten. 
ham 

(Put- 
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‘WONDER VOYAGES” BY JOSEPH JACOBS 

G. P. Putnam’s Sons 

Tales of Fairy and Wonderland 

By) 
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“CZECHOSLOVAK FAIRY TALES” BY PARKER 

FILLMORE 

Harcourt, Brace & Howe 

FROM 

CZECHOSLOVAK FAIRY TALES. In these 
tales retold by Parker Fillmore we meet again 
all the fairy characters dear to childhood 
placed against a background of slightly dif 
ferent customs and manners but making al- 
ways the same old appeal. Among the four- 
teen tales the cruel step-mother, for instance, 
appears in “Rattle-Rattle-Rattle and Chink- 
Chink-Chink;” the enchanted princess in the 

fine adventure story, “Longshanks, Girth, and 
Keen;” the frog princess in the charming little 
story, “The Betrothal Gifts;” and in the 
beautiful story of “The Three Golden Hairs,” 

the poor boy who marries a princess. For 
these stories Mr. Fillmore has gone to Czech, 
Slovakian, and Moravian sources. The illus- 
trations and decorations are the work of a 
brilliant young Czech artist, Jan Matulka. 

Into the decorations he has introduced the 
traditional art units that have been used for 
generations in the native laces and embroid- 

eries. (Hareourt, B. & H.) 

% 

STORIES OF WAKELAND AND DREAM- 
LAND. Anne Elizabeth Allen’s book appeals 
to two sides of child nature. It comprises 
stories of two distinct types—realistic stories 
of “‘Wakeland” and fanciful tales of “Dream- 
land.” In the Wakeland stories we find mir- 
rored incidents and experiences in the life of a 
little child, while the Dreamland stories sup- 
plement the fanciful side of his life by pictur- 
ing to him faries and elves in a graphic way. 
Illustrated. (Milton Bradley.) 



RABBIT”’ PETER 

BY BEATRIX POTTER 

Frederick Warne & Co. 

FROM “THE TALE OF 

PETER RABBIT BOOKS. Whither Alice’s 
very-much-in-a-hurry White Rabbit or Mr. 
Peter Rabbit is now the better known in nur- 
sery circles is hard to say. At any rate it 
would be safe to wager that almost any little 
person could pass a rigid examination on the 
personal appearance, and exploits of Beatrix 
Potter's furry hero. And why not? For except 
for little whisking squirrels, scampering little 
mice, roly-poly kittens, dumpy little duck- 
lings, ete., etc.. there are no little creatures 
that make such delectable subjects for stories 
as Peter Rabbit and family. Of course, these 
little heroes are ever so much nicer when 
dressed in the quaint bright colored little 

jackets and coats with which Miss Potter 
knows how to provide them. Very small per- 
sons who have not yet solved the mysteries of 
printed letters have a habit of calling for 
more. more, more stories so that the list of 

Peter Rabbit books has stretched out to a 
good-sized shelful. Here are the titles of 
the books in order as they should run on the 
Peter Rabbit bookshelf: “The Tale of Peter 
Rabbit,” “The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin.” “The 
Tailor of Gloucester,’ “The Tale of Benjamin 
Bunny,” “The Tale of Two Bad Mice,” “The 
Tale of Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle,” “The Tale of Mr. 
Jeremy Fisher,’ “The Tale of Tom Kitten.” 
“The Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck.” “The Tale 
of the Flopsy Bunnies,” “The Tale of Mrs. 
Tittlemouse,” “The Tale of Timmy Tiptoes,” 
“The Tale of Mr. Tod,” “The Tale of Pigling 
Bland.” The Tale of Johnny Town-Mouse,” 
These are the names of some other good stories 
by the same author. They all have no end 
of delightful pictures in color. “The Pie and 
the Patty-Pan,” “The Story of a Fierce Bad 
Rabbit.” “The Story of Miss Moppet.” “Ap- 

iS A BOG CART THIS 

FROM “DADDY PAT OF THE MARINBS” 

BY LT. COL. FRANK E. BVANS 

F. A. Stokes Co. 

Books for the Very Little Folks 

pley Dapply’s Nursery Rhymes.” “Thy 
Poly Pudding,” “Ginger and Pickles.” \ 
need think twice about choosing a Pete: 
bit book for the very little person’s sto 
(Frederick Warne.) 

+ 
DADDY PAT OF THE MARINES. 

critic says of this book: “It is the only 
duct of the war I have yet seen that 
could read to a young child and be sur 
only of holding his interest, but of gi 
him true pictures of some sides of tlie o 
war.” Lieut. Col. Frank E. Evans 
served with the Fighting Marines in Fra) 
wrote his little son describing the t 
about France and the fighting that he kn 
would interest a little boy most, telling | 
so he couldn’t help understanding and reme 
bering, just what it meant for America to 
in the war. The letters as originaliy writ: 
were patiently and lovingly printed in larg 
and small capital letters, so as to be m 
easily read by a soldier’s patriotic little so 
just mastering the art of reading. The ty) 
graphy of this book was chosen partly in . 
der to preserve the distinctive character of t 
originals; but largely, also, in order that 
many as possible other little patriots mig 
get a first-hand glimpse of the war. It 
illustrated by the author’s sketches. A special 
edition for children with a cover inlay lia 
been prepared for the holiday trade. (Stokes 

JEMIMA PUDDLEDUCK 

“THE TALE OF TOM KITT! 
BY BEATRIX POTTER 

Frederick Warne & Co. 

FROM 

THE BURGESS BIRD BOOK FOR CHI! 
DREN. Peter Rabbit was eager to learn me 
things about Jenny Wren, Goldy the O: 
Redwing the Blackbird and others o! 
feathered folk. What Jenny, who was a bu 

body and a great gossip. told him is re a! 
by Thornton W. Burgess in a story book w 
will be read by boys and girls with just 
much interest and enjoyment as his Bedti 
Story Books. But it is more than a 5! 
book, it is an authoritative bird book so \ 
ten as to arouse the interest of even th: 

tlest tots in their winged neighbors. and at | 

same time enable them to recognize 1! 

It is beautifully illustrated in colors by ! 

Agassiz Fuertes, whose faithful portraits 
birds are famous among all bird lovers 
tle, B.) 

t 
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CAROL, THE MEADOW LARK. YOU WILL KNOW HIM 

BY THE BLACK CRESCENT ON HIS YELLOW BREAST, 

AND THE WHITE OUTER FEATHERS OF HIS 

RATHER SHORT TAIL WHEN HE FLIES 

FROM “THE BURGESS BIRD BOOK FOR CHILDREN” 

BY THORNTON W. BURGESS 

Little, Brown & Co. 

THE MR. BOOKS AND THE MRS. BOOKS 
are humorous little animal stories told for the 
youngest of listeners and illustrated in color 

by Lawson Wood. The titles follow: “Mr. 
Quack: His Voyage to London;” “Mr. Pup, 
and His Escapade;” “Mr. Grunt: How He 

Spends His Holiday;” “Mr. Trunk: His Day 
Out;” “Mr, Prickles: How He Got Lost;” 
“Mr. Fox: How He Went a Hunting;” “Mrs. 
Nibble Finds a New Home;” “Mrs. Polly: Her 
Visit to the Farm;” “Mrs. Bear Goes to the 
Pair ;” “Mrs. Cackle, and Her Troublesome 

Son ; “Mrs. Purr: How She Gives a Party;” 

“Mrs. Waddle: How She Makes a Fortune.” 
(Frederick Warne. ) 

+ 

BILLY VANILLA is a jolly story for little 
Soys and little girls who like thrills. Beside 

nt there are some other nice children and 

arlo, a very lively cocker spaniel, on hand 
he all their adventures. These playmates — for buried treasure, organized a cru- 

- vent in search of the North Pole, and 
cured in some very exciting times, but came 

out safe and sound, thanks to the author, Sol 
N. Sheridan. Harold James Cue has made 
delightful pictures of all these little people— 
and Carlo. (Lothrop, L. & S.) 

% 
SLEEPY-TIME TALES. Any little boy or 

girl from three to eight knows that animal 
persons with such fascinating names as Cuffy 
Bear, Frisky Squirrel, Fatty Coon, etc. are sure 
to have had equally fascinating adventures. In 
fact they have; for instance Cuffy Bear once 
stuck his foot in a kettle of hot maple syrup 
and—but it won’t do to give them all away. 
Arthur Scett Bailey has written a whole series 
of these tales about the little wood creatures 
into which he has slyly tucked many sugges- 
tions about behavior that apply just as well to 
little two-legged creatures who live in houses. 
This series illustrated by Harry L. Smith in- 
cludes the following titles: “The Tale of 
Cuffy Bear.” “The Tale of Frisky Squirrel ;” 
“The Tale of Tommy Fox;” “The Tale of Fatty 
Coon;” “The Tale of Billy Woodchuck;” 
“The Tale of Jimmy Rabbit;” “The Tale of 
Peter Mink;” “The Tale of Sandy Chipmunk;” 

“The Tale of Brownie Beaver;” “Tie Tale of 

Paddy Muskrat;” “The Tale of Ferdinand 
Frog;” “The Tale of Dickie Deer Mouse;” 
“The Tale of Timothy Turtle;” “The Tale of 
Benny Badger;” “The Tale of Major Monkey.” 
(Grosset & D.) 

“HORE IT IS!” SAID THE: BOY, A ‘THOESAND YEARS 

OLD ‘ ; Rag 

FROM “BILLY -WANILLA”’ BY) ;8OLi.N. SHERIDAN 

Lothrop, Lge..&- Shepard 
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MRS. PETER RABBIT. All the little peo- 
ple who know Thornton W. Burgess’ Peter 
Rabbit will be delighted to hear how he mar- 
ried a wife and set up housekeeping. Mr. 
Burgess tells how Mrs. Peter soon made all 
Peter’s friends her own and how the young 
couple brought up their family of four cun- 
ning, furry, baby rabbits. Harrison Cady has 
made eight of his amusing pictures in color 
for this second volume of the Green Meadow 
Series. (Little, B.) 

~ 

TUCK-ME-IN TALES is the alluring title 
that Arthur Scott Bailey has given to a 
series of stories about birds and _ insects 
for very young readers and listeners. These 
creatures are good and naughty in much 
the same way as small people who can- 
not fly and do not live in nests or on 
blades of grass. The titles will show the 
names of the principles in these little ad- 
venture tales: “The Tale of Jolly Robin;” 
“The Tale of Old Mr. Crow;” “The Tale of 
Solomon Owl;” “The Tale of Jasper Jay;” 
“The Tale of Rusty Wren;” “The Tale of 
Daddy Long-Legs;” “The Tale of Kiddie 
Katydid;” “The Tale of Betsy Butterfly;” 
“The Tale of Buster Bumblebee;” “The Tale of 
Freddie Firefly.” Harry L. Smith ras made 
six pictures in color for each one of these 
books. (Grosset & D.) 

THERE SAT ALL THE ANIMALS AND BIRDS AROUND 

SAMMY AND LOOKED AT HIM 

“ADVENTURES OF SAMMY SASSAFRAS” 

BY CARL WATERMAN 

BE. P. Dutton & Co. 

FROM 

The Publishers’ Weekly 
a 

FR e+ 

FROM “RED BEN—THE FOX OF OAK RIDGE” 

JOSEPH WHARTON LIPPINCOTT 

Penn Publishing Co. 

RED BEN—THE FOX OF OAK RIDGE 
Red Ben was a furry puppy when Fa 
Slown vowed he’d get rid of the foxes | 
Ridge. But Ben and his mother led the farm 
and his dog a pretty chase. Joseph Whart 
Lippincott’s story tells how Ben met ‘ 
and Skunk, Red Squirrel and Woodchuck 
he fought Gray Fox, how Blackie led hin 
a trap, and how he found a mate and a ! 
The author, who also wrote “Bun a Wild RB 

bit,” has illustrated Red Ben’s stor) 

photographs. (Penn.) 

+ 

ADVENTURES OF SAMMY SASSAFRAS 

Sammy Sassafras is a little country boy jus! 
as nice as his name sounds. He makes t' 
acquaintance of a friendly family of bia’ 
bears and what a good time they all hav 
gether. Carl Waterman tells the story 

very little folks and Hugh Spencer has ™ 

the pictures. The type is large and 
enough for small people who like to rea 

themselves. (Dutton.) 

> 



sStCH CLAWING AND BITING AND SQUEALING— 

YOU NEVER DID SEE! 

FROM “ADVENTURES OF TWINKLY EYES” BY 

ALLEN CHAFFEE 

Milton Bradley Co. 

THE ADVENTURES OF TWINKLY EYES, 
THE LITTLE BLACK BEAR are told in 
fifty-nine little stories which do more than en- 
tertain little readers with the doings of a 
small black bear. In each of the stories some 

real phase of wild life is presented in such 
a way that it will stick in the memory. This 
little hero of the merry name is personified to 
make his appeal greater but the personification 
is never strained. Twinkly Eyes’ adventures 
and misadventures are such as might naturally 
happen to any little black bear who couldn’t 
talk. As the little reader follows Twinkly 
Eyes’ efforts to extricate himself from all the 
*nemies in nature and human nature, he learns 
about the wonderful provision that has been 
ie for the protection of the wild creatures. 
= Chaffee has told these tales very pleas- 

ntly without hint of moralizing. The pic- 
Brad well done by Peter Da Ru. (Milton 

+ 

we OF CHILDHOOD SERIES. Between 
Covers of these three pretty books will be 

at “nusement for many a rainy day. In the 
x Pe the pictures may be admired just 
ie “tage ordinary book and after that they 
things a out and made into delightful play- 

_.. he Play-Day Book” is full of teys to 
and dolls to be dressed. Margaret 
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Evans Price made the designs and she tells in 
the book just how to cut them out and put 
them together. “The Bird-Toy Book” has big 
colored pictures of the duck, the blue jay, the 
robin, the canary and other birds which little 
tots may learn to recognize. These are all 
ready to be cut out and made into toys. W. F. 
Stecher designed this book and also “The 
Animal Toy-Book” in which may be found 
bunnies and lions and nannie goats and ever 
so many other animals. These books may be 
too big for Christmas stockings, but they will 
do just as well outside. (Sully.) 

+ 

WEE ANN is a wholesome, lively, and en- 
tertaining story of the life and adventures of 
“Wee Ann,” an engaging tot of five, written 
for very young folks by Ethel Calvert Phillips, 
a successful kindergarten teacher. “Wee Ann” 
does all sorts of pleasant everyday things, 
just the kind that little girls, and boys too, 
like to hear about. The pictures by Edith F. 
Butler show “Wee Ann” in the act of blowing 
soap bubbles, turning an old spinning wheel 
and doing other interesting things. (Hough- 
ton M.) 
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EVERYONE WHO COULD WALE, CREEP, OR FLY HEADED 

FOR THE OLD BRIAR-PATCH 

PROM “MRS, PETER RABBIT” BY THORNTON w. 

BURGESS 

Little, Brown 4 Ce. 
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THE BOYD SMITH MOTHER GOOSE is a 
very big book to delight many a very small 
person. It is filled cram full with merry pic- 

tures of the kind E. Boyd Smith, illustrator 
of “The Story of Noah’s Ark,” and “After 
They Came Out of the Ark,” knows how to 
make. There are twenty of these pictures in 
color and each one big enough to fill a whole 
page beside fifty more smaller ones in black 
and white. The rhymes are all there of course. 
(Putnam. ) 

+ 

CHICKEN LITTLE JANE ON THE BIG 
JOHN. Little people who enjoyed the earlier 
adventures of this little girl who was called 
“Chicken Little’—when she was naughty will 
be glad to hear how she went to live in a new 
home and had more good times. Lily Munsell 
Ritchie carries on her little heroine’s advent- 
ures in this new volume which is illustrated 
by Charles D. Hubbard. (Britton.) 

THE CHILDREN’S FAVORITES 
Childhood Bible Stories 

SERIES 3 
Book 1.—Creator and Saviour. 
Book 2.—Protector and Guide 
Book 3.—God’s House and Worship 
Book 4.—Prophet and King 

Papei. Price 15c.; in quantities, each, 12c. 
Something quite new 

anand original in Bible 
story-books for the 
little folks. A_ series 
following the graded 
idea and the _  Inter- 

“national graded lesson 
themes for’ children 
about six years of age. 
Hach book, however, is 
complete in itself, and 
can be used separately 
as a gift or reward 

= book. Size, 54x6% 
inches, thirty-two pages, 
twelve beautifully 
colored pictures, 

SERIES 4 
Book 1.—Prayer and Praise 
Book 2.—Helper and Friend 
Book 3.—Doing His Work 
Book 4.—Learning His Will 

Paper. Price, 18c.; in quantitie:, each, 15c. 
The four book: in this series are intended 

for children about seven and eight years of 
age. Each is 6x 7% inches, and is complete 
in itself, with thirty-two pages, twelve colored 
pictures. Fathers, mothers and teachers will 
find these charming little volumes of inestim- 
able value. 

SERIES 5 
Just off the press 

1.—The Good News 
Book 2.—Good Will to Men 
Book 3.—Christian Heroes 
Book 4.—Daring to Do Right 
For children about nine and ten. They 

will~ be delighted with one and all of these 
stories. Each book, size 6% x 7% inches, thirty- 
two pages, thirteen stories, fourteen colored 
illustrations, decorated cover, paper. Price, 

Book 

each, 22c.; in quantities of twelve or more, 
each, .18c., postpaid 

The Standard Publishing Company Cincinnati, 0. 

The Publishers’ Weekly 
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SAYS THE PIEMAN TO SIMPLE SIMON, “SHOW MI 

FIRST YOUR PENNY” 

FROM “MOTHER GOOSE” BY E. BOYD SMITH 

G. P. Putnam’s Sons 

CARMEN 
ARIZA 

By Charles Francis Stocking, E. M. 

is the most powerful novel of reli- 
gious and political intrigue ever writ- 
ten. Its diverse threads run from the 
Vatican to the trackless jungle of 
South America—from the Spanish 
Main to Washington and New York. 
Carmen Ariza is the final answer t 
the religious question, and is the only 
novel that has handled it in a strictly 
scientific way and worked it out to a 
demonstrable solution. 

994p. Cloth, $2. Leather, $2.75. DelLusre 

leather, gilt edges, $3.25. Postage lo: 

THE MAESTRO CO. 
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NELSON’S IMPRINT A GUARANTEE OF EXCELLENCE 

The American 
Standard Bible 

Is essentially The Bible for Everybody because it is so simple that all 

can understand its meaning. The Great Religious Denominations use it as 

the basis for their Sunday School periodical lessons and is used by all 

Leading Colleges, Universities, Theological Seminaries in the United States. 

These Bibles you will be asked for—Keep in stock. 

Onyx Type Reference and Teachers Bibles—printed from clear bold type 

on fine quality Bible paper and Nelson’s India paper, and bound in the best 

quality of leather. 

New Ruby Type Testament—printed from large Ruby type in handy 

pocket size—easy to read and carry. With proper names marked for pro- 

nunciation, and made in all popular styles of binding. 

Over 250 other styles of Bibles and Testaments in every size of type and 

all the popular bindings. Prices from 75 cents up. 

The King James (1611) Version of the Bible—For those who prefer the 

old version we make it in over 200 styles, including Text, Reference and 

Teachers’ Bibles, and New Testaments. Prices from $1.00 up. 

Nelson Prayer Books and 
Hymnals 

FOR USE IN THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH 

Conforming to the Standard of the Church in Every Respect 

Beautifully printed in four sizes of type on fine quality white 

Bible paper and Nelson’s India paper—the thinnest printing 

The large variety of bindings and diversity 

Prices from 32 cents 
paper in the world. 

of cover designs give a choice of 400 styles. 

up to $20.00. 

Altar Services and Devotional and 

Faldstool Book Birthday Books 
The best of the Standard Devotional 

These are most appropriate books for Books which have stood the test of poe 

mor} . . such as The Imitation of Christ, Gol 

memorial gifts—printed from large, easy- Dust, Christian Year, Holy Living Treas- 
reading type and bound in best quality of ury of Devotion, etc. 

leather in B ; The Birthday Books are made up of 

GQ > x ak; Red’ ane Purple. Price, selections from Scripture text and from 

8-19 to $21.50, the great poets. 
sn ee 

SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOGUE TO 

THOMAS NELSON & SONS i NEW YORK 
Publishers since 1798 

en 



NELSON’S IMPRINT A GUARANTEE OF EXCELLENC: 

The Publishers’ Weekly 

STANDARD * INDIA 
AUTHORS Nelson & PAPER 

SHAKESPEARE THACKER: 
BROWNING New Centu ry Libra ry STEVENSO\ 

eaten EMERSON TROLLOPE a 

Nelson’s New Century Style Old Style, DUMAS 

AUSTEN ete Oia Paper ‘ One Volume. ma ELIO! 
SCOTT India Paper DE 

HUGO ee 

A Radical 
NELSON'S Departure INDIA PAPER FITS THE POCKET  gecole pal 

makes it possible The type is the same in both 4% by 6% inches 
~ oe ea on d no. thick 

2 ne Algae Bound in smooth soft leather, flexible covers, *@n a month 
a velaes’ tas with plain sides and gilt back, gilt top and Teme i 
half an inch thick. silk marker. Price, $1.75 net per volume. less than 8 ounces 

“A Volume YouCan Easily Hold in the'Hand and Enjoy by the Light of theEvening Lamp” 

The following Authors can be had in Complete Sets: 

DICKENS, THACKERAY, SHAKESPEARE, ELIOT, POE, AUSTEN, 

ROBERT BROWNING, ELIZABETH BROWNING 

of the 
above Editions de Luxe Standard Authors 

Printed on Nelson’s India Paper and bound in Genuine Morocco 

These sets are bindings de luxe of the New Cen- 
tury Library as described above, and are the prettiest 
and most useful sets of standard authors. They are 
handsome in the library, and can also be carried in 

the pocket, or hand bag. 

Containing the complete Works of Dickens, 
Thackeray, Shakespeare, Eliot, Poe, Austen, Bronte, 
and selected Works of Hugo, Scott, Dumas, 

Trollope, Stevenson and others. 

Bound in Genuine Morocco, limp covers, red under 

gold edges, gold back title and side ornament, marbled 
end papers, headbands, silk marker, and beautiful 

illustrations made especially for this edition. 

Price, $2.50 net per volume, Single Volume or in 

Sets. 

SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOGUE TO 

THOMAS NELSON & SONS 
Publishers since 1798 

NEW YORK 

HUGO 
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191 4 NELSON'S HISTORY 19] 8 
OF THE WAR 
By John Buchan 

ae “Sane Director of Information under the British Prime Minister and Member 

OF THE of the Staff of the British Army in France. 

A REAL HISTORY—A well arranged collection of all avai'able 

information, moulded into a straightforward story. 

A VIVID NARRATIVE that will thrill every reader. 

A CLEAR VIEW OF MILITARY OPERATIONS, explaining the 

strategy of the war on land and sea without too many 

technicalities. 

COMPLETE IN 24 VOLUMES--POCKET SIZE 
PRICE, $1.00 NET A VOLUME 

Nelson’s Pocket Dictionaries 

NELSON’ S IMPRINT A GUARANTEE OF EXCELLENCE 

“EE. F. G. SERIES” They are published in the following lan- 
guages, making most appropriate gifts for 

These Dainty Little Volumes are issued soldiers: 
under the general editorship of G. F. Bar- English Italian and English 
wick, B. A., of the British Museum, and French and English Spanish and English 
make exceedingly useful pocket companions. German and English Latin and English 

Two styles of binding: Cloth, $1.00; Venetian Leather, $1.25. 

Classics in the French Language 
Collection Nelson 

A selection of the very best of French fiction and general literature printed in the 
French language. Includes the works of the most celebrated French writers and also 
translations from other languages. 

Invaluable for French students and all who wish to become familiar with the finest 

French literature, 
Over 200 volumes now issued, including the Complete Works of Victor Hugo, in 

51 volumes. 

The volumes are pocket size, printed from large, clear type on good white paper, and 
made in two styles of binding. 

Cream Colored Cloth, with French-designed cover stamp, fancy end papers, and 
jacket in colors, per volume, 60 cents net. 

SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOGUE TO 

THOMAS NELSON & SONS - NEW YORK 
Publishers since 1798 
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THE OXFORD BOOKS OF VERSE 
i 

To the lover of poetry no volumes could be more welcome than these choic: | 
anthologies. Their very physical appearance conveys a sense of ripeness ani 
ease and grace in the intellectual life and their pages are a source of unending 
delight. 

A New Volume 

THE OXFORD BOOK OF AUSTRALASIAN VERSE 

Chosen by W. Murdock 

Net $4.00 

A book with the tang of the antipodes; the fresh and rapidly moving pictur 
of new lands and scenes. An interesting selection of some two hundred poems 
by Australians and New Zealanders, from Wentworth and Adam Lindsay 
Gordon to the poets of the present day. 

Other Volumes in the Series 

Each, Net $4.00 

OXFORD BOOK OF ENGLISH VERSE, DUBLIN BOOK OF IRISH VERS! 
A. D. 1250-1900 1728-1909 

Chosen and Arranged by SiR ARTHUR Edited by JoHN COOKE 

ee OXFORD BOOK OF VICTORIAN VERS 
EDINBURGH BOOK OF SCOTTISH Chosen and Edited by Sir Artu 

ee 

EE 

Le 

A 

VERSE 1300-1900 (J)UILLER-COUCH. 

Selected and Edited by W. MACNEILE OXFORD BOOK OF ENGLISH MYST! 

DIxon, CAL VERSE 
OXFORD BOOK OF BALLADS Chosen by D. S. NicHotson and A 

Chosen and Edited by Str ARTHUR LEK. 

QuIiLiER-Coucn. OXFORD BOOK OF ITALIAN VERS! 
OXFORD BOOK OF FRENCH VERSE A. 

XIII Century-XIX Century iS ete | 
(in French) hosen by Srv. Joun Lucas. j 

Chosen by Sr. Joun Lwvoas. OXFORD BOOK OF SPANISH VERSE 
XIII Century-XX Century 

OXFORD BOOK OF CANADIAN VERSF (in Spanish) 

Chosen by WILFRID CAMPBELL. Chosen by JAMES FITzMAURICE KELLY | 

Each Vol. Cloth, Net $4.00 | 

x D ; 
eae A ce {Persian Morocco, Net $8.00 

Full Morocco, Net $12.00 

Oxrorp University Press 
American Branch 

35 West 32nd Street 
New York 
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‘“There is a pecular dignity attached to the gift of a book that is in no 

way affected by its price.” 

TAMA: The Diary of a Japanese School Girl 
By FLORENCE WELLS 

Tama as a book is unique. At the same time it is one of the most delightfully a 

and human little stories ever published. The quaint “pidgin” English in whic! 

written will cause gales of merriment when read aleud. This story from the heart 

little Japanese girl will appeal to young and to grown-ups alike. 

Ill. Boards 12mo. Net 75 cents. Postpaid 85 cents. 

ICE BREAKERS 
By EpNA GEISTER 

A new edition, the sixth, revised and enlarged to include new cotillion figures whi 

easy to execute yet beautiful or mirth provoking; games for church socials ada 

to groups of all ages so that Grandfather plays with small Betsey; stunts for rural com 

munity recreation which solve the problem of how to keep the young people on the farm 

Cloth 12mo. Net $1.35. Postpaid $1.45. 

COURAGE 
By JEANNETTE MARKS 

A volume of philosophy for men and women on the firing line of daily life which las for 

its keynote Captain Anderson’s slogan, “Let’s go in smiling.” 

Cloth 12mo. Net $1.25. Postpaid $1.35. 

CHRIST IN THE POETRY OF TODAY 

Compiled by MartHa Foote Crow 

A collection of poems from the works of living American poets, telling the story of 

Christ’s life in chronological order. 

Cloth 12mo. Net $2.00. Postpaid $2.15. 

MODERN READER’S CALENDAR FOR 1920 
The author of this calendar has been out “catching thoughts.” It is a literary dra 

net of beautiful quotations, both prose and poetry, from many writers, especially ‘rom 

the modern writers. 

Net 75 cents. Postpaid 85 cents. 

grerywhere or THLE’ WOMANS PRESS “xce'vor cis 
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HENRY HOLT &COMPANY : : 19 WEST 44th ST. 
NEW YORK 

You probably are emphasizing to your customers the fitness of 

books for Christmas and all times. 

Point out to them that theatre tickets are now $2.50 and over 

with in three hours. These new novels should be good for years. 

Novels to keep and read again; of permanent value 

Romain Rolland’s 

Colas Breugnon, 
Burgundian 
His First Novel Since “Jean- 

Christophe 

William De Morgan’s 

The Old Madhouse 
Author of “Joseph Vance,” 

“Somehow Good” 

in this 

Inez Haynes Irwin’s 

The Happy Years 
Climax to “Phoebe and 

Ernest” 

This is not a “glad’’ book, but “No English writer 
century has done so much to To live in the company of 
take the novel away from author a novel in which the Breugnon is a. a ae 

Bookman. “Seven or eight  dilettanti and give it back to Jai “t] is auch 
a a ne os 26k ee: . . —Astentte §=(Procaims ‘there & no su 
view. 302 pp. $1.75. Monthly $1.90. thing as old age.” $1.60. 

Biographies interesting as novels and true 

Norwood Young’s 

Frederick The Great 
New biography in the light of recent events 

Lord Charnwood’s 

Abraham Lincoln 
It is bound to take first rank in the literature 

The of Lincoln and in many respects. ... : . 
best of the biographies.”—The Nation. Drink- with new facts and an adverse view of Fred- 

water’s play is based on this life. $2.25. erick as a soldier. $2.50. 

A thoughtful gift for a girl 
H. C. Hoerle and F. B. Saltzberg’s 

The Girl and the Job 
Shows some 200 new jobs now open to women, including such unusual ones as 
detective, theater treasurer, professional shopper, jeweler, dentist, etc., and helps 
a girl decide what she’s fitted for. $1.50. 

A volume of Poetry or Music is always a gracious gift 

Robert Frost’s 

North of Boston 
With fifteen illustrations by 
James Ormsbee Chapin. 
(Special edition.) These draw- 
ings are improvisions on some 
mood or episode in a poem 
rather than an illustration of 
the whole poem. $6.00. 

H. E. Krehbiel’s 

More Chapters of 

Opera 
A continuation of this dean 
of musical critic’s ‘‘Chapters.” 
With 70 illustrations, full 
repertories and index. $3.50. 
(In press.) 

B. E. Stevenson’s 

The Home Book 

of Verse 
Considerable of it humorous. 
Revised and enlarged edition 
of this standard volume. Cloth, 
$12.50. Three quarter Morocco, 
$16.00. 

What is Christmas to a boy, without books? 

The Trail Makers 
A boy’s romance of railroad building, by the author of the “Bob’s Hill” Series. 

Ben, the Battle Horse 
A 
$1.35, 

Squaw Point 
By the author of “Play Days on Plum Blossom Creek.” 
learn each other’s good points. $1.50. 

There is Magic in these 

More Magic Pictures of the Long Ago 
Stories of masterpieces of art. $1.25. 

The Children’s Fairy Land 
With delightful silhouettes. 

The Queer Beasts 
How a boy got a country house for just living in it. 

$1.50. 

$1.35. 

By Charles Pierce Burton 
$1.50 

By Walter A. Dyer 
t a horse that won the Croix de Guerre, by the author of “Dogs of Boytown.” 

By Arland D. Weeks 

A city boy and a country lad 

By Anna Curtis Chandler 

By Harriet Mead Olcott 

By Mrs. A. H. D. Acland 
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The 
Hidden Aerial 

By Lewis E. 

A story of the boys’ working 
reserve in which they serve 
their country in more ways 
than one. 

Theiss 

illustration and 
jacket 

Colored 

$1.35 net 

A Girl 
Scout of 

Red Rose Troop 
By Amy Blanchard 

Every girl who is now a 
scout, every girl who would 
like to be a scout and is not 
—both will want to read this 
story by an author who her- 

self knows all about 
scouting 

$1.35 net 

Amos R. 

The Publishers’ Weekly 

A 
Little Maid 
of Picardy 

3y Amy E. Blanchard 

A story full of adventures in 
the life of a refugee maid of 
Picardy. An American girl 
with the love of France in 
her heart. 

Colored frontispiece and 
cover 

$1.35 net 

Notes for 1920 
By Rev. F. N. Peloubet, D.D. 

and 
Wells, Litt.D., LL.D. 

This is the forty-sixth an- 
nual volume condensing many 
volumes and focusing upon 
each lesson the very best 
commentaries of all writers. 
It meets the needs of every 
Sunday school teacher 
and worker. 

$1.50 net; 
$1.60 delivered 

A BOY’S BOOK 
OF WONDERS 

AND INVENTION 
By Cleveland Moffett 

The author of “Careers 
Danger and Daring” knoy 
what boys are interested 
The wonderful discoveri: 
inventions, and experimeé 
of the last few years 
presented in a way whic! 
will appeal to every read 

The volume is beautifully 
illustrated by photo- 
graphs. $1.35 net 

Sea Stories 
By Com. Thos. D. Par} 

U.S.N. (Retired) 

Young Heroes of the American 
Navy 
The Cruise of the Deep Sea 
Scouts 
The Spy on the Submarine 

Kach of these stories br‘ 
of the life at sea—ful 
excitement and incident 

Colored frontispiece and 
jacket 

$1.35 net each 

BEST BOY SCOUT BOOKS 

The Boy Scouts of Berkshire 
Boy Scouts of the Dismal Swamp 
Boy Scouts in the White Mountains 

By Walter P. Eaton 

Boy Scouts of the Wildcat Patrol 
Peanut—Cub Reporter 
Boy Scouts in Glacier Park 

These stories will delight boy scouts and all boys who would like to join the army of scouts 
which is doing such wonderful work for the boys, both mentally and physically. 

Colored Frontispiece and Jacket $1.35 net each 

CHICAGO W. A. WILDE COMPANY BOSTON 
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PURPOSE 
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The New Spirit of Industry 

F, ERNEST JOHNSON Paper boards, .75 

This book deals with the biggest of all 
reconstruction problems in a big way. 
Scientific in its study of facts, optimistic, 
as believing that “the moral will of 
humanity may be counted on to bring in 
the new day,” it offers a stirring interpre- 
tation of the most significant develop- 
ments in the labor world. 

Intervention in Mexico 
SAMUEL Guy INMAN 

Paper boards with cloth ridge, $1.50 
A recognized authority on Pan-American 
questions, Mr. Inman here offers to the 
thinking American Public, at this time of 
special interest in Mexico, accurate in- 
formation about men and movements, and 
a chance to get the Mexican point of 
view. He outlines a constructive enlight- 
ened policy for the future relations 
between the two neighbors. 

The War and Religion 

Compiled by Marion J. BRADSHAW 

Cloth, $1.50 

For the Committee on the War and the 

Religions Outlook 

An important BIBLIOGRAPHY of 
material in English published prior to 
January 1, 1919, bearing on “the state 
of religion as affected by the war, with 
special reference to the duty and oppor- 
tunity of the churches.” 

ASSOCIATION PRESS 
347 Madison Avenue, New York 

The Christmas Bookshelf 

‘“‘The mark of a book written to meet a need.”’ 

Books with a 
strong GIFT appeal 

because of their PURPOSE 

Are you well stocked with the fast selling 
“EVERYDAY LIFE” books? 

Three of these books are by 

HARRY EMERSON FOSDICK 
The Meaning of Faith 

The author’s purpose is to clear away the 
misapprehensions regarding faith and to 
indicate the relationship of faith to other 
aspects of life. Thin paper, art leather 
cloth, round cornered, pocket size, $1.00; 
full morocco, gilt edges, $2.25. 

The Meaning of Prayer 
In a vigorous, impressive way, this vitally 
helpful book throws light on God’s atti- 
tude toward us and our needs. Thin 
paper, art leather cloth, round cornered, 
pocket size, 75 cents; full morocco, gilt 
edges, $2.00. 

The Manhood of the Master 
This little volume will lead to a better 
understanding and deeper appreciation of 
the Master’s character as an individual. 
Thin paper, art leather cloth, round ecor- 
nered, pocket size, 75 cents; full morocco, 
gilt edges, $2.00. 

THE OTHER BOOKS IN THE LIST 
ARE 

Building on Rock 
KINGMAN 75 

Christ in Everyday Life 
BosworRTH 15 

Christian According to Paul 
FARIS 75 

How God Calls Men 
HARRIS 75 

Living Book in a Living Men 
HovucH 15 

Many Sided David 
HowaArRD 75 

Marks of a World Christian 
FLEMING 76 

Meeting the Master 
DAVIS 76 

Paul in Everyday Life 

ADAM 76 
Psalms of the Social Life 

McAFEE 15 

Under the Highest Leadership 
ADAMS 15 
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Jessup & Moore Paper Co. 

PAPER MAKERS 
PHILADELPHIA NEW YORK 

Manufacturers of 

Book Paper Specialties | Chemical Fibre 

THE SEASON’S BOOKS. 
THE GOSPEL IN THE LIGHT OF THE GREAT WAR. By Ozora S. Davis. $1.25, | | 

postpaid $1.40. A book for the times. | | 

THE SPREAD OF CHRISTIANITY IN THE MODERN WORLD. By Epwarp | 
CALDWELL Moore. $2.00, postpaid $2.15. A survey of the history of missions | 
since the beginning of the modern era. 

HOW THE BIBLE GREW. By FRANK G. Lewis. $1.50, postpaid $1.65. Records 
the growth of the Bible from its beginning up to the present time. 

THE REVELATION OF JOHN. By Dr. Suietey J. Case. $2.00, postpaid $2.15. 
Answers many perplexing questions about the book of Revelation. 

THE RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD (Revised Edition). By Proressor Grorer A. | 
BARTON. $2.00, postpaid $2.15. All great religions considered. | | 

OUTLINES OF CHINESE ART. By Jonn Catvin Ferauson. $3.00, postpaid | | 
$3.15. A comprehensive survey. Profusely illustrated. | 

| | 
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY. By Wa ter S. Hunter. $2.00, postpaid $2.15. Written 

from the biological point of view. Describes experimental methods and results. 

The University of Chicago Press 
5801 Ellis Avenue Chicago, Illinois 
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Stewart & Kidd 1919 Books 
MORE PORTMANTEAU PLAYS Stuart Walker 

Author of “Portmanteau Plays,’ with an introduction by EDWARD HALE BIERSTADT, 

This continuation carries on the work begun in the first book, and contains “The Lady of 

the Weeping Willow Tree,” one of the finest and most effective pieces Stuart Walker has pre- 
sented under his own name, “The Very Naked Boy,” a slight, whimsical and wholly delightful 
vit of foolery, “Jonathan Makes a Wish,” a truly strong three act work with an appeal of 
unusual vigor. 12mo. Net $1.75 

THE CHANGING DRAMA Archibald Henderson, M.A., Ph.D. 
Author of “European Dramatists,” “George Bernard Shaw—His Life and Work,” ete. 

New York Tribune—“Not only the first book in its field—in the completeness of its scope. 
the scholarly, well balanced thoroughness of the treatment of its material, it is likely to remain 
the standard work as well for some time to. come.” 12mo. Net $1.75 

BOCCACCIO’S DECAMERON 
The first complete American edition. Absolutely unexpurgated. With new introduction. 

Printed on India paper with artistic lining papers. Handsomely bound in art silk cloth $2.00 
Limp leather $3.00. 

FISHING TACKLE AND KITS _ Dixie Carroll 
Author of “Lake and Stream Game Fishing.” 

How, when and where to fish and the right kind of tackle for all angles of fishing for the 
fresh water game fish. Habits and peculiarities of the basses, muskallonge, trout, pike, pickerel 
and wall-eyed pike. Fishing facts that will make the tyro an expert angler and the expert more 
finished in the art. Practical information that will make your fishing dreams come true. Many 
illustrations from photographs. Colored cover jacket. Large 12mo. Cloth. Net $2.00. 

STREAMCRAFT 
An Angling Manual 

Dr. George Parker 
Holden 

A volume dedicated to A 
Henry Van Dyke, which will ay 
be of great interest to those Whats 
of the angling fraternity. It feyiiee 
deals with the selection, care 
and rigging of the rod, the 
art of casting, trout habits, 
lures and their use, including 
some stream entomology, the 
angler flies and how to tie 
them, including a description 
of the most successful trout 
and bass flies. . : +9 ae 

Handsomely and elaborately Ma 
illustrated. Eight full page es ala 
colored illustrations and num- mdi eee 
erous black and whites. The 
book in size handy for the 
pocket. Net $2.00 

BASS, PIKE, PERCH AND OTHER 
GAME FISHES OF AMERICA James A. Henshall, M.D. 

Author of “The Book of the Black Bass,’ etc. 
_ The most comprehensive book on American game-fishes published. It describes in detail 

ninety species and varieties of the game-fishes inhabiting fresh water lakes and streams east of 
the Rocky Mountains, and the marine and brackish waters of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. 

In addition to a brief, technical description of the fishes for the purpose of identification, 
the popular description and account of their habits, habitats and everything relating to their 
environment is full and complete.. 

Many illustrations, frontispiece and cover jacket in full color. 12mo. Cloth. Net $2.00 

FISHING TACKLE 

STEWART & KIDD CO., Publishers, Cincinnati, U. S. A. 
THE RYERSON PRESS, Toronto, Canadian Representatives 

| 
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THE DAVIS 
BIBLE DICTIONARY 

AN APPROPRIATE GIFT 
FOR 

THE MINISTER, SUNDAY-SCHOOL TEACHER 

OR BIBLE STUDENT 

CLOTH-9 32° -HALF LEATHER-§ 325 - FULL MOROCCO-S 62° 

THE PRESBYTERIAN BOARD OF PUBLICATION 
HE WESTMINSTER P 

sal ctaaiareenie: PHILADELPHIA, akties Building 
New York, 156 Fifth Ave. Cincinnati, 420 Film St. St. Louis, 411 N. Tenth 5 
Chicago, 125 N. Wabash Ave. Nashville, 711 Church St. San Francisco, 278 Post 5 

Pittsburgh, ‘Granite Building, Sixth Ave. and Wood St. 



The Chronicle of An 
Old Town 

By A. B. CUNNINGHAM 

his easy 
ire ynicle, 

Haw- 

As one reads t 

and delightful cl 
as though 

thorne had back 
and sauntered with us 
through the old town, 
naking wus acquainted 
with its interesting folks 
and ways. 

NET, $1.50. POSTPAID 

is 

come 

George Washington 
the Christian 

By WILLIAM J. JOHNSON 
Author of 

“Abraham Lincoin 
the Christian’’ 

Dr. Johns son has used 

eventy-hves source books, 

d vives a footnote ref- 

nce. to the source Oi 

very fact. The 
placed 

‘Sse foot 

in the 

out of book, Q!} 

the way of the general 
reader. 
Illustrated. NET. $1.50. POSTPAID 

Granville 

Tales and Tail Spins from 
a Flyer’s Diary 

_ The story of the mak- 
ing of a soldier in one 
branch of the service. 
Edited from the letters 
and diary of one of the 
youth who helped to win 
the war from over here. 
Illustrated NET $! 

ABINGDON BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS 

} 

| soldiers, 

.25, POSTPAID 

| Prowling About | 
| Panama 

By GEORGE A. MILLER 

Weeoey A delightful book of 
= travel sketches, setting 

From a Soldier's th the beauties, oddi- | 
7 7 1 ti 

¢ and general cCnar- | Heart aah 7 
‘teristics of a country 

: ; 28 
+4 1) + 4 

FiGiC Til il I]] 
By 

LIEUT. HAROLD SPEAKMAN) rom: tory 
Artist, og ag Poet A ttractivelo dlustrated by chet 

The story of the lone Ameri Alice and A. B. West 

can Regiment which fought on | graphs by the author 
the Italian front. The Regi- | NET POSTPAID 
nent from which An | 

months after the 
tice, went to help put 

ches by 
from photo- 

$1.50 

1 
ATNIIS- 

qaown < The Uttermost Star revolution in pi< iresque 
Montenegro. A vivid personal | And Other Gleams of Fancy 
experience which will endur 
for here are beauty and truth By F. W. BOREHAM 
and sinc erity. The Australian Essayist 

Frontispiece in colors and original 

drawings by the author The happ high-heart- 

NET, $1.25. POSTPAID edness of A. essavist is so 

infectiot that to read 
him 1 a he r ce light. 

There re about him no 

harbed-wire ¢ itangle 

me of formal rhetort 
Or ali bitic tye Wi 

are immediate touch 

with a mind that is mel- 

low, qu 11 richly 

original 

NI T $] »< [ | 

Forgotten Faces 
By GEORGE CLARKE PECK 

r 1 

Star Dust From the ; 
Dugouts ihe third of a trilogy 

A Reconstruction Book of piquant volumes on 
By WILLIAM L. STIDGER | Bi blical characters. The 
The boy in the trench Springfield Republican 

heralds the boy at home! av 
rhis fighting parson—a title + ee 

won on the battlefield—ha wide culture, the freshness: of 
seen a vision and turns its light the modern spirit, fertility of 
into these pages A recon- illustration and suggestion,and 

struction b ok, written with - happy pungenc} f phrase 

sympathy and auth: 
Frontispiece and headpieces 
NET; $1.50, POSTPAID 

rity. 

NET, $1.25. POSTPAID 
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for the Ace S 
Yet Irving Bacheller 

Author of The Light in the Clearing 

A MAN FOR THE AGES is the season’s outstanding American Novel by America’s | 
prominent novelist, telling in novel form, the life story of Lincoln. [llustrated, $1. o net 


